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R E P O R T O F T H E D L R E C T O R - G E N E I U L TO T H E S T A N D I N G COMMITTEE 

ON A D M I N I S T R A T I O N A N D F I N A N C E , J A N U A R Y . 1 9 5 0 

Introduction , 

At its second session held in June/July 194% the World Health 

Assembly, in approving the programme and budget for 1950 passed the 

"following resolution: 

丨丨REQUESTS the Executive Board to examine the organizational 
structure so that the Third World Health Assembly may be pssi^cd 
二 e a r i n g , the administrative efficiency of t h e ^ L i z a U o n L d 
establzshmg general lines of policy in this respect».
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r
 , resolution, of the Fourth Executive Board

2

 meeting in July 1949, 

& S t a n d l n g C 0 r a m i t t e e o n

 Administration and Finance was created, con-

Sisting of the following membersÎ 

?
 Í ' • ‘ ：

 ;
 • • . , . : . . . . . . :： ‘‘ : . . . . .

;
 . . . : : . . ； ； 

Chairman: Dr. H. S. .QEAR 
D r

.
 C

.
 v a n d e

n BERG Dr. NAZIF Bey 

Dr. H. HIDE Dr. A. STAMPAR 

D r

.
 M

. MCKENZIE Dr. VILIARAm 

Secretary: Mr. M. P. SIEGEL 

The Connnlttee met on 18 July 1949, and, by way of establishing 

its ter
m s
 of reference for business before and during the next, meeting of 

t h e E X e C U t l V e B 0 a r d

, °
u t l i n e d

 ^ e general and specific questions set 

forth below concerning the organizational structure, past, present and 
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°
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 t h e

 — s in effect, or proposed, to ensure the 

greatest organizational and staff efficiency.
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 她 t h e theory of its adainistration. 
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A2/I10/Resolution No.. 6 

EB4/44/Part IV.. P.2. 



Particular reféronce should; be made to the question of centralization 

and decentralization, and optimum and practical structural plans i>r 

pursuing the aims stated in. the Constitution and for accomplishing th。 

programme approved by the Heálth Assembly. ‘ It would be necessary also 

to take into preliminary consideration the basic question of timing in 

the preparation of programme proposals, in the deliberations of the 

governing bodies with respect to these proposals, and in.the review of 

progress made。 

With respect to specific information concerning the organizational 

structure of WH0
5
 the Committee requested the Director-General to provide 

« 

(1) the detailed picture on the administrative structure of "WHO 

Я . ; . • . 
at the beginning of 1950, supported by diagrams and relevant 

factual information; and the contemplated modifications to 

this structure; 

(2) the details of the staff in each organizational unit, showing 

the position, grade and the salary scale; 

(3) a delineation of the chain of responsibility, from bottom to 

top, in particular the steps in which the questions are 

referred upwards and instructions passed downwards. 

With respect to information showing the means and measures of 

efficiency of operations, and the extent to which these were in actual 

practice, the Committee desired to know： 

(1) the standards established for administrative and professional 

personnel, both at Headquarters and at Regional Offices; 

(2) an appraisal of potential organizational changes resulting from 

changes in high-level personnel; 

(3) the means and measures for assuring that the "responsible" 

officers in the Secretariat are sufficiently familiar with tho 

work of the different Departments or offices; 

(4) a concise description of the procedures for selection and 

appointment; 



( 5 ) the ordinary lengths of contracts for different categories 

and the criteria determining the length of contracts. 

Are permanent contracts contemplated? In addition, it 

was desired to have the views of the Director-General on 

this question generally; 

(6) the percentage of turnover of staff in each category, 

with exanples of reasons for leaving or termination; 

(7) estimated total costs in 1951 of» 

(a) staff salaries and allowances, classified by offices; 

(b) travelling, including authorization for travel; 

(o) meetings for major and minor bodies, showing 

travelling costs separately. The cost of Regional 

Directors' attendance at Assembly and Board meetings 

should be shown separately. Also set forth separately 

the costs of attendance of 丽0 observers at meetings 

of UN and other specialized agencies; 

(8) the proportion of staff, during the last twelve months, 

receiving meritorious within-grade promotions; 

(9) percentage of time, excluding clerical and typing, devoted 

to preparation of documents for meetings of the Board, the 

Assembly and e^iert committees; 

The answers to these questions may be found in the pages which 

follow: 

Part I 

Part II 

Part III 

History of Functional Development and the Statement 

of Basic Principles applied by the Director-General in 

planning the Administration and Organization of WHO. 

Orgaiizational Structure 

Section 1 . Organizational Charts and Functional 

Statements 

Section 2. Position Charts 

Section 3. Class Specifications 

Efficiency of Operations 
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PART I 

HISTORÏ OF FUNCTIONAL DEVELOPMbNT AMD THE. STATEMENT OF 
BASIC PRINCIPLES APPLIED BY THbi DIfiECTOR-GENERAL IN PLANNING 
THE ADMINISTRiiTIQN AKD ORGAMZ^TION OF VffiO 

REPORT OF THE DIRbCTOE-GENERâL TO THE STANDING COMlITTEE ON 
ADMINISTRATION AND FINâNCb.. JANUARY 1950. 



History of Functional Development 

The origin of the Orgaiu.nation goes back to a decision 

of the Economic and Social Council of the United Nations which 

in February 1946 decided "to оall an international conference 

t.o consider the s cope oí、and the operating machinery for^ 

international action in the field of public health and proposals 

for the establishment of a single international health 

"L . 

organization of the United Nations", 

. The conference which met in New York in June/July 1946 

drew up the Gccstitution of the World Health Organization^ 

determining its objectives and functions and establishing the 

organs (Health Assembly and Executive Boîird) through which the 

work of the Organization is to be carried out, The constitution 

also provides for the establishment of its Secretariat which 

"shall comprise the Director-General and such technical and 

2 
administrative staff as the Organization may require", 

Pending the coining into force of the Constitution and the 

establishment of the World Health Organizationj àn Interim 

Commission was. established by the conference whose’functions, 

strong others
>
 were the io•丄丄owiiig ；' 

i, To take steps "to effect the transfer from tKe United Nations 

to the Interim Commission of the functions, activities and 

assets of the League of Nations Health Organization which 

have been assigned to the United Nations"； 

ii. To take steps "for the transfer to thé Interim Commission 

of the duties and functions of the Office. International 

d'Hygiène Publique»； 

iii• To take steps "for assnimption by the Interim Commission of 

the duties and functions, entrusted to UKRRA" by the various 
“ . : • :’,.. . . . . “ ‘' .

 ：
 . ：: .... • 

international sanitary çonventions; 、 

Final Acts of International Health Conference. E/155. Page 1 
New York JuneéJuly 1946 

Constitution of WHO, • Chapter VII, Article 30 

Final Acts of International Health Сonference.E/l55•Pages 36,37 



iv. To undertake the necessary preparatory work in connexion with 

the decennial revision of the international lists ox Causes 

of Death and the establishment of international lists of 

Causes of Morbidity^ 

v. further to consider any urgent health problem which might be 

brought to its. notice by any government, to give technical 

advice in regard thereto, to bring urgent heal七h needs to 

the attention of Governments and Organizations which may be 

in a position to assist, and to take such steps as may be 

desirable to co-ordinate any assistance such Governments and 

Organizations may undertake t^ provide. 

. . . . .,• • . i • . 
The arrangement instituting . the •工riterim Commission further 

provided that the Commi'ssion should appoint an Executive Secretary 

who "shall be its chief technical and administrative officer" 

with the right, subject to the general authority of the Commission, 

to appoint such technical and administrative - staff as may be 

4 

required. 

Simultaneously with the gradual assumption by the Commission 

of the functions of the earlier International organization^ in 

accordance with the mandate received -from the conference^ the 

•technical and administrative services of its Secretariat had to 

be developed. 

Less than four months after its appointment, the Commission 

took over the functions of the Health Organization of.the League 

of Nations and continued its Epidemiological Notification 

Services (including the publication of the .Weekly Epidemiological 

Record) and its work on Biological Standardization. It also 

took over the League's Eastern Bureau at bingapore. 

4

 Final Acts of International Health Conference, E/155， Page 38 



The small staff which during the War' carried on some of the 

activities of the League Health Section (Epidemiological 

Intelligence and Public Health Statistics, Administration of 

International Biological Standards) passed into the service of 

the Interim Commission forming a nucleus of its Service of 

Epidemiological Intelligence and Public Health Statistics and 

of the Service of Biological Standardization, As a collateral 

activity to its work on Biological Standardization the Commission 

started preliminary whrk on the Unification of Pharmacopoeia, in 

continuation of the
;

earlier.wçrk in this field done by.the League. 

About the same period the Commission took over the 

epidemiological and advisory work of the OIHP (Paris) to be 

continued by its Epidemiological Service. 

'......’—’：. 
. . • ： ： . • 

In the latter part of 1946 the Commission assuned responsibility 
' • • • . . . � . • • •+, . � • • • . . 

for the administration of the InternationaHañitary Conventions, 
• • . •‘ 

temporarily carried out by UNRRA. The Commission âlso became 

responsible for most-of the field service work of UNRRA
1

s Health 

KLvision. This work included assistance to Governments in the 

form of field missions, fellowships and other services. For 

the purpose of carrying on this work, a Field Services Division 

was created.: 

Among other activities of the Interim Commission falling into 
• • • • - - .. • •'. '. • 

the field of study and research, were the study of medical aspects 

of the control’ of narcotics and other habit-forming drugs, the 

preparation of the decennial revision of the international lists 
. “ . . i • ‘ i.• « ( 

of Causes of Death and the establishment of international lists 

of the Causes of Morbidity» 

Apart from the above activities the Commission was confronted 

with the task of initiating a direct attack on some of the major 
‘ • • • • . . . 

diseases from which humanity suffers, i.e« malaria, tuberculosis 

and venereal diseases. The Commission also started work on the 



programme of Maternal and Child Health and made preliminary 

arrangements for Public Health Services. Medical specialists 

,each with a small staff were placed in charge of these problems 

and grouped later in a Department of the Organization. 

、 ‘ ..... ‘ • • • •； ‘..' , ‘ . 

Another service undertaken by. the Commission was the 

publication, of several ¿оигпаХз for the‘dissemination of 

scientific legislative and.general information (Bulletin of WHO, 

International Digest of Health Legislation, Chronicle of WHO) 

which necessitated；the establishment of an Editorial： and 

Translation Service-

. The Commission also laid the bases, for special library and 

reference services and for. a públic information, service• 

Ta enable the Commission and the technical services of the 

Secretariat； to function properly, administrative services had to 

be created right from the beginning - registry, finance service, 

personnel and stenogr^hic services being the. first which came 

into being. As the work,of the Commission grew these services 

had ..to ba. developed forming what became later "Administration 

and F i n a n c e "； : 、 , 

A small legal service and a liaison office, the latter to 

ensure liaison with the United Nations and.other specialized 

agencies
9
 completed the -Secretariat of .the Commission, 

The coming into' being of T/YHO and the establishment of the 

. . . . . '. . . • ‘ ； .•‘ 
programme of work by the First World Health Assembly enabled 

the Director-General to give the Secretariat a provisional 

pattern of organization based on the various services developed 

during the existence of the Interim Commissions.^. The Secretariates 

services were tentatively grouped into three major departmentsÎ 



Department of Technical Services divided into Epidemiological 
: 1

 , . “ •： ‘ 

Services, Biological Standardization, Editorial .Serviess and 

a section of Health Statistics; 

Department of Field Operations divided into Division of 

Planning, and Division of Field Programme Operationsj 

Department of Administration and Finance. 

A technical Liaison Section, a Legal Section and a public 

Information Office directly attached to the Office of the 

Director-General completed the pattern. 

On 1 October 1948, this organization pattern was put into 

effect and an organizational chart issued on that date (see 

annex) gives the details of the structure of the Secretariat. 



Basic Principles applied by the Director-General in Planning the 
Administration and Organization of WHO 

The principles enumerated herein are well-known and it may 

seem rather superfluous to re-enunciate them. However, it is felt 

that the Executive Board will wish to be assured that the 

Director-General, in carrying out his responsibility as chisf 

administrative officer bf the World Health Organization, is 

applying well-recognized and widely accepted principles of 

organization and administration» 

Organizaticr^ ( 

The organization of the Secretariat of WHO has been developed 

on the basis of the following principles; 

The organizational structure should be developed around main 

functions which are necessary to work requirements. 

Main functions should be grouped to provide balance in the 

organization, to avoid duplication of activities and conflictt 

of efforts, and to assure that none of the areas of work are 

neglected. 

The principle of delegation of responsibility should be followed 

to the utmost extent consistent with efficiency and co-ordination 

of policy» The responsibility and authority of individual 

officials should be clearly defined and the authority placed 

in each position must correspond to the responsibility which 

the position carries. This authority should be delegated in 

writing to the responsible officers. 

Officials are expected to exercise the maximum initiative 

within the authority delegated to them. 

Staff and service functions, insofar as possible, should be 

separated from operational functions. 



The organization should be flexible in orier to handle 

either expanding or contracting programmer without disrupting 

the basic organisational structure* 

The number of major subordinates who report to each senior 

should be limited, following the principle that no more than 

from 5 to 7 subordinates should report directly to one senior. 

No person should report to more than one senior. 

The number of levels of responsibility should be kept to a 

minimum in order to keep the lines of communication as short 

as possible• 

The organiéátional stincture should be as simple as is compatible 

with the work of the organization» 

Communications must be facilitated from the Director-General 

to all levels of th(Organization, and from the various 

levels to the Director-General through the chain of 

responsibility since effective communication is of major 

importance in achieving organizational cohesion and unityv 

Within the functions for which they are respcnsible, officials 

should be encouraged to develop working relationships with 

appropriate other
4

 officials throughout the Orgardzation» 

Administrationt 

The Director-General, as chief administrative officer, is 

responsible for achieving overall effective results in the work 

of the Organization, and for the quality, quantity, timing and 

cost of that work* Therefore, in the management of the 

Organization, he is partiш1аг1у concerned in the follomngt 

Speed of decision 

Quality of decision 

Adaptability to change 



Speed of decision is attained by delegation and decentral-

ization of responsibility and authority. It is intended that in 

every case decisions shall be taken at the lowest possible 

organizational level. 

Controls are exercised through; 

the annual plan of operations as expressed in the 

programme and budget and in the allotments which mark the 

beginning or continuation of particular parts of the workj 

• ‘ ‘ . . + ' . . . 

action taken on periodic reports of progress, both 

substantive and financial, under the plan of operations; 

the selection of senior staff; 

the training of staff at all levels• 

To assure that decentralization and delegation of 

responsibility have the desired effect there are certain rules 

which the top management of the organization must fellow in its 

dealings with officials to whom authority and responsibility 

have been decentralized and delegated? 

the official on whom responsibility has been placed 

must be supported or removed, 

.,.. • . . . . . . . . . : 

the top management must be prepared for officials to 

make mistakes, and inust consider carefully whether to 

• ； . . •. 

criticize decisions made within delegated authority* 

the top management must be sparing of reprooi when •‘ 

authority is exceeded,. 

the top management must resist the temptation to 
........ ¿ ‘ • . . . ' . . •. . . , . • . 、 ， . •' 

add mnecessary controls. 

Quality of decision is attained through a number of inter-related 

actions : 

To assist him in determining the кау in which,the Organization 



^ 9 a 

shall operate, the Director-General has constituted the major 

executives of the Organization (the Director-General, the 

Assistant Directors-General and the Deputy Director-General, 

when he is appointed) as the "policy board" of the Secretariat. 

It is the responsibility of this group to advise on overall 

policy, coordination of programmes and budgetary planningл 

The Director-General looks to the policy board for advice 

and assistance in developing the objectives of the Organization 

and guiding the evolution, execution and control of plans 

necessary to the work of the Organization. 

The selection of the best possible staff to carry-

on the тюгк of the Organization is indispensable for assuring 

the quality of decisions taken in the ж>гк of the Or :anizatiaru 

The quality of staff isdetjypdin terms of training, 

experience and personality factors - more particularly in 

this area being the will to co-operate with others• 

Personal contacts and good personal relations are 

other factors essential to high quality in decisions. For 

this purpose, the Directors of the Organization^ îeet 

periodically for the purpose of working out and agreeing on 

the detailed affairs of the operations of the Organization. 

The fundamental purpose of the work of the coimnittee of 

directors and of the policy board is to place the operating 

units of the organization in a position to carry out their 

tasks without difficulty and friction, and with freedom from 

unnecessary distractions and worriea^ 

The central advisory and service units of the organization, 

through competent and current knowledge in their respective 

fields, are responsible for ensuring that this specialized 

knowledge is available throughout the Organization^ Theirs 

is a staff function, and the justification for their existence 



is their use by, and value to, those parts of the Organization 

responsible for directing and carrying out the programe of 

the Organization, These advisory aftd service units perform 

their functions by means of persuasion rather than by 

instruction, and for tho most part their-task lies in 

suggesting and recommending courses of action based on 

experience and knowledge of such quality as would be too 

expensive to provide within each operational unit. 

Adaptability to chanfle is essential if speed and quality of 

decision axe to be effectively maintained. It is. essential 

that the Organization foresee the need for change, and that 

changes be accepted-and effectively installed. The best assurance 
• < • 

• • : . Î . 
. * . .- • •‘ 

of tiiis adaptability and of the necessary speed in making changes 

is an open-minded attitude on the part of all officials of the 

Organization. This is dependent on the flexibility of internal 

working rules and on the quality of staff. To assure the 

continuing quality of staff, administrative practices must ensure 

that every member of the staff understands himself to be a 

valuable part of the whole organization and not merely a unit in 

one part of the machine. 

Coramum cations 

The efficiency of сornmunications is essential to all aspects 

of effective administration» Relationships throughout the 

organization and the confidence which officials have in one 

another determine the efficiency of communications. 



Staff must be adequately and currently informed as to 

plans, methods, schedules, problems, events and progress throughout 

the organization. It is necessary that instructions^ knowledge 

and information be passed on for practical application to all 

concerned, and that they be so clearly presented as to make 

misunderstanding or misinterpretation impossible• 

Interchange of suitable personnel from one place within 

the organization to another facilitates the development of 

individual experience and understanding. 
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DIVISION OF PUBLIC INFORMATION 

With a view to interesting the public in health matters, 

generally, and the aims and work of WHO in particular: 

(1) Formulates public information plans and policies and advises 

the Director-General on all aspects thereof； 

(2) Plans and carries out informational activities in various 

media (press, publications^radio, and visual media)； 

(3) provides regional offices with informational material 

designed to meet regional needs； and 

(4) Maintains public informât! on liaison with the United Nations 

and specialized agencies, as well as with gover雌ntal and 

non-governmental organizations, newspapers, magazines, radio 

and television stations, documentary film producers, etc. 

W755/4? (1) 



DIVISION OF CO-ORDIMTION OF PLACING AND LIAISON 

With a view to facilitating the development by the Organization of an 

effective programme and its proper integration with other UN activities： 

(1) Provides a co-ordinating service with respect to the planning, 

organizing, and preparing of documents and reporting of WHO meetings 

(Assemblies, Executive Board and other), and arranges for Ш0 

representation at interagency meetings, meetings of the UN and of 

other agencies; 

(2) 

(3) 

� 

(5) 

Establishes and maintains effective liaison with other organizations 

(UN, Specialized Agencies, intergovernmental health agencies and Non-

Governmental Organizations) to facilitate the mutual exchange of in-

formation on activities and of adequate joint working relationships; 

Maintains effective liaison with delegates to meetings of the UN, 

other Specialized Agencies and Non-Governmental Organizations so that 

they may ¡be provided with such information as they may request concern-

ing 而O's responsibilities and functions; 

Provides a co-ordinating service with respect to the planning of 1Ш0 

programmes to insure internal consistency and proper relationships with 

the programmes of other organizations 一 to this end may originate 

programme suggestions; 

Develops and maintains a reports system for securing significant data 

on the progress of ТШ0 activities; prepares and distributes summaries 

of activities and co-ordinates the preparation and publication of the 

Director-General's annual report to the Assembly and provides other 

reports as requested by the UN and other agencies; 

(6) Devises methods for evaluation of the operational efficiency of МШО 

projects and the effectiveness of ?fíO activities; 

(7) Co-ordinates requests to governments for reports and information. 



PROPOSED STRUCTURE OF REGIONAL OFFICES 

The following basic, principles were considered in planning the 

proposed organizatioml structure of Regional Offices: 

It should make adequate provision for the efficient performance 

of the duties and responsibilities delegated by the Director-General 

to the Regional Director. 

It should provide the Regional Director with an administrative 

framework within which staff responsibilities are clear алс! channels 

of communication are precise. 

It should provide for increasing decentralization of administrative 

responsibility in a manner which will not result in duplication of 

activities as between Headquarters and Regional Offices. 

It should provide for the planning, development and supervision 

of field operations with technical responsibility assumed, through 

the Regional Director, by Headquarters. 

Channels of Communication 

To Headquarters. 

Technical matters may be communicated direct between Regional advisors, 

consultants and demonstration team leaders to technical sections at Head-

quarters. Copies to Regional Offices.* 

All communications implying or requesting administrative action must 

pass through the Regional Headquarters. No administrative action is taken 

a t

 Headquarters on technical communications reaching the technical sections 

direct from field staff' or consultants. 

From Headquarters. 

Communications implying or suggesting administï&tive action originating 

at Headquarters must pass through the Office of the appropriate Assistant 

Director-General to the Regional Director. 

Technical communications having no administrative implications may 

pass direct between technical sections at Headquarters to Ihe regional staff 

member concerned. Copy to Regional Director. 



• A REGIONAL OFFICE 

•With a view to assisting the Governments within the Region in 

improving the health of their peoples： 

(1) Plans, co-ordinates and carries out the work of the Region 
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The Scope and Purpose of Reorganization of the Department of 

Operational Services 

The concept of functions as expressed here in structural organ-

ization has been framed in close adherence to the basic principles 

of Administration of the Director-General as contained in Part 工 of 

this Report• 

Change of Title • The former title,
 ,!

Department of Operations" is 

considered inadequate for two major reasons. It suggests that 

actual operations are carried on from Geneva Headquarters. It im-

plies centralization rather than decentralization and does not 

symbolize the fundamental philosophy of providing services, on re-

quest^ through regional channels to national administrations• One 

of the purposes of the reorganization is to emphasize the true 

nature of WHO activities. , 

Divisional Changes. On much the same score the Divisional titles 

of "Planning" and of "Field Operations
11

 were dropped. Planning 

should be inherent in the development of any programme and be the 

initial responsibility of those in charge of developing a project 

service. "The Division of Field Operations" was not only an in-

appropriate title but included sections of work which were not in 

keeping with so-called field operations and also provided Regional 

relationships which did not fit into the present concept of Region-

al Offices and their responsibility^ now that Regional Offices have 

been established^ 

The proposal to set up four divisions, namely ¿
 !î

Organization 

of Public Health Services
1

、 "Communicable Disease Services"， "Pro-

motion of Health" and "Professional and Technical Education" is an 

attempt to recognize what are the major fields of operational ser-

vice s^ For reasons of administrative efficiency^ minimim levels 

of responsibility and co-ordination of policy, four Divisions each 

headed by a Director are considered logical and adequate. 

The groupings of sections was based on similarity of function 

and administrative efficiency. 



APARTMENT OF OPERATIONAL SERVICES 

With a view to assisting Governments to Improve the health of 

their peoples» 

(1) Advises the Director-General on all policies related to 

Operational Services including relationships vdth Govern-

ments, UN, other Specialized Agencies and other Internat-

ional Organizationsj and the co-ordination of Operational 

Services -with activities of other Departments of the Organ-

ization and Regional Offices; and on constitutional matters 

that affect Operational Servicesj 

(2) Plans, co-ordinates and administers the Organization's ~ 

Operational services in assistance to governments utiich include 

short and long tenn programmes of demonstration and advice on 

healtli probleris in the following! 

- t h e promotion of health, 

- t h e campaign against conaimnicable diseases, 

-strengthening the organization of public health services, 

and 

-strengthening professional and technical educationí 

(3) Arranges for the provision of advisoiy and demonstration ser-

vices, fellowships, medical literature, supplies and equipment 

in connexion with these activities; 

(4) Develops and implements joint programmes with the Щ, Special-

ized Agencies, and other institutions regarding services to 

Governments; and 

(5) Participates in the formation of, attpplies information and as-

sistance to, and implements the recommendations of, the Expert 

Committees in the subjects with which the Department is concerned 



DIVISION OF PROMOTION OF HEALTH 

With a view to assisting Governments in promoting maternal and 

child health, nutrition, mental health and occupational and social 

health. 

(1) Plans, co-ordinates and administers activities concerned with 

the promotion of health including : 

-reviewing and evaluating programmes proposed by Regional 

Ccramittees to ensure that they lend themselves to an in-

ternational approach and are scientifically feasible, 

that the necessary facilities are available and that 

social and econonic improvements will result, 

-technically supervising demonstrations of modern methods 

of prevention and treatment, and the training of local per-

sonnel attached to such demonstrations, and 

-providing technical advice (directly or through cons tilt ants), 

medical literature and equipmentj 

⑵ Collaborates with other Divisions of the Organization in the 

development of a unified programmeí and specifically vdth 

the Department of Technical Services for the development of 

research pro grammesj 

(3) Advises the Assistant Director-General (Department of Operation-

al Services) on policy and the technical aspects of programmesJ 

⑷ Advises and collaborates with the UN, Specialized Agencies, Non-

Governmental Organizations, and qualified iretitutions on the 

relevant health aspects of projectsj and 

(5) Participates in the formation of, supplies information and as-

sistance to, and implements the recommendations of, the Expert 

Committees on Mental Health, Maternal and Child Health, the 

Expert Group in Immunizations against Communicable Diseases of 

Childhood and the Joint FAO/WHO Expert Committee on Nutrition. 

? • • 



MATERNAL AND CHILD HEALTH SECTION 

With a view to assisting Governments in developing a high stand-

of maternal and child health : 

Provides, through the Regional Offices， advisory and demonstra-

tion services to governments on the organization and developnent 

of maternal and child health programmes and on modern methods of 

prevention and treatmentj 

Plans and provides technical advice, through the technical staff 

attached to Regional Offices for carrying out demonstrations of 

modern methods in the fields of maternal and child health ser-

vices, paediatrics and obstetrics, both social and clinical, 

either separately or in conjunction with other WHO programmes; 

Arrange for the conduct of research, investigations *and 

studies in connexion with its activities; 

Develops arrangements with governments, organizations and in-

stitutions to facilitate the implementation of programmes; 

Co-ordinates technical supervision by Regional Advisors on field 

programmes and advises the Director, ；Division of Promotion of 

Health, thereonj 

Conducts a continuous review of the results of approved pro-

grammes and prepares reports thereon^ for publication if 

appropriatej 

Collaborates with the UN, Specialized Agencies, appropriate 

Non—Governmental Organizations and institutes, on the maternal 

and child health aspects of programmes in which WHO participates; 

Serves as the secretariat for the Expert Committee on Maternal 

and Child Health and for the Expert Group on Immunizations 

against Communicable Diseases of Childhood. 



MENTAL HEALTH SECTION 

With a view to assisting Governments in developing preventative 

mental health work and providing a high standard of psychiatric 

treatment throughout the world: 
в 

⑴ Provides, through the Regional Offices, advisory and demons-

tration services to governments on the organization and de-

velopment of mental health programmes and on modern methods 

of prevention and treatment, 

(2) Plans and provides technical advice, through the technical 

staff attached to Regional Offices for carrying out demons-

trations of methods of prevention and treatment, either 

separately or in conjunction with other 1H0 programmes; 

(3) Arranges for the conduct of research, investigations and 

studies in connexion m t h its activities; 

(4) Develops arrangements with governments, organizations and 

institutions to facilitate the implementation of programmes; 

(5) Co-ordinates technical supervision Ъу Regional Advisors on 

field programmes and advises the Director, Division of Pro-

motion of Health, thereonj 

(6) Conducts a continuous review of the results of approved pro-

grammes and prepares reports thereon, for publication if ap-

propriate; 

(7) Collaborates with the Ш, Specialized Agencies, appropriate 

Non-Governmental Organizations and institutes on the mental 

health aspects of programmes in which WHO participates; and 

(8) Serves as the secretariat for the Expert Committee on Mental 

Health. 



NUTRITION SECTION 

With a view to assisting Governments in providing a high standard 

of nutrition throughout the world: 

(1) Provides, through the Regional Offices, advisory and demonstra-

tion services to governments on the organization and develop-

ment of nutritional servicesj 

(2) Plans and provides technical advice, through the technical 

staff attached to Regional Offices for carrying out demons-

trations of improvements in nutritional services, either 

separately or in conjunction with other WHO programmes; 

⑶ Arranges for the conduct of research, investigations and 

studies in connexion with its activities; 

(4) Develops arrangements with Governments, organizations and 

institutions to facilitate the implementation of programmes; 

(5) Co-ordinates technical supervision by Regional Advisors on 

field programmes and advises the Director, Division of Pro-

motion of Health thereon! 

(6) Conducts a continuous review of the results of approved pro-

grammes and prepares reports thereon, for publication if ap-

propriate; 

(7) Collaborates with the UN, Specialized Agencies especially FAO, 

appropriate Non-Governmental Organizations and institutes on 

the nutritional aspects of programmes in which WHO participates^ 

and 

(8) Serves as the Secretariat for the Joint FAO/iffiO Expert Committees 

on Nutrition. 



DIVISION OF ORGANIZATION OF PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICES 

With a view to assisting governments in strengthening the 

organization of their public health services, including public 

health administration and the administration of hospital, medical 

and dental care, environmental sanitation, nursing services and 

health education of the public: 

(1) Plans, co-ordinates and administers activies concerned with 

public health services^ including: 

-reviewing and evaluating programmes proposed by Regional 

Committees to ensure that they lend themselves to an in-

ternational approach and are scientificáLly feasible, 

that the necessary facilities are available and that 

social and economic improvements will result; 

-technically supervising demonstrations of modern methods 

of health administration, and the training of local per-

sonnel attached to such demonstrations, and 

一 providing technical advice (directly or through consult-

ants medical literature and equipmentJ 

(2) Collaborates with other divisions of the organization in the 

development of a unified programmej 

(3) Advises the Assistant Director-^General, (Department of Opera-

tional Services) on policy and the technical aspects of pro-

grammes ; 

(4) Advises and collaborates with the UN, Specialized Agencies, 

Non-Governmental Organizations, and institutions on the rele-

vant health aspects of projects; and 

(5) Participates in the formation of information and assistance 

to, and implements the recommendations of, the Expert Commit-

tees on Public Health Organization, Nursing, Health Education 

of the Public (when formed) and Environmental Sanitation, 



NURSING SECTION 

With a view to assisting Governments to raise the standard of 

their nursing services; 

(1) Provides, through the Regional Offices
5
 advisory and demons-

tration services to governments on the organization and de-

velopment of effective nursing services and on modern methods 

of nursings 

(2) Plans and provides technical advice, through the technical 

staff attached to Regional Offices for carrying out demons-

trations of modern methods of nursing, either separately or 

in conjunction iwith other WHO pro gramme s j 

(3) Arranges for the conduct of research, investigations and 

studies in connexion with its activities; 

(4) Develops arrangements to be concluded with governments, organi-

zations and institutions to facilitate the implementation of 

programmes; 

(5) Co-ordinates technical supervision by Regional Advisors on 

field programmes snd advises the Director, Division of Public 

Health Services, theroon; 

(6) Conducts a continuous review of the results of approved pro-

grammes and prepares reports thereon, for publication if ap-

propriate; 

(7) Collaborates with the Ш, Specialized Agencies, Non-Governmental 

Organizations and institutes on the nursing aspects of programmes 

in which WHO participates; and 

(8) Serves as the secretariat for the Expert Committee on Nursing. 



PUBLIC HEALTH AHíINISTRÍTION SECTION 

With a view to assisting Governments in developing high standards 

of public health administration; 

(1) Provides, through the Regional Offices, advisory and demons-‘ 

tration services to Governments on modern methods of public 

health administration, the development of special demonstra-

tions of health services in selected areas., and on the admin-

istration of hospital j medical and dental carej 
« 

(2) Arranges for the conduct of operational research, investiga-

tions and studies in connexion with its activities; 

(3) Develops arrangements m t h governments, organizations^ and 

institutions to facilitate the implomentation of programmes} 

(4) Co-ordinates technical supervision by Regional Advisors on 

field programmes and advises the Director., Division of Public 

Health Services, thereon; 

(5) Conducts a continuous review of the results of approved pro-

grammes and prepares reports thereon., for publication if ap-

propriate 5 

(6) Collaborates with the ÜN, Specialized Agencies, Non-

Go ver mental Organizations and qualified institutions on 

public health administration aspects of programmes in which 

WHO participates; and 

(7) Serves as the secretariat for the Expert Committee on Public 

Health Administration, 



HEâLTH EDUCATION OF THE PUBLIC SECTION 

With a view to assisting Governments to raise the effectiveness 

oX health education programmes for the public: 

(1) Provides, through the Regional Offices, advisory and demons-

tration services to governments on programmes of health 

education and on the training of professional personnel in 

the techniques of health education of the public, and arranges 

for the conduct of studies and investigations in connexion 

with its activitiesj 

(2) Plans and provides technical advice^ through the technical 

staff attached to Regional Offices for carrying out demons-

trations of modern methods of health education^ either sepa-

rately or in conjunction with other WHO programmes;, 

(3) Develops arrangements with goverments
>
 organizations, and 

institutions to facilitate the djnplementation of programmes; 

⑷ Co-ordinates technical supervision by Regional Advisors on 

field programmes and advises the Director, Division of Public 

Health Services, thereon; 

(5) Conducts a continuous review of the results cf approved pro-

grammes and prepares reports thereon, for publication if ap-

propriate j 

(6) Collaborates with the UN, Specialized AgencieNon-Govern-

mental Organizations and qualified institutions on the health 

educational aspects of programmes in which "WHO participate s i 

and 

(7) Will serve as the secretariat for the Expert Committee on 

Health Education of the Public when fomed® 



ENVIRONMENTAL SANITATION SECTION 

With a view to assisting Governments in raising standards of 

enviromental sanitation: 

(1) Provides, through the Regional Offices
5
 advisory and demon-

stration services to governments on the organization and de-

velopment •of environmental sanitation programmes and on mod-

ern methods of environmental sanitation; 

(2) Plans and provides technical advice, through the technical 

staff attached to Regional Offices for carrying out demon-

strations in environmental sanitation^ either separately or 

in conjunction with other WHO programmes j 

(3) Arranges for the conduct of research, investigations and 

studies in connection with its activities; 

(4) Develops arrangements with Governments, organizations and 

institutions to facilitate the implementation of prograinmes; 

(5) Co-ordinates technical supervision by Regional Advisors on 

field programmes and advises the Director, Division of Public 

Health Services, thereon; 

(6) Conducts a continuous review of the results of approved pro-

grammes and prepares reports thereon, for publication if sç)-

propriate; 

(7) Collaborates i/vith the Ш，Specialized Agencies, Non-Govern-

mental Agencies^ and qualified institutions on the environ-

mental sanitation aspects of programmes in which "WHO parti-

cipate s j and 

(8) Serves as the secretariat for the Expert Committee on Envir-

onmental Sanitation* 



With a view to assisting Governments in controlling and eradi-

cating tuberculosis^ malaria, venereal diseases and other communie-' 

able diseases$ 

(1) Plans, co-ordinates and administers activities concerned with 

the campaign against communicable diseases including: 

-reviewing and evaluating programmes proposed by Regional 

Conimittees to ensure that they lend themselves to an in-

ternational approach and are scientifically feasible, 

that the necessary facilities are available and that social 

and economic improvements will resuit^ 

—technically supervising demonstrations of modern methods of 

prevention and treatment, and the training of local person-

nel attached to such demonstrations^ and 

-providing technical advice (directly or through consultants), 

medical literature and equipment; 

(2) Collaborates with other Divisions of the Organization in the 

development of a unified pro gramme, specifically with the 

Division of Epidemiology on studies, research and assistance 

in planning with respect to all communicable diseases except 

ТВ, Malaria and VD； 

(3) Advises the Assistant Director-*General, Department of Opera-

tional Services, on policy and the technical aspects of pro-

gramme s J 

(4) Advises and collaborates with the UN, Specialized Agencies, 

Non--Govermiental Organizations and institutions on the rele-

vant health aspects of projects; and 

(5) Participates in the formation of, supplies information and 

assistance to, and implements the recommendations of, the 

Expert Conmiittees on Malaria Insecticides, Tuberculosis, 

Venereal Diseases and the Sub-Committee on Serology and 

Laboratory Aspects- 仏 



MALARIA SECTION 

With a vie?; to assisting Governments in controlling and eventually 

eradicating malarias 

(1) Provides, through Regional Offices, advisory and demonstration 

services to governments on the organization and development of 

malaria control programmes and on modern methods of treatment 

and control, relating such programmes to the general public 

health programmes of the coiintries* 

(2) Plans and provides technical advice, through the technical 

staff attached to Regional Offices for carrying out demons-

trations of modern methods of control, either separately or 

in conjunction with other WHO programmesj 

(3) Arranges for the conduct of research, investigations and 

studies in connexion with its activities) 

⑷ 

5
 

(6) 

(7) 

Develops arrangsments with governments, organizations and 

institutions to facilitate the implementation of programmes; 

Co-ordinates technical supervision ty Regional Advisors on 

field programmes and advises the Director, Division of Com-

municable Disease Services, thereonj 

Conducts a continuous review of the results of approved pro-

grammes and prepares reports thereon, for publication if 

appropriatej 

Collaborates vri-th the Ш, Specialized Agencies, Non-Govern-

mental Organizations and institutions on malaria aspects of 

programmes in which WHO participates; and 

(8) Serves as the secretariat for the Expert Committee on Malaria 

and the Expert Committee on Insecticides-



TUBERCULOSIS SECTION 

With a view to assisting Governments in raising standards of 

tuberculosis control: 

� 

(2) 

(3) 

� 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

Provides, through Regional Offices^ advisory and demonstra-

tion services to governments on the organization and develop-

ment of tuberculosis control programmes and on modern methods 

of preveniion, diagnosis and treatment, relating such programmes 

乇о the general public health programmes of the countriesj 

Plans and provides technical advice, through the technical staff 

attached to Regional Offices for carrying out demonstrations of 

modern methods of prevention, diagnosis and treatment, either 

separately or in conjunction with other WHO programmes; 

Arranges for the conduct of research, investigâtions and studies 

in connexion -with its activities; 

Develops arrangements with governments, organizations and in-

stitutions to facilitate the implementation of programmes; 

Co-ordinates technical supervision by Regional Advisors on 

field programmes and advises the Director, Division of Com-

municable Disease Services, thereonj 

Conducts a continuous review of the results of approved pro_ 

graces and prepares reports thereon, for publication if ap-

propriate; 

Collaborates Y/ith the UN, Specialized Agencies, Non-Govern-

mental Organizations, and institutions on the tuberculosis 

aspects of programmes in which WHO participates; and 

(8) Serves as the secretariat for the Expert Committee on 

Tuberculosis. 



VENEREAL DISEASES SECTION 

With a view to assisting Goverments in controlling venereal 

diseases and treponematoses: 

(1) Provides, through Regional Offices, advisory and demonstra-

tion services to governments on the organization and develop-

merit of programmes for the control of venereal diseases and 

treponematoses and on modern methods of treatment and control, 

relating such programmes to the general public health pro-

grammes o£ the countries; 

(2) Plans and provides technical advice, through the technical 

staff attached to Regional Offices for carrying out demon-

strations of modern methods of control, either separately 

or in conjunction -with other "WHO programmes; 

(3) Arranges for the conduct of research, investigations and 

studies in connexion with its activities; 

(4) Develops arrangements m t h governments, organizations and 

institutions to facilitate the implementation of programmesj 

(5) Co-ordinates technical supervision by Regional Advisors on 

field programmes and advises the Director, Division of Com-

municable Disease Services, thereon; 

(6) Administers the Brussels Agreement of 1924 relating to VD 

treatment in ports; 

(7) Conducts a continuous review of the results of approved pro-

grammes and prepare s reports thereon, for publication if 

appropriate 5 

(8) Collaborates -with the UN, Specialized Agencies and appropriate 

Non-Governmental Organizations and institutions on venereal 

disease aspects of programmes in which WHO participatesJ and 

(9) Serves as the Secretariat for the Expert Committee on Venereal 

Infections and the Sub-Committee on Serology and Laboratory aspects. 
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OTHER COMMUNICABLE DISEASES SECTION 

With a view to assisting Governments in controlling and eventually 

eradicating communicable diseases such as cholera, plague, typhus, 

yellow fever, smallpox and diphtheria; 

(1) Provides, through Regional Offices, advisoiy and demonstration 

services to governments on the organization and development of 

programmes for the control of such communicable diseases and 

on modern methods of prevention, treatment and control, relat-

ing such programmes to the general public health programmes of 

the countriesj 

(2) Plans and provides technical advice, through the technical 

staff attached to Regional Offices for carrying out demon-

strations of modern methods of control^ either separately or 

in conjunction with other WHO programmes; 

(3) Arranges "with the Department of Technical Services for the 

conduct of research, investigations and studies in connexion 

m t h its activities; 

(4) Develops arrangements with governments, organizations and in-

stitutions to facilitate the implementation of programmes; 

(5) Co-ordinates technical supervision by Regional Advisors on 

field programmes and advises the Director, Division of Com-

municable Disease Services, thereonj 、 

(6) Conducts a continuous review of the resuLts of approved pro-

grammes and prepares reports thereon, for publication if ap-

propriate; 

(7) Collaborates with the UN, Specialized Agencies and appropriate 

Kon-^Goverraiiental Organizations and institutions on inter-

related aspects of programmes, in which WHO participates; and 

(8) Serves as the secretariat for Expert Committees established or 

to be established on these subjects. 



DIVISION OF PROFESSIONAL AND TECHNICAL EDUCATION 

With a view to assisting governments in developing their train-

inp resources and in raising their teaching standards in the field 

of' health: 

(1) Plans, co-ordinates and administers activities concerned with 

professional and technical education, including： 

-reviewing and evaluating programmes proposed by Regional 

Committees to ensure that they lend themselves to an inter-

national approach and are scientifically feasible, that the 

necessary facilities are available and that social and econ-

omic improvements will result; 

-providing of fellowships for advanced training of profes-

sional and technical personnel of member countries; 

-providing of advice, demonstrations， equipment, literature 

and supplies for the improvement of the exchange of scien-

tific information and the development and expansion of 

technical and professional training facilities; 

-ordering of medical supplies, equipment and literature re-

quired by other units of the organization-

(2) Collaborates with other divisions of the Organization in the 

development of a unified programme; 

(3) Advises the Assistant Director«General (Department of Opera-

tional Services) on policy and the technical aspects of the 

programme; 

(4) Advises and collaborates with the UN, Specialized Agencies, 

Non-Governmental Organizations, and institutions oil the rele-

vant health aspects of projectss and 

(5) Participates in the formation of, supplies information and as-

sistance to, and implements the recommendations of, the Expert 

Committees on the Exchange of Scientific Information (-when 

f o m e d ) and on Professional and Technical Education. 



EXCHANGE OF SCIENTIFIC INFORMATION SECTION 

With a view to assisting governments to improve and expedite 

the exchange of scientific information: 

(1) Plans and develops in collaboration with the Regional Offices, 

new methods and techniques for, and co-ordinates various inde-

pendent activities in connexion with， the exchange of scientific 

information, either directly or in conjunction with other WHO 

programmes; 

(2) Provides advice and demonstration services to governments, in 

collaboration with Regional Offices, on modern methods of ex-

changing scientific informationj 

(3) Develops arrangements with governments, organizations and in-

stitutions to facilitate the implementation of programmes] 

(4) Advises the Director, Division of Professional and Technical 

Education, re garding the technical supervision of programmes] 

(5) Conducts a continuous review of the results of approved pro-

gramme s and prepares reports thereon, for publication if 

appropriate; 

(6) Collaborates with the UN, Specialized Agencies, appropriate 

Non-Governmental Organizations and institutes on the relevant 

aspects of programmes in which WHO participatesj and 

(7) Will serve as the secretariat for the Expert Committee on the 

Exchange of Scientific Information, when formed. 



FELLOWSHIPS SECTION 

With a view to assisting governments in providing better trained 

health personnels 

(1) Plans and carries out a programme of action which includes re-

viewing applications from governments for fellowships, placing 

'fellows, and supervising fellowships, either separately or in 

conjunction with other 丽0 programme sj 

(2) Provides, in collaboration with Regional Offices, advice to 

governments on fellowships 

(3) Develops arrangements with governments, organizations and in-

stitutions, to facilitate the implementation of programmes; 

(4) Advises the Director, Division of Professional and Technical 

Education regarding the programmej ‘ 

(5) Conducts a continuous review of the results of the programme 

and prepares reports thereon, for publication if appropriate; 

and 

(6) Collaborates with the UN, Specialized Agencies, appropriate 

non—governmental organizations and institutes on the fellow-

ships aspects of programmes in whioh WHO participates. 



MEDICiiL SUPPLIES, LITERATURE AND TEACHING EQUIPMENT SECTION 

With a view to assisting governments in raising the standard and 

increasing the availability of medical supplies, literature and teach-

ing equipment: 

(!) Makes arrangements for fulfilling requirements of the secretariat, 

consultants and demonstration teams fdr literature, supplies and 

equipmentj 

(2) Furnishes âdvice and assistance to governments on the procure-

ment of medical supplies^ literature and teaching equipmentj 

(3) Develops arrangements with goverraionts, organizations and in-

stitutions to facilitate the implementation of programmesj 

(4) Advises the Director, Division of Professional and Technical 

Education regarding- the programme j 

(5) Conducts 3. continuous review of the pro gramme an d prepares 

reports thereon, for publication if appropriate; and 

(6) Collaborates with the UN, Specialized Agencies, appropriate 

non-governmental organizations, and. institutes on the stan-

dardization and procurement of medical supplies.literature and 

equipment. 



EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS AND TRAINING COURSES SECTION 

With a view to assisting Governments to improve the standards of 

their health educational institutions and training coursesÎ 

(1) Provides, through Regional Offices, advisory and demonstration 

services to governments on the organization and development of 

programmes to improve the standards of health educational in-

stitutions and training courses^ relating such prograrañes to 

the general public health programmes of the countries; 

(2) Plans and carries out a programme of action which includes de-

veloping programmes of assistance to training institutions
5
 ad-

vising on teaching programmes for institutions and courses^ 

studying problems relating to professional education, collect-

ing and disseminating information; and co-ordinating the ac-

tivities of those units' of WHO assisting training institutions 

and coursesj 

(3) Implements agreements regarding assistance to institutions and 

makes arrangements for personnel and material to be supplied 

thereunderj 

(4) Advises the Director^ Division of Professional and Technical 

Education^ on the technical aspects of programmes; 

(5) Conducts a continuous review of the results of approved pro-

grammes and prepares reports thereon， for publication if 

appropriate; 

(6) Collaborates with the UN, Specialized Agencies， Non-Govern-

mental Organizations and institutions on the inter-related 

aspects of its work; and 

(7) Serves as the secretariat for the Expert Coimnittee on Pro-

fessional and Technical Education. 



THE. SCOPE AND PURPOSE OF REORGANIZATION OF THE 
DEPARTMENT OF TECHNICAL SERVICES " 

When it was established in October 1948, the Department of Technical 

Services comprised two divisiops: Editorial Division and Division of Epid-

emiology, and two sections: Health Statistics Section and Section on Therapeutic 

Substances. However, since then, the tasks entrusted to these two sections have 

considerably increased，thus justifying their promotion to. the rank of Division, 

As regards Health Statistics, reference should be made to the Resolution 

of the Second World Health Assembly (A2/ll0/p.22) concerning the establishment 

of three sub-committees and of a unit for maintaining relationship with uhe 

national committees. Attention should also be drawn to the memorandum on 

Health Statistics submitted by the United Kingdom Delegation (A2/6). These 

documents tend to show that the Second Yforld Health Assembly has laid particular 

emphasis on the statistical work within the Secretariat, and it is on this basis 

that it has appeared advisable to create a Division on Health Statistics, com-

prising three sections: Statistical Studies, Morbidity Statistics and 工nter-

national Nomenclature on Diseases and Causes of Death. 

As regards Therapeutic Substances, the rôle of Co-ordination of RGsearch 

which was entrusted to it required close liaison with tho World Salmonella 

Centre and the World Influenaa Centre, and particularly with the Tuberculosis 

Research Office in Copenhagen. Therefore, the setting up of a Section on 

Co-ordination of Research seemed justified. On the other hand, work on both 

Biological Standardization and Pharmacopoeia is rapidly developing, fully 

justifying the creation of sections to deal with these subjects. Habit-forming 

Drugs is a subject apart and here also it has appeared advisable to designate a 

special section. To supervise and co-ordinate the work of these four sections, 

the creation of a Division of Therapeutic Substances appeared necessaryj tho 

Second World Health Assembly has already accepted this proposal (see Off. RGC. 

page 48). 



DEPARTMENT OF TECHNICAL SERVICES 

With a view to assisting Governments to improve the health of 

their peoples： 

⑴ 

(2) 

(3) 

(5) 

Advises the Director-General on all policies related to Technical 

Services including relationships with Governments, UN, other 

Specialized Agencies and other International Organizations and the 

co-ordination of Technical Services with activities of other 

Departments of the Organization and Regional Offices； and on 

constitutional matters that affect Technical Services； 

Plans， co-ordinates and administers the technical services of the 

Organization which include short and long term programme research, 

technical advice and specialized services which include the 

following phases： 

.-Epidemiological studies^ statistics and technical services, 

-Provision of an effective world wide exchange of health statistics，. 

-Co-ordination of research and promotion of standardization for 

sera, vaccines and drugs, 

-Provision of editorial and references services； 

Maintenance of a network of epidemiological reporting stations, 

and negotiation for settlement of disputes concerning alleged 

infringement of sanitary conventions and regulationsj 

(4) Maintenance of effective working relationships with appropriate 

scientific and professional organizations and institutions. 

Participates in the formation of, supplies information and 

assistance to, and implements the recommendations of, the Expert 

Committees in the subjects Kith which the Department is concerned. 



DIVISION OF EPIDEMIOLOGY 

With a view to assisting Governments in controlling and 

eradicating communicable diseasesj ‘ 

(1) Plans, co-ordinates and administers the activities in the field 

of epidemiology including： 

，conducting epidemiological research, especially with respect 

to cholera, plague, typhus, leprosy and yellow fever, 

-conducting special studies for, and collaborating with the 

Division of Communicable Disease Services in the planning of 

advisory and demonstration services with respect to 

communicable diseases, 

- administering and revising international Sanitary Conventions, 

and • 

-collecting and distributing epidemiological information and 

statistics； 

(2) Advises the Assistant Director-General, Department of Technical 

Services, on the policy and technical aspects of its work; 

( 3 )

 Collaborates- with the 丽）Specialized Agencies, Non-Governmental 

Organizations and institutions on the relevant health aspects of 

projects; and 

(4) Participates in the formation of, and supplies information and 

assistance to, the Expert Committee on International Epidemiology 

and Quarantine, the Expert Study Group on Yellow Fever, and the 

Judicial Sub-Committee on International Sanitary Conventions. 



SANITARY CONVENTIONS AND QUARANTINE SECTION 

With a view to assisting Governments in controlling the 

international spread of communicable diseases: . 、 

(1) Plans and carries out a programme of action which includes 

notifications of the occurrence of communicable diseases, 

providing information on quarantine and connected subjects, 

preparing WHO. Sanitary Regulations and administering the 

International Sanitary Conventions of 1926， 1933 and 1944j 

(2) Furnishes advice to Governments regarding the фplication of 

International Sanitary Conventionsj 

(3) Prepares agreements to be concluded with Governments, organizations 

and institutions to facilitate the implementation of programmes； 

(4) Advises the Director, Division of Epidemiology， regarding the 

technical supervision of the programmej 

(5) Reviews the results of the programme of action and prepares 

reports thereon, for publication if appropriate; 

(6) Collaborates with the UN, Specialized Agencies, appropriate 

Non-Governmental Organizations and institutions on inter-related 

aspects of its workj and 

(7) Serves as the secretariat for the E ^ e r t Committee for International 

Epidemiology and Quarantine, for the Expert Study Group on Yellow 

Fever and the Judicial Sub-Committee for International Sanitary 

Conventions. 



TECHNOLOGICAL SECTION 

With a view to facilitating the activities of the other sections of 

the Division : 

(1) Provides technological services such as providing geographical 

and graphical work, studying the telecommunication of epidemiological 

information, preparing an epidemiological cable code and epidemiological 

maps and developing a "registry of epidemics"； 

(2) Advises the Director, Division of Epidemiology, on the technical 

non-medical aspects of the work of the Division; 

(3) Reviews the results of the programme of action and prepares 

reports thereon; and 

(4) Collaborates with the UN and Specialized Agencies on inter-related 

aspects of its work. 



EPIDEMIOLOGICAL STUDIES SECTION 

With a view to assisting Governments in controlling communicable 

diseases (excluding tuberculosis, venereal diseases and m a l a r i a ) : 

(1) Plans and carries out a programme of action which includes studying 

the latest methods of controlling communicable diseases, and providing 

technical information for demonstrations in connexion with relevant 

communicable diseases, either directly or in conjunction with other 

WHO programmes; 

⑵ Furnishes technical information and advice to the Division of 

Communicable Diseases Services regarding the control of relevant 

communicable diseases； 

(_Э) Advises the Director, Division of Epidemiology, on the technical 

aspects of its work; 

(4) Reviews the programme of action and prepares reports thereon, 

for publication if appropriate； and 

(5) Collaborates with the UN, Specialized Agencies, Nongovernmental 

Organizations and institutions on inter-related aspects of its 

studies. 



EPIDEMIOLOGICAL STATISTICS AND INFORMATION SECTION 

With a view to assisting Governments in controlling the international 
t 

spread of communicable diseases; 

(1) Plans and carries out a programme of action which includes collecting 

through Regional Offices, studying and distributing to national, 

including port, health authorities information on incidence of 

communicable diseases either directly or in conjunction with 

other WHO programmes； 

(2) Advises the Director, Division of Epidemiology, on the technical 

aspects of its work; 

(3) Reviews the programme of action and prepares reports thereon, for 

publication if appropriate; and 

⑷ Collaborates with the UN, Specialized Agencies, and institutions 

on inter-related aspects of its workp 



SINGAPORE EPIDEMIOLOGICAL INTELLIGENCE STATION 

As a unit in a world wide network of epidemiological reporting 

stationst 

(1) Collects epidemiological information from national, central, local 

and port health administrations, distributes epidemiological 

intelligence by means of weekly publications, circulars, radio 

broadcasts and special cable reports, and interprets and applies 

where appropriate International Sanitary Conventions; 

(2) Furnishes information to Governments on international quarantine； 

and 

(3) Advises the Director, Division of Epidemiology, on the technical 

aspects of its work. 



DIVISION OF HEALTH ST iff 1ST ICS 

With a view to improving the quality and comparability of vital 

and health statistics throughout the world j 

(1) Plans, co-ordinates and administers activities concerned with 

health statistics includingi-

-collecting and analysing statistical material for publication, 

and 

-.promoting the standardizing of methods for the collection and 

classification of health statistics; 

(2) Provides advice and assistance to Governments on problems relating 

to health statistics； 

(3) Supplies information on health statistics to other Divisions and 

Regional Offices of the Organization for the development of 

services to Governments； 

(4) Advises the A.D.G. Department of Technical Services, on policy 

and the technical aspects of its wor::; 

(5) Collaborates with the UN, Specialized Agencies, Non-Governmental 

Organizations and institutions on statistical matters of common 

concern； 

(6) Participates in the formation of information and assistance to, 

and implements the recommendations of, the Expert Committse on 

Ht-alth Statistics and its Sub-Committees, 



STATISTICAL STUDIES SECTION 

With a view to improving the quality and international comparability 

of health statisticsi 

(1) Collects, analyses and disseminates significant material on 

medical statistical subjects and on the compilation of health 

statistics; 

(2) Conducts studies on methods employed in the compilation of vital 

and health statistics； 

⑶ Provides statistical advice and information to the Department of 

Operational Services and Regional Offices in connexion with 

services to GovernmentsJ 

(4) Stimulates the effective utilization of available health statistics 

in the study of health problems； 

(5〉 Advises Governments on the establishment and improvement of 

national health statistics. 



MORBIDITY STATISTICS SECTION 

With a view to raising -ttie quality and comparability 

of morbidity and mortality statistics among different 

nations: 

(1) Conducts research on the effects of the application 

o f

 the International Lists of Diseases, Injuries and 

Causes of Death, as to classification, collection, 

analysis and distribution of morbidity statistics； 

(2) Provides a continuous morbidity statistics service, 

including assembling morbidity data from governments, 

and detennining comparability, tabulating, analyzing, 

summarizing and disseminating this dataf 

⑶ Prepares Epidemiological and Demographic reports on 

morbidity statistics 5 

(4) Makes special studies, as requested, in the field of 

morbidity statistics in connection with specific 

problems. 



INTERNATIONAL NdENCLATURE OF DISEASES АЮ CAUSES OF DEATH SECTION 

With a view to establishing an international standard 

for the statistical classification of diseases, injuries 

and causes of death: 

(!) Prepares decennial révisions of the International List 

of Diseases and Causes of Death including: 

- p r e p a r i n g and circulating proposed revisions to 

governments； 

- a n a l y s i n g replies for presentation to international 

conferences on the Revision of International Lists； 

- p r e p a r i n g WHO regulations concerning the application 

of the International List, and 

- p r e p a r i n g and publishing the manual of the 

International Statistical Classification of Diseases, 

Injuries and Causes of Death? 

(2) Interprets and advises, Governments, other units of 

the Organization and Regional Offices., on the 

application of the International Lists and regulations； 

(3) Advises the Director, Division of Health Statistics, on 

the technical aspects of its woric； 

(4) Advises Governments on the preparation of national 

classification； 

(5) Serves as secretariat to the Expert Committee on this 

subject. 



DIVISION OF THERAPEUTIC SUBSTANCES 

With a view to advising Governments on the possible 

practical application of scientific discoveries, on problems 

arising from drug addiction and alcoholism, and on the 

establishment of internationally accepted standards for sera, 

vaccines and drugs： 

(1) Plans, co-ordinates and administers activities concerned 

with co-ordination of research and therapeutic substances 

including; 

- s t u d y i n g developments in research in various fields, 

including BCG and antibiotics, 

- f o s t e r i n g the establishment and maintenance of 

standard preparations and units, 

-supervising the preparation of the International 

Pharmacopoeia, and 

“research on d.rugs which may be habit forming with 

a

 view to their international control； 

(2) Advises the Assistant Director-General, Department of 

Technical Services, on policy and the technical aspects 

of its work； 

(3) Collaborates with the UN, Specialized Agencies, Non-

Governmental Organizations and institutions on ths 

relevant health aspects of projects； and 

(4) Participates in the formation of, and supplies information 

and assistance to, the Expert Committees on; Biological 

Standardization, the Unification of Pharmacopoeias, 

Habit-Forming Drugs and Antibiotics, when formed. 



BIOLOGICAL STANDARDIZATION SECTION 

With a view tc assisting Governments in standardizing all products 

whose potency can only be established by biological methodsi 

(1) Plans and carries out a programme of action which includes fostering 

the establishment of international standard preparation and units, 

reviewing the work of the National Institute for Medical Research^ 

London and the State Serum Institute, Copenhagen^ in the field 

concerned, and establishing national control centers where 

possible; 

(2) Distributes through regional offices the international standards 

to interested laboratories; 

(3) Furnishes advice to Governments on the biological standardization 

of sera
5
 vitamins, hormones, antibiotics and certain other drugs 

and consults with Governments as to the selecti зп of agencies tc 

serve as the national control center; 

(4) Advises the Director
5
 Division of Therapeutic Substances, on thj 

technical aspects of its work; 

(5) Reviews the programme of action and reports thereon^ for publication 

if appropriate; 

(á) Collaborates with the Specializcd Agencies and institutions on 

inter-related aspects of its work; and 

(7) Serves as the Secretariat for the Expert Committee on Biological 

Standardization. 



PHilRM/lCEUTICLL SECTION 

With a view to assisting Governments in controlling the safety, 

purity, potency, advertising and labelling of biological, 

pharmaceutical and similar products! 

(1) Plans and carries out a programme of action which includes 

producing an International Pharmacopoeia, introducing non-

prcprietory names for important drugs moving in international 

commcrce, co-ordinating national regulations, and supplying 

information on drugs-

(2) Furnishes advice to Governments on questions relating te its Tiv̂rk：； 

(3) Advises the Director, Division of Therapeutic Substances, on the 

technical aspects of its work; 

(4) Reviews the progrannne of action and reports thereon, for 

publication if appropriate; and 

(5) Serves as the Secretariat for the Expert Committee on the 

Unification of Pharmacopoeias. 

(40) 



HABIT-FORMING DHÜGS SECTION 

With a view to assisting Governments in eradicating drug addiction 

and alcoholisms 

(1) Plans and carries out a programme of action which includes 

studying reports on narcotics, collecting and providing material 

on drug addiction and alcoholism
л 

(2) Advises the Director^ Division of Therapeutic Substances, on tho 

technical aspects of its work. 

(3) Reviev/s the programme of action and reports thereon, for 

publication if appropriate» 

(4) Collaborates with the UN) Specialized Agencies, Non-Governmental 

Organizations and institutions on inter-related aspects cf its 

work; and 

(5) Serves as the Secretariat to the Expert Committee on Habit-Forming 

Drugs. 



CO-ORDIMTION OF RESEARCH SECTION 

With a view to assisting Governments in developing research: 

(I) Plans and carries out a programme of action which includes 

analyzing and appraising developments in research and fostering 

the practical application of the resulting advanced techniques 

and products, sponsoring studies in the field of BCG, anti-

biotics) etc., advising on field studies carried out under the 

Department of Operational Services, and reviewing the work of 

the WHO Tuberculosis Research Centre at Copenhagen; 

( 2 ) A d v i s e s t h e

 Directory Division of Therapeutic Substances, on 

technical aapects of its work; 

(3) Reviews the results of the pro
C
ranme, of action, and reports 

thereon, for publication if appropriate; and 

(4) Collaborates with the UN, Specialized Agencies, Won-Govermnental 

Organizations and institutions, including the World Influenza 

Centre, London, and the World Salmonellae Center, Copenhagen, on 

inter-related aspects of its work. 



TUBERCULOSIS RESEARCH OFFICE
3
 COPENHAGEN 

With a view to assisting Governments in preTenting and 

treating tuberculosis， especially in connexion with mass BCG 

vaccination: 

(1) Plans and carries out a programme of action which includes 

collecting and analysing statistical data from the inter-

national BCG campaign, field studies of BCG vaccines^ 

techniques in tuberculin testing and epidemiological research 

on tuberculosis; 

(2) Analyses and evaluates the results of the programme of action 

and reports thereon
5
 for publication if appropriate. 



ЛТСТ.ЯТПМ OF KDTTQRIAL AND REFERENCE SERVICES 

With a view to providing adequate reference services to facilit-

the vrork of the Organization and ensuring publication of Official 

Records, essential technical documents and periodicals i 

(1) Edits, translates and produces all WHO publications, including 

the Official Records, and technical documents whose publication 

has been requested by the Assembly; 

(2) Participates, on behalf of the Organization, in the work of 

co-ordination of Medical and Biological Abstracting Services; 

(3) Edits and translates working documents used by the Secretariat, 

the Executive Board and the Assembly^ 

(4) Operates a technical and professional reference library, scans 

and indexes reference material and documents produced by UN and 

other bodies; 

(5) Advises the Assistant Director-General (Department of Technical 

Services) on policy and technical aspects of the services; and 

(o) Advises tho Department of Operations concerning requests from 

Governments for medical literature under the VÍHO programme and 

reviews requests for medical literature from' Governments。 



EDITORIAL SECTION 

With a view to providing VfflO
1

 s requirements for records 

and documents： 

(1) Edits, and prepares for printing, technical publications 

and roneoed records either in consultation with, or on 

instructions from other organizational units; 

(2) Supervises the production of minutes during TOO conferences; 

and 

(3) Gives editorial assistance to Secretariat of Expert Committees 

in the preparation of Committee reports. 



TRANSLATION SECTION 

With a view to providing accurate WHO records and 

publications： 

(1) Translates, drafts and reviews all material intended 

for publication, into the appropriate languages, as 

well as all preparatory documents, circulars, letters 

and reports of Expert Committees. 



PUBLICATION SECTION 

With a view to providing accurate and adequate WHO records 

and publications： 

(1) In co-operation with the Editorial Section prepares 

typographical presentation and lay-outs； 

(2) Calculates costs in connexion with production of 

publications and records; and 

(3) Maintains records of despatch and receipt of manuscripts 

and proofs. 



LIBRARY AND REFERENCE SECTION 

With a view to keeping the Organization well informed on 

subjects relating to their work； 

(1) Provides adequate library and reference services including 

catalogues, reference and material indices； 

(2) Provides, through Hegional' Offices, technical advice on 

the organization and development of library services, 

relating such programmes to the general public health 

programmes of the countries; 

⑶ Through the Library Committee, purchases suitable books, 

periodicals etc.; 

(4) Acts as a central library for, and maintains technical 

supervision of, libraries at Regional Offices; and 

(5) Collaborates with the UN Library on questions of common 

interest. 



THE SCOPE AND PURPOSE OF REORGANIZATION OF ТШ 
—~DEPARTMENT OF ADMINISTRATION AND FINANCE 

During the time when the existing and proposed organization for the 

two technical departments were being studied, expert consultants were 

engaged in making a position classification survey of the Secretariat, 

Inasmuch as these reorganization proposals, as they became more or less 

clarified, had a definite bearing on position classification, they were 

made available to the survey team, and the Director-General requested 

these experts to assess the results of these proposals in terms of the 

overall structure of the Organization. More particularly, he requested 

that they make recommendations to him as to how the policy making 

functions could be shared and accepted in an equitable manner between 

the three major departments. As the Director of Administration and 

Finance was absent from Headquarters during the period when the classi-

fication survey was made, no proposals were made to alter the existing 

structure of Administration and Finance. 

The report of the classification survey, therefore, included certaii 

recommendations which were designed to bring the Department of Admini-

stration and Finance into haraiony with the more clearly definied lines 

of communication which were'being developed in the proposed, new 

organizational structure and, more particularly, to permit certain senior 

staff members of this department to share in the top and second level of 

policy deteiraination. These aims were incorporated in their recommen-

dations without any additions to the staff as presently authorized. 

In essence, the proposals made weret 

(1) that the Director of Administration and Finance should, as is the 

case with other agencies of the United Nations, be included in the 

top lovel policy making group - this has existed as a matter of fact 

in 丽 0 but has never been formally recognized; and 



(2) in the interests of increased administrative efficiency, that 

Administrative Management should be taken from the Office of Budget and 

Management and combined with the Office of Personnel. 

It was suggested by the survey team that the work in the personnel 

field would decline in certain routine aspects as the Organization 

became more mature, but that tho work in administrative management, which 

was more closely allied to personnel than to any other section in 

Administration and Finance, would expand. 

As a corollary to this move, it was recommended that the Office of 

Budget and the Office of Finance and Accounts be brought together as 

well. 

These two moves naturally would place a much greater responsibility 

upon the chiefs of the two respective groups. Therefore it was recomm-

ended that these groups be raised to the level of Divisions, headed by 

Directors and consisting of two sections each. It was suggested that 

this arrangement would have the further advantage of providing the 

Assistant Directoi^General, Department of Administration and Finance, with 

the advice and assistance of two Directors who would be able to co-

0 r d i n a t e t h e w o r k o f

 their respective Divisions with the rest of the 

Organization through the medium of the Directors' meetings. 

\
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DEPARTMENT OF ADVIINISTIUTION AND FINANCE 

The Department of Administration and Finance: 

(1) Advises the Director-General on all policies related to 

Administration and Finance including relationships with 

Governments, UN, other Specialized Agencies and other 

International Organizations； on the coordination of Admini-

stration and Finance with activities of other Departments 

of the Organization and Regional Offices； and on legal and 

constitutional policies that affect the Organization^ 

(2) Is responsible for planning and administering over all admini-

strative, financial, legal and constitutional matters for the 

Organization including Regional and Field Offices; 

(3) Develops， within the framework of availability of funds, and, 

on the basis of analysis of proposed programas, re с crame ndnt ions 

for a unified plan of action to meet priority needs； and 

(4) Formulates policy for and administers functions and operations of 

internal audit, legal service, administrative managament and 

personnel, finance эле! budget and conference and general services. 



INTERNAL AUDIT 

The Office of Internal' Audit: 

(1) is responsible to the Assistant Director-General, Administration 

and Finance, for conducting an internal audit of the financial 

records and accounts of the Organization, including the accounts 

at any regional or field office of the Organization, to ensure 

that transactions are in accordance with policy, rules and 

regulations
5
 that the methods and procedures established for the 

control and accounting of commitments and expenditures are being 

observed and that the machinery of control is satisfactory； 

(2) conducts internal audits, including 

review of the adherence to and application of the Staff 

Regulations and Staff Rules, and of travel and 

removal rules; 

the determination as to whether established administrative 

policy and procedures are being carried out, and the 

recommending of amendments thereto designed to 

promote efficiency and economy; 

(3) executes, in connexion with the audit, such special assignments 

as the Assistant Director-General, Administration and Finance, may 

decide； 

(4) reviews financial reports and statements； and 

(5) submits to the Assistant Director—Gen㊀ral， Administration and 

Finance^ detailed reports as a result of work performed, and 

recommends improvements where considered neccssary. 



LEGAL 〇№ICE 

The Legal Office under the supervision of the Assistant Director-

General^ Administration arid Finance : 

(1) advises on all matters of a legal or constitutional nature； 

(2) provides advice on the legal aspects of negotiations with 

Governments and other Organizations concerning projected or 

operating programmes; 

(3) drafts and examines covenants, agr㊀ements, letters of arrangement 

and other legal documents and maintains the security of appropriate 

records； 

(4) advises on the legal implementation of conventions^ agreements, 

letters of arrangement and regulations concerning WHO; 

(5) acts as the legal representative of the Secretariat of WHO in 

disputes, juridical processes, arbitrations and, where appropriate, 

briefs counsel； 

(6) undertakes research into legal problems affecting the Organization； 

(7) advises concerning protocol and diplomatic requirements in 

correspondence and other related matters； and 

(8) undertakes^ in collaboration with other interested services, 

studies in comparative health legislation. 

3
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ADMINISTRAT IVE MANAGEMENT AND PERSONNEL 

The division is responsible to the Assistant Director-General, 

Department of Administration and Finance, for the planning and conduct 

of all the activities of the Organization witb respect to! 

• • 

(1) Administrative management practices and services， and 

(2) Personnel policies, personnel offices and services. 

Provides advice and assistance to other Divisions and Regional 

Offices on administrative management and personnel matters and 

co-ordinates the work of the Division with that of other parts of the 

Organization. 



ADMINISTRATIVE MNAGEMENT SECTION 

The Administrative Management Section is reponsible to the 

Director， Division of Administrative Management and Personnel for the 

development of plans and methods for achieving eound management： 

(1) Co-ordinates, issues and maintains central controls for statements 

of policy and procedure through a system of manuals, circulars and 

handbooks and establishes standards of written presentation therefor； 

(2) Plans and conducts management surveys in consultation with appro-

priate units, for the purpose of developing efficient and economical 

administration, including evaluation of, and recommendations 

regarding, organizational structure and staffing patterns; 

(3) Co-ordinates and standardises the production of the organization's 

forms； 

(4) Makes recommendations on the functioning and clarifying of internal 

organizational relationships3 

(5) Develops, or participates with appropriate officials in the 

development of basic procedures, standards an! practices, and 

conducts continuous analysis to simplify and improve their quality^ 

( 6 ) A d v i s e s i n t h e

 development of operating standards as related to 

workloads； 

(7) Consults with appropriate officials of the Organization for the 

purpose of advising them on problems of management^ and 

(8) Assesses the application of,申proved practices anl the effectivonoss 

of in-service training programmes and makes recommendations thereon. 



PERSONNEL SECTION 

The Personnel Section is responsible to the Director, Division 

of Administrative Management and Personnel, for developing and-executing 

personnel policies, methods and procedures； 

(1) Develops and maintains a job classification plan and administers 

the salary system] determines the classification of individual 

posts； 

(2) Administers Staff Regulations and Staff Rules and issues staff 

contracts； develops minimum qualification standards for various-" 

types of positions； is responsible for recruitment, placement and 

personnel movement; develops and advises in the execution of an 

in-service training programme； analyses reporte on individual 

performances and is responsible for follow-叩 action； 

(3) Makes necessary investigations and advises the Director-General 

on the disposition of disciplinary cases； develops and maintains 

a counsel and advice service for staff members； maintains 

personnel records and statistics； develops and maintains insurence 

and retirement plansj co-operates with the Management Section in 

joint management and job evaluation surveys； 

(4) Develops data on personnel matters for presentation to the 

Executive Board and Health Assembly; 

(5) Ensures liaison with the Swiss authorities on matters concerning 

staff (immunities, privileges, etc.). 



DIVISION OF BUDGET 細 FIMICE 

The division is responsible to the Assistant Director-General, 

Department of Administration and Finance, for the planning and conduct 

of all the activities of the Organization with respect to: 

(1) the preparation and submission of the budget and the maintenance 

of budget controls, and 

(2) the collection, disbursement and accounting of all funds. 

Provides advice and assistance to other divisions and Regional 

Offices on budgetary and finance matters and co-ordinates the work of 

the division with that of other parts of the Organization. 

N
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BUDGET SECTION 

The Budget Section is responsible to the Director, Division of 

Budget and Finance, for developing budget policies and plans for the 

Organization 

(1) Establishes and maintains the budgetary processes including the 

development and review of estimates of budgets required to finance 

programmes of the Organization with explanations and justifications; 

(2) Designs the budget document and the budget estimate forms needed 

for the collection of basic data for budget compilations; 

(3) Reviews estimates submitted and makes recommendations in the light 

of established policy for the issuance of allotments； 

(4) Establishes controls to ensure adequate budget execution; 

(5) Processes and maintains control records of approved allotment requests 

(6) Maintains a continuous analysis of the position of each allotment 

and recommends necessary action; and 

(7) . Compiles and issues lists of approved positions in accordance with 

the approved budget. 



FINANCE ДМ) ACCOUNTS SECTION 

The Finance and Accounts Section is responsible to the Director, 

Division of Budget and Finance, for developing financial policies and 

plans, and procedures for accounting and disbursing activities of the、 

Organization : 

(1) Develops and maintains a system of reports to reflect adequately and 

accurately the financial position of the Organization, the status 

of allotments and generally, the status of the resources of the 

Organization, and such other financial reports as may be required 

by the Assistant Director-General, Administration and Finance, 

(2) Advises on financial relations with Member Governments and other 

agencies； 

(3) Calculates and initiates the collection of contributions from Member 

Governments on the basis of policy established by the Health Assembly, 

and maintains necessary records； 

(4) Develops, and advises on the installation of, accounting procedures 

in Regional and Field Offices； 

(5) Receives and disburses funds of the Organization and maintains all 

necessary records； 

(6) Maintains allotment control records; 

(7) Is responsible for the financial administration of the Staff Provident 

Fund, Retirement and Pension Fund and other trust funds; 

(8) Maintains attendance and leave records； 

(9) Reviews claims and authorizes their payment; and 

<10) Maintains control over cash and other assets of the Organization. • 



OFFICE OF CONFERENCE AND GENERAL SERVICES 

The Office of Conference and General Services 

(1) is responsible to the Assistant Director-General, Administration and 

Finance, for all conference arrangements, including space, staff, 

records, documents and other material arr?ingements； 

(2) arranges for and manages the space and office furniture assigned to 

the Organization at headquarters; 

(3) establishes and maintains liaison with the appropriate governmental 

authorities at the headquarters location regarding general services; 

(4) serves as contracting agency of the Organization, except for staff 

matters； 

(5) arranges for the procurement of supplies, equipment and materials, 

and maintains adequate property records for non-expendable items of 

furniture and administrative and operating equipment； 

(6) is responsible for arranging travel, transportation and accommodation 

for delegates, members of committees and staff members, as required; 

and 

(7) provides such general services as communications and records, graphic 

presentations, arrangements for control, reproduction and distribution 

of documents, and stenographic and typing services. 



THE CHAIN OF RESPONSIBILITY, FROM BOTTOM TO TOP, IN PARTICULAR 
THE STEPS IN WHICH QUESTIONS ARE REFERRED. UFfARDS АШ 

INSTRUCTIONS PASSED DCMTABDS “ 

The chain of responsibility may be inferred from the organizational 

charts submitted with this report. 

In order to portray the channels of communications, and appraise 

their adequacy, these will be revealed from the lower to the higher 

organizational levels. 

All sections or offices convene their staff regularly or for a 

specific purpose. The purposes m i l include among other things: the 

clarification of, or means of implementing, instructions received from a 

higher level; planning of sectional or office work and programmes; any 

matters raised by a staff menber which have organizational rather than 

personal significance. From this level communication passes either to 

.the Divisional or Departmental group depending on various circumstances. 

Divisional and/or Departmental meetings convene at least once evexy 

two weeks. The primary concern of these meetings is to convert high 

üsvel policy into effective action. Chiefs of sections or offices are 

thoroughly briefed on the overall implications of policy matters, and as 

to their specific duties and responsibilities. When high policy is 

still in the exploratory stage the Division or Department may be 

requested to provide draft documents or working papers. The purpose and 

scope of such papers are jointly considered and responsibility for 

action determined. Section or office chiefs may place on the agenda of 

these meetings any items to be considered and acted upon at this level 

or recommendations for consideration by the Directors or directly to the 

Policy Board. 



In addition to these meetings which are held within the 

organizational units, it has been found necessary to exchange views and 

develop decisions across organizational lines. To do this, the 

Directors meet once a week along with the Director-General and the 

Assistant Directors-General. The primary purpose of the Directors1 

meetings is to convert high level policy into co-ordinated action, not 

only within the Secretariat but in relation to other agencies within the 

United Nations system. 

Implementation of current policy is constantly under review by the 

Directors. In addition, suggestions or recommendations for new policies 

are evaluated. If the Director-General so decides policy may be 

affirmed at the Directors1 meetings without going to the Policy Board. 

The Policy Board, as r.owconstituted^ consists of the Director-General 

and the heads of the three Departments i.e. Technical Services, 

Administration and Finance, and Operational Services, These three 

members constitute the top-level advisors to the Director-General^ The 

Board as a whole must reconcile all policy matters as between departments 

and, in particular, has the final authority within the Secretariat on 

budgetary, financial and prograjnme matters in general. The Policy Board 

meets regularly once a week and more often if necessary. 

(62) 



WHO, THE UNITED NATIONS AND THE OTHER 
SPECIALIZED AGENCIES: JOINT ACTIVITIES AND RELATIONSHIPS 

The bulk of the work on a joint basis between 1HO and the other 

agencies has so far been planned and implemented through bilateral 

or multilateral efforts of the several agencies, including those parts 

of the UN Secretariat which serve the various councils, commissions 

and other bodies of the United Nations. Responsibility for overall 

co-ordination of planning and programming within the United Nations 

lies with the governmental machinery of ECOSOC and the inter-Secre-

tariat machinery of the Administrative Committee on Co-ordination. 

It can be expected that future programmes among the United Nations 

and the specialized agencies will be subject to increasing co-ordina-

tion of planning and of implementation, especially as the Technical 

Assistance Programme moves forward. 

No numerical presentation of joint activities carried on between 

WHO and other agencies can clearly indicate the multiple organizational 

relationships involved or convey the value or the scope of work. How-

ever, for reference purposes only, a comprehensive but not exhaustive 

recapitulation of joint activities is presented on the next page under 

nine subject categories, which are based on the division of functions 

and the jurisdiction over subject matter among the principal organs 

of the United Nations. 

For a more detailed treatment of this complex subject, please 
see Coordplan circular L1/49/5 produced for the staff. 

Ш/761/49. • — 



SUMMARY OF NUMBERS OF JOINT ACTIVITIES 
AND REIA.TIONSHIPS BETWEEN WHO AND OTHER BODIES AND 

AGENCIES WITHIN THE UNiTE-B-;NATIONS SYSTEM 

\ i 1 
RELATIONSHIPS 

• 

！ 
Legisla-

！ i tive: 
j ECOSOC, Inter-Secretariat 
ACTIVI- ( Trustee- Specialized Agencies 1 ' 

！ • Category ¡ TIES 
i 

Total ship, etc. UN" FAO ILO UNESCO jOther 

1. Economic ！ 6 ！ io 1 4 1 1 3 

Affairs i . 
i 

1 

2 . Social 29 50 •••• 15 7 11 13 4 
Affairs 

13 

3. Trust and 
N S G T

f

s 3 6 4 2 - -

4 . Regional 

Affairs 2 5 - 2 1 1 - 1 

5. Emergency 

Activities 6 10 - 6 - 1 1 2 

6 . Admin, and 

Finance 4 6 2 4 - - -

7 . Legal Matters 1 1 - — 1 _ 
一 

8. Information & 

Publications 9 10 - 1 - 3 -

9. Conference & 
Gen. Servicef 2 3 1 2 - - -

Total 62 101 8 41 

M. ....,— 

15 17 10 

For purposes of this table : 
* 

”United Nations" includes: ACC, TAB, Regional Commissions, UNICEF, 
UNRPR and the Kashmir Commission 

•ÍHÍ-
"Other" specialized agencies include : 1СЛО, IMCO. ITU，IRO, UPU, 
工C-ITO, Bank Fund. 
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office of the director-general 

1 D I R E C T O R - G E N E R A L $ 1 8 , 0 0 0 
1 D E P U T Y D I R - G E N E R A L $ 1 5 , 0 0 0 
2 S E C R E T A R I E S I I G r . 7 
1 C L E R K - S T E N O G R A P H E R I I G r . 5 

office of the director-general 

DIVISION OP PUBLIC INFORMATION 

DIVISION OF CO-ORDINATION 
OF PLANNING AND LIAISON 

DIVISION OF PUBLIC INFORMATION 

1 A C T I N G D I R E C T O R 
2 I N F O R M A T I O N O F F I C E R I 1 • G r . 1 5 
3 I N F O R M A T I O N O F F I C E R S 1省 G r . 1 2 
2 I N F O R M A T I O N O F F I C E R S 1 G r . 9 j 
Ç S T E N O G R A P H I C & C L E R I C A L 

13 

DIVISION OP CO-ORDINATION 
OP PLANNING AND LIAISON 

1 A C T I N G D I R E C T O R 
1 M E D I C A L O F F I C E R I I G r . 1 5 
1 PROGRAMME A N A L Y S T G r . 1 4 
2 R E P O R T S & L I A I SON O F F I C E R S M l G r . 1 2 
1 R E P O R T S & L I A l SON O F F I C E R \ I G r . l l 
3 R E P O R T S & L I A I S O N O F F I C E R S I G r . 9 
5 S T E N O G R A P H I C & C L E R I C A L 

vT 

NEW YORX LIAISON OFFICE 

1 D I R E C T O R G r . 1 9 
1 R E P O R T S & L I A I S O N O F F I C E R I I I G r . 1 2 
1 I N F O R M A T I O N O F F I C E R I I G r . 1 2 
2 A D M I N I S T R A T I V E A S S I S T A N T S I G r . 7 
4 S T E N O G R A P H I C & C L E R I C A L 

WHO 9133 















TECHNOLOGICAL 

1 C H I E F OF S E C T I O H 
1 T E C H N I C A L A S S I S T A N T I 
3 T E C H N I C A L A S S I S T A N T S 
1 STENOGRAPHER 

DIVISION OF EPIDEMIOLOGY 

EPIDEMIOLOGICAL STUDIES 

1 MEDI CAL O F F I C E R I V G r . 1 7 
Ц MED丨CAL O F F I C E R S II Gr.15 
1 M E D I C A L O F F I C E R 1 G r . 1 2 
1 S C I E N T I S T 11 Gr.13 
f S T E N O G R A P H I C 

Gr.13 

ÏÎ" 

EPIDEMIOLOGICAL STATISTICS 
AND INFORMATION 

1 M E D I C A L O F F I C E R I I G r . 1 5 
1 S T A T I S T I C I A N I I I G r . 1 3 
1 S T A T I S T 1 C I AN I I G r _ l l 
1 V I S U A L M E D I A O F F I C E R I G r . 7 
7 S T E N O G R A P H I C AND 

C L E R I C A L 

ÍI" 

SINGAPORE EPIDEK. 
INTELLIGENCE STATION 

1 M E D I C A L O F F I C E R I I G r . 1 5 
9 L O C A L L Y R E C R U I T E D 

OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR 

1 M E D I C A L D I R E C T O R Gr.19 1 
1 A D M I N I S T R A T I V E A S S I S ! Г. I I G r . 9 
1 S E C R E T A R Y G r . 6 

3 

SANITARY CONVENTIONS 
AND QUARANTINE 

1 M E D I C A L O F F I C E R IV G r . 1 7 
2 M E D I C A L O F F I C E R S I I G r . 1 5 
1 T E C H N I C A L O F F I C E R G r . 1 3 
1 S T A T I S T I C I A N I G r . 9 
1 T E C H N I C A L A S S I S T A N T I G r . 7 
4 C L E R I C A L & S T E N O G R A P H I C 

10 

WHO 9137 



DIVISION OF HEALTH STATISTICS 

OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR 

1 A S S I S T A N T D I R E C T O R G r . 1 8 
1 C L E R K - S T E N O G R A P H E R I I G r . 5 

STATISTICAL STUDIES 

1 M E D I C A L O F F I C E R I V G r . 1 7 
1 S T A T I S T I C I A N IV G r . 1 5 
2 S T A T I S T I C I A N S I I I G r . 1 3 
1 S T A T I S T I C I A N S I I G r . l l 
1 T E C H N I C A L A S S I S T A N T I G r . 7 
7 C L E R I C A L 

13" 

MORBIDITY STATISTICS 

N O T Y E T 

W 0 r )< p e r 
same s t a 
Statistic 
Section. 

) R G A N 1 Z E D j 

formed by 
f f as for 
a 1 Studies 

INTERNATIONAL NOMENCLATURE 
OF DISBASES 

AND CAUSES OF DEATH 

1 M E D I C A L O F F I C E R 
1 S T E N O G R A P H I С 

G r . 1 5 

WHO 9138 



DIVISION OF THERAPEUTIC SUBSTANCES 

office of the director 

1 M E D I C A L D I R E C T O R G r . 1 9 
1 S E C R E T A R Y I G r . 6 

BIOLOGICAL 
STANDARDIZATION 

1 M E D I C A L O F F I C E R IV G r . 1 7 
1 T E C H N I C A L A S S I S T A N T I I G r . 9 
1 S T E N O G R A P H 1С 

PHARMACEUTICAL 

1 S C I E N T I S T ( P H A R M A C O L O G I S T ) I I I 
G r . l 5 

1 S T E N O G R A P H I C 

HABIT-FORMING DRUGS 

1 MEDI CAL O F F I C E R I I I G r . 1 6 
1 S T E N O G R A P H I C 

CO-ORDINATION 
RESEARCH 

OF 

1 M E D I C A L O F F I C E R IV G r . 1 7 
1 M E D I C A L O F F I C E R 11 G r . 1 5 
1 T E C H N I C A L A S S I S T A N T I 1 G r . 9 
2 S T E N O G R A P H I C 

TUBERCULOSIS RJ BSEARCH 
OFFICE, COPENHAGEN 

1 D I R E C T O R ( O n l o a n f r o m USPHS ) 
1 MEDI CAL O F F » C E R 1 G r . 1 7 
1 M E D I C A L O F F I C E R 1 Г G r . l 6 
1 M E D I C A L O F F I C E R 1 G r . 1 2 
1 S T A T I S T I C I A N 1 G r . 9 

26 L O C A L L Y RECRU丨TED 

31 



T R A N S L A T O R IV G r . 1 5 
T R A N S L A T O R I I I G r . 1 4 
T R A N S L A T O R S I I G r . 1 3 
T R A N S L A T O R S I G r . l l 
S T E N O G R A P H ! С 

13 

TRANSLATION 

DIVISION OF EDITORIAL AND 
REFERENCE SERVICES 

LIBRARY AND REFERENCE 

1 L I B R A R I A N Ч G r 15 
1 L I B R A R I A N V G r 13 
3 L I B R A R I A N S M 1 G r 1 1 
2 L I B R A R I A N S 1 1 G r 9 
2 L I B R A f U A N S 1 G r 7 

1 1 CLERICAL 

20 

PUBLICATION 

1 P U B L I C A T I O N S O F F I C E R I I G r . l l 
1 P U B L I C A T I O N S O F F I C E R I G r . ) 
1 ADM I N I S T R . A S S I S T A N T I G r . 7 
1 C L E R I C A L 

OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR 

D I R E C T O R G r . 1 9 
A D M I N I S T R A T I V E A S S T . I I G r . 9 
S E C R E T A R Y \ G r . 6 

EDITORIAL 

C H I E F OF S E C T I O N G r 17 
M E D I C A L E D I T O R S G r 15 
E D I T O R S G r 14 
A S S T . E D I T O R G r 12 
A S S T . E D I T O R S G r 11 
S U B - E D I T O R S G r 9 

4 S T E N O G R A P H I C & C L E R I C A L 

2ÏÏ 

1
1
6
 
Ц
 
1
 



office of the 
assistant director-general 

A C T I N G A S S T . 0 1 R . - G E N E R A L 
A S S T . TO A S S T . D . G . G r . 1 5 
S E C R E T A R Y I I G r . 7 
C L E R K - S T E N O G R A P H E R I I G r . 5 

DIVISION OP ADMINISTRATIVE 
MANAGEMENT AND PERSONNEL 

( S e e s e p a r a t e c h a r t ) 

a d m i n i s
d

t
e

^W
n

aV
f

f finance 

OFFICE OF CONFERENCE к 
GENERAL SERVICES 

OFFICE OF INTERNAL AUDIT 

1 A U D I T O R I V G r . 1 5 
3 A U D I T O R S I I I G r . 1 3 
1 A U D I T O R I I G r . l l 
1 C L E R K - S T E N O G R A P M E R G r . 5 

DIVISION OP 
TREASURY AND BUDGET 

( S e e s e p a r a t e c h a r t ) 

LEGAL OFFICE 

L E G A L O F F I C E R I I G r . 1 5 
L E G A L O F F I C E R I 6 R . 1 2 
L E G A L A S S I S T A N T G r . 7 
C L E R K - S T E N O G R A P H E R I I G r . 5 



office of гhe director 

1 A C T I N G ADMIN • D I R E C T O R 
1 S E C R E T A R Y 1 G r . 6 

division of administrative 
management and personnel 

administrative management 

1 MANAGEMENT O F F I C E R I I I G r . l 6 
1 MANAGEMENT O F F I C E R I I G r . 1 2 
1 A D M I N I S T R A T I V E A H A L Y S T I I G r . 9 
2 STENOGRAPH丨С к C L E R I C A L 

psrsonnbl 

P E R S O N N E L O F F I C E R I I I G r . . 1 7 
P E R S O N N E L T E C H N I C I A N S I I I G r . . 1 3 
P E R S O N N E L T E C H N I C I A N S I I G r . . 1 1 
P E R S O N N E L T E C H N I C I A N 1 G r . • 9 
P E R S O N N E L A S S I S T A N T S G r . . 7 
STENOGRAPH丨С к C L E R I C A L 



A S S I S T A N T D I R E C T O R G r . 1 8 
S E C R E T A R Y G r 

DIVISION OF 
BUDGET AND FINANCE 

FINANCE к ACCOUNTS 

1 F I N A N C E O F F I C E R I V G r 
1 F | N A N C E O F F I C E R I I I G r 
2 A C C O U N T A N T S I I I G r 
I A C C O U N T A N T I I G r 
1 C E R T I F Y I N G O F F I C E R G r 
1 D F S B U R S I N G O F F I C E R | | G r 
3 A C C O U N T A N T S I G r 
2 ADMIN_ A S S I S T A N T S 丨 G r 

11 S T E N O G R A P H I C & C L E R I C A L 

29 

16 
13 
11 
11 
11 

9 

BUDGET 

11 

B U D G E T O F F I C E R 
B U D G E T O F F I C E R 
B U D G E T O F F I C E R 
B U D G E T A N A L Y S T 
B U D G E T O F F I C E R S 
B U D G E T A N A L Y S T 
S T E N O G R A P H I C & 

C L E R I C A L 

IV 

12 
11 

9 



S T E N O G R A P H I C 

S P E C I A L S E R V I C E S O F F . I I G r . 9 
S P E C I A L S E R V I C E S O F F . I G r . 7 
S T E N O G R A P H E R S & T Y P I S T S 

P U R C H A S I N G O F F I C E R G r . 1 2 
S P E C I A L S E R V I C E S O F F . I I G r . 9 
S T E N O G R A P H I C & C L E R I C A L 

POS 丨 " H O N CHART 
WORLD H E A L T H O R G A N I Z A T I O N 

As p r o p o s e d 1 Jan . 1950 
OFFICE OF THE CHIEF 

1 ADM I N . S E R V I C E S O F F . I I G r . 1 7 
1 A D M I N . S E R V I CES O F F . I G r . 1 5 
1 S P E C I A L S E R V I C E S O F F . I I G r . 9 
Ц S T E N O G R A P H I C & C L E R I C A L 

TRAVEL & TRANSPORTATION 

1 S P E C I A L S E R V I C E S O F F . I I 
1 S P E C I A L S E R V I C E S O F F I 
Ц C L E R I C A L 

COMMUNICATIONS AND RECORDS 

R E G I S T R Y 

Gr 
1 S P E C I A L S E R V I C E S O F F . I I I 
1 S P E C I A L S E R V I C E S O F F . I I 

l 6 C L E R I C A L 

18 

D O C U M E N T S 

1 S P E C I A L S E R V I C E O F F . I I 
1 S P E C I A L S E R V I C E O F F . I 
1 C L E R K I I 

1 

• 1 1 
• 9 

G r . 
G r . 
Gr. 

G R A P H I C S 

1 V I S U A L M E D I A O F F I C E R I 
2 V I S U A L M E D I A O F F I C E R S 

G r 
G r 

.11 

8 

OFFICE OF CONFERENCE 
AND GENERAL SERVICES 

PROCUREMENT 

1
1
6
 
一

 
8
 

3
 -
3
 

1

 1
6
 



T E C H N I C A L L Y R E P O R T I N G TO 

H E A D Q U A R T E R S 

REGIONAL ADVISERS 

1 M E D I C A L O F F I C E R ( P H ) 11 1 G r . 1 6 
1 MEDI C A L O F F I C E R ( Т В ) I I 1 Gr.16 
1 PUBL1 ( ^ E N G I N E E R 1 1 Gr.13 
1 S T E N O G R A P H I C 

T 

OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR 

1 R E G I O N A L D I R E C T O R $ 1 3 , 5 0 0 
¡ 1 D E P U T Y R E G . D I R E C T O R G r . 1 9 

1 1 P U B L I C I N F O R M A T I O N O F F . 1 G r . 1 2 
1 S E C R E T A R Y 11 G r . 7 

丁 

PIELD STAFF 

1 MEDI C A L O F F I C E R I I I G r . l 6 
2 M E D I C A L O F F I C E R S I I G r . 1 5 
1 P U B L I C H E A L T H E N G I N E E R I I G r . 1 3 
1 H E A L T H E D U C A T O R I I G r . 1 4 
2 P U B L I C H E A L T H NURSES I I G r . l l 

REGIONAL OFFICE FOR THE 
EASTERN MEDITERRANEAN 

SERVICES 

1 M E D I C A L O F F I C E R 11 I G r 16 
1 M E D I C A L O F F I C E R И G r 15 
1 A D M I N I S T R A T I V E O F F I C E R 1 1 G r 14 
1 A D M I N I S T R A T I V E O F F I C E R 1 G r 1 1 
1 A C C O U N T A N T 1 G r 9 

17 L O C A L L Y R E C R U I T E D 

22 



T E C H N I C A L L Y R t P O R T I N G T O 
H E A D Q U A R T E R S 

REGIONAL ADVISERS 

M E D I C A L O F F I C E R (MCH ) I H G r . l ó 

OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR 

！ 1 R E G I O N A L D I R E C T O R $ 1 3 
G r 

500 
I 1 D E P U T Y R E G . D I R E C T O R 

$ 1 3 
G r 19 

1 P U B L I C I N F O R M A T I O N O F F . I 1 G r 12 

丁 

FIELD STAFF 

9 MED丨CAL O F F I C E R S 1 1 G r 1»? 
1 S C I E N T I S T ( E N T O M O L O G I S T } 1 G r 13 
1 P U B L I C H E A L T H E N G I N E E R 11 G r 
7 P U B L I C H E A L T H N U R S E S 1 I G r 11 
1 L O C A L L Y R E C R U I T E D 

1 9 " 

REGIONAL OFFICE FOR 
SOUTH-EAST ASIA 

SERVICES 

1 
1 

26 

MED丨 CAL 
SPEC丨 AL 
L O C A L L Y 

O F F I C E R I I 
S E R V I C E O F F I C E R I I 
R E C R U I T E D 

G r . 1 5 
G r . 9 

28 



OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR 

T E C H N I C A L L Y R E P O R T I N G TO 
HEADQUARTERS 

R E G I O N A L D I R E C T O R 

REGIONAL OFFICE FOR 
THE AMERICAS 

SERVICES 

1 A D M I N I S T R A T I V E O F F I C E R IV G r . 1 5 
1 F I N A N C E O F F I C E R I I G r . 1 2 
2 S P E C I A L S E R V I C E O F F I C E R S I G r . 7 
1 A D M I N I S T R A T I V E A S S I S T A N T | G r . 7 
9 S T E N O G R A P H I C & C L É R I C A L 

14 

FIELD STAFF 

1 P U B L I C HE M T H NURSE 1 1 G r . l l 



ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICE 
FOR EUROP E 

1 M E D I C A L O F F I C E R IV G r . 1 7 
1 S T E N O G R A P H I C 

FIELD STAFF 
EUROPEAN REGION 

1 M E D I C A L O F F I C E R $ 9 , 2 0 0 
3 M E D I C A L O F F I C E R S I I I G r ' 
2 MED丨CAL O F F I C E R S I I 
1 P U B L I C H E A L T H S A N I T A R I A N I I 
1 MED. X - R A Y T E C H . A D V I S E R 
1 P U B L I C H E A L T H NURSE I I 
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ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE 

Section 3 

CLASS SPECIFICATIONS 

Report of the Director-General to the Standing 
Committee on Administration and Finance 



•Rie Standing Committee on Administration and Finance of tiie Executive 

Board, in pursuance of the Resolution adopted by the General Assembly 

of the United Nations on the 24 November, 1949 (Resolution (C) in Document 

A 1147) has considered the financial position of the World Health Organi-

zation for the year 1950, as set out in paper EB/78. 

The Committee has considered also the discussion in the General 

Assembly and the Joint Meetings of the Second, Third and Fifth Committees 

and, in particular, the views there expressed by reprosentatives of 

governments on the increasing cost of international work and has concluded 

that in present circumstances the Organization cannot assume that it will 

be in a position to spend, more than $.5,000,000 in the year 19Ы. 

The Committee, as requested by the Executive Board, has considered 

item by item the Programme and Budget Estimates for X951 submitted by 

the Director-General in Paper EB5/44, which contemplate a net expenditure 
« 

of $7,651,000, and believes that it has obtained a comprehensive view 

of the present activities of the Organization and of the work "which the 

Director-General, in pursuance of -the decisions of the Second Health 

Assembly and the instructions of the Executive Board, has proposed should 

be undertaken in 1950 and 1951. The Committee has been impressed not 

only with the value, balance and scope of the work proposed, but with the 

careful and interlocking planning necessary to secure efficient results. 

They therefore feel on the one hand that they cannot possibly, on 

their short examination of th3 subject, direct in detail Леге the 

necessary curtailment of expenditure must be made. They appreciate on 

the other hand that it is for the Executive Board rather than the Director 

General to indicate a policy, necessarily on broad lines, to be followed 

in reducing operations so that expenditure shall correspond to the money-

available . 

It appears to the Committee, and they suggest to the Board, that 

the Assembly, in the special and difficult circumstances, will wish to 

have before them not only the Programme and Budget Estimates presented 

by the Director General in paper EB5/44 and the comments of the Executive 

Board, thereon, but alsc a reasonably detailed indication how the 

reductions (-which the Committee believe will be inevitable ) can be 

carried out with the best preservation, on a necessarily more limited 



scale, of the objects of the Organization. For the reasons stated above, 

this detailed indication can be prepared only by the Director-General• 

It appears also to the Committee that even if it were practicable 

(as they think it is not) for them to indicate in detail where reductions 

should be made， such a course would be unjust to those Members of the 

Organization whose experience is not available to the Board and who may 

have interests in special parts of the programme• 

For the guidance of the Director-General, the Committee considers 

therefore that the Board should desire him, in preparing the document 

referred to above, to make a uniform reduction of 35 per cent, in each 

of the three main parts of the Budget Estimates for 1951* So far as 

practicable also that uniform reduction should be applied to each 

Section within the Parts. "Where the number of staff proposed for a 

section, or its relation to other sections, make it impracticable to 

apply to it the above percentage cut, a compensatory higher percentage 

should be applied to another Section or Sections in the same Part. 

These reduced proposals could be embodied in an alternative 

Budget, prepared on the instructions of the Executive Board, for which 

therefore the Executive Board and not the Director-General would have 

the fundamental responsibility 

CONSIDERS that the Executive Board should include, in its 
recommendations to the Third Health Assembly on the Programme 
and Budget Estimates for 1951 submitted by the Director-General, 
a recommendation that the 1951 Programme and Budget Estimates 
should be framed on the basis of an expenditure of not more than 
衫5，000，000 for that year, and therefore 

RECOMMENDS that the Executive Board desire the Director-General 
to prepare for the Third Health Assembly a paper showing how the 
Programme and Budget Estimates for 1951 can be modified to provide 
for an expenditure of not more than $5,000,000 in that year, 
making as far as practicable a uniform percentage reduction in 
the cost of the proposals set out in paper EB5/44. 



GENEVA, 21 October 1949 

Dear Sir, 

We have the honour to transmit herewith a proposed 

"Classification Plan for the World Health Organization" 

with accompanying compensation recommendations based 

on the existing World Health Organization Salary-

Schedule . 

The members of the survey team wish to acknowledge the 

co-operation and assistance cf the staff of the 

Secretariat in providing information and valuable 

service. 

Respectfully submitted, 

/s / Fredrik F. Fredlund 

/s'/ Merlin B. Newton 

Classification Survey Teara 

Dr. Brock Chisholm 
Director-General 
World Health Organization 
GENEVA 

MH/715/49 



REPORT OF ffiE CLASSIFICATION SURVEY TEAM TO THE 
DIRECTOR-GENERAL OF THE WORLD HEALTH ORGANIZATION 

The adoption, by the United Nations' General Assembly, of the 

basic principle that posts in the Secretariat are to be classified 

according to their assigned duties and responsibilities, so that those 

of equal difficulty and responsibility would be paid approximately 

the same salaries, and the reiteration of this principle in the "Staff 

Regulations for the World Health Organization", made it desirable that 

a -post classification plan conforming to this principle be established 

for the World Health Organization. 

With the appointment of a-Chief of Personnel in April, 1949j 
. í - i.， “ • ... 

plans were made for conducting a classification survey preparatory to 

the establishment of such a plan. It was decided, that the survey should 

» • 

be conducted by qualified individuals from outside the Organization to 

ensure an objective and unprejudicial approach. 

The classification survey team was appointed by the Director-General 

in July 1949 with instructions to undertake a post classification 

survey of the World Health Organization and tô develop a classification 

plan; to make reconmiendations within the framework of the existing 
. - . , • ' • • ， 

World Health Organization pay schedule for appropriate compensation for 

the proposed classes and to appraise and make reccramendations on pertinent 
organization matters« 

, i • - " 

GENERAL 

Post classification is a process by which the relative importance 

of individual posts in an organization may be determined in terras of 

the difficulty and responsibility of the assigned duties. A classifica-

tion Pi
3 1 1

 based on this process provides an orderly method of evaluating 

individual posts thoughout an organization and thus makes possible a just 

and equitable basis for determining compensation for work performed and 

for applying the varioua personnel processes. In addition, it facilitates 

budgetary and management functions. 



THE CLASSIFICATION SURVEÏ 

The facilities of the Office of Personnel were made available to 

the classification team upon its arrival at WHO Headquarters, Geneva. 

These included clerical services, as well as interpretation and transía-

tion services given by a Personnel trainee who assisted in the routine 

aspects of the survey. 

The initial phase of the survey was one of general orientation for 

the teara members. Discussions with the Director-General and senior 
- • . „ . 

officials of the staff provided ftmdamental information as to the 
• • •• . - - •‘ . . . ' .. 

policies, aims and programmes of the World Health Organization. 

Basic survey plans, methods and procedures were developed in 

co-operation with the Chief of Personnel and his Deputy. In anticipation 

o f t h e l i m i t e d

 time at the disposal of the survey tearo, it had been 

previously decided by the Personnel Office that a classification 

questionnaire (Annex A) would be used for the employees to record 

descriptions of the duties and responsibilities of their posts. 
‘； . . . . .• • • • . -. • • 

An accompanying instruction sheet (Annex B) was prepared by the survey 

team in both working languages explaining the type of information 

required from the employee as to duties performed, responsibility for 

decisions, exercise of judgement, nature and importance of human relation-

S h i p S i

 ^ P ^ i s o r y responsibilities, degree of supervision exercised алс! 

other classification factors. The genial principles, objectives and 

procedures of the survey were presented to Headquarters employees at a 
. . . . . . : . ••• . .• . • . . . 

general meeting. 

The questionnaires and instruction sheets were distributed by the 

team members at meetings of small units of the Organization, where 

individuals were given the opportunity to ask questions and obtain 

detailed information about the auxvey. Supervisors were requested to 

review the questionnaires prepared by members of their staff and make 

relevant comments concerning the recorded descriptions. 

Every effort was made by the survey team to interview each member 

of the Headquarters » staff. 



Questionnaires and instruction sheets were sailed to all staff 

members employed in posts outside Geneva and any such employees 

visiting at Headquarters were interviewed to obtain data on their 

individual posts, as well as other posts in the office in which 

they were employed. 

Every co-operation and assistance was accorded the.Sarvey team 

throughout its stay and work was made much easier ty the capable 

m _ e r in which the questionnaires were completed。 

THE CLASSIFICATION PLAN 

The principle objective of the classification survey was the 

development of a classification plan for the World Health Organization. 

'
S U G h a p l a n W o u l d i n c l u d

® ⑴ Standards for classifying existing and 

contemplated posts； (2) A post description for each filled post and 

vacancy at Headquarters and in the fieldi and (3) An allocation list 

r
e C 0

m m
e n d i n

g classifications for all posts included in the survey. 

1» Standards 

Standards were developed in accordance with the objectives 

previously outlined. 

These consist of a number of individual class specifications, 

each of which describe the сошсп elements of posts ^iose duties and 

responsibilities are comparable with aspect to the kind and level of 

W O r k p e r f o r a e d a n d

 池
0

卵 qualification requirements are similar. Each 

specification has a title forptr- and other administrative purposes and 

sections which describe the features distinguishing this class from 

others and the knowledges, abilities and other qualifications required. 

Classes were grouped into series on the basis of the kind of work 

performed, for example, Medical Officer, Clerk, Accountant. Each series 

w a s

 g
i v e n a c o m m o n

 title. Levels within series were recognized by 

attaching Roman numerals in ascending order, from the class at the 

l o w e s t l e v e l t 0 t h e c l a s s

 社 the highest level. The numbers indicate the 

relationship of classes within the particular series only. 



It was not considered desirable or possible to provide series for 

all of the specialized medical and scientific fields in the Organization. 

Therefore, a limited number of board series were established for such 

groups as Medical Officers, Public Health Nurses and Public Health 

Engineers and, in addition, a general series was d r 繩 up for Scientists. 

Specialization within these series, necessary for personnel or other 

purposes, were recognized by adding the pertinent field to the class title 

Í , e

'
 M e d i c a l 0 f f i c e r

- Tuberculosis IV； Scientist - Parasitology III. 

For professional or other non-administrative purposes, organization 

titles can be used in place of the class titles, as for example - Chief, 

I^berc^losis-Control Section, or Regional Adviser on Tuberculosis. 

In.most instances the specifications describe distinguishing 

features of indivichial classes .in general terms. This provides a plan 

flexible .enough to take into account changes-in programme emphasis or 

t h e e f f e C t S

 °
f n e w

 ^chnical developments or administrative policies on 

existing a c t i v i t i e s . . . . . . . 

Insofar as possible the number of levels withirr any series was kept 

to a minimum. The pattern for most of the professional, medical and 

scientific series consists of four levels. 

.No provision was made in the classification plan for recognizing 

language skill. It is recosunended that such skills be detemined by 

啦ans of qualifying examinations administered by the Office of Personnel 

and that posts at.the 7th salary level or lower be compensated for 

language abilities ly an additional payment over and above their present 

salary, such amount to be determined by the Director-General or his 

delegated authority. Some consideration on the same pattern should be 

given to posts involving unusually dangerous or-hazardous work. 

Attention is directed to the footnote on the post description of the 

Assistant Editor (General) where provision is made for an unusual situation. 



2. Post Descriptions 

All 1H0 posts were included in the survey with the exception of 

those of the Director-General, Deputy Director-General, Assistant 

Directors-General, Regional Directors, Short-term Consultants and Project 

and Regional Office Personnel recruited locally at prevailing wage rates. 

This is in keeping with the recommendations of the Committee of Experts 

on Salary Allowance and Leave Systems of the United Nations. 

Employee or supervisory-prepared post descriptions were obtained 

for most of the posts in the Organization. These have been reviewed 

and analysed and a recommendation made as to the class, in the proposed 

classification plan, to which they should be allocated. 

3. Allocation List 

An allocation list has been prepared recommending the class to 

which all existing postw or anticipated vacancies for which post 

descriptions were prepared should be allocated. 

4. Compensation Plan 

All proposed classes have been assigned to one of the grades in 

the Ш 0 salary schedule. In determining the proper grades the classi-

fication survey team considered existing grades and compensation practices 

in the Organization as well as the grading systems of the United Nations 

and other specialized agencies. 

No classes were assigned to grades 1, 8 and 10 in the salary-

schedule. 

The classification survey team recommends that the Chief of the 

Office of Personnel, subject to the final authority of the Director-

General, adninister the classification activities for the Organization. 

H-e will have responsibility for investigating and evaluating duties and 

responsibilities of posts, allocating individual posts to appropriate 

classes, re-classifying posts, establishing new classes as necessaiy and 

revising existing classes. 



The "Draft Report to the Secretary-General of the United Nations 

of the Committee of Experts on Salary, Allowance and Leave Systems" of 

7 October 1949 reached the survey team during the last week of the survey. 

The Committee states that a proper classification and grading 

system should assure equality of treatment throughout the Secretariat 

in terms of posts and individuals； reasonable opportunities for 

promotion； a maximum degree of security and of career prospects； and 

a simple and economical personnel and salary administration which does 

not inpair effective budgetary control. 

In рт-eparing the classification plan the survey team from past 

experience has been aware of these objectives and believes that the 

plan, if properly administered, should meet these requirements. 

It is noted further that the Committee is of the opinion that 

certain defects of the existing classification plan of the United 

Nations might be attributed to the subdivision of the levels of pro-

fessional skill into a preconceived fiction of grades； and to the 

multiplicity of categories and grades tiiat have been employed. 

The survey team is inclined to agree with the Committee that it 

may be impracticable to attempt to design a classification system which 

would be equally applicable in all its details to all the agencies of 

t h e U n i t e d

 étions, but is of the opinion that the sound classification 

policies and procedures outlined by the Coraraittee should prevail in all 

agencies. 

The survey t e ^ in drafting a classification plan avoided, however, 

the subdivision of levels of professional skill into a preconceived 

fiction of grades in the manner previously described and reduced the 

multiplicity of existing categories and grades to a degree not incon-

sistent with the operation of a highly specialized and technical Secre-

tariat. 

ORG/iNIZATION 

It was necessary during the course of the survey to make a detailed 

stu呶 of the structural pattern of the Organization and to a lesser 



degree, of those of other Secretariats. 

The present pattern with provision for a Director-General, a 

Deputy Director-General, two Assistant Directors-General, Regional 

Directors, seven Directors all in the technical programme and one 

Director of Administration and Finance does not give proper repre-

sentation to the administrative, fiscal, budgetary and personnel functions 

at the policy determination level, which must result in.serious mis-

understandings and must retard the efficient operation of the Organization. 

In the opinion of the survey team it would be highly desirable 

to create' a Department of Administration and .Finance with its head an 

Assistant Director-General. The Department would consist of three 

Divisions - The Treasury and Budget Division； the Division of Admini-

S t r a t i v e

 M^agement and Personnel and the Division of Conferences and 

General Services. The latter Division is not considered to be at the 

same level as the other two at the present time. It is further 

recommended that the Legal Office be transferred to this Department 

and that the Office of Programme Analysis be transferred to the Division 

of Co-ordiñation of Planning and Liaison. The Internal Audit function 

W O v l d r e m a i n a s a n

 independent office in the Department reporting to the 

Assistant Director-Gene ral. 

Other organizational matters were discussed with various officials 

during the course of the survey and pertinent suggestions were made 

concerning changes or modifications that might improve efficiency. 

It is a pleasure to observe that during the conduct of the survey 

the morale of the Org^ization was at a consistently high level despite 

the fact that large numbers of employees were working hotrrs far in excess 

of those prescribed in the Staff Regulations. Few examples of inefficiency, 

in the performance of duties were noted. 

Additional enclosures: (1) Alphabetical Index of Classes w, Grade (ANNEX C) 
(2) Classes by Grade Level (ANNEX D) 
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ALPHABETICAL INDEX OF CLASSES WITH GRADE 

ACCOINTANT I GRADE 9 

ACCOUNTANT 工工 11 

ACCOUNTANT III 13 

ADMINISTMTIVS ANALYST I 7 

АШ工丨、ÎISTRATIVE ANALYST II 9 

AKiaLNISTRÁTIVE ASSISTANT I 7 

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT II 9 

ADMINISTRATIVE DIRECTOR 19 

ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICER I 11 

ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICER II 12 

ABíINISTRATIVE OFFICER III 14 

ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICER IV 15 

ADMINISTRiiTIVi SERVICES OFFICER I 15 

ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICES OFFICER II 17 

ASSISTANT TO THE ASST. DffiECTOR-

GENERAL, ADMINISTRATION & FINANCE 15 

ASSISTANT EDITOR (GENERilL) Ц 

ASSISTANT EDITOR (SCIENTIFIC) 12 

AUDITOR I 9 

AUDITOR II и 

AUDITOR III 13 

AUDITOR IV X5 

BUDGET ANALYST I
 7 

BUDGET A N Û I S Ï II 9 

BUDGET AND M/kNAGEMENT OFFICER I 9 

BUDGET AND MANAGEMENT OFFICER II. 12 

BUDGET AND ifeNAGEMMT OFFICER III 16 

BUDGET AND MANAGEMENT OFFICER IV 17 

CERTIFYING OFFICER 11 



CHAUFFEUR • GRADE 4 

CHIEF OF EDITORIAL SECTION 17 

CHIEF OF HEALTH STATISTICS SECTION 18 

CHIEF OF TECHNOLOGICAL SECTION, 

EPIDEMIOLOGY 15 

CL2RK 工 2 

CLERK II 3 

CLERK III 5 

CLERK И 6 

CLERK STENOGRAPHER I 4 

CLERK STMCGRAPHER II 5 

CLERK TYPIST I 3 

CLERK TYPIST II 4 

DEPUTY MEDICAL DIRECTOR 18 

DEPUTY" REGIONAL DIRECTOR 19 

DIRECTOR, DIV. OF CO-ORDINATION OF 
PLANNING fiND LIAISON 19 

DIRECTOR, DIVISION OF EDITORIAL 

AND REFERENCE SERVICES 19 

DISBURSING OFFICER I 9 

DISBURSING OFFICER II 11 

EDITOR 14 

EDITORIAL CLERK 5 

FINANCE OFFICER I 9 

FINANCE OFFICER II 12 

FINANCE OFFICER III 16 

FINANCE OFFICER IV 17 

HEALTH EDUCATOR 工 12 

HEALTH EHJCATOR II 14 

HEALTH EDUCATOR III 17 

INFORMATION OFFICER I 9 

INFORMATION OFFICER II 12 

INFORMATION OFFICER III 15 

INFORMTION OFFICER IV 17 



LEGAL ASSISTANT GRADE 7 

LEGAL OFFICER I 12 

LEGAL OFFICER II 15 

LIAISON AND REPORTS OFFICER 工 9 

LIAISON 厕 REPORTS OFFICER II 11 

LIAISON AND REPORTS OFFICER III 12 

LIBRâRIAN I 7 

LIBRARIAN II 9 

LIBRARIAN III 11 

LIBRARIAN (REFERENCE) 11 

LIBRARIAN IV 13 

LIBRARIAN V 15 

MEDICAL DIRECTOR 19 

MEDICAL DIRECTOR II 20 

MEDICAL EDITOR 15 

MEDICAL OFFICER I 12 

MEDICAL OFFICER 工I 15 

MEDICAL OFFICER 工工工 16 

MEDICAL OFFICER IV 17 

MEDICAL SOCIâL WORKER I ц 

p R I O i L SOCIAL WORKER 工工 12 

MEDICAL SOCIAL WORKER III 15 

MEDICAL SOCIAL WORKER IV 16 

MEDICAL X-RAY TECHNICAL ADVISER 11 

PERSONNEL ASSISTANT 7 

PERSONNEL OFFICER 工 13 

PERSONNEL OFFICER II 16 

PERSONNEL OFFICER I工工 17 

PERSONNEL TECHNICIAN 工 9 

PERSONNEL TEC冊;[CIAN II ц 

PERSOIiWEI TECHWICIiiN 工工工 13 



PROGÎL'iMiSE AMLYST 

PUBLICATION OFFICER 工 

PUBLICATION OFFICER II 

PUBLIC HEALTH ENGINEER 工 

PUBLIC HEALTH ENGINEER II 

PUBLIC HEALTH ENGINEER III 

PUBLIC HEALTH ENGINEER IV 

PUBLIC HEALTH NURSE I 

PUBLIC HEALTH NURSE II 

PUBLIC HEALTH NURSE III 

PUBLIC HEALTH NURSE IV 

PUBLIC HEALTH SANITARIAN I 

PUBLIC HEALTH SANITARIAN II 

PUBLIC HEALTH SiiNITJiRIAN III 

PURCHASING OFFICER 

RECEPTIONIST SWITCHBOARD OPERATOR 

SCIENTIST ( ) i 

SCIENTIST ( ) il 

SCIENTIST ( ) m 

SCIENTIST ( ) IV 

SECRETARY I 

SECRETARY II 

SPECIAL SERVICES OFFICER I 

SPECIAL SERVICES OFFICER II 

SPECIAL SERVICES OFFICER III 

STATISTICIAN I 

STATISTICIAN II 

STATISTICIAN III 

STOREKEEPER 

STORES CLERK 

GRADE 14 

9 

11 

11 

13 

15 

17 

9 

11 

14 

17 

9 

11 

13 

12 

4 

11 

13 

15 

17 

6 

7 

7 

9 

11 

3 

11 

13 

4 

3 

SUB-EDITOR Э 



TECHNICAL ASSISTANT 工 

TECHNICAL ASSISTANT II 

TECHNICAL OFFICÜR, SANITARY 
CONVENTIONS AND QUARANTINE 

TRANSLATOR 工 

TRANSLATOR II 

TRANSLATOR III 

TRANSLATOR IV 

VISUAL MEDIA OFFICER 工 

VISUAL MEDIA OFFICER II 

VISUAL MEDIA OFFICER III 

GRADE 7 

9 

13 

11 

13 

14 

15 

7 

9 

11 



Grade Step I 

U N I T E D N A T I O N S S A L A E Y S С H E Б U L В 

Step VI Step . Grade Step I Step II Step III Step IV Step V Step VI Step . 

$ $ $ $ $ $ . $ 

1 1580 1660 I74O I83O I92O 2020 2130 

2 I74O I83O I92O 2020 213O 2240 236О 

3 I92O 2020 2130 224O 236О 2480 2610 

4 2130 224O 236О 2480 2610 2750 2890 

5 236О 248O 2610 275O 2890 ЗО5О 32 10 

6 2610 275O 289O ЗО5О 3210 3390 3570 

7 289O ЗО5О 3210 3390 3570 3770 3970 

8 32 10 3390 3570 3770 3970 4190 4410 

9 3570 3770 3970 4190 4410 4660 4910 

1 0 3970 4190 4410 466O 4910 5180 5450 

il 4410 4660 4910 5180 5450 5750 6050 

12 4910 5180 5450 5750 6050 6370 67OO 

13 5450 5750 6050 6370 6700 7060 7450 

14 6050 6370 6700 7060 7450 7870 83ОО 

15 6700 ТОбО 7450 T87O 8300 8750 92OO 

16 7450 7870 8300 8750 9200 9700 IO3OO 

17 8300 8750 9200 97OO 10300 10900 -

18 9200 9700 10300 10900 - - -

19 10000 10500 1 1000 - - - -

Top-ranking 11000 - - - - - -

Director 

6
<
3
/
H
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CLASSES BY GRADE LEVEL 

$ 12，ООО 

bíedical Director II 

Grade 19 

Administrative Director 
Deputy Regional Director 
Medical Director 
Director, Div. cf Editorial and Ref. Services 
Director, Div, of Co-ord

e
 of Planning and Liaison 

Grade 18 

Chief of Health Statistics Section 
Deputy Medical Director 

Grade 17 

Medical Officer IV 
Scientist ( ) IV 
Public Health Engineer IV 
Chief of the Editorial Section 
Administrative Services Officer II 
Budget and Management Officer IV 
Finance Officer IV 
Personnel Officer III 
Information Officer IV 
Health Educator III 
Public Health Nurse IV 

Grade 16 

Medical Officer III 
Medical Social Worker IV 
Budget and Management Officer I工工 
Finance Officer 工II 
Personnel Officer II 

Grade 15 

Medical Officer II 
Scientist ( ) III 
Public Health Engineer .III 
Medical Editor 
Librarian V 
Translator IV 
Chief Technological Section, Epidemiology 
Administrative Officer IV 
Administrative Services Officer I 
Auditor IV 
Legal Officer II 
Information Officer TTI 
Assistant to Asst. Dir.-Gen” Administration & Finance 
Medical Social Worker III 

Grade 14 

Public Health Nurse III 
Health Educator 工工 



Translator 工工工 
Editor 
Administrative Officer 工工工 
Programme analyst 

Grade 13 

Scientist ( )工工 
Public Health Engineer II 
Librarian IV • 
Technical Officer 
Statistician III 
Translator II 
Accountant 工工工 
Auditor III 
Personnel Technician III 
Public Health Sanitarian III 
Personnel Officer I 

Grade 12 

Medical Officer 工 
Medical Social Worker 工工 
Health Educator 工 
Assistant Editor (Scientific) 
Administrative Officer II 
Information Officer II 
Budget and Management Officer II 
Legal Officer 工 
Liaison and Reports Officer III 
Finance Officer 工工 
Purchasing Officer 

Grade 11 

Public Health Engineer 工 
Scientist ( ) I 
Medical Social Worker 工 
Medical X-ray Technical Adviser 
Translator 工 
Publication Officer II 
Librarian工工工 

Librarian (Reference) 
Assistant Editor (General) 
Accountant II 
Administrative Officer I 
Auditor II 
Disbursing Officer 工I 
Liaison and Reports Officer 工I 
Personnel Technician 工工 
Visual Media Officer IV 
Statistician II 
Special Services Officer I工工 
Public Health Sanitarian 工工 
Certifying Officer 
Public Health Nurse II 

Grade 10 

No classes 



Sub Editor 
Accountant 工 
Administrative Analyst II 
Administrative Assistant II 
Auditor I 
Budget Analyst II 
Budget and Management Officer 工 
Finance Officer 工 
Liaison and Reports Officer I 
Personnel Technician I 
Visual Media Officer II 
Publication Officer 工 
Statistician I 
Information Officer I 
Librarian 工工 
Disbursing Officer I 
Technical Assistant 工工 
Public Health Nurse 工 
Special Services Officer II ‘ 
Public Health Sanitarian I 

Grade 8 

No classes 

Grade 7 

Secretary 工工 
Administrative Analyst 
Administrative Assistant 工 
Budget Analyst 工 
Legal Assistant 
Visual Media Officer 工 
Librarian I 
Personnel Assistant 
Technical Assistant I 
Special Services Officer I 

Grade 6 

Secretary 工 
Clerk IV 

Editorial Clerk 
Clerk Stenographer 
Clerk工工工 

Clerk Stenographer 
Clerk Typist 工工 
Chauffeur 
Storekeeper 
Receptionist 

Grade 5 

II 

Grade 4 

Clerk Typist 
Clerk II 
Stores Clerk 

Switchboard Operator 

Grade 3 

I 

Grade 2 

Clerk 工 



工ncun^ents of posts 
immediate áupervisiorf of 
accounting or thu fiscal 

at this level are responsible for the 
one of the specialized phases of 
reporting activities at Headquarters» 

DISTINGUISHING FEATURES OF 

Accountants in this class supervise and perform work in 
the maintenance of general control or subsidiary ledger accounts 
or in the preparation and maintenance of accounting and financial 
records, statements and reports. They establish detailed 
internal procedures to carry out the workj direct the posting 
of accounting data from subsidiary reports or other documents^ 
examine accounts and verify them against basic documents5 
check and verify trial balancesj prepare reports on regular 
or special fiscal activities

л 

They work under the immediate supervision of a higher-level 
accountant who provides instructions and interpretations of 
governing policies and procedures and gives advice on problems• 
Yiork is spot-checked in progress and reviewed when completed. 

Incmnbents make assignments to staff, train them in new 
procedures and methods and review work regularly to ensure that 
it is being carried out properly• 

Perform related work as necessary. 

KNOWLEDGE，SKILLS AND ABILITIES 

General knowledge of accounting principles, procedures and 
practices and of policies and regulations governing the 
accounting activities of the Organization. 

Knowledge of one of the Organization's working languages• 
Knowledge of the usefulness and limitations of the work. 
Ability to apply the above knowledge to the work. ‘ 
Ability to carry out and supervise accounting work in an 

international health organization^ 
Ability to work well with other members of a staff 

representing different nations» 

Education equivalent to graduation from an accredited college 
or university with specialized training in accounting or business 
administration- Experience in accounting work. 



GENERAL 

Incumbents of posts at this level supervise 
fiscal reporting activities at Headquarters. 

all accounting and 

DISTINGUISHING FEATURES OF WORK 

Incumbents work with supervisor in planning and installing 
procedures and methods for accounting and financial reporting 
activities. They are directly responsible for the execution of 
all accounting and fiscal reporting activities； assign work to lower 
grade accountants responsible for specific phases of the work; 
review,and determine dispositions of, problems and reports 
referred by staff. They also spot-check accounts for correctness 
of coding in journal entries; verify trial balances and other 
accounting statements; supervise the reconciliation of control 
accounts -with subsidiary documents; analyse accounts and prepare 
cost statements on various types of expenditure; determine details 
of financial reports and establish general methods and procedures 
for regular and special financial reports and instruct staff 
in their application; supervise the examination of expense vouchers 
for field offices serviced by Headquarters and initiate correspondence 
with them on accounting matters. 

Work is carried out independently subject to review by a higher-
level accountant for conformance to established policies, plans : 
and procedures. Incumbents keep supervisor informed of activities 
through submission of regular and special reports and confers with 
him on problems^ 

Perform related work as necessary. 

ШЖЬЫХЖ, SKILLS AND ABILITIES 

Good knowledge of accounting principles and procedures and of 
the policies and regulations pertaining to accounting, auditing 
and other fiscal activities of WHO. Good knowledge of the basic 
objectives, policies and plans of the Organization and of modern 
accounting practice» 

Good knowledge of one of the Organization-s working languages. 
Knowledge of the usefulness and limitations of the work. 
Ability to apply the above knowledge to the work. 
Ability to participate with superiors in planning, installing 

and maintaining accounting and other fiscal methods, techniques 
and procedures

л 

Ability to work well with other members of a staff representing 

different nations « 

Ability to evaluate the effectiveness of programme changes as 
related to own work

e 

Ability to plan, evaluate and supervise the work of others, 
under overall guidanceо 

Education equivalent to graduation from an accredited college or 
university with specialized training in accounting or business 
administration. Experience in accounting work, which should have 
included work in a supervisory or procedural capacity. 



Incumbents of posts at this level are responsible for planning and 
directing the accounting, voucher-certification and fiscal reporting 
activities of the Organization or for developing and installing the 
Organization's fiscal accounting and auditing methods and procedures• 

DISTINGUISHING FbAIURES OF WORK 

Accountants in this class supervise accounting activities, plans 
and organize the accounting, voucher-certification and fiscal reporting 
activities at Headquarters； direct the installation of new methods 
and procedures; co-ordinate work with administrative and programme 
activities of the Organization; review problems referred by staff 
such as exceptions to regulations etc” and determine their 
disposition* Interpret accounting and related fiscal regulations 
to Headquarters and field officials; make general assignments to 
accountants or voucher-examiners at lower levels responsible for 
specific phases of the workj confer and advise on problems and 
review their reports for compliance with plans and instructions. 

Accountants at this level plan and develop fiscal proceduresj 
participate with superiors in the development of policies and plans 
governing fiscal operations of the Organization; evaluate existihg 
methods and systems, devise new ones, and train staff in installing 
and maintaining them; prepare the Organization's manual of accounting, 
auditing, disbursing and fiscal reporting procedures； study fiscal 
methods and systems in field offices and devise and instal new ones 
as necessary. 

They perform work in accordance with fiscal policies, plans and 
procedures issued by higher authorities. Supervisors are kept 
informed of accomplishments through reports and conferences。 

Perform related work as necessary. 

KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS AND ABILITIES 

Comprehensive knowledge of accounting principles and procedures 
and of the policies and regulations governing accounting, auditing 
and other fiscal activities of WHO. 

the 

languages. 

methods, 
techniques and procedures 

Ability to work well with other members of a staff representing 
different nations• 

Ability to determine the effect of programme changes on work. 
Ability to plan, evaluate and supervise the work of others^ 

Education equivalent to graduation from an accredited college or 
university with specialized training in accounting or business 
administration^ Progressive experience in accounting work, which 
should have included experience in a supervisory or procedural 
capacity. 

Knowledge of the basic objectives, policies and plans of 
Organization, 

Good knowledge of modern accounting practice• 
Excellent knowledge of one of the Organization^ working 
Knowledge of the usefulness and limitations of the work. 
Ability to apply the above knowledge to the work. 
Ability to devise and instal accounting and other fiscal 



Incumbents of posts at this level serve as staff members of a 
group responsible for the review^ maintenance and control of 
administrative methods and procedures for the Organization. 

DISTINGUISHING FEATURES OF WORK 

Work is accomplished on Xhe basis of complete instructions from 
group head. Recommendations ,on the approval or modification of 
procedures and related matters are reviewed and approved by supervisor 
for adequacy and conformance to plans and instructions. Supervisor 
is kept informed of activities through reports, conferences on 
problems, and inspections of the work. 

Incumbents supervise clerical assistants as necessary. 
Administrative analysts at this level review and edit 

administrative methods, procedures, forms and other materials intended • 
for the Manual or Director-General

1

s circulars for conformance to 
WH) policies, procedures and regulations; recommend their approval, 
modification or disapproval; suggest improvements to secure greater 
effectiveness; after approval•code appropriate documents and make 
arrangements for reproduction, translation and distribution in 
accordance with established procedure; assist supervisor in the 
maintenance and control of the official Manualj where indicated, 
advise appropriate officials on established policies and procedures 
related to the Manual. 

Perform related work as necessary. 

KNCMLEDGE， ABILITIES AND OTHER QUALIFICATIONS 

Knowledge of administrative theory and practice, particularly as 
applied to public service or large international organizations. 

Knowledge of pertinent policies, regulations, procedures and 
objectives of the Organization with particular reference to those 
connected with their duties. 

Excellent knowledge of English and good knowledge of French. 
Knowledge of the usefulness and limitations of the work. 
Ability to apply the above knowledge to the work. 
Ability to participate in the administrative analysis activities 

of the Organization. 

Ability to work well with other members of a staff representing 
different nations. 

Education equivalent to graduation from a university of recognized 
standing with courses in public or business administration. Some 
experience in administrative analysis work. 



.Incumbents of posts at this level are responsible for the 
review, maintenance and control of methods and procedures in 
their field of specialization for the Organization^ Manual and 
Director-General

1

 s circulars。 

DISTINGUISHING FEATURES OF WORK 

Work is accomplished on the basis of general policies, 
procedures and instructions from supervisor- Recommendations 
on procedures and related matters are reviewed and approved by 
supervisorr 

Supervisor is kept informed of activities through reports and 
conferences， Incumbent plans》 supervises and reviews the work 
of assigned staff; trains new employees; explains new procedures, 
and advises on problems. 

Administrative analysts at this level are in charge of the 
reviewing and editing of administrative methods, procedures, 
forms and other material submitted by Budget and Management 
officers, for conformance to WHO policies, procedures and 
regulations» They recommend improvements to secure greater • 
efficiency and discuss them with appropriate officials; 
establish and maintain procedures for coding, translating, 
reproducing and distributing Manual documents for revisions thereto. 

Approve, modify or disapprove material covered by established 
policies• Recommend to supervisor the approval, modification 
or disapproval of material not covered by WHO procedures; maintain 
the official control file for the M^i ual and Director-General

1

s 
circulars and advise officials on matters pertaining to them. 

Perform related work as necessary. 

KNOWLEDGE, ABILITIES AND OTHER QUALIFICATIONS 

Good knowledge of administrative theory and practice， 
particularly as applied to public service or international 
organizations• 

Good knowledge of the policies, rules, regulations and 
objectives of the Organization-

Knowledge of the administrative structure of international 
organizations„ 

Excellent knowledge of English- including ability to -write 
well and do own drafting and editing; working knowledge of French, 

Knowledge of the usefulness and limitations of the work. 
Ability to apply the above knowledge to the work

0 

Ability to plan and carry out the review, maintenance and 
control of administrative procedures and other materials for the 
Organization» 

Ability to plan, supervise and evaluate the work of others, 
arid to work well with members of a staff representing different 
nations• 

Education equivalent to graduation from an accredited 
university or college with specialization in public or business 
administration. Progressive experience in administrative 
analysis work。 



ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT I 
— • — к — — — » » » — • X T " ••_ « I, —Il m _ _ • • I M 1 » — я — — 

Incimibents of posts at this level perfom a variety of 
administrative duties related to the staff, operational and research 
programmes of the Organization. Incumbents are responsible for 
helping administrative officers in small programmes and acting as 
their specialized assistants• They may be also called upon to 
perform specialized administrative duties• 

DISTINGUISHING FEATURES OF THE WORK 

Work is accomplished in accordance m t h procedures, regulations 
and instructions provided by administrative officers or highe3>-level 
administrative assistants. It is reviewed in progress and upon 
completion for conformance to established policies and regulations. 
Detailed instructions are provided on new types of work and supervisors 
are available to advise on problems that arise « 

The foliovdng are typical duties: The study of routine 
administrative operations, such as routing procedures; the preparation 
of recurring activity reports and the making of suggestions for their 
adjustment and improvement • Incvmibents work with superiors in 
establishing procedure for various administrative phases, making, 
where necessary^ suggestions and recommendations• 

Incumbents serving es office n1a.n3.g6 г s for progremrnes work with 
professional staff in planning and justifying general administrative 
requirements for the programme； negotiate and make arrangements for 
various control services) such as space, travel and stenographic 
services, for their programmes; expedite aciministrative action and 
provide staff officers with data for reports； review programme 
correspondence for conformance to established policy and assure that 
assigned programmes are provided with all necessary administrative 
services. 

Incumbents performing specialized administrative duties are 
responsible for such functions as the processing of all docimients on 
Fellows in the large Regional Offices or setting up and maintaining 
administrative controls on all activities of a staff administrative 
programme• There are also a few posts in this class of administrative 
assistants "which call for supervision of very difficult clerical work. 
Incumbents may plan and supervise the work of clerical assistants. 

Perform related work as assigned. 

KNOWLEDGE，ABILITIES AND OTHER QUAHFICATIONS 

Good knowledge of general administrative policies, procedures 
and practices of the World Health Organization and some knowledge of 
governing programmes to which assigned

 0 

Knowledge of objectives^ plans and activities on assigned 
programmes. Where necessary夕 an excellent knowledge of pertinent 
specialized administrative work。 

Good knowledge of the various administrative service fields• 
Good knowledge of one of the Organization

1

s working languages. 



Knowledge of the usefulness and limitations of the work. 
Ability to apply the above.knowledge to the work„ 
Ability to plan, supervise and carry out assigned, general or 

specialized administrative duties in an international health 
organization. 

Ability to work well with other members of a staff representing 
different nations• 

Ability to plan and supervise the work of others. 

Education equivalent to graduation from a secondary school with 
specialization in commercial courses• Some college training in 
business administration or a related field is desirable。 Considerable 
progressive experience in general administrative or clerical work, 
including supervisory experience

 c 



Incumbents of posts at this level perform important and 
responsible general or specialized administrative duties for 
programmes of the Organization. 

DISTINGUISHING FEATURES OF WORK 

The typical administrative assistant at this level is responsible 
for varied general office management functions for several programmes 
or for a regional office

 9
 A small•number of posts may carry-

responsibility for similar work in a single large or varied programme 
or for specialized administrative work in a staff or technical 
programme. 

Incumbents serving as office managers for programmes work with . 
programme staff in planning and justifying general administrative 
requirements and in some cases they represent the programmes on 
administrative matters at management meetings of the Orgajiization, 
In addition they adapt basic administrative procedures to the 
programme; make arrangements for providing assigned programmes with 
necessary administrative services; expedite the accomplishment of 
administrative actions； plan and develop routines and procedures； 
report on programme accomplishments； and co-ordinate the general 
administrative service functions among assigned programmes and, as 
required, with other administrative activities of the Organization. 

工ncmiberrbs performing specialized administrative work plan and 
develop procedures and methods for carrying out specialized 
administrative functions such as the preparation of payrolls or the 
processing of actions on Fellows • The work requires contacts and 
negotiations with adnrlnistrative personnel throughout the Organization 
to co-ordinate services or to interpret and explain procedures• 

As in most general administrative posts, the work is carried out 
independently "within the framework of the Organization's general 
administrative policies and procedures and the more specific policies 
and procedures of assigned programmes. At this level procedures and 
routines developed, arrangements negotiated, actions taken and problems 
arising are discussed with programme supervisor. Regular reports of 
accomplishments are submitted to supervisor. 

Incumbents assign work to clerical or administrative assistants, 
review and approve their work during progress or whan completed； 
advise on problems； and instruct subordinates on the application of 
new procedures. 

Perform related work as necessary» 

KNOWLEDGE, ABILITIES AND OTHER (QUALIFICATIONS 

Thorough knowledge of the general administrative policies^ 
procedures and practices of the WHO and an excellent knowledge of 
%hose governing programmes to whioh assigned. 

Good knowledge of objectives, plans and activities of assigned 
programmes. 

If necessary, an excellent knowledge of pertinent specialized 
administrative work. 



Good knowledge of the various administrative service fields. 
Knowledge of one of the Organization's working languages« 
Knowledge of the usefulness and limitations of the work. 
Ability to apply the above knowledge to the work. 
Ability to plan, supervise and carry out assigned general or 

specialized administrative duties in an international health 
organization. 

Ability to work well indth other members representing different 
nations. 

Ability to plan, supervise and evaluate the work of others 

Education equivalent to graduation from secondary school with 
specialization in commercial courses. Some college training in 
business administration or a related field is desirable. Çonsiderable 
progressive experience in general administrative or clerical work, 
including supervisory experience, 



ADMINISTRATIVE DIRECTOR 

GENERAL 

The Administrative Directors perform important administrative and 
management duties involving responsibility for planning^ co-ordinating 
and administering the Division of Treasury and Budget or the Division 
of Administrative Management and Personnel of the World Health 
Organization« 

DISTINGUISHING FEATURES OF WORK 

Policy determinations of great importance are made in conference^ 
or in consultation т/vith the Assistant Director-General, Administration 
and Finance。 An Administrative Director is required to initiate 
jjiiportant procedures, formulate operating programmesmake original ж)гк 
decisions, and interpret Organization ând department policies and 
procedures• 

The Director of the Division of Treasury and Budget or of the 
Division of Administrative Management and Personnel supervises, directs 
and co-ordinates the work of the division responsible for the overall 
budget and fiscal administration of the World Health Organization

t 

Supervises, directs, and co-ordinates the work of the division 
responsible for the development, installation and maintenance、of policies, 
plans, procedures^ standards and practices for administrative management 
and personnel administration » 

Makes policy decisions relating to the work of the division and 
instructs subordinate administrative officials in the application of 
these policies to the programmes of the division。 

Devises and directs procedures relating to the operation of the 
division and is responsible for administering the expenditure of sums 
allotted to the division。 

Confers "with other directors on questions of policy and procedures. 
Represents the Organization at important conferences and 

co-ordinates the planning and operation of joint activities with other 
specialized and non-governmental agencies• 

Performs related work as necessary
ü 

KNOWIEDGE, ABILITIES AND OTHER QUALIFICATIONS 

Extensive knowledge of the principles and modern practices of 
large-scale public and business administration, including management 
principles as they relate to general fiscal and budgetary practices, 
personnel^ office management and accounting controls

 e 

Extensive knowledge of the functions of the World Health Organization 
and of the character of relationships between departments and between 
divisions and other specialized and nor>-governmental agencies • 

Excellent knowledge of one of the Organization^ working languages. 
Ability to apply the above knowledge to the work. 
Outstanding ability to plan and administer complex and varied 

activities on an international level
0 

Outstanding ability to establish policy relating to complex 
administrative and management problems

 c 

Outstanding ability to meet with, secure the со—opération of^ and 
deal "with associates, personnel》 professional societies， government 
officials and others. 

Outstanding ability to supervise and evaluate the work performed 
by employees supervised, and to work well m t h members of a staff 
representing different nations. 

Outstanding leadership and ability to develop group action. 

Graduation from a university of recognized standing; preferably 
•with courses in business or public administration, and considerable 
experience in progressively important administrative positions

# 



GENERAL 

Incumbents of posts at this level are responsible for the administrative 
functions of demonstration or control projects. Duties and responsibilities 
are essentially the same as those described for Administrative Officers at the 
next higher level, except that the latter are assigned to projects with un-
usually difficult or specialized technical or administrative problems• 

DISTINGUISHING FEATURES OF WORK 

Project plans are initiated at Headquarters or regional offices• Project 
leaders are charged with planning and putting into execution both the technical 
and administrative details of such projects. The project leader delegates to 
the project administrative officer at this level full responsibility for the 
administrative phases of the work. 

Duties are carried out within the framework of WHO policies, plans and 
regulations, and in accordance with the policies of co-operating governments 
and/or other organizations. 

Administrâtive and technical controls are maintained by the project leader, 
supplemented by necessary controls from Headquarters or field offices. Such 
controls consist of reports, the review of accomplishments, conferences on 
problems and inspections. 

The incumbent plans, co-ordinates and directs work on projects, including 
work of supervisory employees, ШЮ Staff and personnel recruited locally for or 
by a co-operating group. 

Work is supervised through conferences, inspection of records, review and 
approval of reports and spot-cheeking of work. Initial assignments and re-
assignments are made on the basis of variable work requirements• 

The incumbent plans and directs the administration of the project; puts 
into effect approved plans and procedures; determines and justifies personnel and 
material requirements; directsthe installation and maintenance of spécialized 
medical equipment； recruits personnel； provides clerical services to staff; 
justifies and accounts for the expenditure of project funds； makes decisions in 
emergency situations. 

Negotiates with local authorities for the loan of equipment or personnel; 
co-operates with related projects in the area or else-where in co-ordinated 
activities • 

Performs related work as necessary, 

KNOWLEDGE, ABILITIES AND OTHER QUALIFICATIONS 

Good knowledge of 
general administrative practice, including personnel, riscal supply; 
the administrative policies, rules and regulations pertaining to field pro-

jects and, as necessary> of the rules and regulations of co-operating individuals 
or agencies; 

the objectives of the project and their relationship to other programmes of 
the Organization; 

the idiosyncrasies of the region or country assigned to; 
one of the Organization

1

s working languages and, when possible, of the 
field language. 

Knowledge of the usefulness and limitations of the work; ability to apply 
the above knowledge； to plan and direct administrative phases of a medical 
demonstration or control project, and to establish and maintain good relation-
ships with staff, local authorities and people• Diplomacy and tact are 
required for this post. 

Ability to plan and direct the work of others and give counsel• 

Education equivalent to graduation from a college or university of 
recognized standing, with specialized training in public or business administra-
tion, General administrative experience. 



Incumbents of posts at this level serve as Administrative Officers for • 
important demonstration or control projects, 

DISTINGUISHING FEATURES OF WORK 

Project plans are initiated at Headquarters or regional offices， Project 
leaders are charged with planning and putting into execution both the technical 
and administrative details of such projects. The project leader delegates to 
the project administrative officer at this level full responsibility for the 
administrative phases of the work. 

Duties are carried out within the framework of WHO policies, piaras and 
regulations, and in accordance with the policies of co-operating governments 
and/or other organizations. 

Administrative and technical controls are maintained by the project leader, 
supplemented by necessary controls from Headquarters or field offices• Such 
controls consist of reports, the review of accomplishments

>
 conferences on 

problems and inspections. 
The incumbent plans, co-ordinates and directs work on projects, including 

work of supervisory employees
5
 "WHO staff and personnel recruited locally for or 

by а со-operating group. 
Work is supervised through conferences, inspection of records^ review and 

approval of reports and spot-checking of work. Initial assignments and re-
assignments are made on the basis of variable work requirements. 

The incumbent plans and directs the administration of the project; puts 
into effect approved plans and procedures; determines and justifies personnel 
and material requirements; directs the installation and maintenance of specialized 
medical equipment； recruits personnel; provides clerical services to staff; 
justifies and accounts for the expenditure of project funds; makes decisions in 
emergency situât ions. 

Negotiates with local authorities for the loan of equipment or personnel; 
co-operates with related projects in the area or elsewhere in co-ordinated 
activities о 

Performs related work as necessary. 

KNOWLEDGE, ABILITIES AND OTHER QUALIFICATIONS 

Good knowledge of -
general administrative practice, including personnel, fiscal supply; 
the administrative policies, rules and regulations pertaining to field 

projects and, as necessary, of the rules and regulations of co-operating 
individuals or agencies; 

the objectives of the project and their relationship to other programmes 
of the Organization; 

the idiosyncracies of the region or country assigned to; 
one of the Organization^ working languages and where possible, of the 

requisite language for field work. 

Knowledge of the usefulness and limitations of the work; ability to apply 
the above knowledge, to plan and direct administrative phases of a medical 
demonstration or control project, to establish and maintain good relationships 
with staff, local authorities and people. Diplomacy and tact are required for 
this poste 

Ability to plan and direct the work of others, and give counsel。 

Education equivalent to graduation from a college or university of 
recognized standings with specialized training in public or business administra-
tion, Progressive experience in administrative work, with some supervisory 
experience. 



Incumbents of posts at this level plan, direct and co-ordinate the 
administrative functions of departments at Headquarters or at regional offices 
with limited programmes. 

DISTINGUISHING 脆 T U R E S OF WCRK 

Work is carried out in accordance with the Organization's basic policies 
and plans and with the administrative policies, plans and procedares issued 
by the Director of Administration and Finance, his staff and department or 
regional office superiors. Accomplishments are appraised through the review 
of reports or by inspections for conformance to Ш0 policies, plans and ob-
jectives« Incumbents discuss problems with regional and Headquarters superiors» 
They plan and supervise the work of lower-level or clerical assistants. 

Incumbents plan and carry out the administrative functions for their 
department or regional office• They determine and justify administrative 
requirements; plan the administrative phases of operational or research 
programmes; integrate and co-ordinate the administrative functions with pro-
gramme activities; adapt basic authorizations for the programme by developing 
and issuing supplemental procedures and instructions ；. review and pass upon 
administration of the programme, and ensure that administrative functions 
comply with the requirements of governing authorities. 

Administrative Officers also perform the following duties： 

Institute improvements for directing the flow of work in the programme； 
study management problems; develop and instal new methods as necessary. 

Supervise and justify the preparation of budget estimates for existing 
or proposed activities and supervise the control of allotted funds. 

Plan and instal methods for the effective utilization of personnel; pro-
vide for miscellaneous administrative services for the programme (space, registry, 
supply, travel

9
 etc,). 

Advise superiors on administrative matters, including the administrative 
phases of programme-planning activities; accompany superiors to meetings of the 
Health Assembly, Executive Board, regional Executive Boards and sessions of 
Expert Committees, and report on matters under consideration; represent the 
Organization vis-à-vis other international organizations^ national governments 
and other groups, as assigned. 

They perform essentially the same duties and responsibilities as 
Administrative Officers at the next higher level, except that the latter 
are responsible for a largei： and more comprehensive programmée 

Administrative Officers at regional offices give administrative guidance 
for projects operating within the region. They, work with project personnel 
in planning, justifying and launching the project; provide administrative 
services; and confer with project personnel on administrative problems. They 
direct the provision of budget, fiscal, personnel and management services to 
the regional office. 

Departmental Administrative Officers at Headquarters review the admini-
strative phases of proposed projects and suggest or recommend improvements; 
review project reports and advise on administrative problems. 

Perform related work as necessary. 



KNOWLEDGE, ABILITIES AMD OTHER QUALIFICATIONS 

Comprehensive knowledge of general administrative methods and 
practices, including thorough knowledge of two or more of the specialized 
administrative activities such ae personnel, budget, fiscal, supply^ 
management or general administrative services. • 

Comprehensive knowledge of the administrative policies, plans, 
regulations and procedures governing the administration in the programmes, 

Thorough knowledge of the departmental or regional office programme 
and its objectives. 

Excellent knowledge of one of the Organization's working languages. 
Knowledge of the usefulness and limitations of the work. 
Ability to apply the above knowledge to the work. 
Outstanding ability to plan, direct and co-ordinate assigned ad-

ministrative functions. 
Ability to work well with, and advise, other members of a staff 

representing different nations; to plan, direct and evaluate the work of others； 
to negotiate, give advice, be resourceful and gain co-operation and support； 
to present plans and recommendations convincingly; to analyse and evaluate the 
effectiveness of operations and to visualize the effect of new policies

д
 techni-

cal developments and administrative actions on the programme• 

Education equivalent to graduation from a university of recognized 
standing, with specialized training in public or business administration 
Considerable programme experience in public or business administrâtion^ 
vrtiich should, have included work in a supervisory or advisory capacity in 
two or more of the specialized fields of administration

# 



Incumbents of posts at this level plan, direct and co-ordinate 
the administrative functions of a department at Headquarters with a 
large field programme' or of a regional office т/dth a complete or 
specialized programme• 

DISTINGUISHING FEATURES OF WORK 

Work is carried out in accordance with the Organization's basic 
policies and plans and with the administrative policies, plans and 
procedures issued by the Director of Administration and Finance^ his 
staff and departmental or regional office supervisors^ Accomplish-
ments are appraised through the review of reports or by inspections 
for conformance to WHO policies^ plans and objective s

ô
 Incumbents 

confer with regional and headquarters supervisors or other officials 
on problems as necessary 

They plan, assign and review the work of lower-lèvél administra-
tive or clerical assistants} instruct staff in the installation and 
application of new methods and procedures, aiid advise thôm on problems. 

All Administrative Officers in this class are delegated respons-
ibility for planning and carrying out the administrative functions for 
their assigned department or regional office« They determine and 
justify administrative requirements； participate ndth professional 
staff in planning the programme; inte grate and co-ordinate adminis-
trative functions with programme activities} adapt basic authoriza-» 
tions for the programme by developing and issuing supplementary 
policies y procedures and instructions j review stid pass upon adminis-
trative actions of the programme; and ensure that administrative 
functions comply with requirements of goverjiing a'trthorities^ 

Incumbents also institute improvements for directing the flow of 
work in the programme; stuc^y management problems j and develop and 
instal new methods as necessary; supervise and justify the prepara-
tion of budget estimates for existing or proposed activities and super-
vise the control of allotted fundsj plan and instal methods for the 
effective utilization of personnel; provide for miscellaneous adminis-
trative services for the programme (space, registry, supply, travel, 
etc.) 

They advise superiors on administrative matters， Including the 
administrative phases of programme-planning activities; accompany 
superiors to meetings of the Assembly^ Executive Board, regional 
Executive Boards and sessions of Expert Conmiittees and report on 
matters under consideration; and represent the Organization vis-à-vis 
other international*organizations, national governments and other 
groups； as assigned® 

Administrative Officers at regional offices provide administrative 
guidance to projects within the region* They ж>гк. with project per-
sonnel in planning, justifying and launching the project; provicte açl-
ministrative services^ and confer with project personnel on adminis-
trative problems* 

They direct the provision of budget, fiscal^ personnel and manage^ 
ment services to the regional office• 

Departmental Administrative Officers review the administrative 
phases of proposed projects and suggest or recommend improvementsj 
they review project reports and advise on administrative problems# 

Perform related work as necessary* 



KNOWLEDGE, ABILITIES AKD OTHER QUALIFICATIONS , 

Comprehensive knowledge of general administrative methods and 
practices, including thorough knowledge of two or more of the spec-
ialized administrative activities such as personnel, budget, fiscal, 
supply, management or general administrative services. , 

Comprehensive knowledge of the administrative policies, plans, 
regulations and procedures governing the administration of the pro-

Thorough knowledge of the depaitmertal or regional office programme 
and its objectives. 

Excellent knowledge of one of the Organization's working languages, 
and working knowledge of the other。 . ‘... 

Knowledge of the usefulness and limitations of the work. 
Ability to apply the above knowledge, to the work. 
Outstanding ability to plan, direct and co-ordinate assigned ad-

ministrative functions. 
•Ability to work well with, and advise, other members of a staff 

representing different nations j to plan, direct and evaluate the 
work of others} to negotiate, give advice, be resourceful end gain 
co-operation and supporti to present plans and recommendations con-
vincin . 

Al ity to analyse and evaluate the effectiveness of operations 
and to visualize the effect of new policies, technical developments 
and administrative actions on the programme« 

Education equivalent to graduation from a university of recog-
nized standing, with specialized training in public or business ad-
ministration* Considerable progressivè experience in public or 
business administration showing development of supervisory or ad-
visory qualifications. 

g/arnmes» 



GENERAL 

Incumbents of posts at this level serve as the Deputy Administrative 
Services Officers of the organization。 They share with their supervisor 
responsibility for planning, directing and co-ordinating the general ad-
ministrative service s 

£ISTINGUISHIN(} FEATURES OF :7DRK 

Work is carried out within the framework of basic authorisations sup-
plemented by the policies and plans of the supervisor. Administrative and 
technical controls are maintained by the latter through conferences； inspec-
tions and the review of reports of accomplishments^ Matters not covered by 
existing policy or procedure are referred to supervisor-» 

Supervisory control is exercised over staff through supervisory em-
ployees at lower levels» Incumbent reviews and approves reports submitted} 
inspects" and appraises work operations； advises staff on the solution of 
problems ,> 

He works with the supervisor in planning and installing procedures and 
methods to carry out the administrative services functions j makes studies 
and investigations of existing procedures and revises them or recommends re— • 
vision as necessary^ In accordance "with general plans of the supervisor, 
he plans and carries out the detailed arrangements for conferences and meet胃 
ings, such as the World Health Assembly or Executive Board, Continues 
negotiations initiated by supervisor with national and local authorities 
and other international agencies in making arrangements for premises, per-
sonnel. the loan of materials, etc“ determines transportâtion^ communica-
tion and other requirements and makes arrangements for these。 

Advises departmental administrative officers and other officials on 
general administrative service matters, giving explanations of cervices ren-
dered- exceptions taken, etc. Represents supervisor at World Health Assent 
Ыу and sessions of the Executive Board and at ether international and 
national groups• 

Serves as Administrative Services Officer of the Organization 1л super-
visor^ s absence* 

KNOWLEDGE, ABILITIES AND OTHER QUALIFICATIONS 

Thorough knowledge of the policies; rules' and regulations governing 
the administrative service of the Organization» 

Knowledge of prierai administrative practice with particular reference 
to international organizations, and of specialized administrative services, 
such as supply^ registry^ travel, etc, 

Good knowledge of parHamentary procedure and international conference 
management

9
 including a broad knowledge of social and diplomatic customs of 

countiy to which assigned. ‘ 

Thorough knowledge of modern office practice
4 

Knowledge of the usefulness and limitations of the work« 
Excellent knowledge of one of the Organization's -working language s о 
Ability to apply the above knowledge to the work; to initiate, plan and 

direct the provision of administrative services in an international health 
crganization; to approve and evaluate the effectiveness of policies and 
operations and to conceive recommendations for new or revised policies and 
operations as necessary; to manage a heterogeneous staff and to negotiate 
ifdth national and other authorities on administrative service matters; to 
work well with， and advise, other members of a staff representing different 
nations# 

Education equivalent tc graduation from a college or vniv
:

rjiiy of re-
cognized standihg； with specialized training in public or business adminis-
tration , At least 5 years exppri^rce in publlr ox business administration; 6f 
which two should have included experience in conference man^.geiuent or public 
relations. Supervisory experience in the same fields is essential. 



AIMINISTRATIVE SERVICES OFFICER II 

The Administrative Services Officer at this level is responsible 
for planning, directing and co-ordinating the general administrative 
services of the Organization^ Such services include conference ar-
rangement s , registry, supplyj travel, space, documents and central 
stenographic pool. 

； • . 

DISTINGUISHIMÍ FEATURES OF WORK . 

Work is carried out within the framework of broad general 
policies, plans and regulations issued by the World Health Assembly, 
the Executive Board and administrative superiors<» Administrative 
controls are maintained by superiors through conferences and reports 
of accomplishments^ The incumbent is given full responsibility for 
planning and directing diversified administrative service activities. 
Only matters not covered by basic authorizations are referred to 
superiors beforé they are put into effect* 

Supervisory .control over staff is exercised through a deputy and 
through supervisory employees at lower l e v e l s . The incumbent reviews 
and approves reports and recommendations submitted by staff and holds 
staff Gonferences for the discussion of problems or the installation 
of new policies, methods or procedures• 

The Administrative Services Officer at this level establishes 
necessary poltciesj develops and instals plans and procedures to 
Implement such policies and other basic authorizationsi plans^ 
justifies and puts into execution the administrative services pro^ 
gramme; appraises existing methods and practices and revises them 
as necessary; interprets pertinent basic policies and regulationsj 
co-ordinates services provided with other technical and adminis-. 
trative functions of the Organization. 

The incumbent plans the general arrangements for major confer-
enees, such as World Health Assemblies and meetings of the Executive 
Boards either of Yihich may be held in ary Member country. 

Prior to such conferences, he establishes and maintains contin-
uous contact with national and local authorities to negotiate matters 
of premises, diplomatic facilities, the loan of materials, or the 
provision of other services; makes arrangements for the transporta-
tion and accommodation of delegates and where meetings are held away 
from Headquarters, for the transportation and accommodation of mem-
bers of the Secretariat-

During conferences, he advises the Director-'Geineral and other . 
officials on matters of parliamentary procedure; organizes, pro-
vides； and co-ordinates the provision of, various conference services 
interpretation^ internal infomation^ сот̂яигл cstic.as^ e::id the tran-
script! on

 5
 reproduction and distribilion of official materials and 

records; aid other material arrangements« At the conclusion of 
conferences^ he arranges and supervises the return of borrowed 
materials and makes other necessary arrangements^» 

Negotiates iwith officials of other International organizations 
for premises for the Secretariat and for other regulated adminis-
trative services such as building； maintenance; сomiutmications, etc; 
reviews and approves s\çpLye3Ç>enditures involving large stuns of money® 

Advises departiiiental administrative officers and other officials 
on administrative service matters; represents the Organisation on 
such matters、at the World Health Assembly^ sessions of the Executive 
Board and other international and national meetings and conferencesJ 
establishes and maintains liaison with' local authorities« 

Performs related work as necessary.-



KNOTíLEDGE, ABILITIES AND OTHER QUALIFICATIONS 
i ..i i л • • • ’ ’ • — 1 1 " “ ' “ “ 

.Comprehensive knowledge of the polJ-cies^ rule s and regulations 
governing the administrative service functions of the Organization, 

Comprehensiva knowledge o.f the practice of general administra-‘ 
tion; particularly with reference to an international organization； 
some knowledge of International supply problems, including market 
conditions and sources； and of the methods and practices of other 
administrative services such as registry, central stenographic pool, 
travel, etc« 

Comprehensive knowledge of parliamentary procedure and practice 
and International conference management, including a broad general 
knowledge of social and diplomatic customs of country to which as-
signed» 

Excellent knowledge of modsi^i office practice。 
Knowledge of the usefulness and limitations of the work. 

Excellent knowledge of one of the Organization's working 

languages. 
Ability to apply the above knowledge to the work. 
Outstanding ability to initiate, plan and direct the admittis-

trative services functions of the Organization^ to appraise and 
evaluate the effectiveness of policies and operations in work under 
his control and to make sound .judgments in the form of new or re~ 
vised policies, procedures and plansj to'visualize the effect of 
basic policies, programme changes or administrative actions on 
workj to negotiate effectively, to be resourceful and to gain 
co-opôration and support) to plan and supervise the work of a 
heterogeneous staff .representing many countries, and to give, 
counsel. 

Education equivalent to graduation from a college or univer-
sity of recognized standing, with specialized training in public 
or business administration. Considerable experience in public 
or business administration, which should have included supervisory 
and conference management experience^. 



ASSISTANT TO THE ASSISTANT DIRECTOR-GENERAL 

ADMINISTRATION AND FINANCE 

(ENE RAL 

The Assistant to the Assistant Director-General, Administration and 
Financep performs important duties of a varied and advisory nature relative 
to administrative, fiscal and management functions. 

DISTINGUISHING FEATURES OF WORK 

Policies, procedures and assignments are determined in conference vdth 
the Assistant Director-General. The Assistant relieves the A.D.G. of a 
considerable amount of important work relative to administrative, fiscal and 
management functions and acts on his behalf, as occasion requires, in many 
matters of internal administration, as well as in many cases of overall semi-
technical and minor p o l i g matters. 

Typical duties of this post are to: 
advise on problems relative to the administrative, fiscal and management 

policies, practices, and procedures of the Organization； 
develop recommendations relative to organization, policy, procedure, 

performance and problems of administration ； 
study and make diagnoses of specific management problems； 
develop, in co-operation with appropriate officials, plans for a 

programme of management improvement, utilizing such management.techniques as 
are appropriate to the specific situation ;• 

implement programmes of management improvement and advise staff on them; 
review incoming and outgoing reports and correspondence and prepare 

recommendations for actions to be taken (matters not involving policy-
determinations may be dealt with by the Assistant)； 

keep currently informed of Organization activities, locate "neglected 
areas® in the field of administration and finance and make re commendations 
for the alleviation of such situations； 

discuss plans and problems of various types with officials of the 
Organization and represent the view of the Assistant Director-General in 
making suggestions and offering advice i 

make trips to regional or field offices as representative of the 
Assistant Dire с tor-General for the purpose of discussing matters yialch have 
administrative, fiscal or management implications ； 

attend meetings of the Consultative Committee on Administrative Questions 
of the United Nations, or working parties of the Committee as representative 
of or assistant to the Assistant Direсtor-General^ and provide and maintain 
current information on subjects under discussion; 

keep informed on developments in administrative and financial matters 
in the United Nations ard the specialized agencies and direct the attention 
of officials of the World Health Organization to matters of common interest ； 

engage or participate in discussions nvith officials of the United Nations 
or specialized agencies on matters of mutual interest ； 

formulate.and recommend items of an administrative or fiscal nature 
for the agenda of meetings of the Executive Board and the World Health 
Assembly； 

prepare or review documents viiich originate in Administration and Finance 
and which are for the consideration of the Executive Board or the World. Health 
Assembly； make such revisions as are necessary; review documents originating 
in other parts of the Organization vnhich have administrative or financial 
implications； 



attend meetings of the Executive Board and the World Health Assembly 
for the purpose of assisting the Director, and undertake at such meetings 
specific responsibility for preparing draft reports of the Committee on 
Administration and Finance and for the editing of the minutes; 

perform related work as necessary. 

KNOlttiEDGE, ABILITIES AND OTHER QUALIFICATIONS 

Considerable knowledge of the principles and modern practices of 
large-scale public and business administration,including management 
principles as they relate to general fiscal, administrative and management 
practices. 

Extensive knowledge of the functions cf thè World Health Organization 
and of the character of relationships between departments, between divisions 
and between Ш0 and other specialized and non-governmental agencies. 

Knowledge of one of the Organization's working languages. 
Knowledge of the usefulness and limitations of the work. 
Ability to apply the above knowledge to the work; to study and advise 

on complex and varied matters on an international level; to meet, secure 
the co-operation of, and deal with associates and the personnel of outside 
agencies and governments ； to supervise and evaluate the work performed by 
employees, and give them counsel. 

Graduation from a university of recognized, standing after major studies 
in public administration and the political or social sciences; considerable 
progressively responsible experience in .the field of administration and 
management. 



ASSISTANT EDITOR (GENERAL) 

Incumbents of posts at this level perform responsible supervisory ж>гк, 
assisting an editor in the production of technical, medical and other 
publications or official records issued in one or more languages, 

DISTIMGUISHING FEATURES OF WORK 

Assignments are received from an editor, т/йю is available to discuss 
such problems as the need for major substantive changes in a manuscript. 
A general review of the completed work is made by him. 

Incumbents supervise sub-editors engaged in editing technical medical 
manuscripts^ official records and other material； assist in the correlation 
of English and French texts of manuscripts for publication in both languages ； 
•write or re-write articles and/or abstracts; rewrite portions of material 
to condense clarify or give emphasis to the original ； perform related тог к 
as necessary. 

KNOWLEDGE, ABILITIES AND OTHER QUALIFICATIONS 

Thorough knowledge of editing, and of the standards of style and form 
prescribed for World Health Organization,publications. 

Thorough knowledge of English or French syntax and usage. 
Knowledge of the usefulness and limitations of the work。 
Good knowledge of the publication policies of "WHO. 
Sustained alertness in the detection of errors and discrepancies, 

ability to state facts and express ideas clearly and in an acceptable literary 
style； ability tc write and edit both in English and French^ to supervise 
sub-editors and editorial clerks, and to work well m t h other members of the 
staff， representing different nations. 

Education equivalent to graduation from a university of recognized 
standing^ preferably with some specialization in the field of science ； 
considerable experience in editorial тлюгк, preferably with scientific 
publications. 

Inhere the Editor is EngLish-speaking and the Assistant Editor French-
speaking； or "where the Editor is French-spe aking and the Assistant Editor 
English-speaking^ the Assistant Editor should receive an amount equal to 
two steps within the grade in addition to the pay of the class. 



Incumbents of posts at this level perform responsible editorial тюгк, 
assisting a medical editor in the production of technical medical and scientific 
publications and in individually preparing short reviews cf the technical тюгк 
of the World Health Organization. 

DISTINGUISHING FEATURES OF mORK 

Assignments are received from a medical editor, nràio is available to 
discuss such problems as the need for major substantive changes or major 
changes in terminology throughout a manuscript. A general review of the 
completed work is made by a medical editor. 

The incumbent is required to: 
write or rewrite articles, and/or abstracts; 

rewrite portions of material to condense； clarify, and give emphasis 

to the original ; 
edit material for form and arrangement^ supervise the development of 

necessary footnotes, particularly those that involve scientific terminology； 
scrutinize tables of contents, indexes, edited manuscript and other material 
prepared by sub-editors ； 

perform related work as necessary. 

KNO">VLEDGE, ABILITIES AND OTHER QUALIFICATIONS 

bifide knowledge of medic al and scientific terminology as used in both 
English and French. Outstanding'writing and editorial ability in one of the 
Organization's irorking languages. 

Thorough knowledge of the procedures invclved in the preparation and 
editing of manuscripts. 

. G o o d knowledge of the publication policies of WHO. 
Knowledge of the usefulness and limitations of the work. 

Sustained alertness in the detection of scientific errors and discrepancies 

of substance. 
Ability to state facts and express ideas clearly and in an acceptable 

literary style； tc read, write and speak both English and French； to apply 
the above knowledge to the work, and to work well nvith other members of a 
staff representing different nations. 

Education equivalent to graduation from a university of recognized 
standing, -with specialization in the field of science and considerable 
experience in editorial тчсгк, preferably with scientific publications. 



Incukbents of pests at this level perform professional auditing work of 
a routine nature in making audits of the records and accounts of various units 
of the World Health Organization. This is the junior professional level in the 
Office of Internal Audit. 

DISTINGUISHING EEATURES OF WORK 

Auditors at this level perform independent audits, but receive detailed 
instructions as to methods, procedures and objectivas to be attained. Field work, 
iñdiile performed independently, is checked by supervisors through a review of the 
work while it is in progress, and by review of reports submitted. The more 
difficult and irregular problems are referred to a supervisor. The employee may 
be required tc supervise clerks perfoming routine work in connexion with the 
processing of the audits. 

Incumbents perform related work as necessary. 

KNOULEDŒ, ABILITIES AND OTHER QUALIFICATIONS . 

Knowledge of 

auditing and accounting principles and their application to the regulations 
governing the conduct of financial transactions of the World Health Organization; 

office ^prqpçdures and standard office machinery and equipment ； ' 
one of the Organization's working languages, 
knowledge of the usefulness and limitations of the work. 
Ability to determine violations of and non-compliance with regulations, 

and to detect and explain significant irregularities ； to evaluate accounting 
problems of moderate difficulty, and to recognize and develop pertinent accounting 
and related information ； to establish and maintain good working relationships 
vilth the personnel of other departments ； to apply the above knowledge to the 
work; to work well m t h members of a staff representing different nations. 

Education equivalent to university graduation, with specialization in 
accounting or graduate Chartered Accountancy standing, or graduation from a 
secondary school with three years' experience in accounting or auditing. 



Incumbents of posts at this level perform professional auditing work of 
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 Organization to ensure' conformity with the policies and 
regulations governing the conduct of the financial transactions of the 
toganxzation. Auditors at this level should be capable of conducting difficult 
audits independently or with very limited assistance. 
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to instructions andrevxew from senior auditors. Employees are responsible 
for the accuracy and completeness of assignments; 

prepare reports based on audit findings； 
if required supervise the work of lower-ranking auditors-
perform related work as necessary. 

KNOiiflLSDŒ, ABILITIES AND OTHER QUALIFICATIONS 

Thorough knowledge of auditing and accounting principles aró their 
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.Knowledge of office procedures and standard office machines and 
equipment ； knowledge of one of the Organization's working languages: knowledge 
of the usefulness and limitations of the work.
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to work well with members of a staff representing different nations. 

Education equivalent to university graduation with specialization in 
accounting, or graduate Chartered Accountancy standing, or graduation from 
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Incumbents of posts at this level perform professional auditing тюгк of 
a complex nature involving the examination of receipts and expenditures cf 
the World Health Organization to ensure conformity with the policies and 
regulations governing the conduct of the financial transaetiens of the 
Organization. Incumbents of this class act as Deputies to the Chief of the 
Office of Internal Audit and. in the absence of the Chief assume responsibility 
fcr the audit. 

DISTINGUISHING FEATURES OF WORK 

Assist the Chief of the Office of Internal Audit in developing audit policy 
and programmes within the framework of established regulations. 

Personally take charge of complicated audits, including regional audits, 
subject to instructions and review from the Chief. Prepare reports based on 
audit findings

e
 The employees are responsible for the accuracy and 

completeness of assignments, 

Цау be required to supervise and review the work of lower-ranking auditors. 
Perform other related work as necessary. 

KNOWLEDGE, ABILITIES AND OTHER QUALIFICATIONS 

Thorough knowledge of auditing and accounting principles and their 
application to the regulations governing the conduct of financial transactions 
of the World Health Organization. 

Knowledge of office procedures and standard office machines and 
equipment. 

,Knowledge of one of the Organization
1

s working languages. 
‘Knowledge of the usefulness and limitations of the work. 

Ability tc apply auditing and accounting principles to a variety of 
complex situations； to analyse and interpret acccunting data ； to determine 
violations of and non-compliance with regulations and to detect and explain 
significant irregularities； to prepare complex accounting statements and 
reports; to supervise the work of assistants, and interpret the requirements 
of audit procedure ； to establish and. maintain good working relationships 
with the personnel of other departments. 

Ability to apply the above knowledge to the work, to work well with other 
members of a staff representing different nations, and to give counsel. 

Education equivalent to university graduation with specialization in 
accounting, or graduate Chartered Accountancy standing, or graduation from 
a secondary school with at least five years' experience in accounting or 
auditing. 



AUDITOR IV 

CHIEF OF THE OFFICE OF INTERNAL AUDIT 

Incumbents of posts at this level perform professional auditing work cf a 
supervisory nature in directing a staff of auditors. The Auditors at this level 
are responsible to the Director of Administration and Finance for conducting 
an internal audit of the financial records and accounts of the World Health 
Organization, including the accounts at any regional office, to ensure that 
transactions are in accordance with policy, rules and regulations, that the 
methods of procedure established for the control and accounting of commitments 
and expenditures are being observed, and that the machinery of control is 
satisfactory. 

DISTINGUISHING FEATURES OF WORK 

Conduct internal audits with considerable technical independence
9
 receive 

general assignments from administrative superior. 
Develop audit programmes and audit procedures and instruct others in 

their operation. 
Assist in the preparation and development of accounting procedures and 

techniques^ or other administrative procedures, on the request of the Director 
of Administraticn and Finance. 

Assign, audit and direct the work of the auditing staff. Supervise and 
instruct lower level auditors. 

Go into regions and the field and lay out work in detail on particularly 
difficult audits; may make more difficult audits personally• 

Execute, in connexion with the audit, such special assignments as the 
Director of Administraticn and Finance may decide ； such assignments may be of 
an inspectional rather than an audit character. 

Attend conferences and meetings where matters of interest to the audit 
office may be discussed. 

Make re commendation s relative to improvements or amendments to established 
administrative policy and procedures designed to promote efficiency and economy. 

Prepare detailed audit reports and other reports relating to special 
assignments and to the administration of the audit office. 

Perform related work as necessary. 

KNgrtLEDGE，ABILITIES AND OTHER QUALIFICATIONS 

Extensive knowledge of auditing and accounting principles and procedures 
and their application to policy, rules, regulations and procedures of the World 
Health Organization, 

Broad knowledge of the structure, aims and work of the World Health 
Organization. 

Knowledge of office procedures and standard office machine s and equipment. 
Knowledge of the usefulness and limitations of the work. 
Knowledge of one of Ûie Organization*s working languages. 
Ability to analyse and interpret accounting data, devise audit procedures 

and techniques, and deal m t h difficult auditing problems ； to lay out work 
programmes and supervise and instruct lower-level auditors in proper тогк methods; 



to organize and direct the flow of work of the audit office ； to establish 
and maintain satisfactory working relationships with the Office of Internal 
Audit and with all levels of employees in the World. Health Organization ; to 
work uve 11 with, and advise, other members of a staff representing different 
nations. 

Ability to apply the above knowledge to the work. 

Education equivalent to graduation from a university of recognized 
standing, with advanced training in auditing or accounting, or graduation as 
a Chartered Accountant. Five years' experience in progressively responsible 
office work, with at least two years of supervisory auditing work. 



Incumbents of posts at this level serve as staff members in a group 
maintaining and controlling the budgetary processes of the Organization. 

DISTINGUISHING FEATURES OF WORK 

Work is accomplished on the basis of complete instructions from 
supervisor. Recommendations for the approval or modification of budgetary 
requests and related matters are reviewed and approved by supervisor for 
adequacy and conformance to plans and instructions. Supervisor is kept 
informed of activities through reports, conferences on problems and 
inspections of the work. 

Incumbents supervise clerical assistants as necessary. They review 
budget allotment recommendations made by Budget and Management Officers 
for conformance to the Ш0 policies, procedures and regulations； suggest 
changes to provide for special projects； recommend modification if 
necessary from a budgetary point of view; assist supervisor in maintaining 
and controlling the Organization

1

s official budgetary records and files and 
in preparing budgetary reports reflecting the current state of various 
allotments and appropriations. 

Perform related work as necessary. 

KNOWLEDGE，ABILITIES АШ OTHER QUALIFICATIONS 

Knowledge of budgetary theory and practice, particularly as applied 
to public service or international organizations. 

Knowledge of policies, regulations, procedures and objectives of the 
Organization, with particular reference to those connected with the work. 

Knowledge of one of the Organization's working languages• 
Knowledge of the usefulness and limitations of the work. 
Ability to apply the above knowledges to the work; to participate 

in the budgetary maintenance and control activities of the Organization; 
to work well with, and advise, other members of a staff representing different 
nations• 

Education equivalent to graduation from a university of recognized 
standing^ with courses in public or business administration. Some 
experience in public finance• 



Incumbents of posts at this level are in charge of reviewing and 
controlling the budgetary procedures of the Organization. 

DISTINGUISHING FEATURES OF WORK 

Work is accomplished on the basis of general instructions from 
supervisor. Incumbents recommend modification of budgetary processes and 
related matters to supervisor as circumstances warrant. Supervisor is kept 
informed of activities through reports, conferences on problems and 
inspection of the work. 

Incumbents supervise staff and give counsel as necessary* They 
review and control the budgetary processes of the Organization； establish 
procedures and systems for maintaining the Organization's official budgetary-
records and reports； review budget allotment recommendations for conformance 
to ¥Ю policies and recommendations； make changes to provide for special 
projects and modifications when necessary； supervise the preparation of 
reports refleeting the current study of various allotments and appropriations. 

Advise officials on matters pertaininp to the review and control of 
the Organization's budget. 

Perform related work as necessary. 

KNO^XEDGE, ABILITIES AND OTHER QUALIFICATIONS 

Good knowledge of budgetary theory and practice, particularly as 
applied to public service or large international organization s • 

Good knowledge of pertinent policies, regulations, procedures and 
objectives of the Organization. 

Good knowledge of one of the Organization
1

s working languages. 
Knowledge of the usefulness and limitations of the work. 
Ability to apply the above knowledge to the "work; to participate in 

the budgetary maintenance and control activities of the Organization； to 
work well with, and advise, other members of a staff representing 
different nations； to plan and supervise the work of others. 

Education equivalent to graduation from a university of recognized 
standing, with specialization in public or business administration and 
progressive experience in budgetary work. 



Incumbents of posts at this level serve as staff members in groups 
providing budget and management services to parts of the Organization. 

DISTINGUISHING FEATURES OF '-ORK 

Work is accomplished on the basiá of complete instructions from group 
head. Studies made, procedures developed, recoiraiendations on allotments 
and related matters are ieviewed and approved' Ъу supervisor for adequacy 
and for conformance to pians and insti*uctions. Supervisor is kept infomed 
of activities through reports, conferences on problems and inspections of 
the work. 

Incumbents supervise clerical assistants as necessary. They make 
studies of planning details of study, observing existing practices, and 
preparing reports of findings^ with recommendations for improvements, includ-
ing suggested procedures and forms. 

They also review budget estimates and justifications and recommend 
their approval or modification. 

As requested by their supervisor, they advise appropriate officials 
on established policy and procedure connected with budget and management 
matters. 

Perform related work as necessary. 

KNOWLEDGE, ABILITIES AND OTHER QUALIFICATIONS 

Knowledge of budgetary and management theory and practice, particularly 
as applied to public service or international organizations. 

Knowledge of the policies, regulations, procedures and objectives 
of the Organization, with particular reference to those connected with their 
duties. 

Knowledge of one or more specialised management activities, such as 
office equipment, forms, organizational analysis, budgetary processes, etc. 

Knowledge of one of the Organization's working languages. 
Knowledge of the usefulness and limitations of the work. 
Ability to apply the above knowledge to the work; to participate in 

the budget and management programme of the Organization； to write 
recommendations and procedures logically and clearly; to work well with 
other members of a staff representing different nations. 

Education equivalent to graduation from a university of recognized 
standing, with some courses in public or business administration. Some 
experience in budgetary or management work. 



Incumbents are in charge of groups providing Budget and Management 
services to parts of the Organization. 

DISTINGUISHING FEATURES OF WORK 

Work is accomplished on the basis of general instructions from supervisor. 
Studies made, procedures developed, decisions and recommendations are approved 
by supervisor for general adequacy and conformance to basic requirements. 
Supervisor is kept informed of activities through reports and conferences on 
problems. 

Budget and Management Officers at this level are in charge of providing 
Budget and Management services to assigned parts of the Organizationr They 
make studies of management problems either independently or in co-operation 
with the Personnel office or with the department or division concerned. 
This involves determining the importance of -the problems, planning the 
methods and techniques to be used； conducting studies； preparing reports 
on findings with reconraendations for improvements, including suggested, 
procedures, systems or forms. Incumbents obtain'approval and support 
for the installation of new systems or procedures. They are expected to 
decide on problems for vrtiich there is an established precedent. This will 
require contacting officials in charge of programmes on matters that may 
be controversial and developing the requisite co-operation. 

Within their assigned programme they supervise the review of budget 
estimates and justifications for conformance to WHO policies and regulations； 
approve or modify requests covered by established policy and precedent^ 
or recommend to superiors the approval or modification of other requests. 

Incumbents supervise assigned staff and give advice and counsel on 
problems as necessary. They advise officials on budget and management 
matters and assist or guide them in carrying out their budget and manage-
ment activities• 

Perform related work as necessary. 

KNOWLEDGE，SKILLS AND. ABILITIES 

Good knowledge of budgetary and management theory and practice, 
particularly as applied to public service or international organizations. 

Good knowledge of the policies, regulations, procedures and objectives 
of the Organization, with particular reference to those connected with their 
duties. 

Good knowledge of specialized management activities^ including office 
equipment, forms, organizational analysis, budgetary control^ etc.' 

Good knowledge of one of the Organization's working languages. 
Knowledge of the usefulness and limitations of the work. 
Ability to apply the above knowledge to the work； to plan and 

supervise a phase of the budget and management programme of the Organization； 
to write recommendations and procedures logically and、clearly; to establish 
and maintain good worSdng relationships with staff at all levels of the 
Organization； to work well with other members of a staff representing 
different nations； to supervise and evaluate the work of others. 

Education equivalent to graduation from a university of recognized 
standing^ with courses in public or business administration. Progressive 
experience' in budget and management work, including some supervisory-
experience. Demonstrated interest in international activity. 



Incumbents of posts at this level serve as Deputy Budget and Management 
officers of TOG and share with the Budget and Management Officer responsibility 
for planning and directinr all phases of the budget and management programme• 

DISTINGUISHING FEATURES OF ¥ЖК 

The work is carried out within the.framework of broad general policies, 
plans and regulations issued by the World Health Assembly, the Executive 
Board and administrative superiors, supplemented by technical and adminis-
trative policies and plans issued by the Budget and Management Officer. 
Administrative and technical controls are maintained by supervisors through 
conferences on problems and the review of reports of accomplishments. The 
incumbent is expected to refer to superior only matters not covered by basic 
authorizations; or unusual problems. 

Supervisory control over staff is exercised through supervisory 
employees at lower levels. Incumbents review and act on problem cases 
referred by staff； review and approve reports and recommendations submitted 
by staff; inspect work operations and results for effectiveness and 
efficiency and provide staff with necessary guidance and advice. 

Develop policies, procedures and methods to supplement' those of the 
Budget and Management Officer. Study the current organizational structure, 
staffinr operations and management methods of the organization and recommend 
to supervisors revisions or improvements in same. Plan and conduct 
management surveys either independently or in co-operation with the Personnel 
Office, for the purpose of developing improved practices and achieving 
greater efficiency and economy of operation. 

Review budgetary estimates and justifications for conformance to 
established policies and plans. Analyse on a continuing basis the budgetary 
position of the various proprantnes and recommend necessary actions to ensure 
availability of funds. Examine and approve allotment requests and transfers 
of funds. 

Represent supervisor in planning activities at the World Health Assembly, 
sessions of the. Executive Board, and other meetings which plan activities of 
the Organization. Interpret budget and management policies, rules and' 
regulations to departmental administrative officers and other officials. 
Represent supervisors at various international and national meetings and 
conferences. 

Co-ordinate work with other administrative and programme activities of 
the organization. 

Serve as Budget and Management Officer of the Organization in supervisor^ 
absence• 

Perform related work as necessary. 

KNuftbEDGE, ABILITIES AND OTHER QUALIFICATIONS 

Considsrable knowledge of the theory and practice of budget and manage-
ment planning and administration. 

Considerable knowledge of the policies, rules and'regulations governing 
the budget and management functions of the Organization and a thorough 
knowledge of its programme and objectives. 



Good knowledge of modern office practice. 
Knowledge of the usefulness and limitations of the work. 
Excellent knowledge of one of the Crganization^s workinp lanpuapes. 
Ability to apply the above knowledge to the work; to initiate, plan 

and direct budpet and management work in an international health agency； 
to analyse and evaluate the effectiveness of budget and management operation 
and exercise sound judgment in respect of new or revised policies, 
procedures and plans； to visualize the effects of basic policies, programme 
changes or administrative actions on the budget and management functions； 
to negotiate effectively, be resourceful and gain co-operation and support； 
to plan and supervise the work of a staff representing many countries, and 
to advise them. 

Education equivalent to graduation from a college or university.of 
recognized standing, preferably with course on business administration* 
At least five years

1

 experience in the budgetary and manacement functions 
of public administration, two years of which should have been spent in a 
supervisory or advisory capacity. Progressive experience in budget and 
management work, including supervisory, advisory and administrative 
experience• 



The Budget and Management Officer at this level is in charge of the 
Budget and Management functions of the Organization. He plans, directs and 
co-ordinates the establishment, installation and maintenance of policies and 
plans for organizational and staffing patterns, budgetary processes and 
controls, and good management practices. 

DISTINGUISHING FEATURES OF WORK 

Full responsibility is delegated for planning, directing and co-ordinating 
the budget and management functions of the Organization within the framework of 
broad general policies, plans and regulations issued by the World Health 
Assembly, the Executive Board and administrative superiors. Administrative 
controls are maintained by supervisors through conferences and the review of 
reports of accomplishments. Only matters not covered by basic authorizations 
are referred to supervisors before they are put into effect. 

Supervisory control over staff is exercised through a deputy and 
supervisory employees at lower levels. The incumbent reviews and approves 
reports and recommendations referred by staff； holds staff conferences for 
the discussion of problems or for the installation of new policies, methods 
and procedures, and provides guidance and advice on any matter that may arise. 

The Budget and Management Officer at this level establishes the budgetary 
and management policies of the Organization? develops and instáis procedures, 
standards and practices to inclement these policies and other basic 
authorizations; plans, justifies and puts into execution the programme； 
interprets budget and management phases of basic policies and regulations for 
the Organization, and co-ordinates services with other organization activities. 

Establishes organizational structure and staffing patterns in co-operation 
T/vith the Personnel Office} plans and conducts management surveys for the 
purpose of developing improved practices and achieving greater efficiency and 
economy of operation; appraised budget and management activities in field 
offices and advises on them as necessary. 

Serves as the Secretariat Is e ^ e r t on budget and management matters； 
advises department administrative officers and other officials on budget and 
management matters; represents the Secretariat on such matters at the World 
Hea+th Assembly, Sessions of the Executive Board and various international, 
national and other meetings and conferences. ' 

Performs related work as necessary. 

КЖЖЖЮЕ, ABILITIES AND OTHER QUALIFICATIONS 

Comprehensive knowledge of the theoiy and practice of budget and 
management planning and administration. 

Comprehensive knowledge of the policies, rules and regulations governing 
the budget and management functions of the Organization. ° 

Thorough knowledge of the programme and objectives of the Organization. 
Excellent knowledge of one of the Organization's working languages and 

working knowledge of the other. 、.. 

Knowledge of the usefulness and limitations of the work* 
Ability to apply the above knowledge to the work. 



Outstanding ability to initiate, plan and direct the budget and 
management functions of the Organization; to analyse and evaluate the 
effectiveness of budget and management operations and exercise sound 
judgment in respect of.new or revised policies, procedures and plans; 
to visualize the.effect of basic policies, programme changes or 
administrative actions on the budget and management functionsj to 
negotiate effectively, be resourceful and gain co-operation and support； 
to plan arid supervise the work of a staff representing many countries. 

». • * > “ “ 

Education equivalent to graduation from college or university of 
recognized standing, with specialized training in public or business 
administration. Graduate training in the same fields is desirable 
Considerable progressive experience. 



Incumbents of posts at this level supervise the work of units engaged in 
maintenance of staff accounts, pay and allowance records, leave records, records 
of all deductions such as Provident Fund, Pension and Retirement Fund and 
insurance： preparation of payrolls for payment of salaries and allowances; 
preparation and maintenance of vouchers for payments 'tó individual Fellows for 
stipends, books, tuition and travel costs, and the keeping of relevant records； 
examination and certification of all receipt and payment Vouchers^ such as " 
payrolls for salaries and allowances, per diera and travel expenses, advances, 
allowances) supplies and equipment, services provided by other organizations, 
fellowship stipends, bank charges, .reimbursements and other expenses of the

 1 

Organization. 

DISTINGUISHING ..FEATURES OF WOfiK 

Certifying Officers plan^ instal and maintain systems, procedures and 
controls for carrying out the review and certification functions. They study 
and improve existing methods and practices； co-ordinate the several specialized 
functions internally, and pertinent activities at Headquarters or in the field; 
advise subordinates on governing regulations or precedents for difficult cases； 
adapt new policies or procedures developed by higher administrative authority 
to the work, and maintain uniform and efficient practices. 

Incumbents are responsible for examining the accuracy and legality of all 
payment vouchers- They supervise the verification of claims and authorize the 
manner of payment。 

Work is carried out independently but is subject to an internal and 
external audit. Reports of accomplishments are submitted to supervisor for 
review and approval. New methods and procedures are usually discussed with 
supervisor before installation to determine their effect upon existing procedures 
and practices. Supervisor provides advice on problems. 

Incumbents supervise the work of a staff through lower-level supervisory 
employees responsible for various phases of work such as staff accounts, 
fellowship accounts and voucher examining. They make general assignments to 
staff, advise on problems and review their work for conformance to established 
policies and regulations. 

Perform related work as necessary. 

ABILITIES AND OTHER QUALIFICATIONS 

Thorough knowledge of the policies, regulations and procedures governing 
the examination and certifioation of payment vouchers of the Organization. 

Thorough knowledge of the basic fiscal objectives, policies and plans of 
the Organization. 

Good knowledge of modern accounting practice. 
•Excellent knowledge of one of the Organization's working languages. 

Knowledge of the usefulness and limitations of the work. 
Ability to plan and supervise the examining and certifying activities of 

ТШ0; to establish and maintain successful working relationships with personnel 
representing different nations； to plan evaluation and supervision of the work 
of others. 

Education squivalent to graduation fro'.n a college or university of 
recognized standing, with specialized training in accounting or business 
administration. Progressive experience in fiscal work, including supervisory-
experience . 



Incumbents of posts at this level operate light or heavy passenger motor 
vehicles of different makes or light trucks for the transportation of persons, 
mail, documents and lightweight articles. 

DISTINGUISHING FEATURES OF WORK 

Drive one or more types of passenger automobile
>
 station wagon or light 

truck in transporting persons, mail, documents and lightweight articles. 
Are responsible for maintaining such records and preparing reports on 

trips taken: e.g.
}
 gas

3
 oil and mileage records; number, names and 

destinations of passengers; routes； time spent waiting; errands accomplished. 
Report accidents, repairs made en route and noticeable mechanical defects in 
the vehicle. Keep vehicle clean, washed, polished and have it inspected and 
serviced regularly; change tyres and make other emergency repairs. 

May be required to deliver and collect passports; collect tickets at 
travel agencies and offices, railway stations or airports. 

Assist personnel in obtaining automobile licences and permits. 
Perform related work as necessary. 

KNOWLEDGE, ABILITIES AND OTHER QUALIFICATIONS 

Knowledge of the operation and service requirements of the vehicle or 
vehicles driven. 

Thorough knowledge of the rules, regulations, laws, statutes and 
ordinances governing the operation of such vehicles. 

Good knowledge of the city and surrounding areas to which assigned. 
Knowledge of first aid. 
Knowledge of one of the Organization

1

s working languages. 
Knowledge of the usefulness and limitations of the work. 
Ability to apply the above knowledge to the work; to read and 

understand instructions^ and to read mapsj to recognize and to take 
necessary precautions against hazardous driving conditions； to drive 
smoothly and carefully; to detect and describe mechanical trouble and 
make running repairs and adjustments-

Must be dependable and sober in carrying out duties away from 
supervisory base. 

Must be qualified to meet the legal requirements for driving in the 
assigned area a;ad to hold an international driving permit* 

Ability to work well with other members of a staff representing 
different nations. 

Education equivalent to eight years of school; two years
f

 experience 
in the operation of motor vehicles. 



CHIEF OF EDITORIAL SECTION 

Incumbents of posts at this level perform important administrative and 
professional duties involving responsibility for the editing and production 
of World Health Organization publications. 

DISTINGUISHING FEATURES OF ¥0Ж 

As heads of Editorial Sections, incumbents plan, justify and direct the 
comprehensive publication programme of the Organization; guide and evaluate 
the work of the assigned staff; and co-ordinate and integrate the activities 
of the Section with related programmes of the Organization and with those of 
other pertinent public or private groups. Subject to the final authority of 
the Director of the Division of Editorial and Reference Services, the 
incumbents of these posts are responsible for the content； format, general 
presentability, conformance to policy and publication of the various serial 
and non-serial publications (Bulletin, Chronicle, International Digest, 
Official Records， etc.) of the Organization. 

Chiefs of Editorial Sections may serve as secretaries to or advise 
editorial panels, expert committees and study groups on editorial and 
publication matters. Within the field of public health and medical 
publications, incumbents are the Organization

!

s authorities in specialized 
fields and may represent the World Health Organization at international and 
national meetings and conferences. The employees keep informed of current 
trends and developments within the field, exchange professional information 
with associates throughout the world, foster progress and collect and evaluate 
information. 

Guidance for the Chiefs of Editorial Sections includes the general policie! 
and objectives of the World Health Assembly and the Executive Board, as well as 
technical policies and objectives drawn up by expert committees and study 
groups. The se are complemented by administrative policies, plans, procedures 
and interpretations of superiors in the Secretariat as well as trends and 
developments in the field. 

Plans and accomplishments are discussed nvith and approved by the Director 
of the Division of Editorial and Reference Services when necessary. Review is 
f.or administrative considerations generally, such as relationship to basic 
programme objectives. Superiors are informed of programme activities through 
reports and conferences. 

The incumbents perform related work as necessary. 

KNOWLEDGE, ABILITIES AMD OTHER QUALIFICATIONS 
-

Extensive knowledge of the principle s, standard practice, methods and 
techniques in the field of medical science and a good general knowledge oftiie 
broad field of medical and public-health-science literature. 

Authoritative knowledge of the objectives, policies, regulations； 
procedures and precedents governing the development and administration of 
public health, medical service, scientific research and publication programmes 
in the Organization. 

Considerable knowledge of the needs
s
 special problems and existing 

facilities of various parts of the world with respect to public-health and 
medical publications。 

Exccllciit knovrledgp of one of-biie—Orgaalzat丄二 vverkinp; and a 
good knowledge of the other. 



Knowledge of the usefulness and limitations of the work. 

Ability to apply the above knowledge to the work; to initiate 
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 to work well with, and advise, other 
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 representing many different nations； to plan, 
direct and evaluate the work of others. 

Leadership ability and ability to stimulate group action. 

• . . • • 

Graduation from a university of recognized standing, with a medical 
degree and specialization in a field of medical science/and considerable 
experience m progressively important positions in the field of public 
health or medical journalism.

 F 



This is an important administrative, professional and research post 
carrying responsibility for planning, co-ordinating and administering the 
work of the Health Statistics Section of the World Health Organization. This 
section fosters the improvement of health statistics in the different countries; 
perfects the collection on an international scale of national statistics 
referring to different phases of public-health work, and shortens, as far as 
practicable, the time for assembling and publishing the systematic conspectus 
of international health statistics. 

DISTINGUISHING FEATURES OF WORK 

Policy determinations of importance are made in consultation with the 
Assistant Director-General administering the Department of Technical Services• 
The Chief of the Health Statistics Section is required to make original work 
decisions, initiate important procedures, formulate operating programmes, and 
interpret Organization policies and regulations. 

The incumbent administers the Health Statistics Division, including the 
planning and budget work; 

serves as secretary to the Expert Committee on Health Statistics and its 
sub-c ommi ttee s• (Hiis involves such responsibilities as arranging for sessions 
and the preparation of technical documentation); 

advises the Assistant Director-General and the Director-General on the 
composition of various coiranittees ând sub-committees； 

conducts research and studies on problems of demography, which are 
published in VwHO or other publications； 

represents the Organization at meetings of United Nations agencies or 
other organizations concerned with problems in the field of health statistics, 
population, or related subjects; 

advises the various sections of the Organization on matters of a technical 
statistical nature or on mathematical methodology to be followed in the study 
of particular próblenos ； 

in collaboration with the Department of Operational Services, is 
responsible for assisting national public-health administrations, on request, 
to improve their public-health statistics; 

is responsible, on request, for providing help and encouragement to some 
national administrations or so-called "undeveloped areas", and, in collaboration 
•with the Department of Operational Services, for setting up plans and organizing 
systems of vital and public-health statistics; 

performs related work as necessary» 

KNOTO^EDGE, ABILITIES AND OTHEH QUALIFICATIONS 

Authoritative knowledge of the subject-matter and literature of health 
statistics and related subjects. 

Extensive knowledge of principles, standard practices, methods and 
techniques in the field of health statistics. •• 

Adequate knowledge of general publio-health practice and theory. 
Thorough knowledge of the aims, policies, regulations, proced-ares and 

precedents of the World Health Organization. 
Thorough knowledge of one of the Organization's working languages. 



Knowledge of the usefulness and limitations of the work. 
Ability to apply the above knowledge to the work; to plan, 

administer, supervise and evaluate the work of a technical section; 
to meet with, secure the co-operation of, and deal with associates•， 
personnel of professional societiesgovernment and other officials. 

..；'vi 

Graduation from a university of recognized standing with a medical 
degree and specialization in health statistics and epidemiology. 
Considerable experience in progressively important positions in the field 
of health statistics. 



CHIEF OF THE TECHNOLOGICAL SECTION 

DIVISION OF EPIDEMIOLOGY 

GENERAL 

Incumberrts of posts at this level are responsible for 
providing the division with a variety of technical services, 
neither of a medical nor statistical nature, but including 
geographical and graphical work, studies on telecommunications, 
the preparation of an epidemiological cable code with accompanying 
maps and the development of a "registry of epidemics". 

DISTINGUISHING FEATURES OF WORK 

Work is performed independently, subject to departmental 
policies and consultation with superiors on programe objectives, 
activities and results. 

Characteristic of the duties of these posts is planning and 
supervising the development of such technological projects as: 

Investigations into the efficacy of the daily radio-telegraphic 
broadcasting of epidemiological bulletins to national health 
administrations and the preparatioi of re с ommendat iuns concerning 
the present and future utilization of suitable wireless stations, 
wavelengths and broadcast times. 

The development of an epidemiological cable code (CODEPID) 
intended for use in communicating with heálth administrations the 
world over by telegr^ and radio bulletin. This code will be a 
bilingual volume of about 250 pages, with a map supplement containing 
a world шар permitting localization of places of occurrence of 
disease and maps of the administrative divisions of most countries 
and territories of the world. 

Research on the geographical distribution of disease and 
the preparation of graphical and cartographical presentations of. 
disease distribution. 

The compilation and maintenance of information concerning 
the seasonal, geographical and age distribution of diseases， with 
supplementary facts relating to their origin, mode of spread and 
possible relationship with other factors influencing the outbreak 
of diseases. This will be known as a "registry of epidemics". 

Prepare new questionnaires and forms for the collection of 
information required from Member States, 

Act as consultants on cartographical problems to members of 
the Organization^ ‘ 

Perform related work as necessary. 

KNOWLEDGE, ABILITIES AMD OTHER QUALIFICATIONS 

Wide knowledge of the objectives, policies, regulations and 
procedures of the Organization, 

Considerable knowledge of radio-telegraphic communication 
procedures, including classes of service on cable and radio circuits, 
the routing of messages on a variety of circuits and censorship 
and traffic rules, " 

Considerable knowledge of communication codes and ciphers• 
A very good knowledge of current events as an aid in 

maintaining up-to-date maps. 



Considerable knowledge of principles, literature, standard 
practices, methods and techniques in the field of epidemiology. 

Working knowledge of the equipment, instruments and 
materials required in cartography. 

Good knowledge of one of -the Organization
f

s working 
languages. 

Knowledge of the usefulness and limitations of the work,‘ 
Ability to apply the above knowledges} to plan and 

develop a variety of projects or programmes of a technical 
nature； to meet with, secure the co-operation of厂 and deal with 
associates, government officials and others j to plan and 
supervise the work of others；七о analyse information and 
recognize significant factors, relationships and trends• 

Education equivalent to graduation from a university of 
recognized standing, with specialization in geography

}
 cartography 

ot related fields and'considerable experience in lay work in the 
field of epidemiology

# 



Incumbents of posts at this level perform simple and 
repetitive clerical work which follows established procedures 
and is limited in the variety of duties porformed^ 

DISTINGUISHING FEATURES OF YfORK 

Specific assignments and instructions are given the 
employee when learning the work, after which it is performed 
according to routine practices. bfost of the work at this level 
is sufficiently standardized for the employee

 f

s results to'be 
checked primarily for accuracy and standard of performance• 
Questions of'a non-routine nature are referred to a supervisor 
for decision» The work may include the incidental operation of 
simple office machines or equipment which do not require previous 
trainings 

The incumbents receive， sort and distribute incoming mail, 
sort and stamp outgoing mail, prepare packages, printed matter 
and other material for mailing； 

receive and deliver office communications^ mail, packages 
or other material; 

file reports, records) correspondence and other material 
according to classifications and established procedures, 
(Difficult or new material is classified, coded or fully 
explained by senior employees); 

answer telephone calls, giving routine information and 
relaying messages or calls to relevant parties; 

may check copy, records or statements for typing errors 
and simple arithmetical errors j 

record in longhand from and to a limited number of 
designated sources; 

may post simple repetitive data to records and accounts夕 
the handling of which is well established and clearly defined, all 
unusual or complex postings being referred to a senior for direction; 

may perform duties in a library, shelving books, packaging 
or unpacking books and maintaining simple records； 

may maintain simple stores inventories and recordsj 
perform related work as necessary. 

KNOWLEDGE, ABILITIES AND OTHER QUALIFICATIONS 

Elementary knowledge of office practice and procedures. 
Knowledge of one of the Organization's working languages• 
Knowledge of the usefulness and limitations of the work. 
Ability to understand and follow simple instructionsj to 

learn simple repetitive tasks in a reasonable timei to make 
simple computations; to write legibly j to apply the above 
knowledge to the work j to work well'with other members of a 
staff representing different nations. 

Education equivalent to graduation from a secondary school 



Incumbents of posts at this level perform clerical work 
normally of a routine nature^ but involving a variety of tasks of 
some complexity and occasional independent work decisions• 

DISTINGUISHING FEATURES OF WORK 

Work at this level requires some knowledge of clerical methods 
and procedures and the use of judgment and discretion within a 
restricted field. Work is performed nnder supervision and is subject 
to review but not to detailed scrutiny

e
 The activities are within 

restricted clerical fields where procedures are standardized and 
instructions are clear and concise. Employees at this level are not 
expected to develop new forms or methods but should bring to the 
attention of a senior officer discrepancies, or differences from 
standard procedure, The work of posts in this class is distinguished 
from that of the Clérk 工 in that the employees perform tasks of 
moderate complexity

e 

Work includes sorting and assigning of office documents, the 
maintenance of detailed records and the collating and compilation of 
data. 

The incumbents index correspondenee) indicating index number, 
number of copies required and destination; 

review files to ascertain the need for further action, if any, 
and return or redirect them if necessary; 

prepare statements and make postings which may require the 
transferring of data into clearly-defined categories and the making 
of simple mathematical computations ; 

review documents or accounts, checking them for mathematical 
errors or for errors in defined procedures; 

make mathematical computation of all kinds
y
 according to 

standardized formulae； 
check coding on accounts or other‘documents j 
perform related work as necessary• 

KNOVjLEDGE, ABILITIES AND OTHER QUALIFICATIONS 

Knowledge of office procedure and routine• ‘ 
Knowledge of one of the Organization

f

s working languages. 
Correct usage of the. language or languages in which the 

work is conducted» 
Knowledge of the usefulness and limitations of the work. 
Ability to apply the above knowledge to the work; to read and 

understand correspondence and reports and arrange and index such 
material in accordance with established procedure j to understand 
and follow instructions; to maintain simple clerical records and 
prepare reports from such records} to make simple computations 
rapidly and accurately ; to work well with other members of a 
staff representing different nations. 

Education equivalent to graduation from a secondary school, with 
at least two years ̂  experience in clerical work» 



Incumbents of posts at this level are in charge of responsible 
clerical work involving the individual performance of varied and complex 
tasks or the supervision of several junior employees working on closely-
related duties. 

DISTINGUISHING FEATURES OF WORK 

Incumbents in this class perform complex clerical work requiring a 
very good knowledge of clerical methods and procedures and the use of 
discretion in applying clerical processes. The work is subject to 
general review through consultation, review of written reports and a 
general evaluation of results. Problems involving non-routine policy 
or procedural determinations are reviewed with a superior for final 
decision. The clerk at this level is expected to suggest improvements 
in procedures and methods. Certain incumbents direct and supervise 
junior employees. A Clerk III may be required to assume responsibility 
in the temporary absence of a senior officer. Work is distinguished 
from that of a Clerk II by the variety and complexity of duties requiring 
specialized knowledge or by the supervisory functions required. The work 
may require the maintenance of detailed, complex-records, the checking of 
complex accounts and work of a similar character. 

Characteristic duties are to: 

Make difficult mathematical computations of all kinds according to 
standardized formulae; follow up on procedures and processes with the 
object of completing action and make all necessary personal contacts ； 
maintain indexes of various kinds, where a number of unrelated entries 
are to be made but where the categories are clearly defined; decide 
as to form letters that may be used and, when appropriate, direct their 
use m the answering of enquiriesj review correspondence, make the 
necessary indexes and cross-references and indicate the correct destination: 
review accounts or similar documents, do the necessary coding and ensure " 
that the material is correctly related; supervise and direct the flow 
of work in a small clerical unit; compile data for reports and other 
purposes, using prescribed sources; prepare complex work sheets and 
tables and make involved mathematical computations on the material assembled: 
maintain or check records or accounts of small units in accordance with 
established procedure, where no technical knowledge of accounting is 
required; perform related work as necessary. 

KNOWLEDGE, ABILITIES AND OTHER QUALIFICATIONS 

Considerable knowledge of office procedure and routine. Thorough 
knowledge of policy, procedure and regulations - affecting the normal work 
of the post or of the clerical unit supervised. -

Knowledge of one of the Organization's working languages. 
Knowledge of the usefulness and limitations of the work. 
Ability to maintain and keep records of some complexity and to 

prepare standardized reports and tabulations from such records； to 
recognize problems representing departure from policy and regulations; to 
design and maintain simple clerical methods and forms; to train and super-
vise junior employees; to apply the above knowledge to the work;' to work 
well with other members of a staff representing different nations。 

Education equivalent to graduation from a secondary school, with 
five years î experience in office work. 



Incumbents of posts at this level perform highly responsible • 
clerical work involving the supervision of clerks in a moderate-sized 
unit performing routine tasks, a small group of clerks engaged in 
difficult and diversified work； or the individual performance of very-
difficult clerical tasks requiring a considerable degree of independent 
judgment in making decisions based upon a wide knowledge of 
Organization policies, procedure and techniques1 

DISTINGUISHING FEATURES OF WORK 

The work of an employee occupying a post in this class differs 
from that performed by a Clerk III: a Cl^rk IV is responsible for 
operations for which a routine cannot be establishedj or, in applying 
procedures, he must make final and responsible decisions on routine 
questions or in a well-defined field. Difficult technical or policy 
problems are referred to a supervisor for decision, or for review if 
the employee has made a recommendation for action• 

The incumbents plan, assign and review the work of clerks, clerk-
stenographers and clerk-typists in a moderate-sized unit performing 
routine clerical tasks such as auditing, voúchering and scheduling of 
invoicesp payrolls) expense accounts or other accounting material 
(This may entail the maintenance of extensive and complex files)j 

plan, assign and review the work of a small number of assistants 
engaged in moderately difficult and diversified clerical work, where 
the supervisor must have a broad understanding of policies, regulations 
and practices„ 

individually perform very difficult clerical tasks requiring a 
considerable degree of judgement and experience 1д making decisions, 
such as verifying complex statistical and other reports and ensuring 
the completeness, adequacy and accuracy of computations j correcting 
errors and omissions and ensuring that work conforms with established 
policy,' 

assist superiors in explaining rules and regulations, in 
correspondence, the preparation of budget information and the collection 
of data for special and annual reports； 

perform related work duties as necessary. 
It is usually not possible to review the work of a Clerk IV in 

detail and as a consequent errors may have a serious effect on 
departmental operations

e
 • • 

KNOWLEDGE, ABILITIES AND OTHER QUALIFICATIONS 

Extensive knowledge of modern office methods, practice and 
appliances« 

Thorough knowledge of policy, procedures and regulations affecting 
the work performed^ 

Knowledge of one of the Organization
f

s working languages• 
Knowledge of the usefulness and limitations of the work. 
Ability to apply the above knowledge to the work; to make 

decisions in the light of established precedents; to recognize 
problems representing departure from policy and regulations； to plan, 
assign, superviso and review the work of a number of clerical 
subordinates ； to follow complex instructions} to work'well with 
other members of a staff representing different nations• 

Education equivalent to graduation from a secondary school, with 
considerable experience in progressively responsible office work. 



ŒMERilL 

Incumbents of posts at this level perform clerical and stenographic 
work of a difficult and varied nature requiring the exercise of 
independent judgment in determining the method of presentation or 
procedure to be adopted. 

DISTINGUISHING FEATURES OF WORK 

The employee at this level is required to keep complex clerical 
records or to transcribe accurately and quickly dictation on a wide 
variety of topics, to use many technical or specialized wor3s and 
phrases and apply or adapt specialized office procedures, forms or 
methods. 

Clerk-stenographers I compose and prepare typewritten material in 
final acceptable form when the subject matter is indicated only, or 
given in the form of notes. The work is subject to general scrutiny 
and a detailed review is not necessary at this level unless the assign-
ment is of unusual importance. 

The incumbents take and transcribe accurately and speedily difficult 
and complex correspondence on medical and scientific subjects; 

take and transcribe minutes of. meetings； 

type articles and reports on medical and scientific subjects； 
compose and prepare corregpondence in typewritten form where the 

subject matter has been indicated only, but where the form is standard| 
maintain simple accounting, financial or cost records and process 

forms； 

prepare special reports, forms and summaries at the request of the 
supervisor, checking against a variety of records in'order to secure 
complete and accurate information； 

may perform secretarial duties; 
perform other related work as necessary. 

KNOWLEDGE，ABILITIES AND OTHER QUALIFICATIONS 

Good knowledge of office procedure and routine, particularly as 
related to the preparation of correspondence and other typewritten material. 

Good knowledge of business English or French, spelling, punctuation 
and cornmerical arithmetic. 

Knowledge of the operation and care of a typewriter, the duties 
required in a secretarial position, and one of the Organization^ 
working languages. 

Knowledge of the usefulness and limitations of the work. 
Ability to apply the above knowledge to the work; to take and 

transcribe dictation of a technical nature at a working speed；to 
compose correspondence and other documents in accordance with established 
procedure； to keep complex clerical records and prepare accurate reports 
and summaries； to understand and follow complex instructions; to work 
well with other members of a staff representing different nations. 

Education equivalent to graduation from a secondary school, with 
coiranércial school training and at least two years

f

 experience in general 
office work. 



Incumbents of posts at this level have duties and responsibilities 
involving the independent performance of complex and important secretarial 
or stenographic and clerical work； in the latter case it may entail the 
supervision of a small staff or responsible work requiring independent 
judgment. 

DISTINGUISHING FEATURES OF WORK 

Work at this level is performed under general supervision. The 
employee has considerable independence of action in the disposition of 
clerical problems and in the assignment and review of work of subordinate 
staff. Important assignments may involve careful instruction and 
supervisory review. 

Posts in this class require the incumbent, inter alia, 
(1) to perform secretarial duties which entail the answering of 

enquiries, the making of appointments, the supervision of filing, the . 
taking of relatively difficult dictation and its rapid and accurate 
transcription; 

(2) to be in charge of several employees employed on stenographic 
and related duties and be responsible for ths implementing of procedures 
within a pool unit as well as to take and transcribe difficult dictation; 

(3) to be in responsible charge of a small office and supervise all 
operations such as filing, accounting and, in addition, to take relatively-
difficult dictation. 

In all posts in this class employees are required to compose non-
routine letters. 

Other typical duties are: open, sort and read incoming correspondence； 
answer letters； proof-read outgoing letters； prepare complex clerical 
records and reports from a variety of material； maintain voucher registers, 
check book-keeping records and reports and review accounts for accuracy 
and completion； gather material from various sources for supervisor； 
perform related work as necessary. 

KNOWIEDGE, ABILITIES AND OTHER QUdlLIFICATIONS 

Thorough knowledge of office procedure and routine. 
Knowledge of one of the Organization's working languages. 
Very good knowledge of the work of the unit. 
Very good knowledge of business English or French, spelling, 

punctuation and commercial arithmetic. 

Knowledge of the usefulness and limitations of the work. 
Ability to apply the above knowledge to the work; to take difficult 

dictation and transcribe rapidly； to keep clerical records and prepare 
reports and other material in acceptable form； to follow complex 
instructions； to plan, assign and supervise the work of other employees； 
to compose letters without recourse to the supervisor； to work well with 
other members of a staff representing different nations. 

Education equivalent to graduation from a secondary school, 
supplemented by stenographic or commercial courses and at lease three 
years of progressively responsible clerical and stenographic work. 



Incumbents of posts at this level perform simple and routine 
typing and clerical work. 

DISTINGUISHING FEATURES OF WORK 

Clerk-Typists I are required to type reports, correspondence， 
statements, memoranda and other material from plain copy, corrected 
copy or draft at a moderate speed. Little supervision is required 
as the typing follows established procedure and does not involve 
responsibility for independent judgment without review. TiVhere 
clerical work is performed it is of a routine nature and is reviewed 
if it involves any independent decisions. Detailed instructions are 
given if the work is varied. The proportion of time devoted to 
typing may vary from post to post, and is sometimes relatively small. 

The incumbents type letters, statements, reports and other 
documents from records, copy^rough drafts or simple memoranda from 
machine-recordings ; 

type forms and form letters, adding routine information； 
cut stencils； 
may operate teletype

 5
 gestetjier, keyboard graphotype or other 

simple office appliances requiring no other training than that of 
typist； 

may do simple filing, proof-reading and posting to, or checking 
of postings toj simple records. 

perform related work as necessary. 

KNOTOSDŒ，ABILITIES AND OTHER QUALIFICATIONS 

Knowledge of the operation and care of a typewriter. 
Correct usage

}
 spelling and punctuation in the language or languages 

in which the work is to be performed. 
Some knowledge of office procedure

s
 practice and equipment. 

Knowledge of one of the Organization
1

s working languages• 
Knowledge of the usefulness and limitations of the work. 
Ability to do sustained typing at a satisfactory speed; to make 

simple computations and tabulations with reasonable speed and 
accuracy; to understand and follow instructions； to apply the above 
knowledge to the work; to work well with other members of a staff 
representing different nations. 

Education equivalent to graduation fron secondary school, with 
commercial school training. 



Incumbents' of posts at this level perform clerical and typing 
work of a difficult nature requiring the exercise of independent 
judgment-

DISTINGUISHING PEATURES OF WORK 

Clerical and typing work at this level differs from that performed 
by a Clerk-Typist I in that the employee is required to exercise 
independent judgment and initiative in determining the form of 
presentation and to a lesser extent the data to be included in an 
assignment. Many procedures may be standardized， but Clerk-Typists II 
are required to undertake work which is not repetitive in nature. 
Supervision at this level is general^ with review only in exceptional 
cases or on request. 

The incumbents type forms or documents where absolute accuracy 
is required and some judgment is needed in selecting the information 
to be included； 

prepare in typewritten form a -wide variety of complex tables, 
reports or charts where the presentation and source of material is not 
standardized or clearly defined； 

maintain simple accounting, financial or cost records where no 
technical knowledge is required； prepare or check payrolls, vouchers, 
requisitions, and purchase orders； maintain simple personnel, financial 
or other similar records； 

compose and type form letters and other routine correspondence； 
give information requiring an elementary knowledge of rules

5 

regulations and procedures； 
sort and file various materials according to a relatively complex 

file classification, classify file material, and draw material from 
files； 

receive and check office supplies against requisitions, dispense 
materials^ and keep inventory records； 

may supervise or instruct one or two junior employees； 
perform related work as necessary. • , 

KNOWLEDGE，ABILITIES AND OTHER QUALIFICATIONS 

Knowledge of office practice and procedure, and of the operation 

and care of typewriter. 
Correct usage^ spelling and punctuation in the language or 

languages in which the work is to be performed. 
Knowledge of one of the Organization^ working languages• 
Knowledge of the usefulness and limitations of the work, 
Ability to apply the above knowledge to the work; to type 

accurately and rapidly； to keep simple clerical records and prepare 
reports from such records； to understand and follow complex instructions; 
to work well with other members of a -staff representing different nations. 

Education equivalent to graduation from a secondary school, with 
commercial school training and at least one year of general office and 
typing experience• ‘ 



Incumbents of posts at this level perform important administrative 
and professional duties involving responsibility for assisting a 
Medical Director II in planning, co-ordinating and administering the 
work of the most complex and difficult major functional professional 
division of the World Health Organization. 

DISTINGUISHING FEATURES OF 7fORK 

Policy determinations of great importance are made in conference or 
consultation with the Medical Director II. Deputy Medical Directors 
are required to initiate important procedures, supervise and participate 
in programe planning and development, паке original work decisions, 
and interpret established Organization and division policies and 
procedures. They act in the absence of the Medical Director. 

Deputy Medical Directors assist in, or may be assigned the 
responsibility for directing, supervising and co-ordinating, one or 
more functions of the division. 

In consultation with the Medical Director they make policy decisions 
relating to the work of the division and instruct medical officers and 
subordinate administrators in the application of these policies to the 
programmes of the division. 

Devise and direct specific procedures relating to the operation of 
the division and assist the Medical Director in administering the 
expenditure of sums allotted to the division. 

Assist or act for the Director in conference on questions of policy 
and procedures:. 

Represent the World Health Organization at important technical or. 
professional conferences related to the subjects of the division and 
assist in co-ordinating the planning and operation of joint activities 
with other specialized and non-governmental agencies. Perform related 
work as necessary. 

KNOWLEDGE， ABILITIES AND OTHER QUALIFICATIONS 

A good knowledge of the principles, literature, standard practice, 
methods and techniques in the broad field of public health and medical 
science. 

Considerable knowledge of the needs, requirements and special 
problems of various parts of the world with respect to the field of 
public health. 

Where necessary, authoritative knowledge of the principles, 
literature,, standard practice, methods and techniques in a specialized 
field of medical science• 

Thorough and comprehensive knowledge of the objectives, policies, 
regulations, procedures and precedents of the World Health Organization. 

Good knowledge of one of the Organization's working languages. 
Knowledge of the usefulness and limitations of the work. 
Ability to apply the above knowledge to the work. 
Outstanding ability to plan and adninister complex and varied public-

health, medical or scientific activities on an international level； to 



establish policy relating to complex medical， public-health and adminis-
trative problems； to meet with, secure the co-operation of, and deal with 
associates, personnel or professional societies, government officials and 
others； to supervise and evaluate the work performed by employees. 

Outstanding leadership and ability to develop group action. 
Ability to work well with, and advise, other members of a staff 

representing different nations. 
Graduation from a university of гзcognized standing, with a medical 

degree and specialization in a field of medical science； considerable 
experience in progressively important positions in the public health or 
medical field. 



DEPUTÏ REGIONAL DIRECTOR 

Incumbents of posts at this level, perform very important administrative 
and professional duties involving responsibility for assisting a Regional 
Director in planning, co-ordinating and administering the work of a World 
Health Organisation regional office. 

DISTINGUISHING FEATURES OF WORK 

Policy determinations of great importance are made in conference or in 
consultation with the Regional Director• Deputy Regional Directors are 
required to initiate important procedures^ supervise and- participate in 
programme planning and development, make original work decisions, and 
interpret established Organization and regional policies and procedures. 
They act in the absence of the Regional Director. 

Deputy Regional Directors assist in, or may be assigned the 
responsibility for, directing, supervising and co-ordinating one or more 
functions of the region. 

In consultation with the Regional Director, they make policy decisions 
) relating to the work of the region and instruct medical officers and sub-

ordinate administrators in the application of these policies to the 
programmes of the region. 

Devise and direct specific procedures relating to the operation of the 
region and assist the Regional Director in administering the expenditure of 
sums allotted to the region. 

Supervise and participate in surveys of national health organizations 
and national health problems to obtain basic information necessary for 
programme planning and subsequent operations. 

Supervise and participate in the analysis and preparation of programmes 
for presentation to the Regional Committee and recommendation to the 
Director-General. 

May represent the region or the Organization at important technical 
or professional conferences and assist in co-ordinating the planning and. 
operation of joint activities with other specialized and rion-governmental 
agencies. 

Perform related work as necessary, 

> KNOTCEDŒ, ABILITIES AMD OTHER QUALIFICATIONS 

A good knowledge of the principles, literature, standard practice, 
methods and techniques in the broad field of public health and medical 
science• 

Considerable knowledge of the needs, requirements and special problems 
of various parts of the wor]d with respect to the field of public health. 

ïJhere necessary, authoritative knowledge of the principles
y
 literature, 

standard practice, methods and technique in a specialized field of medical 
science. 

Thorough and comprehensive knowledge of the objectives, policies, 
regulati。”〜procedures and precedents of the World Health Organisation. 

Good knowledge of one of the Organization's working languages. 
Knowledge of th? usefulness and limitations of the work, 
Ability to apply thb above knowledge to the work. 
Outstanding ability to р1яп and to administer complex and varied public-

healthy medical., or scientific activities on an international level; to 
establish policy relating to complex i‘:r?dical, public-health and administrative 
problems; to meet with, secure the сo-opcnation of, and deal with associates, 
personnel or professional societies, government officials and others； to 
supervise and evaluate the work of employees. 

Outstanding leadership and ability to develop group action. 
Ability to work well with, and advise, other membeis of a staff represent-

ing different nations. 
Graduation from a university cf recognized standing with a medical degree 

and specialization in a field of medical science ; considerable experience in 
progressively important positions in the p*:.blio-«heart-h or mëdi^aX ri3ld

4 



DIRECTOR, DIVISION OF CO-ORDINATION OF PIANNING AND LIAISON 

GENERAL 

The Directo。 Division of Co-ordination of Planning and Liaison^ 
is responsible for planning； directing; guiding and co-ordinating the 
planning and liaison activities of WHO with other international 
organizations, and for internal planning； the preparation of the 
Director-Generalis annual report and monthly progress reports； and 
the evaluation of programme activities,。 

DISTINGUISHING FEATURES OF WORK 

The Director； Division of Co-ordination of EL aiming and Liaison, 
follows the broad general policies and plans of the Assembly, Execu-
tive Board and the Director-General in carrying out his duties. He 
makes policy determinations in consultation vdth the Director-General 
and other key officials of the Organization in defining relationships 
m t h other organizations, including non-goverraientaL organizations, 
in determining the manner in which programme activities are to be ac-
complished or reported and in other special matters. 

The programme of the World Health Organization is interrelated 
with the programmes of many international organizations. One of the 
incumbent‘s most important duties is to establish and maintain re-
lationships with such organizations on matters of mutual interest. 
The activities of such organizations are reviewed ty the incumbent 
and his staffj they plan and establish procedures for seeing that 
pertinent programmes of the Secretariat are aware of these activit-
ies с Conversely； he and his staff are charged with seeing that 
pertinent international organizations know about VfflO activities* 
This is done through a central intelligence office where all IfflO 
and other international organizations‘activities are reviewed and 
studied and appropriate liaison and planning is accomplished or ar-
ranged. 

With respect to the programme evaluation and reporting functions, 
the incumbent is responsible for determining the methods and tech-
niques used to evaluate programme accomplishments aid for guiding the 
installation and judging and appraising the effectiveness of such pro-
cedure s ̂  He is entrusted with directing the preparation, clearance 
and distribution of the annual report of the Director-General, 
monthly progress reports, a明ndas， resolutions and special reports 
to be submitted to the World Health Assembly or the Executive Board 
and the preparation, clearance and distribution of material for meet-
ings, resolutions, and proceedings of such* groups and bodies. 

He performs related тюгк as necessary. 

KNOWLEDGE, ABILITIES AND OTHER QUALIFICATIONS 

A good knowledge of the principles, literature, standard prac-

tice ̂  methods and techniques in the broad field of public health and 

medical science„ 
Authoritative knowledge of the aims, policies) plansj regulations 

and precedents of WHO and other international a g e n c i e i n c l u d i n g non-
governmental organizations vith interrelated programmes» 

Thorough knowledge of methods,, techniques and procedures for 
evaluating and reporting on'programme accomplisbroents in an inter*-
national specialized agency® 

Thorough imowledge of one of the Organisationгs working 
languages and working knowledge of the others 



DISECTOR, DIVISION OF EDITORIAL AND REFERENCE SERVICES 

GENERAL 

This is a veiy important administrative and professional position 
in the World Health Organization involving responsibility for planning, 
co-ordinating and administering the work of the Division of Editorial 
and Reference Services. 

DISTINGUISHING FEATURES OF WORK 

Policy determinations of great importance are made in consultation 
with the Assistant Director-General administering the Department of 
Technical Services« The Director is required to initiate important 
procedures^ formulate operating programmes^ make original work decis-
ions ̂  and interpret Organization policies and regulations. 

The Director of the Division of Editorial and Reference Services 
is responsible for 

(a) editing and production of all publications appearing 
under the aegis of WHO， including the Bulletinj 
Chronicle

д
 Official Records and International Digest 

of Health Leg!slation, and their translation into 
appropriate languagesi 

(b) ТОЮ participation in the work of co-ordination of 
medical and biological indexing and abstracting 
services; 

(c) advising the Department of Operations concerning re-
quests from governments for medical literature and 
for provicüng a reference service to facilitate the 
work of WHO<» 

(d) providing a translation service for the Secretariat, 
the Executive Board and the Health Assembly« 

The Director supervises, directs and co-ordinates the work of the 
Division of Editorial and Reference Services; 

devises and directs procedures relating to the operation of the 
division, and is reg^onsible for administering the expenditures of 
sums allotted to the division; 

directs and supervises a large staff; 
attends directorst meetings and participates in important policy 

discussions； 
confers with other directors on questions of policy and procedures； 
represent、s the Organization at important technical or professional 

conferences; 

performs related -work as necessary. 

KN01LEDGE, ABILITIES AND OTHER QUALIFICATIONS 

General knowledge of the broad field of medical science literature• 
Extensive knowledge of the principles, standard practice^ methods 

and techniques in the field of medical science
e 

Thorough and comprehensive knowledge of the aims, policies, regu^-
lations, procedures and precedents of the World Health Organizationi» 

Excellent knowled^ of one of the ‘ Organization< s working languages, 
and a very good knowledgs of the others 

Knowledge of the usefulness and limitations of the work# 
Ability to apply the above knowledge to the work-



Outstanding ability to exercise professional and criticial 
judgment without bias; to plan and administer a complex and varied 
range of services； to establish policy relating to both official 
and medical publications of ViHOj to meet with, secure the co-
operation of, and deal with associates, personnel or professional 
societies, government officials, and othersj to supervise and 
evaluate the work performed by a large number of employees and to 
give counsel» 

Outstanding leadership. 

Graduation from a university of recognized staiding with a 
medical degree, practical postgraduate experience in medical 
science, and considerable experience in progressively important 
positions in the field of medical journalism» 



GEMEML 

Incumbents of posts at this level act as Assistant 
Disbursing Officers of the Organization. They share with 
supervisors responsibility for receiving and disbursing the 
Organization

1

s funds, 

HgggGUISHING FEATURES OF WORK 

Incumbents establish detailed methods, procedures and records 
for accounting for funds received from various sources^ including 
contributions and invested resources of the Organization; 
arrange for payments after scrutinizing and approving the relevant 

) authorized vouchersj enter funds received and disbursements made 

in control records of the Disbursement Office; make the 
preliminary reconciliation of bank statements with disbursement 
records; prepare regular and special reports and correspondence 
on office activities• Also serve as Disbursing Officers of the 
Organization in supervisor

1

s absenceс 

Recurring phases of the work are usually carried out independa 
entlyj problems are discussed with supervisor and regular and 
special reports of activities are referred to him for review and 
approval. 

Incumbents supervise the work of clerical assistants as 
necessaryp 

Perform related work as necessary. 

KNOWLEDGE ABILITIES AND OTHER QUALIFICATIONS 

Good knowledge of disbursing methods and procedures, i/vith 
special reference to public organizations. 

Knowledge of the policies and regulations pertaining to 
banking and other fiscal activities of WHO, 

Knowledge of the usefulness and limitations of the work^ 
A good knowledge of one of the Organization

1

s working 
languages and a fair knowledge of the other » 

Ability to apply the above knowledge to the work; to 
participate in the disbursing activities of the Organization; 
to work well with other members of a staff representing different 
nations; to supervise the work of others» 

Education equivalent to graduation from a college or 
university of recognized standing., with courses in accounting 
or business administration. Some experience in financial and 
banking work^ 



Incumbents of posts at this level are in charge of the receipt, 
and disbursement, of funds for the Organization， 

DISTINGUISHING FEATURES OF \щк 

Disbursing Officers at this level work with the Finance Officer 
or Deputy Finance Officer of the Organization in planning and 
installing methods and procedures for carrying out the disbursing 
functions of WHO a They supervise and co-ordinate all payments 
of approved expense vouchers in cash¿ by cheque or otherwise; 
control cash contributions and other disbursing activities. 

Incumbents perform the following typical duties? 
establish and maintain bank accounts for funds, including 

contributions from Member Governments; determine types of payment 
on basis of their knowledge of the Organization^ sign all 
disbursement documents¿ reconcile bank account statements with 
disbursement records] advise the Finance Office and other 
officials on international rates of exchange which may affect the 
Organization; advise on currency laws and regulations of various 
other countries; supervise the preparation of all correspondence on 
disbursement matters j make arrangements for paying Fellows in 
various parts of the world through financial organizations; prepare 
reports of disbursement activities and available cash balances• 

work is carried out independently within the framework of basic 
policies and procedures. Incumberrts inform supervisors of 
disbursement activities through regular and special reports and 
through conferences on problems or matters not covered by 
established policy or regulation^ 

They review and determine the disposition of problems and 
reports referred by staff; assign, supervise and review the 
work of such staff* 

Perform related work as necessaryо 

KNOWLEDGE, ABILITIES AND OTHER QUiiLIFICATIONS 

Thorough knowledge of disbursing methods and. procedures, with 
special reference to public organisations. 

Thorough knowledge of the policies and regulations pertaining to 
banking and other fiscal activities of WHO. 

Good knowledge of international currency laws -, familiarity with 
the policies and practices concerning the rates of exchange of 
various countries. 

Good knowledge of modern banking practice. 
An excellent knowlsdge of one of the Organization's vrorking 

languages and a good knowledge of the other
4

, 
Knowledge of the usefulness and limitations of the work. 
Ability to apply the above knowledge to the work; to plan, instal 

and supervise the disbursing activities of WHûj to work well with 
other member3 of a staff representing different nations; to plan, 
evaluate and supervise the work of others; to adapt the disbursement 
function to programme changes as a result of new policies or 
administrative action-

Education equivalent to graduation from a college or 
university of recognized standing., with courses in financial or 
business administration. Progressive experience in financial 
or banking work, which should have included supervisory experience. 



GENERAL 
_• 1И11 • • I I • ！― 

Posts in this class involve such duties as the editing of the 
official records of the World Health Organization or the administrative 
supervision of staff engaged in editing technical, medical and other 
publications appearing in two or more 'languages. 

DISTINGUISHING FEATURES OF WORK 

General assignments are received from the Chief of the Editorial 
Section, who reviews completed work fcr conformity with policies, 
general organization and presentability of material. Certain publi-
cations such as the Official Records may receive direct supervision 
from the Director of Editorial and Reference Services, who outlines 
the general plan of publication and the distribution of material by 
issues and determines questions of policy,- The completed work is 
critically reviewed prior to publication. 

Editors at this level supervise editorial, units and are responsible 
for organizing and planning the work of assistant editors^ sub-editors 
and clerks, 

They supervise the production of records for the 'World Health 
Assembly and the Executive Board; prepare, in consultation with other 
officials, the lay-out, arrangement and presentation of volumes¿ 
edit manuscripts to ensure an organized and logical presentation of 
the material and conformity to the "house style" established for _ 
publicationsj co-ordinate editing of publications in different 
languages; may be required to write or rewrite articles or abstracts 
and to make decisions on content, length and style of material to be 
published; arrange with Publication Unit for illustrations to 
accompany articles; assist medical authorities in the preparation of 
reports; prepare and maintain records; perform related work as 
necessary» 

KNOWEDGEo ABILITIES AND OTHER. QUALIFICATIONS 
hii IMI> н ««к. ^тл.тш^шлтт^тт^ m » i ш ^ в г ^ ш ^ ^ — в т т т ш . в т ш т ш ^ ш т т т т я т ф 

Thorough knowledge cf editorial techniques and procedures• 
Thorough knowledge cf the organization， functions and activities 

of YJHO. 

Thorough knowledge of the policies and administrative regulations • 
governing WHO publications» 

Knowledge of the usefulness and limitations of the work, 
A very good knowledge of the wide field of medical and technically 

related publications^ 
Ability to apply the above knowledge to the work. 
Marked ability to plan and write articles; to write and edit in 

one of the working languages and to supervise work being prepared in 
both English ari(J French^ to appraise and analyse manuscripts and 
exercise critical judgment in editing• 

Ability to maintain effective relations with employees of the 
Organisation and to supervise a large staff engaged in editing 
publications. 

Education equivalent to graduation from a university of recognized 
standing, with considerable experience in medical or scientific editorial 
work and some experience in editorial procedures and administration• 



Incumbents of posts at this level assist editors in the more 
routine and repetitive detailed work in connexion with the editing of 
non-technical manuscripts or non-technical portions of manuscripts. 

DISTINGUISHING FMTORES OF WORK 

Close review of the work of editorial clerks is made by the 
editor. Methods, procedures and standards are clearly defined. 
Employees at this level are expected to bring to the attention of 
seniors such things as grammatical errors or methods of expression 
or presentation which are not according to defined procedure or 
normal usage. Where the work involves such duties as the checking 
of lists or indexes it is not subject to detailed scrutiny, 
although spot checks may be made in the review of the work upon 
completion of the assignment. 

The incumbents edit or assist in editing relatively simple 
materialj edit or assist in editing lists, indexes or catalogues by 
verifying the individual items for consistency as to nomenclature 
and subdivisions and for factual accuracy by reference to readily-
available sources, and by arranging them in proper alphabetical or 
numerical order; edit or assist in editing technical Or specialized 
material for the purpose of incorporating throughout the manuscript 
recurring changes and corrections the nature cf which has been 
specifically indicated by a senior, who is responsible for both 
content and form; assist in scrutinizing material and in 
correcting errors and inconsistencies in syntax and presentation; 
compile indexes, tables of contents, and catalogues on the basis of 
chapter, section or paragraph heads； read proofs; compile card 
indexes for general reference; perform clerical duties involved 
in the administration of the unit; may be reqiired to type 
occasionally; perform related work as necessary. 

KNOWLEDGE, ABILITIES AND OTHER QUALIFICATIONS 

Some knowledge of editing and proof-reading. 
Good working knowledge of prescribed standards of punctuation, 

spelling, capitalization, abbreviation and spacing. 
Good working knowledge of accepted rules of sentence structure 

and usage of English or French, with a reading knowledge of the 
other language. 

Knowledge of the usefulness and limitations of the work. 
Ability to apply the above knowledge to the work. 
Familiarity with standard printers' symbols. 
Sustained alertness in the examination of manuscripts or 

proofs for detection of errors and inconsistencies. 
Ability to work well with other members of a staff representing 

different nations. 

Education equivalent to matriculation from secondary school, 
preferably with some clerical experience. 



Incumbents oí" posts at this level serve as Finance Officers for regional 
offices with limited programmes.. They are responsible for planning, directing 
and co-ordinating all the financial functions of the regional offices, 

DISTINGUISHING FEATURES OF THE WORK 

The Regional Finance Officers follow the financial policies', procedures 
and regulations issued by the Office of Finance and Accounts at Headquarters. 
They adapt such procedures to regional office requirements; establish and 
maintain accounting, examining, disbursing, reporting and other financial 
systems^ practices and controls; make special studies of the cost of operating 
various projects and programmes; initiate financial.documents for the regional 
office„ 

Finance Officers in regional offices work with the administrative officer 
in planning ard justifying budgetary requirements. They establish and 

I maintain allotment controls on all regional expenditures; instal and supervise 
standard accounting systems; pre-audit, schedule and certify vouchers prepared 
in the office in payment of expenses for т/rtiich the regional office has delegated 
authority to pay; schedule and transmit to Headq.uarters payroll, special ad-
ministrative and other expense vouchers; and advise the regional administrative 
officer on financial matters. 

The financial functions of regional offices are under the administrative 
control of the regional administrative officer but under the technical control 
of the Office of Finance and Accounts at Headquarters, All financial activi-
ties are subject to an internal and an external audit, Financial reports and 
documents prepared by incumbents are submitted to the regional administrative 
officer or higher authority for review and approvals 

Incumbents supervise the work of administrative and clerical assistants 
as necessary, 

Perform related work as assigned. 

KNOWLEDGE^ ABILITIES AND OTHER QUALIFICATIONS 

丨 Good knowledge of financial theory and practice, including accounting 
and general public finance„ 

Knowledge of the usefulness and limitations of the work. 
Good knowledge of the policies, plans and regulations governing financial 

administration in the Iforld Health Organization. . 
Good knowledge of modern office practice. 
Good knowledge of one of the Organization's working languages and a fair 

knowledge of the other. 
Ability to apply the above knowledge to the work; to initiate, plan and 

supervise the financial activities in the regional office of an international 
health organization; to analyze and evaluate the effect of financial policies 
and operations on regional financial activities; to work well with other members 
of a staff representing different nations; to plan and supervise the work of 
others, 

Education equivalent to graduation from a college or university of 
recognized standing,with specialized training in business administration, 
accounting or government finance, ‘ 

Progressive experience in public financej showing supervisory 
and advisory qualifications. 



Incumbents of posts at this level serve aô Finance 
offices with complete programmes» They are responsible 
and co-crdinating all of the financial functions cf the 

DISTINGUISHING FEATURES OF WORK 

Regional Finance Officers follow the financial policies, procedures and 
regulations issued by the Office of Finance and Accounts at Headquarters. 
They adapt such procedures to re^i�nal office requirements; establish and 
maintain accountincr, examining, disbursing, reporting and other financial 
systems, practices and controls; make special studies cf the cost cf operating 
various projects and programmes; initiate financial documents for the regional 
office. 

Finance Officers in regional offices work with the administrative officer 
in planning and justifying budgetary requirements. They establish and maintain 
allotment controls on all regional expenditures； instal and supervise standard 
acccunting systems； pre-audit, schedule and certify vouchers prepared in the 
office in payment cf expenses for which the regional office has delegated auth-
ority tc pay; schedule and transmit to Headquarters payroll, special 
administrative and other expense vouchers; and advise the regional administrative 
officer on financial matters. 

The financial functions of regional offices are under the administrative 
contrcl cf the regional administrative officer but under the technical control 
of the Office of Finance and Accounts at Headquarters, All financial activities 
are subject tc an internal and an external audit. Financial reports and docu-
ments prepared by incumbents are submitted tc the regional administrative 
officer or higher authority fcr review and approval. 

Incumbents supervise the work cf administrative and clerical assistants 
as necessary. 

Perform related wcrk as assigned. 

KNQVvLEDHS, ABILITIES AND OTHER QUALIFICATIONS 

Gccd knowledge of financial theory and practice, includinf? accounting and 
general public finance. 

Good knowledge of the policies, plans and regulations qcvemim financial 
administration in the �iicrld Health Organization. 

Gccd knowledge of modern office practice. 
Excellent knowledge of one of the Organization1 s working langages and a 

gccd knowledge of the other, 
Ability to apply the above knowledge tc the work; to initiate, plan and 

supervise the financial activities in the regional office ef an international 
health organization； tc analyse and evaluate the effect of financial policies 
and cparatiens on regional financial activities; to establish and maintain 
successful wcrkirii? relationships with personnel representing different nations； 
to plan and supervise the wcrk of others. 

Education equivalent to graduation from a collets or university of 
recognized standing, with specialized training in business administraticn, 
acccunting or government finance. 

Progressive experience in public finance, showim? supervisory and 
advisory qualifications， 

Officers for Regional 
fcr planning, directing 
regional offices. 



Finance Officers at this level serve as Deputy Finance Officers and share 
with the Finance Officer responsibility for planning, directing and co-ordinatin? 
all phases of the financial functions of the Organization. 

DISTINGUISHING FEATURES OF V<0RK 

Vi/ork is carried out within the framework cf broad general policies, plans 
and reimlaticns issued by the wcrld Health Assembly, the Executive Board, admin-
istrative superiors and the Finance Officer. Administrative and technical 
controls are maintained by superiors through conferences on problems, through the 
review of reports of accomplishments and through inspection of the work. Incum-
bents агз expected to refer to superior matters not covered by basic authorities. 

Supervisory control ever staff is exercized thrçu.çrh supervisory employees 
at.lcwer levels. Incumbents advise and act on problem cases referred by staff; 
review and approve reports and reccmmendaticns submitted by staff; inspect work 
operations and results for effectiveness and efficiency and ^ive staff guidance 
and advice, 

They instal new procedures and practices; issue instructions, appraise 
existing procedures and practices and revise them or recommend their revision； 
make studies cf the financial resources of the Organization or cf the financial 
relations cf the Secretariat with Msmbsr Governments or international crpaniz-
atiens and advise superior cn these； visit field offices, instal basic methods 
and procedures and advise on the establishment and maintenance cf their financial 
activities; advisa departmental administrative officers cr other officials of the 
Or^anizaticn cn financial matters such as the interpretation cf the provisions 
cf basic authorizations; represent the Finance Officer at the Imcrld Health 
Assembly, sessions of the Executive Beard or other international or national 
meetings and conferences. 

Incumbents serve as Finance Officer of the Or^anizaticn in supervisor's 
absence. 

Perform related work as necessary. 

К職LEDGE, ABILITIES AND OTHER QUAIIFICATIQNS 

Thorough knowledge of financial theory and practice, including accounting 
and general public finance. 

Thorough knowledge of the policies, plans and regulations poverninp financial 
administration in the World Health Oreanizaticn and a ?ood knowledrre of the basic 
objectives of the Organization. 

Ocod knowledge of modern cffic ; practice. 
Knowledge cf the usefulness and limitations of the work. 
Excellent kncwledre of one cf the Organization's working lansiuapes and a 

f?ocd knowledge cf the ether. 

Ability to apply the above knowledge to the work; to initiate, plan and 
direct financial activities in an international health orpanizationj to analyse 
and evaluate the effectiveness of financial policies and operations of the 
Qrpanization and make sound judments in the form cf new cr revised policies, 
procedures and plans; to visualize the effects of basic policies, programme changes 
or administrative actions on the financial functions; to negotiate, be resourceful 
and gain co-oparaticn and support; tc plan and supervise the work of a staff re-
presenting many countries, and to advise them. 

Education equivalent tc graduation from a college or university of 
recogrnized standing, with specialized training in business administration, 
accounting or government finance. 

Considerable progressive experience in public finance, showing development 
in supervisory and advisory qualifications. 



FINMCE OFFICER IV 

GENERAL 

The Finance Officer at this level is in charge of the financial functions 
•°f

 t h e

 Organization. He plans, directs and co-ordinatss the establishment, 
installation and maintenance cf policies, plans, procedures and practices fcr 

the Orsanizaticn's acccuntinc, disbursing and fiscal reporting activities. 

DISTINGUISHING 皿 T U R B S OF WORK 

• F^ll responsibility is delegated for planning, directing and co-crdinatin? 
the financial functions cf the Organization within the framework cf bread freneral 
pclicies, plans and regulations issued by the World Health Assembly, the Executive 
Bc-ard and administrative superiors, administrative controls are maintained by-
superiors through conferences and the review cf reports cf acccmplishments. Only 
matters net ccvarsd. by basic authorities are referred to superiors before they 
are put inte effect. Financial activities are subject tc an internaland external 
audit. 

Supervisory control over staff is exercised by incumbent and deputy through 
supervisory employees at lower levels. The incumbent cf a pest at this level 
reviews and approves reports and recommendations referred by staff; holds staff 
conferences fcr tha discussion cf problems or ths installation cf new pclicies 
cr procedures5 and advises staff on other matters. Field activities are appraised 
through the review of reports and, is necessary, by inspections. " 

The incumbent determines tha financial resources and establishes the 
financial pclicias cf the Organization; develops procedures and practices to 
supplement pclicies and other basic authorizations; interprets the financial 
aspects of such basic authorizations; appraises existing methods and practices 
and revises as necessary； establishes and maintains pclicies for ths investment 
cf surplus funds and trust moniesj and co-ordinates financial activities with 
ether Organization functions. 

He advises divisional officers and other officials cf the O
r
p-anization on 

financial mat tars, such as the financial relations cf the Secretariat m t h 
Member Governments; serves as tha Secretariate authority on financial matters 
at meetings of the "inorld Health Assembly and the Executive Beard; and represents 
the Organization at international, national and ether meetings and conferences. 

Performs related wcrk as nacessary. 

KNOWLEDGE, ABILITIES AND QTHËR ^ÏÏ^IFIGATIONS 

Comprehensive knowledge of the theory and practice of financial adminis-
tration, includinf? acccuntine and general public finance. 

Comprehensive knowledge cf the pclicies, plans and rewlaticns povernin? 
financial administraticn in the lucrld Health Organization and a ^ood knowledge 
of the basic objectives cf the Organization. 

Thorough kncwled.ffe of modern office practice. 
Knowledge cf the usefulness and limitations of the жгк. 
Excellent knowledge of one of the Oreanizaticn

1

s workimr lanpua^es and a 
seed Kncwledfre cf the othsr. 

Ability to apply the above kncwledcre tc the work. 
Outstanding： ability to initiate, plan and direct the financial activities 

cf an international medical propramme; tc analyse and evaluate the effectiveness 
cf financial policies and operations of the Orpranization ani make a sound 
jud^ment in tho fcrm cf new or revised pclicies, procedures and plans; to visualize 
the effects of basic pclicies, pregramme changes cr administrative acticns on 
the financial functions; tc establish and maintain successful wcrkinp' relation-
ship

 s

 i to ne^ctiata, be resourceful and ?ain cc-operaticn and support; tc plan 
and supervise the work of a staff representing many countries and to advise them. 



Education equivalent tc graduation from a ccliege or univsrsity of 
recocrnized standing, with specialized training in business administration, 
accounting or (government finance. Considerable prcpressive experience in 
public finance, showinp development in supervisory and advisory qualifications. 



GENERAL 

Incumbents of posts at this level carry out responsible staff or 
operational duties on health-education programmes and projects of the 
Organization. They serve as leaders of projects, deputy heads of pro-
grammes or as full staff members of comprehensive health-education pro-
grammes at Headquarters or regional offices. 

DISTINGUISHING FEATURES OF Ü K 

Incumbents assigned to operational programmes initiate and promote 
special aspects of health-education programmes or ôomplete projects and 
obtain approval of them； review the technical phases of specialized health-
education programmes and projects proposed by others and recommend their 
approval or modification； advise national governments and others on assipned 
professional matters and problems； investigate facilities, principles^ 
standards, requirements and other matters in specialized aspects of health-
education； represent their programmes at meetings and conferences and co-
ordinate their activities with other phases of the programme or, as necessary, 
with other activities. Health educators assigned to projects serve as 
leaders of he alth-edue at i on projects or, in a few cases, as the health-
educator specialist on important or difficult projects. Freject leaders 
have duties and responsibilities similar to those described at the next 
higher level, except that assigned' projects do not involve the problems or 
specialization found at that level. 

Health-educators assigned as specialists or full staff members to 
important projects are usually responsible for health-education phases of the 
project. They work with project leaders in planning, carrying out and 
co-ordinating project activities. .They establish and maintain working 
relationships with national or local authorities； co-ordinate assigned 
phase of the project into the total project or into the work of co-operating 
organizations or other groups• 

All health-educators in this class carry out their activities within the 
framework of administrative or technical policies, plans, procedures and 
instructions of programme supervisors• Accomplishments and' other activities 
are reviewed for technical and administrative considerations. Matters 
deviating from established procedure or precedent are referred to supervisor 
or appropriate administrative authorities for solution. 

Incumbents perform related work as necessary. 

KNCmEDGE, ABILITIES AND OTHER QUAIIFICÂTICNS 

Competence in the public-health sciences and their practical application 
to public-health programmes. 

Good knowledge of the principles, practices, methods and materials within 
the field of health-education. 

Good knowledge of the objectives, policies, regulations, educational 
principles and procedures, and resources governing the development and 
administration of health-education. 

Good knowledge of the needs, special problems and existinp facilities of 
various parts of the world with respect to health-education. 



Good knowledge of and functional experience with the learning process, 
principles and practice of education methods and possibilities of adult 
education, the nature of the school health programme, educational super-
vision and administration and in-service training. 

Good knowledge of the nature
5
 preparation and use.of visual aids； 

knowledr e of health—education techniques ancl procedures involved in plan-
ning, organization and conduct of study courses, seminars, conferences, 
institutes and related training activities. 

Good knowledge of community organization and proup work technique 
and procedures； the principles and practice of public relations and publicity 
methods. “ 

Good knowledge of one of the Organization's workinp languapes. 
Knowledge of the usefulness and limitations of the work. 
Ability to apply bhe above knowledge to the work; to participate in 

"the international public-health-education propramrae； to present plans and 
recommendations convincingly, analyse and evaluate the operations, visualize 
•the effectiveness of new policies,, technical developments and administrative 
actions on programme, recognize and evaluate the importance of problems； 
to negotiate effectively, five advice, be resourceful and pain co-operation 
and support； to work well v/ith other members of a staff representing 
different nations； to plan, direct and evaluate the work, of others. 

Leadership and the ability to stimulate group action. 
Originality and judgment. 

Education equivalent to graduation from .a college or university of 
recognized standing with basic acaclemic training in the biological, physical 
ami social sciences, plus graduate training in public health with major 
specialization in public-health education. 

Progressive experience in the direction of recognized proerarames of 
modern health-education at various governmental levels, including community 
orcanization, personnel traininc, school health education and the develop-
ment and use of publicity media. Supervisory or advisory experience. 



GENERAL 

Incumbents of posts at this level serve as heads of health-education 
programmes； as regional advisers on health-education programmes； as 
leaders of important projects； or as specialists on staff, research or 
operational programme activities which present difficult or specialized 
health -education problems. At this level also are found posts of deputy 
heads of he alth-e dueation programmes described at the next higher level. 

DISTINGUISHING FEATURES OF 戮К 

Guidance for all health educators at this level includes the general 
policies and objectives of the World Health Assembly and the Executive Board, 
as well as technical policies and plans drawn up by expert committees and 
study groups. These are complemented by administrative and technical 
policies, plans, procedures and interpretations of supervisor or other 
authority in the Secretariat and by trends and developments in the field 
of healtb-education. 

Plans and accomplishments are usually discussed with and approved by 
supervisor. Both technical and administrative supervision is received, to 
determine conformance to established programme policies and objectives. 
Supervisor also reviews and approves reports of accomplishments and provides 
guidance on problems. 

Health-education advisers plan, direct, guide and co-ordinate regional 
health-education programmes which include advisory, d emonstration, training 
and related services. They plan, initiate and obtain approval for health-
education programmes and projects; direct these； guide and evaluate the 
work of assipned staff; co-ordinate and integrate their activities with 
related programmes of the region and Organization and with those of other 
public or private organizations and groups. They investigate health-
education facilities, needs and problems of countries within the region; 
collect and evaluate information on health-education matters； serve as 
regional authorities on health-education matters; represent the Organization 
at professional meetings and conferences within the region or as assigned； 
advise national governments on health-education problems and other profes-
sional matters； promote progress in the field； exchange information with 
professional associates throughout the world. 

Programme heads at this level carry out duties and responsibilities 
similar to those described at the next higher level except that the 
programmes are not as comprehensive^ specialized or difficult. 

Deputy programme. he'ads share with their supervisors responsibility 
for plannin。 guiding, directing and co-ordinating all phases of a health-
education operational programme. They also serve as programme head in 
supervisor^ absence• 

Project leaders plan and carry out project operations； co-ordinate-
activities with related ones； and report on findings and accomplishments 
with recommendations. In addition they establish and maintain co-operative 
working relationships with national or local authorities on joint 
activities and work with such authorities in improving and implementing 
health-education services. 

Incumbents of other posts in this class plan, guide, co-ordinate or 
advise on research or operational health-edueation programme activities 
which present difficult or specialized' problems. 

Perform related work as necessary. 



KNOWLEDGE，ABILITIES AND wTHER QUALIFICa.TI:、,.NS 

Special competence in the public-health sciences and their practical 
application to public-health programmes. 

Thorough knowledge、.f the principles, practices, methods and materials 
within the field of health education and a fundamental knowledge of these 
in the broad fields of public health and education. 

Thorough knowledge of the objectives， policies, regulations, educational 
principles and procedures and resources poverninp- the development and • 
administration of health-education operational programmes in the Orpanization. 

Considerable knowledge of the needs, special problems and facilities of 
various parts of the

4

 world with respect to health education.-
 j

 ， “ “ 
Considerable knowledge of and functional experience with the learning 

process, principles and practice of education, methods and possibilities 
of adult education, the nature of the school health proframine, educational 
supervision and administration^ and in-service training. 

Considerable knowledge of the nature, preparation, and use of visual 
aids. 

Considerable knowledge of health-education techniques and procedures 
involved in the planning, organization and conduct of study courses, 
seminars^ conferences, institutes, and related 〜raining activities• 

Knowledge of the usefulness and limitatiofts of the work. 
Considerable knowledge of community organization and group work 

techniques and procedures； and the principles and practice of public 
relations and publicity methods. 

Excellent knowledge of one of the Organization's working lanruapes 
and a good knowledge of the other, * . 

Ability to apply the above knowledge to the work； to initiate, plan, 
direct and guide an international health-education operational programme 
in a specialized field; to present plans and recomaendations convincingly, 
analyse and evaluate the effectiveness of operations, visualize the effects 
of new policies, technical developments and administrative actions on 
programme, and recognize and evaluate the importance of problems; to 
negotiate effectively, give advice, be resourceful and pain co-operation and 
support； to work weli with staff representing different nations； to plan, 
direct and evaluate the work of others• 

Leadership and the ability to stimulate proup action. • 
Originality and judgment.• 

Education equivalent to graduation from a college or university of 
recognized standing

5
 with basic academic training in biological, physical, 

and social sciences. Graduate training in public health, with major 
specialization in public-health education leading to a Master's degree. 
Considerable successful experience and direction of recognized programmes 
of modern health education at the local and State or national levels within 
the past ten years, including community organization, personnel training, 
school health•education, and the development and use of publicity'media. 
Considerable supervisory, administrative, and advisory experience. 



Incumbents of posts at this level serve as heads of comprehensive 
•health education programmes or as specialists on staff, operational 
or research health education programme activities which present highly-
specialized or unusually difficult problems. 

DISTINGUISHING FEATURES OF WORK 

Guidance for all health educators at this level includes the 
general policies and objectives of the World Health Assembly and the 
Executive Board, as well as technical policies and objectives drawn 
up by expert committees and study groups. These are complemented by-
administrative policies, plans, procedures and interpretations of 
supervisor or other authority in the Secretariat as well as trends and 
developments in the field of health education. 

Plans and accomplishments are discussed with and approved by-
supervisor when necessary. Review generally is for administrative 
considerations only, such as relationship to basic programme objectives. 
Supervisor is informed of programme activities through reports and 
conferences. 

Programme heads plan, justify and direct comprehensive health-
education programmes; guide and evaluate the work of assigned staff； 
and co-ordinate and integrate activities with related programmes of the 
Organization and with those of other pertinent public or private groups. 

Heads of health-education operational.programmes carry out advisory, 
demonstration, training and related health-education services m t h i n 
the total field of public health on an international basis. They 
originate and promote programme changée and projects; review and 
approve the health-educátion phases of programmes and projects proposed 
by others； apprais э the technical phases of opérating programmes and 
projects； advise governments and others .on professional matters and 
problems； and investigate facilities, problems, requirements, 
standards and other related health-education matters throughout the world. 

Specialists at this level plan, guide, co-ordinate and advise on 
matters within the field of health education, which present highly-
specialized or unusually difficult problems. 

Incumbents serve as secretaries to or advise expert committees and 
study 'groups on health-education matters. They are the Organization's 
authorities in this field： and they represent WHO at relevant international 
and national meetings and conferences. They keep informed of current 
•trends and developments on subjects m t h i n the field； exchange 
•professional information with associates throughout the world； foster 
progress, and collect and evaluate technical information. They also 
report on health-education subjects for publication in the WHO Bulletin 
and other professional ；journals. — — 

Incumbents perform related work as necessary. 

KNOWLEDGE, ABILITIES AND OTHER QUALIFICATIONS 

Special competence in the public-health sciences and their 
practical application to public-health programmes. 

Authoritative knowledge of the principles, practices； methods and 
materials within the field of health education. 



Authoritative knowledge of the objectives, policies, regulations, 
educational principles and procedures and resources governing the 
development and administration of health education. 

Considerable knowledge of the needs, special problems and existing 
facilities of various parts of the world with respect to health 
education. 

Authoritative knowledge of and functional experience with the 
learning process, principles and practices of education, methods and 
possibilities of adult education, the nature of the school health 
programme, educational supervision and administration, and in-service 
training. 

Authoritative knowledge of nature, preparation, and use of visual 
aids; knowledge of health-education techniques and procedures involved 
in the planning, organization, and conduct of study courses, seminars, 
conferences, institutes, and. related training activities.‘ 

Authoritative knowledge of community organization and group work 
techniques and procedures ; and the principles and practice of public 
relations and publicity methods. 

Excellent knowledge of one of the Organization's working languages 
and a good knowledge of the other. 

Knowledge of the usefulness and limitations of the work. 
Ability to apply the above knowledge to the work; to initiate; 

plan, direct and guide an international public-heàlth-education 
programme; to present plans and. recommendations convincingly, analyse 
and evaluate the effectiveness of operations, visualize the effects of 
new policies, technical developments and administrative actions on 
programmej and recognize and evaluate the importance of problems； 
t。 negotiate effectively, give advice, be resourceful and gain 
co-operation and support; to work well with staff representing • 
different nations； to plan， direct and evaluate the work•of others, 

Leadership and the ability to stimulate group action. 
High degree of originality and judgment„ 

• . 

Education equivalent to graduation from a college or university 
of recognized standing with basic academic training in biological, 
physical^ and social sciences, plus graduate training in public health 
with major specialization in public-health education. Considerable 
progressive experience in the direction of recognized programmes of 
modern health education at various govérnmen-bàl levels, including • 
community organization, personnel training^ school health education and 
the development and- uoe of publicity media. Considerable supervisory, 
administrative, or advisory experience, ""— 



GENERAL 
tm**^ _ ___• i I -мшщ 

Incumbents of posts at this level are engaged in informational 
work of a junior category •； they assist in contacting sources, 
gathering information and in the drafting cf informational materials 
in one of the media used for-reporting WHO programme objectives 
and activities to the public

 e 

DISTINGUISHING FEATURES OF WORK 

Incumbents abstract or re-mrite reports., draft materials of a 
non-controversial nature and on occasion contact sources and gather 
information« The work to be pori'ormed is outlined by higher-level 
information officers or administrative superiors and the material 
composed is reviewed for authenticity, technical style and correctness. 

Typical of work at this level isi 
the abstracting or rewriting of reports or other materials for 

press, feature or radio presentation； 
the preparation of non-o ont rove rsial press or news releases； 
asâistance in the preparation of articles, pamphlets, bulletins 

or radio scripts； 

attendance at meetings and interviewing for the purpose of 
gathering information； 

performance of related work as necessary
4 

KNOWLEDGE, ABILITIES AND OTHER QUALIFICATIONS 

Knowledge of the principles arid practice of journalism and of 
the collection and editing of information, 

Kr.oTdedge of language usage and of the requirements .for press 
or radio. 

Knowledge of the usefulness and limitations of the work. 
Good knowledge of one of the Organization's working languages, and, 

if possible^ a fair knowledge of the other. 

Ibility to apply the above knowledge to the work; to work well 
with other members of a staff representing different nations； to 
write abstracts in an interesting and informative manner； to prepare 
news articles and press releases, and to edit. 

Education equivalent to graduation from a university of 
recognized standing, -with specialization in journalism and some 
experience in this field.. 



Incumbents of posts at this level are engaged in (a) informational 
work involving responsibility for a certain field of activity within 
the Headquarters Office of Piiblic Information, such as supervising 
and engaging in the preparation of news releases; radio or visual 
presentations; or editorial and feature functions； or (b) work 
involving the supervision of all informational activities in a j^egiorU 

DISTINGUISHING FEATURES OF WORK 

Projects are outlined by superiors, but the employee has 
considerable discretion in the development and execution of the work 
in the assigned field• Projects of a controversial nature or involving 
policy are scrutinized carefully by superiors and all material ià 
subject to review before final dissemination• Employees at this 
level may supervise junior Information Officers. 

Characteristic of the work of this ôlass is the preparation of 
or supervision of the preparation of special or routine press 
releases, radio scripts, visual presentations, ot interpretative or feature 
articles• These involve such duties as to： 

hold, call or supervise press conferences or briefings "with 
press representatives； 

plan, rehearse and participate in radio programmes; 
prepare or edit articles and speeches for staff； 
prepare photographic and. visual presentations ； 
prepare feature articles and pamphlets； 

cover such meetings as the World Health Assembly, the Executive 
Board and Expert Committees to gather information for press releases, 
feature articles and the like； 

prepare mailing lists; 

co-operate with the respective division of the Department of 
Public Information of the United Nations in the preparation of 
information material; 

perform related work as necessary. 

KNOWLEDCE, ABILITIES AMD OTHER QUALIFICAHONS 

Good knowledge of the principles and practice of journalism, radio 
and visual media and of the techniques of planning and composing news 
releases or features involving the gathering and processing of 
original and secondary data. 

Good knowledge of one of the Organization
1

s working languages and 
some knovdedre of the other, and the requirements of press and radio, 

arüfacility in expression. 

Knowledge of the usefulness and limiationns of the work。 
Ability to apply the above knowledge； to prepare interesting and 

informative press releases, news articles, feature articles or 
radio programmes; to supervise junior writers and clerks and to edit 
routine material； to maintain harmonious relations with Organization 
officials

д
 employees and outside groups; to work well with other 

members of a staff representing different nations • 

Education equivalent to graduation from a university of 
recognized standing, with specialization in journalism, and at least 
three years

1

 progressively responsible e^)erience in journalism 
or a related field. 



Incumbents of posts at this level serve as deputies to the Chief 
of the Office of Public Information, performing duties which involve 
assisting in the planning, initiating, supervising and co-ordinating 
of information dissemination programmes. 

DISTINGUISHING FEATURES OF WORK 

These posts are characterized by responsibility for the supervision 
of the production of the Office. Employees at this level operate 
under administrative supervision. The Chief of the Office outlines 
policies to be followed and may occasionally check as to the manner 
in which specific assignments are carried out, but normally the 
employees have a great amount of discretion in the development and 
execution of work programmes. 

The incumbents confer with the Chief of the Office of Public 
Information and other staff members in planning programmes for the 
dissemination of information; 

select or assist in the selection of critical and timely topics 
of informance to be covered in press releases, articles, features, 
stories or radio broadcasts； 

maintain liaison with top operating officials to gather 
information regarding any developments in policy, administration 
and emphasis. 

may contact editors, correspondents and reporters to provide 
authentic information or timely leads, or arrange interviews； 

review press releases, articles, visual material, scripts and 
other material for clearance on policy questions^ content and style； 

may assist lower-level information officers in developing material 
for press, features or radio by discussing or advising on the 
treatment, tone and slant, and emphasis to be given to the subject-
matter } 

individually prepare press releases) features, pamphlets and 

newsletters； 
perform, related work as necessary. 

KNOWLEDGE， ABILITIES AND OTHER QUALIFICATIONS 

Thorough knowledge of the organization, function and activities 

of the World Health Organization. 
Thorough knowledgp of the policies and regulations governing the 

dissemination of information. 
Thorough knowledge of informational methods and public relations 

practices for press, radio and visual presentations. 

Very good knowledge of one of the Organization's working languages 
and good knowledge of the other. 

Knowledge of the usefulness and limitations of the work. 
Ability to apply the. above knowledge； to plan, co-ordinate and 

direct informational activities; to supervise, direct and instruct 
lower-level employees； to work co-operatively with WHO officials, 
representatives of other agencies and representatives of the press 
and radio； to write, adapt, rewrite or express complex and critical 
topics effectively-



Keen appreciation of the effects of various ways of presenting 
information. 

Tact, courtesy, good judgment and discretion in dealing with 
individuals and in the dissemination of information. 

Ability to work well with other members of a staff representing 
different nations. 

Education equivalent to graduation from university with 
specialization in journalism, history or social and political 
science and at least five years

1

 experience in the dissemination 
of information vdth a newspaper or other publication, or radio 
station. 



This is an important administrative and public relations post 
involving responsibility for formulating VfflO policies on public 
information; planning and iinplementing informational activities in 
various media； maintaining public information liaison with the 
United Nations and specialized agencies as well as with governmental 
and non-governmental organizations, newspapers^ magazines, radio 
and television stations and film producers ； and advising4he 
Director-General on all aspects of public information, 

DISTINGUISHING FEATURES OF WORK 

Subject to the over-all guidance of the Director-General and the 
established policy of the Organization, the Chief of the office of 
Public Information is responsible for formulating public-information 
policies and plans. At this level original work decisions are made, 
important procedures and operating programmes are i n i t i a t e d T h e 
incumbent is required to interpret Organization policies and 
regulations. Supervision for the most part consists of a review 
of programme adequacy. 

The incumbent 

supervises and directs the Office of Public 工nformatior^ including 
the planning and budget work； 

submits to the Director-General long-term plans for informational 
activities in various fields and media； 

attends policy meetings and confers with high-level officers of 
the Organization to ensure accurate interpretation of WHO policies 
and activities; . 

plans and arranges press conferences and radio talks for top-
ranking officials； 

provides regional offices with over-all public information on 
WHO activities and assists in the development of informational material 
to meet regional needs； 

plans and supervises the news coverage of meetings of the Health 
Assembly, Executive Board, expert and other committees； 

personally writes articles, features, scripts and speeches； 
performs related work as necessary. 

KNOWLEDGE,, ABILITIES AND OTHER Q^ALIFI^IQNS 

Thorough knowledge of the organization, functions and activities 
of WHO, 

Thorough knowledge of the policies and regulations governing the 
dissemination of information concerning the policies and activities 
of the Organization» 

Thorough knowledge of informational and interpretative methods, 
and practices for press, radio and visual presentation„ 

Excellent knowledge of one of the Organization's working 
languages and very good knowledge of the other. 



Knowledge of the usefulness and limitations of the work. 
Ability to apply the above knowledge to the work. 
High degree of discretion and knowledge of national and 

international areas of. tension. 
Outstanding ability to plan, co-ordinate and direct 

effectively and independently broad and comprehensive information 
activities. 

Ability to supervise, direct, and instruct employees in 
preparing programmes for dissemination through information media： 
to work co-operatively and effectively both with WHO officials 
and with outside agencies in disseminating Organization infomation and 
in explaining WHO objectives； to establish and maintain critical 
contact vdth editors, newspapermen and radio people in a number of 
countries. 

Outstanding ingenuity and originality in the planning of 
information programmes. 

Keen appreciation of the effects of various ways of presenting 
information. . 

Good psychological insight in the communication of infomation. 

Education equivalent to graduation from a university of 
recognized standing with courses in social and political science, 
international affairs and history, and considerable experience 
in the information field» 



GENERAL 

Incumbents of posts at this level serve as assistants to legal 
officers aiid are engaged in research and office vrork of a subpro-
fessional }egal nature. 

DISTDJGUISHÍmG ^FEATURES OF ЖШК 

Assifirmiènts are largely clerical in nature, involving the 
verifiçatîiion of factual information, routine research, simple 
negotiations and the transcription of legal documents. In matters 
relating to В gal problems^ specific instructions are received and 
completed work is carefully reviewed. On the more clerical aspects 
of the work, there is a minimum of supervision, ‘ 

The Inciimbents search source material for information; 
prepare digests, memoranda or reports of limited complexity 

for supervisor's reviewj '* 

assemble and arrange documents； 
assist in editing, proof reading, cataloguing and indexing 

legal documents; 

transcribe legal documents; 
maintain files; 
perform related work as necessary» 

KNOTffEDGE, ABILITIES AND OTHER QUALIFICATIONS 

Elementary knowledge of legal procedures and practice. 
Familiarity with primary 3e gal source materials and ability to 

use them in assembling information for administrative use. 
Good knowledge of one of the Organization»s working languages 

and fair knowledge of the other. 

Knowledge of the usefulness and limitations of the work. 
Ability to apply the above knowledge to the work; to prepare 

legal information correctly; to assemble, catalogue, index, proof 
read, and carry out preliminaiy editing of legal documents, 

Wcridng knowledge of business and le gal English and French and 
commercial arithmeticJ 

Farailinrх
л

,у with office procedure, practioe and equipment. 
Ability to take shorthand notes and transcribe them on a type-

writer accurately and quickly, " 

Ability to work well with other members of a staff represent^ 
ing different nations. 

Education equivalent to graduation from a secondary school, 
supplemented by stenographic or commercial courses and at least 
five years« experience in a legal office. 



GENERAL 

Incumbents of posts at this level perform responsible profes-
sional legal work， as assistant to the Chief of the Legal Section, 
in providing counsel and legal service to the Director-General, 
officials and committees of the World Health Organization on all 
matters of law* 

DISTINGUISHING FËATIJRES OF ЖШ 

The work at this level is performed in collaboration and con-
sultation with the Chief of the Legal Section, who may assign pro-
blems and generally review completed opinions or assignments. 

Characteristic of duties and responsibilities at this level 
areî the drafting， or assistance in the drafting of, conventions, 
agreements and other legal documents binding the Organization} the 
examination of

;
 or assistance in the examination of, conventions, 

agreements and other legal documents binding the Chganization^ and 
the making of recommendations concerning them; legally implement-
ing, or assistance in legally implemenbingj m o conventions and 
agreements5 knowledge of protocol and diplomatic requirements in 
correspondence and other matters; the preparation of legal opjn-
ions for the Director-GeneraL or other Organization officials on 
matters of policy or administration. 

The incrombents collaborate im.th and assist legal consultants 
retained by the Organization to deal with special legal problems] 

perform or assist in performing secretarial functions for ' 
committees, where constitutional or legal questions are Involved; 

aet as the legal representatives of the Organization in ques-
tions of a legal nature, including juridical processes, arbitra-
tions and the briefing of counselj 

assist in the maintenance of a register of conventions, agree-
ments and other legal documents, prepare certified true copies and 
register the various documents тл/ith the United Nations; 

assist Organization personnel with problems of a ]£ gal naturej 
prepare general correspondence on legal matters; 
perform other work as necessary. 

Wide knowledge of public international law and jurisprudence. 
Wide knowledge of the proper methods,, forms and techniques 

used in drafting, registering and otherwise properly executing im-
portant conventions and agreements-. 

Very good knovrledge of one of the Organization^ working lan-
guages and good knowledge of the other. 

Knowledge of the usefulness and limitations of the work» 
Ability to apply the above knowledges. 
Ability to plan and supervise the work of others» 
Skil:L and a high degree of ability in anaOystng, appraising 

and organizing facts； evidence and precedent in presenting clear, 
logical opinions^ 

Ability to work well with members of a staff representing 
different nations« 

Education equivalent to graduation from a university of re-
cognized standing^ with specialization in international law sup-
plemented t¡y practical езфег1епсе

0 



The Chief of the Legal Section is responsible for providing the 
Director-General^ officials and committees of the World Health 
Organization with professional legal counsel and service on all mat-
ters of lawo 

DISTINGUISHING FEATURES OF WORK 

Supervision
P
 at this level, is of an administrative nature only, 

review of the work being restricted to results« 

Characteristic of duties and responsibilities at this level ares 
the drafting of conventions, agreements and other legal documents 
binding the Organizationj the examination of conventions, agreements 
and other legal documents binding the Organization and the making of 
recommendations concerning them; legal implementation of WHO conven-
tions and agreements; knowledge of protocol and diplomatic require-
ments in correspondence and other mattersi the preparation of legal 
opinions for the Director-General or other Organization officials on 
matters of policy or administration^ collaboration with and assist-
ance to legal consultants retained ly the Organization to deal with 
special legal problems-

The incumbent performs secretarial f-unctions for committees, 
where constitutional or legal questions are involvedj 

acts as the legal representative of the Organization In questions 
of a legal nature, including juridical processes， arbitrations and the 
briefing of counsel; 

assists Organization personnel with problems of a legal nature; 
prepares general correspondence on legal matters) 
supervises the staff of the Legal Sectionj 
performs related work as necessary» 

KNOtiLEDGE^ ABILITIES AND OTHER QUALIFICATIONS 

Wide knowledge of public international law and jurisprudence.. 
Wide knovl edge of the proper methods, forms and techniques used 

in (ñrafting, registering and otherwise properly executing important 
conventions and agreements^ " 

Excellent knowledge of one of the Organization's working lan-
guages and a good knowledge of the other. 

Knowledge of the usefulness and limitations of the work, 
Ability to apply the above knowledge to the work, 
Ability to plan and supervise the irork of others

P 

Skill and a high degree of ability in analysing, appraising 
and organizing facts, evidence and precedent in presenting clear, 
logical opinionsc. ‘ 

Ability to work with other members of a staff representing 
different nations» 

Education equivalent to graduation froma university of recog-
nized standing^ with specialisation in international law supple-
mented by considerable practical experience« 



Incumbents of posts at this level perform responsible duties in 
preparation and clearance of YiHO reports and in making general con-
ference arrangementsj they may be assigned subsidiary duties in pre-
paration of plans, documents and briefs с 

DISTINGUISHING FEATURES OF WORK 

The Director of Co-ordination；^ Planning and Liaison guides and 
co-ordinates the Organization^ activities with respect to the pre-
paration of monthly and annual progress reports and in preparing for, 
and reporting on^ official conferences and meetings^ As members of 
his staffp incumbents establish and maintain files of agenda materials 
of WHO conferences and meetings^ including the World Health Assembly 
and Executive Boar do They assemble material from sub

f
jents proposed 

by Member Governments, the Executive Board； tJiits and officials of the 
Organization aid other source s 3 they route pertinent material, for re^ 
view, comment and approval^ consolidate^ approve and collate into 
agendas all relevant documentSo 

During conferences and meetings they attend 喫neral and special 
sessions^ and advise on the procedure for drafting resolutions and re-
ports # After meetings thev edit doe-uments and reports of proceedings 
for completeness>； accvracy and substance arid, revise for conformance to 
official format and style in close collaboration with editorial, and 
reference services» 

Liaison and Reports Officers of this level prepare assigned parts 
of the Director-General

r

 s annual report and monthly progress reports, 
Thqy review general planning and programme material of WHO and other 
international organizations and route to pertinent officials for their 
review and coramerrU 

Policies and procedures covering the work are assembled by the 
Director of Co-ordination, Planning and Liaison in co-operation -with 
other authoritiesо Incumbents carry out their duty independently 
but refer problems or matters exceeding established procedure to super-
visor ̂  Thqy confer т/vith the latter on progress of work and suggest 
improvements or modifications in procedure. Supervisor reviews and 
approves completed work and reports to superior^ 

Thqy supervise clerical assistance. 
Perform related work as necessary. 

KNOWLEDGE,色B^ITIES AND 评―R QUAJLIFIC冬 

Some knowledge of the basic policîes^ regulations and procedures 
governing YfflO conferences зле! meetings》of international conference 
practice, and of the Organization's programme aetivltieso 

Good knowledge of WHO editorial practice and procedure. 
Excellent knowledge of one of the Organisation's working Ian" 

guages and a good knowledge of the others 
Knowledge of the useftüness and limitations of the ж>гк

Л 

Ability to apply the above knowledge to the work-? 
Ability to write procedural material and correspondence quickly, 

concisely and accixrately.-, to participate in the reporting of conference 
activities of the Organization^ and to establish and maintain good ж>гк̂  
ing relationships with personnel representing different nations^ 

Previous experience in international work or some experience in ad-
ministrât ive^ editorial or private work of comparable complexity^ 

Educational qualifications equivalent to colle ge graduate^ or com一 
parable experience^ 



GENERAL 
— — • 114 I'll' I' * 

Inciamtente of posts at this level are responsible for preparing 
monthly and annual reports of the Organization or for co-ordinating 
assigned Ш0 plans or programmes with each other or with related ac -
tivities in other international organizations^ 

DISTINGUISHING FEATURES OF WORK 

The Liaison and Reports Officer in charge of preparing reports 
works closely with the Director of Co-ordination, Planning and Liaison 
and other officials in establibiiing procedures and requirements for 
monthly and annual reports• He reviews regular reports submitted by-
individual units on their accomplishments and future plans j selects 
pertinent data; drafts monthly progress reports; and submits them 
to supervisor for review and approval* The annual report of the 
Directors-General is assembled in a similar manner from data taken f rom 
the monthly progress reports, ly consultation with relevant directors, 
and by overall review

e 

Other Liaison and Reports Officers at this level review plans, 
reports and other programme materials of WHO and related international 
organizations; determine which are of interest to particular \inits of 
WHO and refer them accordingly< They also advise officials on general 
matters of planning and programme co-ordination and draft policy docu一 
ment s outlining official ТОЮ policy or position- As assigned, they 
represent the Organization at general meetings of other international 
organizations. 

All Liaison and Reports Officers may prepare agendas for various 
conferences and meetings; draft resolutions and reports； edit office 
ial documents for style, accuracy, format and completeness i attend 
general and special official meetings and conferences and advise on 
procedure for drafting resolutions and reports« 

Assignments are outlined ly the Director of Co-ordination, Plan--
ning and Liaison but incumbents are expected to work out the details

ч 

They usually refer to supervisor only problems which exceed thair 
authority^ Completed ж>гк and reports are referred for review and 
approval. 

Incumbents plan and supervise the work of Liaison and Reports 
Officers at lower levels and of clerical assistants^ 

They perform related work as necessary. 

KNOWLEDGE, ABILITIES AND OTHER QUALIFICATIONS 

Good knowledge - of the policies, plans and objectives of the World 
Health Organization* 

Some knowledge cf the basic policies, regulations and procedures 
governing WHO conferences and meetings and some knowledge of inter-» 
national ócaiference practices-

A good knowledge of the basic policies，plans and objectives and 
organizational structure of the líiiíed Nations and specialised agencies • 

A good knowledge of WHO editorial practices and procedure s « 
Excellent knowledge of one of the Organization's working languages 

and a good knowledge of the others 
Knowledge of the usefulness and limitations of the тюгк» 
Ability to apply the above knowledge to the work. 



Ability to write procedural materials, reports, abstracts, and 
correspondence quickly, concisely and accurately. 

Ability to participa te In the Liaison and reporting activities 
of the Organization, 

Good apperception of relationships and their implications« 
Ability to establish and maintain good working relationships 

with personnel representing different nations» A wide range of 
interests» 

Ability to plan and supervise the ж> rk of others^ 

Education equivalent to graduation from college or university 
of recognized standing, preferably with specialization in the : 
socio-economic field. Progressive experience in ^neral adminis-
trative, editorial or drafting work» 



Inoumbents of posts at this level have responsible duties in co-
ordinating Ш0 programme activities with each other or with related 
activities of other international organizations 

DISTINGUISHING FEATURES OF WORK 

The programme of the World Health Organization is interrelated 
with' the programme s of the Uhited Nations and its specialized agen— 
cies* It is of paramount importance that WHO establish and main-
tain constant working relationships with such organizations on mat-
ters of mutual interests The Division of Co-ordination^ Planning 
and Liaison has as one of its functions the responsibility for 
carrying out this functioru 

As members of the staff of the Division of Co-ordination, Plan-
mig and Liaison^ incumbents review the plans^reports^ documents and 
other progranime materials of ТШО； UN and other specialized inter-
naticrhal agencies to determine activities which are of interest to 
or affect the WHO programme and； conversely WHO activities which 
are of interest to or affect the programmes of the UN or other inter-
national organizations. They refer material to pertinent officials 
for comments and reсопнпеndationsj and as necessaiy discuss with them 
the implications of their programmes. They make arrangements for 
WHO participation at meetings, conferences and other international 
organizations where matters of WHO interest are under consideration 
and*arrange for brief WHO reports on necessary background material, 
etc， Also

3
 they attend similar meetings and present information 

about WHO activities or obtain information about the activities of 
other programmes• 

Incumbents prepare parts of annual and. monthly progress reports} 
establish and maintain agenda files for various conferences and meet-
ings j draft policy and other official documentsj review and edit 
proceedings of official meetings and conferences; aid perform other 
liaison and reports duties. 

Incumbents plan and supervise the work of Liaison and Reports 
Officers at 1отег levels or clerical.assistants^ 

At this level liaison assignments are outlined ty the Director 
of Co-ordination, Planning and Liaison or other s u p e r v i s o r I n c u m -
bents participate in general planning and discussions and make ap-
propriate suggestionsг They are expected to work out details of 
^heir assignments. They usually refer to supervisor only unusual 
problems ndiich are not covered ty established policy .or precedent. 
Their reports are submitted to supervisor for review and approval. 

They perform related work as necessary. 

КЖЖДШЕ
 a
 ABILITIES AND OTHER QUALIFICATIONS , 
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Thorough knowledge of the general policies, plans and objectives 
of the World Health Organization and a good knowledge of the general 
policies， objectives and organizational structure of the Ibited 
Nations and the various specialized agencies® 

A good knowledgé of the regulations and procedures governing 
World Health Organization conferences and meetings aiid of inter-
national conference practicet. 



Excellent knoniedge of one of the Organization's working laiv-
guages and a good knowledge of the other. 

A good knowledge of the liaison activities in other inter-
national organizations. 

A good knowledge of TiliHO editorial practice and procedure. 
Knowledge of the usefulness and limitations of the work. 

Ability to apply the above knowledge to the work« 
Ability to wri^e clearly, concisely and accurately. 
Apperception of relationships and their implications• 
Ability to participate in liaison and reporting activities of 

the Organization, to establish urid maintsdn good working relation-
ships with personnel representing different nations, and to plan 
and supervise the work of others. 

Wide range of interest. 

Education equivalent to graduation from a college or univer-
sity of recognized standing, preferab^r with a major in the socio-
economic field. Progressive experience in administrative, edit-
orial or related work m t h some experience tn liaison capacity. 



Incumbents of posts at this level are at the early stage of 
professional library work, which involves basic reference^ cataloguing 
or classification work as assistants to a higher level librarian• 

DISTINGUISHING FEATURES OF ЖЖК 

Reference work at this level involves the application of 
material to specific needs within well-defined limits of subject-
matter • It includes the searching of indexes, catalogues^ 
bibliographie s ̂  or other reference aids and the perusal of publications 
to ensure satisfactory and authoritative answers to enquiries^ A 
higher-level librarian directs employees at this level in the use 
of library sources and reviews the references submitted

A
 The super-

visor is available for guidance in answering any unusual requests. 
Incumbents : 

Perform descriptive cataloguing of relatively simple material 
for which detailed entries are not requiredj 

classify and select headings for relatively simple material 
(The classification follows an approved system and subject-heading 
lists without deviation except under direction)\ 

may perform some clerical dutiesj 
may shelve, reshelve and box pamphlets on various subjects i 
may charge and discharge books and publications and perform 

other circulation duties j ‘ 

perform related work as necessary» 

KNOWLEDGE, ABILITIES M P OTHER QUALIFICATIONS 

Working knowledge of professional library techniques, systems 
and procedures» ' 

Knowledge of one of the Organization's working languages
e 

Knowledge of the usefulness and limitations of the work. 
Ability to apply the above knowledge to the work； to appraise 

library material for specialists in limited fields； to work^well 
with other members of a staff representing different nations• 

Education equivalent to graduation from a university of 
recognized standing, with post-graduate training in library science• 



Incumbents of posts at this level perform professional library 
work involving responsibility for assisting higher-level librarians 
in reference catalogue or classification work. 

DISTINGUISHING FEATURES OF WORK 

Assignments and general supervision are received from senior 
librarians^ but incumbents may be responsible independently for 
specialized phases of the library work

a
 The employees receive 

little supervision in matters involving library techniques» 
The incumbents : 
search original sources for material to be used by specialists} 
perforin descriptive cataloguing of library material j 
classify, and determine subject headings for, technical medical 

and scientific material; 
may be required to supervise lcmer^level employees； 
perform related work as necessary 

KNOWLEDGE, ABILITIES AND OTHER QUALIFICATIONS 

Good knowledge of professional library techniques, systems 
and procedures f. ‘ 

Knowledge of one of the Organization ̂ s working languages «> 
Knowledge of the usefulness and limitations of the work» 
Ability to apply the above knowledge to the work; to appraise 

lib .шгу material for specialists in limited fields j to organize 
work. 

Education equivalent to graduation from a university of 
recognized standings with a post-graduate course in library science 
and at least one year'of experience in library work, if possible in 
a specialized library

c 



Incumbents of posts at this level perform professional library 
work involving responsibility for the cataloguing and classification 
of technical medical books- documents, periodicals and pamphlets and 
necessitating bibliographical research or selective reference work 
of a difficult character* 

DISTINGUISHING FEATURES OF WORK 

General direction is received from the Head Librarian, who 
indicates changes of policy in such matters as the extent to which 
any specified category of material shall be classified and determines 
persons or office to be given priority in reference work; and reviews 
the work as to form and adequacy« 

The incumbents 
supervise and participate in the cataloguing and classification 

of documents, books^ periodicals and other printed material or in 
providing reference and bibliographic service for specialists; 

determine classes and subject headings to reflect very fine 
subdivisions of subject matter of interest to specialists j 

perform reference work requiring research and the summarizing 
of findings； 

prepare extensive bibliographies of special subjectsj 
supervise librarians of lower level； 
perform related work as necessary• 

KNOWLEDGE, ABILITIES AND OTHER QUALIFICATIONS 

Extensive * knowledge of professional library techniques, systems 
and procedures

0 

Good knowledge of research methods in library science and the 
technique of developing subject headings for material of a technical 
nature

л 

Good knowledge of one of the Organization
1

s working languages 
and fair knowledge of the other, • 

Knowledge of the usefulness and limitations of the work» 
Ability to apply the above knowledge to the work] to appraise 

library material for specialists in limited medical fields ; to 
organize work and to instruct and direct the work of others j to 
work well with other members of a staff representing different 
nations„ 

Education equivalent to graduation from a university of 
recognized standing, with a post-graduate course in library science 
and at least several years

 1

 experience in specialized library work« 



Incumbents of posts at this level perform professional medical 
duties, specialized in nature， as assistants and consultants to the 
Head Librarian on the medical aspects of the work of the library• 
These posts entail such duties as co-operating with various medical 
officers in other sections of the Organization in the preparation 
of lists of recommended medical books and bibliographies and in 
advising on the acquisition of such literature by the library. 

DISTINGUISHING FEATURES OF WORK 

The supervision received is of a general nature expressed in 
establishing policy, conferences with the Head Librarian, and general 
review of the work performedo In the absence of the Head Librarian 
incumbent assumes charge of the library<» 

The incumbents 
advise on the accessioning^ cataloguing^ classifying and indexing 

of technical public-health documents, books, periodicals and other 
printed materials; 

advise on the assigning of subject headings, classification 
numbers and book members to medical and technical books j 

prepare individually, or in consultation and co-operation with 
medical officers from other sections^ lists of recommended medical 
technical books and bibliographies; 

recommend books and periodicals for purchase； 
assist in the development and administration of library rules, 

regulations and proceduresj • 
perform related work as necessary

e 

KNOWLEDGE , ABILITIES AND OTHER QUALIFICATIONS 
1
 � � '

f

 i ' i i i __ 

Extensive knowlédge of the wide field of medical and technically 
related publications^ 

Extensive'knowledge of professional library techniques, systems 
and procedures• 

Working knowledge of desirable standards as related -to the needs 
of sections

0 

Very good knowledge of one of the Organizationworking 
languages, and good knowledge of the others • 

Knowledge of the usefulness and limitations of the work» 
Ability to apply the above knowledge to the work; to work 

cooperatively "with professional and other employees; to supervise 
the work of others; to appraise library material for specialists 
doing research in medicáL fields j to work well with, and advise, 
other members of a staff representing different nations• 

Graduation in medicine from a university of recognized standing, 
supplemented by a post-graduate course in library science

>
 with some 

experience in medical library work
e 



This is professional library work of an administrative and 
supervisory nature, involving responsibility for the direction of 
the World Health Organization Library, a library specializing in 
public health and the fields which are related or which contribute 
to it、’ The library provides a selective reference and 
bibliographical service. 

DISTINGUISHING FEATURES OF WORK 

Formulates and administers library policies, rules and 
regulations, subject to the general direction and supervision of the 
Director of Editorial and Reference Services

0 

Initiates and develops policy for the acquisition of library 
items or collections, and establishes and maintains effective 
relationships with librarians^ agents, professional and technical 
people and government agencies throughout the world regarding 
acquisitions« • 

Prepares and administers library budgets 
May review books or periodicals. 
May organize and supervise practice work for students“in 

library schools wishing to enter the medical library field» 
May organize and supervise practice work for WHO Fellows in 

medical librarianship, also organize visits to outstanding medical 
libraries-

May assist in'setting up centré libraries in the regional 
offices on request。 

May perform reference work requiring research. 
Performs related work as necessary. 

KNOWLEDGE, ABILITIES AND OTHER QUALIFICATIONS 

Thorotigh knowledge of the sources of public-health research 
literature• ‘ 

Thorough knowledge of the theory and practice of library scienee• 
Excellent knowledge of one of the Organization working languages 

and very good knowledge of the other® " 
Knowledge of the usefulness and limitations of the work. 
Ability to apply the above knowledge to the workj to organize 

work and instruct and direct the work of others\ to work well wlthj 
and advise, other members of a staff representing different nations. 

Education equivalent to graduation from a university of recognized 
standing) supplemented by post-graduate work in a library school, "with 
extensive administrative or supervisory experience in a medical or 
scientific library

e 



LIBRARIAN (REFERENCE) 

Incumbents of posts at this level perform professional library 
work involving responsibility for selective reference work of a most 
difficult nature and for the classification of documents of the 
United Nations, the World Health Organization and other specialized 
agencies. 

DISTINGUISHING FEATURES OF WORK 

General direction and supervision is received from the Head 
Librarian, 

Characteristic of duties at this level are the screening of 
medical periodicals for the selection of articles or data of interest 
to the medical or technical personnel of the Organization; indexing 
of medical journals by author and subject; the screening of United 
Nations, World Health Organization and other specialized agencies

1 

documents by subject for items of interest or (in the case of the 
World ifealth Organization documents) for maintaining indexes on the 
chronological development of various subjects dealt with by the 
Organization• 

Incumbent also supervises the reference room and performs 
related work as necessary. 

KNOWLEDGE, ABILITIES AMD OTHER QUALIFICATIONS 

Extensive'knowledge of professional library techniques, systems 
and procedures• 

Good knowledge of research methods in library science and the 
technique of developing subject headings for material of a technical 
nature. 

Good knowledge of one of the‘Organization
1

s working languages 
and a fair knowledge of the other» ‘ 

Knowledge of the usefulness and limitations of the work» 
Ability to apply the above knowledge ； to appraise library-

material for specialists in specific medical fieldsj to organize work 
and instruct and direct the work of others j to work well with other 
members of a staff representing different nations. 

Education equivalent to graduation from a university of 
recognized standing, with a post-graduate course in library science * 
and at least several years of experience in specialized library work. 



MEDICAL DIRECTOR 

Incumbents of posts at this level perform very important 
and professibnal duties involving responsibility for planning 
and admimitering the work of a major functional professional 
World Heáloh Organization. 

DISTINGUISHING FEATURES OF TORK 

Policy determinations of great inç»ortance are made in conference or in 
consultation with the Assistant Director-General administering the department 
to which division is assigned. Directors are required to initiate important 
procedures^ formulate operating programmes.,； make original work decisions, and 
interpret Organization and department policies and procedures. 

Directors supervise, direct and co-ordinate the work of a major 
functional professional division of the Organization. 

Make policy decisions relating to the work of the division and instruct 
medical officers and subordinate administrators in the application of these 
policies to the programmes of the division. 

Devise and direct procedures relating to the operation of the division 
and are responsible for administering the esçenditures of sums allotted to 
the Division. 

Confer with other directors on questions of policy and procedures. 
Represent the Organization at important technical or professional 

conferences related to the subjects under their direction and co-ordinate the 
planning and operation of joint activities with other specialized and non-
governmental agencies. 

Perform related work as necessary. 

KNOWLEDGE, ABILITIES AND OTHER QUALIFICATIONS 

A good knowledge of the principles, literature> standard' practice, methods 
and techniques in the broad field of public health and medical science. 

Considerable knowledge of the needs, requirements and special problems of 
various parts of the world m t h respect to the field of public health. 

Ihere necessary, authoritative knowledge of the principles, literature, 
standard practice, methods and technique in a specialized field of medical 
science. 

Thorough knowledge of one of the Organization's working languages and fair 
knowledge of the other. 

Thorough and comprehensive knowledge of the objectives, policies, 
regulations, procedures and precedents of the Organization. , 

Knowledge of the usefulness and limitations of the work. 
Outstanding ability to plan and administer complex and varied public-

health, raedicalj, or scientific activities on an international level. 
Ability to apply the above knowledge to the work» 
Outstanding ability to establish policy relating to complex medical, 

public-health and administrative problems； to meet with, secure the 
co-operation of, and deal m t h associates, personnel or professional societies, 
government officials and others； to supervise and evaluate the work performed 
by employees. 

Outstanding leadership and ability to develop group action. 

Graduation from a university of recognized standir^, with a medical degree 
and specialization in a field of medical science； considerable experience in 
progressively important positions in the public-health or m e d i d field. 

administrative 
，co-ordinating 
division of the 



GENERAL 

Incumbents of posts at this level perform very important administrative 
and professional duties involving responsibility for planning, co-ordinating 
and administering the work of the most complex and difficult major functional 
professional division of the World Health Organization. 

DISTINGUISHING FEATURES OF WORK 

Policy determinations of great importance are made in conference or in 
consultation with the Assistant Director-General administering the department 
to which the division is assigned• The Director is required to initiate 
important procedures, formulate operating programmes, make original work 
decisions and interpret Organization and department policies and procedures. 

Directors at this level supervise, direct and co-ordinate the work of the 
most complex and difficult major functional professional division of the 
World Health Organization. 

Make policy decisions relating to the work of the division and instruct 
medical officers and subordinate administrators in the application of these 
policies to the programmes of the division. 

Devise and direct procedures relating to the operation of the division and 
are responsible for administering the expenditure of sums allotted to the 
division. 

Confer with other directors on q.iiestions of policy and procedures. 
Represent the Organization at important technical or professional 

conferences related to the subject under their direction and co-ordinate the 
planning and operation of joint activities with other specialized and non-
governmental agencies. 

KNOWLEDGE， ABILITIES AMD 0THE& QUALIFICATIONS 

A good knowledge of the principles^ literature, standard practice, methods 
and techniques in the broad field of public health and medical science. 

Considerable knowledge of the needs, requirements and special problems of 
various parts of the world with respect to the field of public health• 

Thorough knowledge of one of the Organization
1

s working languages and 
good knowledge of the other. 

Where necessary, authoritative knowledge of tiie principles, literature, 
standard practice, methods and technique in a specialized field cf medical 
science. 

Knowledge of the usefulness and limitations of the work. 
Thorough and comprehensive knowledge of the objectives, policies, 

regulations, procedures and precedents of the Organization. 
Ability to apply the above knowledge to the work. 
Outstanding ability to plan and administer complex and varied p ^ l i c -

health^ medical or scientific activities on an international level； to 
establish policy relating to complex medical, public-health and administrative 
problems5 to meet with, secure the co-operation of

3
 and deal with associates, 

personnel or professional societies, government officials and others5 to 
supervise and evaluate the work performed by employees. 

Outstanding leadership and ability to develop group action。 

Graduation from a university of recognized standing, with a medical 
degree and specialization in a field of medical science； considerable 
experience in progressively important positions in the public-health or 
medical field-



Incumbents of posts at this level read manuscripts on technical medical 
subjects, make recommendations on the advisability of the publication of 
submitted manuscripts in World Health Organization publications and the 
scientific editing of technical medical manuscripts accepted for publication, 
and are resp onsible for planning, initiating, and writing articles for 
certain publications. 

DISTINGUISHING FEATUBES OF ？ЮЕК 

Medical Editors read manuscripts submitted or commissioned for 
publication in the Bulletin of th-э World Health Organization? consult with 
various experts in technical medical fields to determine the importance and 
validity of papers in their respective fields; recommend acceptance or 
rejection of manuscripts after consultation, consideration of relative merits 
of papers under consideration and supporting evidence provided in manuscripts; 
may offer suggestions as to material to be commissioned for publication in the 
Bulletin. Authority for the acceptance of material for publication may be 
vested in an editorial panel or staff committee, but incumbents of this 
position may have considerable latitude in the selection of material for 
certain publications. The Chief of the Editorial Section reviews completed 
work for conformity with policies and for the general organization and 
presentability of material. Final authority for all publications rests with 
the Director of Editorial and Reference Services. 

The incumbents edit manuscripts to be published in the Bulletin to ensure 
an organized and logical presentation of the material, and that statements are 
supported by scientific evidence； 

examine translations of papers to ensure the accuracy of translation of 
medical and technical terms; 

may be responsible for planning, initiating and writing material for 
certain publications such as the Chronicle (This work may be done in co-
operation with other editors and is subject to review by the Chief of the 
Editorial Section); ‘ 

supervise free distribution of WHO publications} 
supervise the work of scientific assiftant editors; 
perform related work as necessary. 

KNOWLEDGE, ABILITIES AND OTHER QUALIFICATIONS 

Thorough knowledge of editorial techniques and procedures. 
Th-rough knowledge of the organization, functions and activities of TOO. 
Thorough knowledge of the policies and administrative regulations governing 

WHO publications. 
A very good knowledge of the wide field of medical and technically related 

publications. 

Knowledge of the usefulness and limitations of the work. 
Thorough knowledge of one of the Organization's working languages and good 

knowledge of the other. 
A wide general knowledge of m o d e m medicine, especially in its scientific 

and preventive aspects. 

Ability to apply the above knowledge to the work. 
Marked ability independently to plan and write articles. 



Ability to write, adapt or rewrite complex technical medical articles 
effectively； to work co-operatively vdth employees of the Organization and 
use tact, discretion, courtesy and marked judgement in maintaining relation-
，hips with authors and medical authorities; to exercise critical judgment 
in the appraising of technical medical manuscripts; to supervise the work 
of others. 

Education equivalent to graduation from approved medical school or 
university, including completion of one year's interneeship. Additional 
training in field of medical specialization. Considerable progressive 
езфех!епсе in the specialization, including supervisory, administrative, 
advisory and research experience. 



Incumbents of posts at this level perform professional, staff, 
operational or research duties on assigned public-health, medical 
service or scientific research programes and projects of the 
Organization. They usually serve as staff members on specialized 
programes at Headquarters or in the field or as members of 
project teams. 

DISTINGUISHING FEATURES OF УГОЙК 

Medical Officers on projects usually serve as members of the 
project team although in a few cases incumbents may serve as project 
leaders. Those serving as project leaders have duties and 
responsibilities similar to those described for project leaders at 
higher levels, except that projects assigned include conducting 
standardized surveys, demonstrations or control activities. Project 
assignments for this level include performing standard medical or 
other professional duties such as interpreting X-ray films or the 
results of laboratory tests, examining persons for evidence of par-
ticular diseases, demonstrating techniques or investigating and 
reporting on facilities, requirements or problems. 

They work closely with the project leader in carrying out 
project activities and in co-ordinating their work with the total 
project. They establish and maintain working relationships with 
national and local authorities； and work with such authorities in 
installing new services. 

Medical Officers assigned to staff or operational programmes 
usually work with and assist a medical officer of higher level in 
carrying out assigned phases of a programme, They investigate and 
report on facilities and problems； advise governments and others 
by correspondence on standard professional matters; and participate 
with supervisor in planning and appraising specialized phases of 
projects or programmes. They review technical phases of programmes 
and projects proposed by others and recommend approval or modifi-
cation on the basis of conformance to established policies, 
standards and plans. 

Medical Officers at this level at regional offices advise 
governments, project leaders and others on assigned professional 
matters and problems within the specialized field. 

Incumbents assigned to research programmes investigate phases 
of problems, using experimental methods, techniques and controls 
established by supervisor. They carry out assigned investigations 
and describe and interpret findings ; and recommend changes and 
modifications in techniques and methods. Their work may be carried 
out at Headquarters or in the field. At this level work is .carried 
out in accordance with established policies, plans and procedures. 
Medical Officers who work independently receive instructions and 
guidance on problems deviating from established policy or procedure, 
while those working closely with medical officers at higher levels 
have more varied duties and consequently receive closer guidance 
and supervision while they are carrying out their assignments, 
Reports and accomplishments are usually carefully reviewed for 
conformance to policies, plans and instructions. 

Incumbents plan and supervise the work of assigned staff and 
perform related work as necessary. 



KNOWLEDGE, ABILITIES AND OTHER QUALIFICATIONS: 

Knowledge of the principles, literature, standard practices, 
methods and.techniques within specialized medical field and a 
fundamental knowledge of these in the broad fields of public health 
and medical science. 

Knowledge of the objectives, policies, regulations, procedures 
and precedents governing public-health, medical-service and 
scientific research programmes in the Organization. 

Knowledge of the usefulness and limitations of the work. 
Some knowledge of the needs, special problems and facilities 

of various parts of the world with respect to field of specialization. 
Good knowledge of one of the Organization's working languages. 
Ability to apply the above knowledge to the work； to participate 

in an international public-health, medical-service or scientific 
research programme in a specialized field; to analyse and. evaluate 
•the effectiveness of operations, visualize the effects of technical 
developments on work and recognize and evaluate the importance of 
problems； to negotiate effectively, give advice, be resourceful 
and gain co-operation and support; to work well with staff repre-
senting different nations. 

Ability to plan and supervize thé work of others. Leadership, 
originality and judgment. 

Education equivalent to.graduation from an approved medical 
school or university, including completion of one year<s interneeship. 
Additional training in field of the medical specialization. ' 
Experience in the specialization. 



GENERAL 

Incumbents of posts at this level perform responsible specialized 
staff, research, or operational duties on assigned public-health, 
medical-service or scientific research programmes and projects of 
the Organization* They serve- as project leaders or as staff 
members of specialized programmes at Headquarters., or regional offices, 

DISTINGUISHING FEATURES OF ITORK . 

Incumbents assigned to operational programmes initiate and 
promote specialized parts of programmes or complete projects, and 
obtain approval of these； review the technical phases of programmes 
and projects proposed by others, approve those complying with 
policies, standards and plans of the Organization and recommend 
modifications or changes in others； advise governments and others 
on assigned professional matters and problems; investigate and 
report on facilities, problems, standards, requirements and other 
matters in specialized fields; represent their programmes at meetings 
and conferences; and co-ordinate their activities with other phases 
of the programme or as necessary'with other activities. 

Medical Officers assigned to projects serve either as leaders 
of projects or as specialists on Important or difficult projects. 
Project leaders have duties and responsibilities similar to those 
described at the next higher level except that assigned projects do 
not involve the problems or specializations found at the higher level. 

Incumbents assigned as specialists to other projects plan and 
？arry out pertinent phases of the project; work with the project 
leader in co-ordinating activities with the total project, establish 
and maintain co-operative working relationships with national or 
local authorities. 

Incumbents assigned to scientific research programmes investigate 
and report on assigned basic or applied problems within a specialized 
field. As instructed they plan, carry out and report on experi-
= n t a l field investigations, and on the application of research 
findings to operational situations. They develop new methods, 
techniques and procedures in various medical or scientific fields. 

Incumbents assigned to staff programmes give advice and guidance 
on, or investigate, general health or health administrative matters, 
se^ve in a liaison capacity between 丽 0 programmes and related 
activities of other international organizations； or perform other 
staff assignments of comparable difficulty. 

All medical officers in this class carry out their activities 
w i ^ u n the framework of administrative or technical policies, plans 
and procedures, and in accordance with instructions of programme 
superiors. Accomplishments and other activities are reviewed for 
technical and administrative considerations. Superior reviews and 
approves plans and recommendations алс! reports of accomplishments and 
provides guidance on problems. 

Incumbents plan and supervise the work of assigned staff, and 
perform related work as necessary» 

KNOWLEDGE. ABILITIES AND OTHER QUALIFICATIONS 

Çîood knowledge of the principles, literature, standard 
practices, methods and techniques within specialized staff, operational 
or research field and a fundamental knowledge of these in the broad 



Good knowledge of the objectives, policies, regulations, pro-
cedures and precedents governing the development and administration 
of public-health, medical-service and scientific research programmes 
of the Organization, 

Knowledge of the usefulness and limitations of the work-
Some knowledge of the needs, special problems and facilities 

of various parts of the world with respect to the field of 
specialization. 

Excellent knowledge of one of the Organization's working 
languages. 

Ability to apply the above knowledge to the work; to initiate 
and participate in an international scientific programe in a 
specialized fieldj to present plans and recommendations convincingly, 
analyse and evaluate the effectiveness of operations, visualize 
the effects of new policies, technical developments and adminis-
trative actions on programme, and recognize and evaluate the 
importance of problems; to negotiate effectively, give advice, be 
resourceful and gain' co-operation and support; to work well with 
staff representing different nations; to plan,‘direct and evaluate 
the work of others. 

Leadership and the ability to stimulate group action. 
Originality and judgment. 

Education equivalent to graduation from an approved medical o r

 university, including completion'of one year's interneeship. 
Additional training in the medical specialization. Progressive 
experience in the specialization, including advisoiy or research 
experience, * 



Incumbents of posts at this level serve as heads of specialized 
public-health, medical-service or scientific research progracimes； as 
regional advisers on comprehensive public-health or medical-service 
programmes; as leaders of important projects; or as specialists on 
staffj research or operational programme activities which present 
difficult or specialized problems. At this level also are found 
posts of deputy heads of public-health, medical-service and 
scientific research programmes, supervisors of which are described 
at the next higher level, 

DISTINGUISHING FEATURES OF WORK 

Regional advisors plan, direct, guide and co-ordinate specialized 
regional programmes within the total field of public health. Such 
programmes include advisory, demonstration, training and related 
services. Within special field,‘incumbents plan, initiate and 
obtain approval for programmes and projects； direct these; guide and 
evaluate the work of assigned staff and co-ordinate and integrate 
their activities with related programmes of the region and 
Organization and with those of other public or private organizations 
and groups. They investigate facilities, needs and problems of 
countries within the region; and collect and evaluate information 
on matters within their speciality. They serve as regional 
authorities in the specialization; represent the：Organization at 
professional meetings and conferences withinthe region or as assigned; 
advise governments, project leaders and others on professional 
matters and problems； promote progress in the field and exchange 
information with professional associates throughout the world. 

Programme heads at this level carry out duties and responsibilities 
similar to those described for programme heads at the пезсЬ higher 
level except that the programmes are not as comprehensivoj 
specialized or difficult. 

Deputy programme heads share with their supervisors responsibility 
for planning, guiding, directing and co-ordinating all phases of a ' 
specialized public-health, medical-service or scientific research 
programme. They also serve as programme head in supervisor

s

s 
absence, 

Project leaders plan and carry out project operations； co-ordinate 
activities with related ones； and report on findings and accomplish-
ments, with recommendations. They establish and maintain co-
operative working relationships with national or local authorities 
on joint activities and work with such authorities in implementing 
specialized services, 

Incumbents of other posts in this class plan, guide, co-ordinate 
or advise on staff, research or operational programme aotirities 
which present difficult or specialized problems. 

Guidance for all medical officers at this level includes the 
general policies and objectives of the World Health Assembly and 
Executive Board as well as technical policies and plans dram, up by 
expert committees and study groups. These are complemented by 
administrative and technical policies, plans, procedures and inter-
pretations of superiors in the Secretariat and by trends and develop-
ments in the field of specialization. 



KNOWLEDGE, ABILITIES AND OTHER QUALIFICATIONS 

Authoritative knowledge of the principles, literature, standard 
practices, methods and techniques within specialized staff, 
operational or research field and a fundamental knowledge of these 
in the broad fields of public health and medical science. 

Authoritative knowledge of the objectives, policies, regulations, 
procedures and precedents governing the development and adminis-
tration of public-health, medical-service or scientific research 
programmes of the Organization, 

Considerable knowledge of the needs, special problems and 
existing facilities of various parts of the world with respect to 
specialized field, 

Knowledge of the usefulness and limitations of the work. 
Excellent knowledge of one of the Organization's working 

languages and a good knowledge of the other. 
Ability to apply the above knowledge to the xvork; to initiate, 

plan, direct and guide an international public-health, medical-
service or scientific research programme in a specialized field; 
to present plans and.recommendations convincingly, analyse and 
evaluate the effectiveness of operations, visualize the effects of 
new policies,’ technical developments and administrative actions on 
programme, and recognize and evaluate the importance of problems； 
to negotiate effectively, give advice, be resourceful and gain 
co-operation and support; to work well with staff representing 
different nations； to plan, direct and evaluate the тогк of others. 

Leadership and the ability to stimulate group action. 
High degree of originality and judgment.. 

Education equivalent to graduation from an approved medical 
school or university, including completion of one year's 
interneeship, ‘ Additional training in field of medical 
specialization. Considerable progressive experience in the 
specialization, including supervisory, research, administrative 
or advisory experience. 



Incumbents of posts at this level serve as heads of compre-
hensive specialized public-healthy medical-service or scientific 
research programmes or as specialists on staff, operational or 
research programme activities whioh present highly specialized 
or unusually difficult problems» 

DISTINGUISHING FEATURES OF WORK 

Programme heads plan, justify and direct comprehensive 
specialized programmes； guide and evaluate the тогк of assigned staff； 
and co-ordinate and integrate activities with related programmes of ' 
the Organization and with those of other pertinent public or private 
groups. 

Within a specialized field, heads of public-health or medical-
service programmes carry out advisory, demonstrations training and 
related services within the total field of public health on an 
international basis* They originate and promote programme changes 
and projects； review and approve the technical phases of programmes 
and projects proposed by others; appraise the technical phases of 
operating programes and projects; advise governments and others on 
professional matters and problems； and investigate facilities, 
problems, requirements, standards and other related matters 
throughout the world. 

Within a specialized field, heads of scientific research 
prograBimes investigate and report on basic and applied public-health 
jid medical problems; review and appraise similar activities' con-
ducted by others; foster research throughout the world； and develop 
n e w

 methods, techniques and procedures to implement developmental 
work in the field. Working through established channels, they plan, 
carry out and report on experimental field investigations; apply 
research findings to operational situations; and give advice and 
guidance to research activities carried out by others. 

Specialists at this level plan, guide, co-ordinate and advise 
on staff, research or operational programme activities, which present 
highly specialized or unusually difficult problems. 

Incumbents serve as secretaries to or advise expert committees 
and study groups on matters within their field of specialization. 
Within their fields they are the Organization's authorities and they 
represent WHO at international and national meetings and conferences. 
They keep informed of current trends and developments on subjects 
within their speciality; exchange professional inforaation with 
associates throughout the worldjfoster progress; and collect and 
evaluate technical information. They also report on subjects within 
their speciality for publication in the WHO Bulletin and other 
professional journals. 

Guidance for all medical officers at this level includes the 
f
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 ^ objectives of the World Health Assembly and the 
Executive Board, as well as technical policies and objsctives drawn 
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 study groups. These are complemented by 
administrative policies, plans, procedures and interpretations of 
superiors in the Secretariat as well as trends and developments in 
field of specialization. 

Plans and accomplishments are discussed with and approved by 
superiors when necessary. Review generally is for administrative 
considerations only, such as relationship to basic programme objectives. 
Superiors are informed of section activities through reports and 



Incumbents perform related duties as necessary。 
Plans and accomplishments are usually discussed with and 

approved by superiors. Both technical and administrative super-
vision is received to aetermine conformance to established programme 
policies and objectives. Superiors review and approve reports of 
accomplishments and provide guidance on problems, 

Incumbents perfom related work as necessary, 

KNOWLEDGE, ABILITIES AND OTHER QUALIFICATIONS 

Thorough knowledge of the principles, literaturestandard 
practices, methods and techniques within specialized staff

; 

operational or research field and fundamental knowledge of these in 
the broad fields of public health and medical science. 

Thorough knowledge of the objectives^ policies, regulations, 
procedures and precedents governing the development‘ai^d'adminis-
tration of public-health

>
 medical-service and scientific research 

programmes in the Organization» 

Considerable knowledge of the needs, special problems and. 
facilities of various parts of the тогЗЛ with respect to field of 
specialization, “ 

Knowledge of the usefulness and limitations of the work. 
Excellent knowledge of one of the Organisation's working 

languages and a good knowledge of the other,, 

Ability to apply the above knowledge to tlie work! to initiate 
plan, direct and guide an international public”health; medica]-service 

scientific research programme in a specialized field;' to present 
plans and recommendations convincingly, analyse an'd evaluate the 
effectiveness of operations, visualize the effects of new. policies, 
technical developments and administrative actions on propramme, 
and recognize and evaluate the importance of problems； to negotiate 
effectively, give advice, be resourceful and gain co-operation and 
fupporb; to work well with persons representing different nations. 
t 0

 Plan, direct and evaluate the work of others, 

Leadership and the ability to stimulate group action. 
Originality and judgment. 

Education equivalent to graduation from approved medical school 
i n c l u d i n

g completion of one year's infcernesship, 
Additional training in field of medical specialization. Considerable 
progressive experience in the specialization, including supervisory, 
administrative, advisory and research experience. 



GENERAL 

Incumbents of posts at this level perform general medical or 
psychiatric social work on assigned public-health or medical-service 
programmes and projects of the Organization, They serve as staff 
members on specialized programmes at Headquarters or in the field 
or as members of project teams. 

DISTI№UISHING FEATURES OF WORK: 

Staff members on specialized operational programmes usually work 
•with a general medical or psychiatric social worker of higher level 
in carrying out phases of a programme• They investigate and report 
on specific social welfare facilities and problems j advise governments 
and others by correspondence on established or standard professional 
matters, and participate in planning and appraising specialized social-
work phases of projects or programmes. They make a preliminary review 
of the professional social-work phases of programmes and projects 
proposed by others and recommend approval or modification on the basis 
of confermance to policies, standards and plans of the Organization. 

Medical Social Workers in regional offices advise governments, 
project leaders and others on assigned social work matters and problems• 

Medical or Psychiatric Social workers on projects usually serve 
as team members, although in a few cases they serve as project leaders» 
Those serving as project leaders have duties and responsibilities 
similar to those described for project leaders at the next higher level, 
except that projects at this level usually include conducting 
standardized surveys or demonstration. 

Incumbents assigned as members of a survey team investigate and 
report on assigned social-welfare facilities and problems, and work 
with other team members in installing nê v systems and services. 

All social workers in this class carry out their duties in accordance 
with well-established policies, plans and procedures. Those who work 
independently receive instructions and guidance on problems deviating 
from established policy or procedure, while those working closely 
with supervisor have more varied duties and consequently receive closer 
guidance and supervision while they are carrying out their assignments» 
Reports on accomplishments are usually carefully reviewed for 
conformance to policies, plans and instructions. 

Incumbents plan and supervise the work of assistants and perform 
related work as necessary. 

KiPV^EDGE, ABILITIES AND OTHER QHALIFICATIONS 

Knowledge of the principles, literature, standard practices, 
methods and techniques of general medical or psychiatric social work 
and some knowledge of these in the broad fields of public health or 
mental health. 

Knowledge of the objectives, policies, regulations, procedures 
and precedents governing general medical and psychiatric social-work 
programmes in the Organization» 

Some knowledge of the needs, special problems, standards and 
existing facilities of various parts of the world with respect to 
general medical or psychiatric social work. 



Knowledge of the usefulness and limitations of the work. 
Good knowledge of one of the Organization's working languages. 

Ability to apply the above knowledge to the workj to parti-
cipate in the general medical or psychiatric social-work phases 
of a publio^health organization; tc study and evaluate social-work 
operations, recognize and evaluate the importance of problems, and 
perceive the effects of new technical developments； to negotiate 
effectively, give advice, be resourceful and gain co-operation and 
support; to work well vdth staff representing different nations. 

Leadership and originalityj ability to supervise and evaluate 
the work of others. 

Education equivalent to graduation from a college or university 
of recognized standing, with a degree in social work* Graduate 
training in other general medical or psychiatric social work, 
equivalent to Master's degree. Experience in general medical or 
psychiatric social work. 



Incumbents of posts at this level perform responsible general 
medical or psychiatric social-work duties on specialized public-health 
or medical-service programmes and projects of the Organization. They 
serve as project leaders or as full staff members on specialized operational 
programmes at Headquarters or regional offices. 

DISTINGUISHING FEATURES ÙF TikRK 

General Medical or Psychiatric Social Workers assicned. to specialized 
operational programmes initiate and promote social-work phases of the 
programmes or complete projects and obtain approval of theseJ review 
professional social work phases of programmes and projects proposed by-
others； approve those complying with policies, standards and plans of the 
Organization and recommend modification of others； advise governments and 
others on social-work matters and problems； investigate and report on 
general medical or psychiatric social-work facilities, problems, standards 
and requirements； represent their programmes at meetings and conferences； 
and co-ordinate their activities with other phases of the programme or, 
as necessary, with other public or private groups. 

Social workers assigned to projects serve either as leaders of • 
specialized social-work projects or as specialists on other projects. 
Project leaders plan and carry out project operations; co-ordinate 
activities with related programmes； and report on findinfs and accomplish» 
mentsj with reccscraendations. In addition they establish and maintain co-
operative working relationships with national or local authorities on 
joint activities and, as necessary, work with such authorities in installing 
new social-work systems and services. 

Incumbents assigned as social-work specialists on general projects plan 
and carry out pertinent phases of the project; co-ordinate social-work 
activities with the total project and report on findings and accomplishments, 
with гecommendations. They also establish and maintain co-operative 
working relationships with national and local social-welfare authorities 
and, as necessary, work with such authorities in installing; new social-work 
systems and services. 

All social workers in this class carry out their activities within 
the framework of administrative or technical policies, plans, procedures 
and instructions of programme supervisors. Accomplishnents and other 
activities are reviewed for both technical and administrative considerations. 
Supervisor reviews and approves plans and recommendations and reports of 
accomplishments and provides guidance on problems. 

Incumbents plan and supervise the work of assigned staff and perform 
related work as necessary. 

KNOWLEDGE， ABILITIES AND OTHER QUALIFICATIONS 

Good knowledge of the principles, literature, standard practices, 
methods and techniques within fields of general medical or psychiatric 
social work and a pood knowledge of the broad fields of public health or 
mental health. 



Good knowledge of the objectives, policies, régulations, procedures 
and precedents governing the development and demonstration of general 
medical and psychiatric social-work programmes of the Organization. 

Good knowledge of the needs, special problems, standards and facilities 
of various parts of the world with respect to general medical or psychiatric 
social work. 

Khowled^e of the usefulness and limitations of work. 
Good knowledge of one of the Crranization's workinc languages and a 

fair knowledce of the other. 

Ability to apply the above knowledge to the work; to plan, advise on 
and participate in general medical or psychiatric social-work programmes in 
an international health organization； to analyse and evaluate the effective-
ness of specialized social-work operations, visualize the effects of new 
policies and technical developments on work and recognize and evaluate the 
importance of problems； to negotiate effectively, give advice, be resource-
ful and pain co-operation and support； to work well with persons re-
presenting different nations; to plan, direct and evaluate the work of 
others. 

Leadership, and the ability to stimulate group action• Originality 
and judgment. 

Education equivalent to graduation from a collepe or university of 
recognized standing, with a degree in social work. Graduate training 
in general medical or psychiatric social work,. leading to a Master

1

 s degree. 
Progressive experience in general medical or psychiatric social work, 

including supervisory or advisory experience. 



GENERAL 
• m i M M M B M n:n тгжт 

Incumbents of posts at this level serve as heads of the general medical 
or psychiatric phases of comprehensive specialized public-health or medical-
service programmes， or as specialists on staff operational or research 
programme activities which present difficult or specialized problems. 

DISTINGUISHING FEATURES F W'''RK 

Programme heads plan and direct general medical and psychiatric social-
work phases of specialized pro£rammes； fuide and evaluate the work 
assigned staff; and co-ordinate and integrate activities with related 
programmes of the organization and with those of other pertinent public 
or private groups

e 

Within a specialized social-work field, social-work programme heads 
carry out advisory, demonstration, training and related social-work 
services within the total field of public health on an international 
basis. They originate and promote programme changes and projects； review 
and approve the technical social-work phases of programmes and projects 
proposed by others； appraise the technical social-work phases of operating 
procranmes and projects； advise governments and others on social-work 
matters and problems； and investigate social-work facilities^ .problems, 
requirements

5
 standards and other related matters throughout the world. 

Specialists at this leVel plan, puide, co-ordinate and advise on 
staff, research or operational social-work programme activities, which 
present specialized or difficult problems. 

Incumbents serve as secretaries to or advise expert committees and 
study groups on matters in their social-work specialization. They 
represent WHO at international and national meetings and conferences 
on social-work matters； keep informed of current trends and developments 
on subjects within speciality； exchange professional information with 
associates throughout the world； foster progress； and collect and evaluate 
technical information. They also report on subjects within speciality for 
publication in the Т/ШО Bulletin and other professional journals. 

Guidance for all social workers at this level includes the general 
policies and objectives of the World Health Assembly and the Executive 
board, as well as technical policies and objectives drawn up by expert 
committees and study groups. These are complemented by administrative 
and technical policies， plans and procedures and the interpretations of 
supervisors in the Secretariat, as well as' trends and developments in 
general -medical or psychiatric social work» 

Plans and accomplishments are discussed with and approved by supervisors. 
Review generally is for administrative considerations only, such as relation-
ship to basic proframme objectives. Supervisor is informed of programme 
activities through reports and conferences. 

Incumbents perform related work a s necessary. 

KNu^XEDGE, ABILITIES АЮ OTHER (QUALIFICATIONS 

Authoritative knowledge of the principles, literature, standard 
practices, methods and techniques within fields of medical or psychiatric 
social work and a fundamental knowledge in the broad fields of public health, 
medical science or mental health, 



Thorough knowledge of the objectives, policies, reeulations, procedures 
and precedents governing.the development and administration of medical and 
psychiatric work procrarames in the Organization, 

Considerable knowledgQ of the needs, special problems and existing 
facilities cf various parts of the world with respect to specialized field. 

Very cood knowledre of one of the Orcanization's workinc lanrua^es 
and food knowledge of the other. 

Ability to apply the above knowledge to the work, 
Cutstandinp ability to initiate, plan, direct and puide an international 

medical or psychiatric work prorrarame in a specialized field; to present 
plans and recommendation^ convincinfly, analyse and evaluate the 
effectiveness of operations, visualize the effects of new policies, technical 
developments and administrative actions on pioprarame, and recopnize and 
evaluate the importance of problems. 

Ability to negotiate effectively, give advice, be resourceful and pain 
co-operation and support; to work well "with other members of a staff 
representing different nations； to plan, direct and evaluate the work of 
others• 

Leadership and the ability to stimulate group action. 
High degree of originality and judgment. 

Education equivalent to graduation from a college or university of 
recognized standing, with a degree in social work. Graduate training 
in either general medical or psychiatric social work, according to post 
to be filled, equivalent to a Master's decree• Considerable progressive 
experience in the specialization, including clinical supervisory, adminis-
trative or advisoiy experience• 



Incumbents of posts at this level serve as specialists on the general 
medical or psychiatric social-work phases of staff operational or research 
programme activities which present highly specialized or unusually difficult 
problems. ’ 

DISTINGUISHING FEATURES OF WCRK 

Guidance for all medical or psychiatric social workers at this level 
includes the general policies and objectives of the World Health Assembly 
and the Executive Board, as well as technical policies and objectives 
drawn up by expert committees and study groups. These are complemented 
by administrative policies, plans and procedures and the interpretations of 
superiors in the Secretariat, as well as trends and developments in fields 
of specialization. 

Medical or psychiatric social -work specialists in this class plan, 
guide, co-ordinate and advise on staff, research or operational programme 
activities, which present highly specialized or unusually difficult pro-
blems . 

Incumbents serve as secretaries to or advise expert committees and 
study groups on matters within their field of specialization. Within 
their fields they are the Organization

1

 s authorities and they represent 
ШЮ at international and national meetings and conferences. They keep 
informed of current trends and developments on subjects within their 
specialty; exchange professional information with associates throughout 
the world; foster progress; and collect and evaluate technical information. 
They also report on subjects within the specialty for publication in the 
WHO Bulletin and other professional journals, 

They perform related work as necessary. 

KNOTOEDGE, ABILITIES AND OTHER QUALIFICATIONS 

Authoritative knowledge of the principles, literature, standard practices, 
methods and techniques within fields of general medical or psychiatric social-
work and a fundamental knowledge of the broad fields of public health or 
mental health. 

Authoritative knowledge of the objectives, policies, regulations, 
procedures and precedents governinp; the development and administration of 
general medical and psychiatric social-work programmes of the Organization. 

Authoritative knowledge of the needs, special problems and existing 
facilities of various parts of the world with respect to specialized field. 

Excellent knowledge of one of' the Organization's working languages and 
a very good knowledge of the other. •‘ 

Knowledge of the usefulness and limitations of the work. 
Ability to apply the above knowledge to the work; to plan, guide and 

advise on medical or psychiatric social-work problems in an international 
public health organization. 

Outstanding ability to analyse and evaluate the effectiveness of 
operations, visualize the effects of new policies, technical developments and 
administrative actions on programme, and recognize and evaluate the importance 
of problems； to negotiate effectively, give advice, be resourceful and gain 
co-operation and support. 



Ability to work well with members of a staff representing different 
nations. 

Leadership and the ability to stimulate group action. 
High degree of originality and judgment. 

Educational equivalent to graduation from a college or university 
of recognized standing with a decree in social work. Graduate training 
equivalent to a Master's degree in either general medical or psychiatric 
social work, according to the post to be filled. Considerable progressive 
experience xn the specialization, includin

C
 supervisory, administrative or 

advisory experience. 



MEDICAL X-RAI TECHNICAL ADVISER 

Incumbents of posts at this level perform responsible non-professional, 
technical and instructional duties involving responsibility for serving 
as technical advisers on the use, incident to the work С radiologists, 
roentgenologists, or other medical officers, of x-ray equipment for ' 
radiographic, observational or therapeutic purposes. 

DISTINGUISHING FEATURES OF WORK 

Direction is received from the Chief of the Tuberculosis Control 
Section with respect to policies and work plans, but there is functional 
independence for technical x-ray work. A medical officer is available 
f o r

 consultation and advice on the professional medical aspects of the 
work. 

Characteristic duties of a post in this class are: 
?vise governments, as requested, on any problems involving the 

acquisition, installation^ operation and maintenance of x-ray departments 
and equipment for radiographic, observational or therapeutic purposes； 

to establish training centres for radiographers, x-ray technicians 
and technical assistants in countries where trained personnel are not 
available and to prepare instructional material and manuals on the 
installation, operation and maintenance of equipment； 

•bo advise staff members and members of various other organizations on 
the best types of equipment to be used in specific programmes; 

to undertake work in demonstrating the use of x-ray equipment in 
mass radiological investigations； 

to prepare regulations for the protection of patients and operators. 
Incumbents perform related work as necessary. 

KNOWIEDGE, ilBILITIES AMD OTHER QUALIFICATIONS 

Good knowledge of x-ray physics. 
Veiy good knowledge of anatomy and of medical terms used in x-ray-

work. 

Knowledge of one of the Organization's working languages. 
Good knowledge of the hazards of, and protection from, secondary 

and scattered radiation. “ 

Extensive knowledge of x-ray photography and therapy, and of 
diagnostic and therapeutic x-ray equipment and its installation, operation 
and maintenance. 

Knowledge of the usefulness and limitations of the work.. 
Working knowledge of general laboratory procedures and techniques. 
Ability to develop and establish training programmes, evaluate the w o r k

 。
f

 x-ray technicians, and work well with staff representing many-
nations. 

Education equivalent to graduation from a secondary school, with 
completion of an approved course on radiological techniques and 
considerable experience in the technical x-ray field. 



CSMSRAL 

Incuraibents of posts at this level assist Personnel Technicians 
in carrying out the more simple technical personnel operations. 

DISTINGUISHING FMTUEES OF WORK 

Personnel Assistants usually perform duties which are partly-
clerical but which serve as training in the various fields of their 
specialization. Their posts are distinguished from clerical posts 
in that their dutie s require an adequate knowledge of elementary 
personnel methods and techniques. 

Instructions are detailed if assignments involve, essentially, 
new procedures or methods. Fewer instructions and less guidance are 
given for assignments where an acceptable work pattern has been 
developed. 

The following duties are typical; 
Review applications and evaluate experience and training 

according to established procedures, standards or instructions； 
prepare letters to applicants who request information about specific 
posts or general data on the programme; interview employees to obtain 
information for classification purposes; explain personnel rules and 
regulations； carry out various clerical work for the Personnel Office； 
interview applicants for non-technical posts. 

Incumbents nay supervise clerical employees or perform related 
work. 

]Ш(ШЕРОЕ, ABILITIES AND OTHER QUALIFICATIONS 

Knowledge of personnel methods and techniques and of office 
procedures, practice and equipment. 

Knowledge of the policies, plans, procedures and regulations 
governing personnel work in the Organization and of the programme and 
functions of WHO. 

Knowledge of the usefulness and limitations of .'the work. 

Excellent knowledge of one of the Organization's working languages. 
Ability to apply the above knowledge to the work； to participate 

in specialized personnel activities in an international health 
organization； to establish and maintain good working relationships 
with personnel from many nations « 

Aptitude for personnel work. 
Tact and discretion. 

Education equivalent to graduation from an accredited college or 
university^ with courses in personnel or administration. Some 
experience in clerical aspects of personnel work. 



m S O N N E L OFFICER I 

GENERAL 

Incumbents of posts at this level serve as Personnel Officers 
for the combined regional office of the 紐0 and the Pan American 
Sanitary Bureau. They carry out a full personnel programme for 
assigned offices within the limits of authority delegated by the 
Personnel Office at Headquarters and the Director of the Pan 
American Sanitary Bureau. 

DISTINGUISHING FEATURES OF WORK 

Personnel Officers are delegated responsibility for planntog 
and carrying out a full personnel programme for the regional office 
vàich has a complete and comprehensive programme. They plan and 
justify personnel requirements; adapt basic personnel policies and 
regulations to regional office needs； instal and maintain personnel 
record systems； develop sources of recruitment ; recruit for 
administrative and clerical posts and assist professional staff in 
recruiting for other types of posts; guide the personnel activities 
of projects in the r e ¿ o n ; initiate regional personnel actions ; 
accomplieh. personnel actions ydthin limits of delegated authority 
and refer others to Headquarters for approval ndth appropriate 
recommendations jsettle grievances J assist supervisory officers in 
preparing efficiency reports. In addition incumbents advise the 
regional director and the regional administrative officer on personnel 
matters； interpret personnel rules and regulations； promote In-
service trailing programmes within the region. 

Regioaal Personnel Officers investigate prevailing rates of pay 
for posts subject to local recruitment, develop regional compensation 
plans for such posts and obtain approval from the regional adminis-
trative officer and tiie Office of Personnel at Headquarters^ 

Regional personnel functions are carried out in accordance m t h 
personnel policies； plans and regulations issued by the Personnel 
Office at Headquarters and the general administrative policies and 
regulations issued by the regional administrative officer. In addition 
work is governed by the administrative and technical policies, 
procedures and regulations of the Pan American Sanitary Bureau.. 

Personnel activities are subject to review by Headquarters<> 
Incumbents prepare regular and special reports on the personnel 
activities of the regional office and submit them to Her̂ c-irrters via 
the regional administrative officer for review and approval. Advice 
on problems is obtained from the regional administrative officer or 
by correspondence from Headquarters, 

Incumbents plan and supervise the work of administrative and 
clerical staff and perform related work as ne«iR«£5iry. 

KNOWLEDGE, ABILITIES AND OTHER QIALIFXCATIOMS 

Good knowledge of the theory and practice of personnel administration, 
including some knowledge of the practical application of psychological 
methods tc tiie field of personnel administration’ 

Good knowledge of tiie policies, plans and regulations governing 
personnel administration of the ТШО and the Pan American Sanitary Bureau. 

Good knowledge of the policies and basic objectives of the regional 
programmes of the Orgardaation and the Pan American Sanitary bureau. 

Excellent knowledge of one of the wcridng languages of the Organization. 
Knowledge of the usefulness and limitations of the work. 



Ability to apply the above knowledge to the work} to plan 
and supervise a regional personnel programme in an international 
health organization} to analyse and evaluate the effectiveness of 
personnel policies and operations of the regional office and make 
sound judgments in the form of new or revised policies, procedures 
or plans} to visualize the effects of basic policies, programme 
changes or administrative actions on the work; to plan and 
supervise the work of the staff； to establish and maintain successful 
working relationships with personnel from many countries； to 
negotiate effectively, be resourceful and gain co-operation and 
support. 

Tact and discretion are also required. 

Education equivalent to graduation from a college or university 
of recognized standing, with specialized training in public or 
personnel administration. 

Progressive experience in the field of personnel administration, 
including supervisoiy and advisory experience. 



FERSOKIEL OÍTICEK II
 1 
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GENERAL 

Incinribenbs of posts at this level servo as Deputy Personnel Officers 
and share with the Personnel Officer responsibility for planning， directing 
and co-ordinating all phases of the personnol functions of the organization» 

DISTINGUISHING FEATUH5S OF ^iOM 

Work is carried out in accordance vdth the broad general policies) 
plans and regulations issued by the World Health Assembly., the Executive 
Board and administrative superiors and supplemented by the policies and 
plans of the Personnel Oi.ficsr。 Administrative and technical controls 
are maintained by superior .through conferences and the review of reports 
of accomplishments. The incumbents refer to superior only matters 
deviating from basic authorizations. 

Supervisory control over staff is exercised through supervisory 

employees at lower levels. The incumbents review and act on individual 
cases which have been referred as problems 5 review and approve reports 
submitted by staff； inspect work in progress to ascertain that it is 
being conducted as planned； and hold s七aff conferences to discuss problems 
and regular work assignments. 

Incviitents adrnird.3ter directly the personnel programme at Headquarters. 
They develop policies^ procedures and instructions to supplement those of 
supervisors i appraise existing policies and methods and revise them or 
recommend revisionf represent superior in Organization planning activities； 
interpret personnel policies and regxilationsc 

Examine and apj^ove personnel actions\ instal new or revised 
procedures and practices； and co-ordinate the regular personnel activities 
with other Organisation programmes « 

Advise departmental administrative officers and other officials on 
personnel matters such as the justification for certain actions, or assist 
them on specific per-sonnai problems； represents superior a、the World 
Health Assembly or sessions of the Executive Board and as necessary at 
other international and national meetings and conferencese 

Plan and conduct 印eci:il surveys on personnel problems, such as 
sources of recruitment throughout tho world. 

Worle with the Budget and Management Office in planning managoment 
surveys .for Headquarters or field activities. 

Serve as the Personnel Officer in superior
r

s absence. 
Perform other work as necevssaryo 

KN07VLSDGE, ABILITIES AMD OTHER QUALIFICATIONS 

Thorough knowledge of theory and practice of personnel administration 
and of the application of psychology to personnel adnii nis bra ti on с 

Thorough icnowiedge of the policies? plans and regulations governing 

personnel administration in the Organization and a good knowledge of its 
basic objectives and programmes-

Good knovrledge of the usefiolness arid the limd. tations of the work с 
Excellent knowledge of one of ihe ？/orking languages of the Organization. 
Ability to apply the above knowledge to the work2 to initiate

 y
 plan 

and direct personnel activities :ui an internafcionaJ. health organization; 
to analyse and evaluate the effectiveness of personnel po] iciss and 
operations of the Organization and exercise sound judgment in 
of new or revised policies, procedures and plans j to viSTialize the effects 
of basic policies, prograrane changes or admlnistrdtive actions on the 
personnel function5 to ñegotiate, be resourceful and gain со—operation 
and supportf to plan and supervise the work of a staff representing тацу 
countries^ 

Tact and discretion are also required. 

Education equivalent to graduation from a college or university of 
recognized standing^ with specialited training in personnel braining or 
applied psycholo©、plus graduate training in the same fields. ConsideratQa 
progressive experience in personnel administration« 



The Personnel Officer at this level is in charge of the personnel 
functions of the Organization. He plans, directs and co-ordinates the 
development, installation and maintenance of policies, plans, 
procedures, standards and practices for the Organization^ personnel 
activities- Such activities include personnel recruitment and 
placement, post classification, in-service training, work performance, 
staff counselling, salaiy administrations staff insurance and 
retirement plans, promotion, discipline^ personnel records and 
statistics, etc• Regular and special programe activities are 
conducted in many parts of the world r 

DISTINGUISHING FEATURES OF WORK 

Full responsibility is delegated for planning, directing and 
co-ordinating the personnel functions of the Organization within the 
framework of broad general policies, plans and regulations issued 
by the World Health Assembly5 the Executive Board and senior adminis-
trative supervisors- Administrative controls are maintained by-
supervisors through conferences and the review of reports of accomplish-
ments. Only matters not covered by basic authorizations are referred 
to superiors before they are put into effect, 

Supervisory control over staff is exercised through a deputy and 
supervisory employees at lower levels. The incumbent reviews and 
approves reports and re commendations referred by staff3 holds staff 
conferences for the discussion of problems or the installation of new 
policies5 methods or procedures; and provides advice and guidance 
to staff as necessaiy. Field operations are appraised through the 
review of reports and inspections* 

The incumbent establishes the personnel policies of the 
Organization; develops and instáis procedures^ standards and practices 
to implement such policies and other basic authorizations； appraises 
existing policies and practices and revises as necessary; interprets 
personnel policies and regulations for the Organization; co-ordinates 
personnel functions with other Organization activities. 

Ha advises departmental administrative officers and other 
officials on personnel matters； serves as the Secretariat1 s authority 
on personnel at the World Health Assembly and sessions of the 
Executive Boards represents the Organization at international, 
national^ professional and other meetings and conferences; maintains 
liaison with authorities of the Swiss Government on matters effecting 
Secretariat personnels 

Performs related work as necessaiy. 

KNCTTLEDGP}, ABILITIES AND OTHER QUALIFICATIONS 

Comprehensive knowledge of the theory and practice of personnel 
administration. 

Comprehensive knowledge of the practical application of 
psychological methods to personnel administration. 

Thorough knowledge of the policies^ plans and regulations 
governing personnel administration in the Organization and a good 
knowledge of the basic' objectives of WHO. 

Thorou^i knowledge of the usefulness and limitations of the work. 



Excellent knowledge of one of the working languages of the 
Organization. 

Outstanding ability to apply the above knowledge to the work; 
to initiate, plan and direct a complete personnel programme in an 
international health organization; to analyse and evaluate the 
effectiveness of personnel policies and operations of the 
Organization and exercise sound judgment in respect of new or 
revised policies, procedures and plans； to visualize the effects 
of basic policies, programme changes or administrative actions on the 
personnel functions； to plan and supervise the work of a staff 
representing many countries； to negotiate effectively, be resourceful 
and gain co-operation or support； to establish and maintain 
successful working relationships. 

Ability to understand the problems of a staff with various 
socio-economic and cultural backgrounds. 

Tact and discretion. 

Education equivalent to graduation from a college or university 
of recognized standing, with specialized training in personnel 
administration or applied psychology. Graduate training in 
personnel administration and applied psychology is desirable. 
Considerable progressive experience in the field of personnel 
administration, showing development of supervisory and advisory-
qualifications . 



Incumbents of posts at this level perform responsible work in one or 
more fields (classification,, placement ? appointment s ̂  etc0) of specialization. 

DISTINGUISHING FEATURES OF 7/ORK 

Incumbents plan and carry out assigned technical personnel functions. 
They determine the effects of basic policy or regulations and make recommen-
dations relative to their integration into the programme, 

Plan the details of̂  and carry out^ personnel studies and surveys• 
Review requests for personnel action for conformance to established policies, 
plans and regulations; approve those within limits of delegated authority or 
refer to supervisor with appropriate recommendations9 

Interpret and explain personnel rules and regulations to officials of 
the Organization. Counsel employees on grievances and prepare regular 
and special reports on accomplishments, 

As assigned, study and appraise limited personnel practices and 
recommend improvementsо Participate as team members on surveys conducted 
jointly by the Offices of Personnel and Budget and Management to study 
existing administrative practices and to develop methods and procedures for 
improving themu 

Represent the Office of Personnel at discussions with officials of the 
Organization and, on occasion, with personnel officials of other international 
organizations. 

Work is usually carried out independently^ following the general per-
sonnel policies and plans of the Organization and the technical policies, 
plans and instructions of supervisors� 

Incumbents plan and supervise work of personnel assistants or clerical 
workers• 

Perform related work as necessarye 

ЮЮШТСЕд ABILITIES AND OTHER QUALIFICATIONS 
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Some knowledge of the basic principles of personnel administration and 
a good knowledge of the methods ̂  techniques^ standards and practices of 
assigned specialized personnel functioriSo 

Good knowledge of the Organization's plans, policies and procedures 
pertaining to the work. 

Knowledge of the objectives, programme and general policies of the 
Qrganizatiorio 

Knowledge of the usefulness and limitations of the work# 
Excellent knowledge of one of the Organization's working languages• 
Ability to apply the above knowledge to the work; to carry out 

specialized technical personnel functions in an international health 
organization; to negotiatebe resourceful and gain co-operation and support* 

Marked ability to establish and maintain effective working relation-
ships with personnel of шалу nations. 

Ability to counsel. 
Tact and discrétion̂ » 
Education equivalent to graduation from an accredited college or 

university^ with specialized training in personnel administration or related 
field с Some experience in̂  or familiarity with5 pertinent personnel work# 



PERSONNEL TECHKICIAN II 

Incumbents of posts at t-his level are 
one of the specialised personnel iunctions 
selection，procurement,, appointments ̂  etc c 
or they serve as general assistants to Personnel Technicians 
responsible for several such functions, 

in immediate charge of 
(classification； 
of the Organization 

DISTINGUISHING FEATURES OF WORK 

Incumbents are responsible for planning and carrying out 
assigned specialized technical functions, They adapt basic 

policies and plans to the work; plan and carry out personnel studies 
and surveys ; provide specialized personnel services to the 
Organization; review requests for personnel action or services for 
conformance to established policies； plano and regulations; and take 
requisite action^ referring to supervisor only those actions not 
covered by precedent.； interpret and explain personnel rules and 
regulations to officials of the Organisation； and prepare regular 
and special reports of accomplishmerrts. 

As necessary they study and appraise exist-ing personnel 

practices and methods and revise them within limits of delegated 
authorityi serve on survey teams conducted jointly by the Offices of 
Personnel and Budget and Management to study easting administrative 
and personnel practices and to davelop methods and procedures for 
improving them； represent the Office of Personnel, at meetings and 
conferences in specialised fmctions with officials of the 
Organization and with personnel officials of other international or 
national organizations or groups ̂  

Activities are carried out in accordance with the general 
personnel policies, plans and regulations of the Organisation and those 
issued by the Office of Personnel„ Incumbents usually develop and 

carry out programme details independently. They confer with 
supervisor on problems and keep him informed of accomplishments 
through the submission of reports. 

Inciambents plan and supervise a staff carrying out details of 
the work,- They make assignments^ review work in progress or upon 
completion and advise on problems. 

Perform related work as necessary. 

KNOWLEDGE, ^ILITIES АШ) OTHER QUALIFICATIONS 

Knowledge of the basic principles of personnel administration and 
thorough knowledge of the methods, techniques^ standards and practices 
of assigned specialized personnel functions. 

Thorough knowledge of the Organisation's policies^ plans, 
procedures and regulations pertaining to the work* 

Good knowledge of objectives; programme and general policies 
of the Organizatior.c. 

Knowledge of the useíulnesü and limitations of the жогке 
Excellent knowledge of one of the working languages of the 

Organization, 



Ability to apply the above knowledge to the work; to planj 
supervise and carry out specialized techni.cal personnel functions 
in an international health organization; bo negotiate} be 
resourceful and gain co-operation and support； to evaluate the 
effectiveness of work. 

Outstanding ability to establish and maintain effective 
working relationships vdth personnel from many nations. 

Ability to counsel; to plan, siçervise and evaluate the work 
of others. 

Tact and discretion. 

Education equivalent to graduation from a college or 
university of recognized standing, with specialized training in 
personnel administration or a related field. Progressive 
experience in pertinent personnel work Trtiich has included 
supervisory experience » 



PERSONNEL TECHNICIAN III 

Incumbents of posts at this level are in immediate charge of several 
of the specialized technical personnel functions (classification, 
selection， placement, appointments, etc0) of the Organization^ 

DISTINGUISHING FEATURES OF WORK 

Incumbents have responsibility for planning and carrying out assigned 
specialized technical personnel functions* They confer with the Personnel 
Officer of the Organization or his deputy in planning the general phases of 
the work and in co-ordinating and integrating it with other personnel 
activities of the office or elsewhere in the Organization. 

Adapt basic policies and plans to the requirements of the work; plan 
and carry out personnel studies and surveys； establish working relationships 
with their counterparts in other international organizations on mutual 
problems ； advise supervisor and other officials on technical personnel 
matters； interpret personnel policies and regulations governing specialized 
fields； supervise the provision of specialized personnel services to the 
Organization; and prepare regular and special reports on accomplishments. 

As assigned, they attend personnel meetings and conferences within 
the Organization; represent the Personnel Office on matters in their 
specialized fields outside the Organization; visit regional or other field 
offices to appraise personnel activities or to instal new personnel methods 
and systems. 

Incumbents plan and supervise staff carrying out details of the work. 
They make assignments, review "work in progress or upon completion and 
advise on problems. 

Activities are carried out in accordance with the Organization^ 
policies, plans and regulations governing pertinent specialized personnel 
fields and with procedures and instructions issued by the Personnel Officer. 

Incumbents are responsible for developing and executing programme 
details• Théy confer with supervisors on problems in new phases of work 
and submit reports of their accomplishments and activities to them for 
approval. 

Perform related work as necessary0 

KNOWLEDGE, ABILITIES AND OTHER QUALIFICATIONS 

Good knowledge of the basic principles of personnel administrât ion and 
a thorough knowledge of the methods, techniques, standards and practices of 
assigned specialized personnel functions. 

Thorough knowledge of the Organization^ policies, plans, procedures 
and regulations pertaining to the work, 

Good knowledge of the objectives, programmes and general policies of 
the World Health Organization. 

Knowledge of the usefulness and limitations of the work， 
Excellent knowledge of one of the working languages of the Organization» 
Ability to apply the above knowledge to the work; to plan^ carry out and 

supervise several specialized technical personnel functions in an international 
health organization; to evaluate the effectiveness of vrork and adapt new 
policies, procedures and plans to existing activities; to negotiate, be 
resourceful and gain co-operation and support. 

Outstanding ability to establish and maintain effective working 
relationships with personnel from many nationsэ 

Ability to counsel* to plan, supervise and evaluate the work of others. 

Tact and discretion^ 

Education equivalent to graduation from a college or university of 
recognized standing $ with specialized training in personnel administration 
or a related field. Considerable progressive experience in pertinent 
personnel work which has included supervisory experience« 



Incumbents of posts at this level conduct analytical studies cf World 
Health Organization programmes and projects. Such studies are for the purpose 
of providing ansTNers tc problems which have arisen out of operating experience, 
to provide useful data, iflrtiich can be used as a basis for expanding^ revising or 
improving programmes and to provide operating officials with a continuing 
appraisal of the efficiency and effectiveness of all aspects of the various 
programmes and projects. 

DISTINGUISHING FEATURES OF WORK 

This work does not involve supervisory or administrative duties. 
Suggestions and recommendations of the employee, hcwever, if approved and made 
effective, are reflected in methods of programme or project operation. The 
work is performed under general administrative direction and results are 
subject to review and approval b/ administrative officials before action is 
taken. The incumbent may be given specific assignments but is expected to 
work independently in developing and analysing data, and in preparing 
recommendations based on such duties. 

The Programme Analyst performs such duties as: 
conducting studies of various aspects of programme or project operations ； 

planning the collection of pertinent statistics on various programme or 
project activities； arranging for the co-operation of various Organization 
officials and others in the preparation of work plans and reporting forms or 
questionnaires; analysing, correlating and interpreting data obtained； 
preparing formal reports for administrative use; reviewing reports and records 
of programmes and projects to assess and evaluate the effectiveness, adequacy 
and consistency of the programme in relation to other programmes or projects 
and to overall policies and plans of the Organization; providing consultation 
to departmental officials. 

He performs related work as necessary. 

KNOWLEDGE ̂  ABILITIES AND OTHER QUALIFICATIONS 

Thorough knowledge of the principles, methods, procedures and practices 
of public-health administration. ‘ 

Thorough knowledge of) and skill in using, research methods and 
techniques. 

Thorough knowledge of the policies and regulations governing World Health 
Organization progranmes, programme content and programme objectives. 

Thorough knowledge of available source material and other sources of 
information necessary in analysing and evaluating any aspect of a programme. 

Thorough knowledge of one of the Organization's working languages and a 
good knowledge of the other. 

Knowledge of the usefulness and limitations of the work. 
Ability to apply the above knowledge to the тчсгк. 
Marked ability to apply knowledge and to analyse factual information, 

and to recognize the importance of critical factors or developments in ‘ 
investigations or areas of work. 



Ability to discern, and to advise others on, the limitations of guides 
and precedents; tc solvè problems or to advise others on the solution of 
problems where critical gaps occur in data and precedents； to draw sound 
conclusions on the basis of evaluations or investigations and to nvrita 
independently comprehensive technical reports of such activities for 
administrative use. 

Marked ability to work co-operatively with, and to obtain the 
co-operation of, officials, associates and ethersf and to give counsel. 

Education equivalent to graduation from a university of recognized 
standing, with specialization in public-health or business administration 
and considerable experience in the field of public healthier public � 
administration. 



GENEPvAL 

Incumbents of posts at this level assist the supervisor of a small 
publication unit in arranging for the typographical presentation of World 
Health Organization publications. 

DISTINGUISHING FEATURES OF WORK 

Employees in this class carry out such assignments as making 
typographical annotations on manuscripts; the maintenance of records on the 
reception and dispatch of manuscripts and proof; the maintenance of stock 
records； the taking of physical inventories and assistance in the 
distribution of publications. Detailed assignments are made by the 
Publication Officer, who determinesmethods and procedures and reviews the 

( work. 
The incumbents mark up manuscript typo graphically； 
scrutinize and. correct the typographical presentation of proofs j 
may be required to study type styles and format suitable for a 

specific paper or publication, final determinations being made by superiors； 
maintain records and prepare reports on the reception and dispatch of 

manuscripts and proofs； 
maintain records and prepare reports on publications in stock; 
may assist in the preparation of estimates; 
assist in the maintenance of records on distribution; 
perfom related work as necessary. 

KNOYJLEDGE, ABILITIES AND OTHER QUALIFICATIONS 

Good knowledge of the technicalities involved in the various processes 
of printing and engraving, including qualities of paper, inks and kinds of 
type# 

’ Knowledge of purchasing methods and procedures. 
Knowledge of the application of bookkeeping practices in the keeping 

of records. 
Knowledge of stores methods and procedures. 
Good knowledge of one of the Organization's working langages and 

working knowledge of the other• 
Knowledge of the usefulness and limitations of the work. 
Ability to apply the above knowledge to the work, to perform clerical 

work, and to work well with, and advise, other members of a staff representing 
different nations• 

Education equivalent to graduation from a secondary school, preferably 
with commercial school training and seme езфег1епсе in printing work. 



This is technical and supervisory work in arranging for the typographical 
presentation of World Health Organization publications. 

DISTINGUISHING FEATURES OF WORK 

Publication Officers are responsible'to the Chief of the Editorial Section 
for arranging the printing of the official publications of the Organization. 
Incumbents advise the chief as to the typographical treatment most suitable for 
specific publications. Final selections of styles of type are usually made in 
consultation with editors and the chief. Specific instructions concarning the 
general weighting of sections and items may accompany the manuscript； the 
Publication Officers then make the necessary typographical annotations. 
Specimen pages in proof are reviewed by the chief and editors and are approved 
or passed with amendments by the chief. In matters of estimates, costs and 
sales, the employee may be required to report to the Director of the Division 
of Editorial and Reference Services, 

Tîie incumbents prepare preliminary studies on methods of typographical 
presentation of publications (This work involves the recommending of 
characters and type bodies for text, title and cover, and the preparation of 
a dummy with trial proofs� The typographical style of the regular 
periodicals has been predetermined) ,* 

Makei or supervise the making of, all necessary typographical annotations 
on manuscripts before despatch to the printer (Much of this work on the 
periodical publications, which conform to established practice, is done by 
the editorial staff); 

arrange with the printing service of the United Nations for the printing 
of Ш 0 publications,» 

scrutinize and correct the typographical presentation of proofs ； prepare 
duirar;:-3s with insertion of tables and photographs^ “ 

maintain records of the progryss of the work in its various stages ； 
prepare estimates on publication costs; 
maintain records of current publication costs ； 
determine sales prices of various publications ； 
supervise maintenance of stocks；. 
perform related work as necessary. 

KNO^VLEDGE, ABILITIES AND OTHER QUALIFICATIONS 
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Extensive knowledge of the technicalities involved in the various processes 
of printing and engraving, including qualities of paper, inks and kinds of type. 

Knowledge of purchasing methods and procedures, including a knowledge of 
the techniques of specification viriting. 

Knowledge of the application of bookkeeping principles and practices in 
the keeping of records,, -

Knowledge of office methods and procedures. 
Good knowledge of one of the Organization^ working languages, and working 

knowledge of the other. 
Knowledge of the usefulness and limitations of the work. 
Ability to apply the above knowledges to the work; to supervise a small 

staff; to keep abreast of current market conditions of paper stock； inks and 



related printing items； to work well witii other members of a staff 
representing different nations. 

Education equivalent to graduation from a secondary school, preferably 
with commercial school training and considerable experience in printing 
work of journeyman level. 



Incumbents of posts at this level perform staff, operational and 
research duties for specialized public-health engineering and environmental 
sanitation programmes and projects of the Organization« They serve as 
staff members on specialized programmes at Headquarters or in the field 
or as members of project teams• 

DISTINGUISHING FEATURES OF WORK 

Public Health Engineers in this class carry out their duties in 
accordance with well-established policies, plans and procedures. Those 
who work independently receive instructions and guidance on problems 
deviating from established policy or procedure, while those -working 
closely with public-health engineers at higher levels have more varied 
duties and consequently receive closer guidance and supervision while they 
are carrying out their assignments. Reports and accomplishments are 
usually carefully reviewed for conformance to policies, plans and instruc-
tions , 

Staff members on specialized operational or staff programmes usually 
work with and assist a public-health engineer of higher level in carrying 
out assigned phases of a specialized environmental-sanitation programme. 
As assigned they investigate and report on specific facilities and problems 
in milk and food, housing, rural or general sanitation or industrial 
safety; advise national governments and others by correspondence on 
established or standard professional matters, participate in planning and 
appraising specialized public-health engineering phases of environmental 
sanitation projects or programmes. Also they make preliminary review of the 
technical phases of such programmes and projects proposed by others and 
recommend approval or modification on the basis of conformance to policies, 
standards and plans of the Organization, 

Incumbents assigned to research programmes investigate phases of 
problems, using experimental methods, techniques and controls established 
by supervisor. They plan and develop detailed methods and techniques for 
carrying out their investigations; describe and interpret findings； and 
integrate their work into related research activities. In some cases 
incumbents may be assigned to work with operational personnel, representa-
tives of other public or private organizations, in applying research 
findings to operational situations or in carrying out experimental field 
projects. 

Public Health Engineers assigned to regional offices advise national 
governments, project leaders and others on assigned environmental sanitation 
matters and problems. 

Incumbents assigned to projects usually serve as members of project 
teams although in a few cases they may serve as leaders of projects. Those 
serving as project leaders have duties and responsibilities similar to 
those described for project leaders at higher levels, except that projects 
at this level usually involve conducting standardized survey, demonstration or 
control activities. 

Project team members usually carry out a specific phase of project 
activities and work with project leader in co-ordinating their work into 
the work of the total project. As necessary, they establish and maintain 
co-operative working relationships with national or local authorities on 
joint activities and they work with such authorities in installing new 
systems and services. 



Incumbents at this level plan and supervise the work of assigned staff 
and perform related work as necessary. 

KNOWLEDGE， ABILITIES AND OTHER QUALIFICATIONS 

Knowledge of the principles, literature, standard practices, methods 
and techniques within the fields of public-health engineering and 
environmental-sanitation and some knowledge of these in the broad field 
of public health. 

Knowledge of the objectives, policies, regulations, procedures and 
precedents governing public—health engineering in environmental sanitation 
programmes of the Organization. 

Knowledge of the needs, problems, standards and facilities of various 
parts of the world with respect to public-health engineering or environmen-
tal sanitation. 

Excellent knowledge of one of the working languages of the Orpanization 
and a working knowledge of the other. 

Knowledge of the usefulness and limitations of the work. 
Ability to apply the above knowledge to the work； to participate in 

•Jihe public-health engineering or environmental—sanitation programmes of an 
international health organization； to analyse and evaluate the effectiveness 
of operations, visualise the effects of technical developments on the work 
and recognize and evaluate the importance of problems； to negotiate 
effectively, give advice, be resourceful and gain co-operation and support; 
to work well with other members of a. staff representing different nations； 
to supervise and evaluate the work of others. 

Leadership, originality and judgment. 

Education equivalent to graduation from college or university of-
recognized standing, with specialization in public-health engineering. 
Graduate traininc in the same field with courses in public health. , 

Some experience in public-health engineering and environmental-
sanitation work. 



Incumbents of posts at this level carry out responsible public-
health engineering, staff, research or operational duties on assigned 
environmental-health programmes and projects of the Organization. 
Incumbents serve as full staff members of comprehensive specialized 
programes at Headquarters or regional offices or as project leaders• 

DISTINGUISHING FEATURES OF WORK 

Public Health Engineers assigned to operational environmental-
sanitation programmes initiate and promote specialized phases of such 
programmes or complete projects and obtain approval of same； review the 
technical phases of environmental-sanitation programmes and projects 
proposed by others and approve those complying with policies, standards 
and plans of the Organization.and recommend modifications or changes in 
others； advise governments 孕nd others on assigned professional matters 
and problems； investigate and report on facilities, principles, standards, 
requirements and other matters in the field of environmental sanitation; 
represent their programmes at meetings and conferences, and co-ordináte 
their activities with other phases of the programme or, as necessary, with 
other public or private groups• 

Incumbents assigned to projects serve as leaders af environmental-
sanitation projects or as public-health engineering, specialists on other 
projects• Project leaders have duties and responsibilities similar to 
those described at the next higher level except that assigned projects 
do not involve the problems or specializations found at the higher level. 
Those assigned as staff members of projects work with project leaders in 
planning, carrying out and co-ordinating project activities； establish 
and maintain co-operative working relationships with national or local 
authorities, and co-ordinate assigned phases of the project into the 
total project or into the work of co-operating organizations or other 
groups• They plan and carry out their assignments and report on findings 
and accomplishments, with recommendations. 

Incumbents assigned to research programmes investigate and report on 
environmental-sanitation problems. As instructed, they plan, carry out 
and report on experimental field investigations and apply research 
findings to operational situations• In addition, they develop new 
methods, techniques and procedures within their special field. 

Incumbents assigned to staff programmes provide advice and guidance on 
or investigate assigned general environmental-c：citation or public-health 
administrative matters; and serve in a liaison capacity between assigned • 
WHO programmes and related activities of other international organizations. 

M l public health engineers in this class carry out their activities 
within the framework of administrative or technical policies, plans and 
procedures and instructions of programme supervisor. Accomplishments and 
other activities are reviewed for technical and administrative considerationsi 
Superior reviews and approves plans and recommendations and reports on 
accomplishments and provides guidance on problems. 

Incumbents perform related work as necessary. 



KNOWLEDGE, ABILITIES AND OTHER ^JALIFICaTIONS 

Good knowledge, of the principles, literature, standard practices, 
methods and techniques -within the field of environmental-sanitation and a 
fundamental knowledge of these in the broad fields of public-health 
engineerine and public health. 

Good knowledge of the objectives, policies, regulations, procedures 
and precedents governing the development and administration of environ-
mental—sanitation operational and research programmes of the Orpanization. 

Knowledge of the needs, special problems and facilities of-various 
parts of the world with respect to Held of specialization. 

Excellent knowledpe of one of the Organization's workinj? languages. 
Knowledge of usefulness and limitations of the work. 
Ability to apply the above knowledge to the work; to initiate and 

participate in an international environmental-sanitation operational or 
research programme； to present plans and recommendations convincinply, 
analyse and evaluate the effectiveness of operations, visualize the * 
effects of new policies, technical developments and administrative actions 
on programme, and recognize and evaluate the importance of problems; to 
negotiate effectively, give advice, be resourceful and gain co-operation 
and support； to work well with, and advise, other members of a staff 
representing different nations； to plan, direct and evaluate the work of 
others. 

Leadership and the ability to stimulate group action. 
Originality and judgment. 

Education equivalent to graduation from a college or university of 
recognized standing with a degree in public-health engineering. Graduate 
training in the same field or in the environmental-sanitation phases of 
public health. Froeressive expérience in the specialization, including 
advisory or research experience. ‘ 



Incumbents of. posts at this level serve as heads of environmental-
sanitation programmes; as regional advisers on environmental sanitation 
programmes； as leaders of important projects or as specialists on staff, 
research or operational programme activities which present difficult 
or specialized problems. At this level also are found posts of deputy-
heads of environmental-sanitation programmes whose supervisors are 
described at the next higher level, 

DISTimJISHING FEATURES OF WORK 

Guidance for all public health engineers at this level includes the 
general policies and objectives of the World Health Assembly and the 
Executive Board, as well as technical policies and plans drawn up by-
expert committees and study groups « These are complemented by adminis-

I trative and technical policies, plans, procedures and interpretations 
of supervisors and other officials of the Secretariat as well as trends 
and developments in the fields of public health engineering and 
environmental sanitation. 

Plans and. accomplishments are usually discussed with and approved 
by supervisor. Both technical and administrative supervision is 
received to determine conformance to established programme policies and 
objectives. Supervisor reviews and approves reports of accomplishments 
and provides guidance on problems� 

Regional advisers plan, direct, guide and co-ordinate environmental-
sanitation programmes within the total field of public health. Such 
progranunes include advisory, demonstration, training and related services. 
Incumbents plan, initiate and obtain approval for programmes and projects 
and direct them； guide and evaluate the work of assigned staff and 
co-ordinate and integrate their activities with related programmes of 
the region and Organization and with those of other public or private 
organizations and groups. They investigate facilities5 needs and 
problems of countries within the region, and collect and evaluate infor-

‘ mation on environmental-sanitation matters. They serve as regional 
authorities on public-health engineering matters； represent the 
Organization at professional meetings and conferences within the region 
or as assigned； advise governments, project leaders and others on pro-
fessional matters and problems； promote progress in the field and exchange 
information with professional associates throughout the world. 

Programme heads in this class carry out duties and responsibilities 
similar to those described at the next higher level except that programmes 
are not as comprehensive, specialized or difficult, 

Deputy programme heads share with their supervisors responsibility 
for planning, guiding, directing and co-ordinating all phases of an 
environment al-s anit at ion organizational or research programme, They 
also serve as programme head in supervisor's absence. 

Project leaders plan and carry out projecb operations; co-ordinate 
activities with related ones； and report on findings and accomplishments 
with recommendations, In addition they establish and maintain co-
operative working relationships with national or local authorities on 
joint activities. 



Incmbents of other posts in this class plan, guide, co-ordinate 
or advise on staff, research or operational programme activities which 
present difficult or specialized problems r 

Incumbents perform related work as necessary* 

KNOWLEDGE, ABILITIES AND OTHER QUALIFICATIONS 

Thorough knowledge of the principles, literature, standard 
practices, methods and techniques within the field of environmental 
sanitation and a fundamental knowledge of these in the broad fields of 
public-health engineering and public healths 

Thorough knowledge of the objectives, policies, regulations, 
procedures and precedents governing the development and administration 
of environmental-sanitation operational and research programmes of the 
Organization. 

Very good knowledge of the needs, special problems and facilities 
of various parts of the world with respect to field of specialization. 

Excellent knowledge of one of the Organization^ working languages 
and a good knowledge of the other. 

Knowledge of the usefulness and limitations of the work^ 
Ability to apply the above knowledge to the work; to initiate,. 

plan^ direct and guide an international environmental-sanitation 
operational or research programme.; to present plans and recommendations 
convincingly, analyse and evaluate the effectiveness of operations, 
visualize the effects of new policies, technical developments and 
administrative actions on programme, and recognize and evaluate the 
importance of problems；to negotiate effectively, give advice, be 
resourceful and gain co-operation and support; to work well with other 
members of a staff representing different nations； to plan, direct and 
evaluate the work of others. 

Leadership and the ability to stimulate group action. 
Originality and judgment. 

Education equivalent to graduation from a college or university of 
recognized standing, with a degree in public— health engineering. 
Graduate training in the same field or in the environmental-sanitation 
phases of public health* Considerable progressive experience in the 
specialization^ including supervisory^ administrative, advisory or 
research experience. 



Incumbents of posts at this level serve as heads of comprehensive 
environmental-sanitation operational or research programmes or as 
specialists on staff, operational or research programme activities which 
present highly specialized or unusually difficult problems. Environ-
mental sanitation programmes will encompass milk and food, rural housing 
and general sanitation and industrial safety. 

DISTINGUISHING FEATURES OF WORK 

Guidance for all Public Health Engineers at this level includes the 
general policies and objectives of the World Health Assembly and the 
Exectólfe Board, as well as technical policies and objectives drawn 
up by expert committees and study groups• These are complemented by-
administrative policies, plans9 procedures and interpretations of 
supervisor or other officials of the Secretariat, and by trends and 
developments in the fields of environmental sanitation and general 
public-health engineering. 

Plans and accomplishrents are discussed with and approved by 
supervisor when necessary. Review generally is for administrative 
considerations only, such as relationship to basic programme objectives. 
Supervisor is informed of programme aotivities through reports and 
conferences о 

All environmental-sanitation programme heads plan, justify and 
direct comprehensive programmes； guide and evaluate the work of assigned 
staff, and co-ordinate and integrate activities with related programmes 
of the Organization and with those of other pertinent public or private 
groups， 

Heads of environmental-sanitation operational programmes carry охЛ 
advisory, démonstration, training and related public-health engineering 
services within the total field of public health on an international 
basis9 They originate and promote programme changes â id projects; 
review and approve the technical public-health engineering phases of 
prograinmes and projects proposed by others ； appraise the technical phases 
of such programmes and projects in operation; advise governments and 
others on professional environmental-sanitation matters and problems, 
and investigate facilities, problems, requirements, standards and other 
related public-health engineering matters throughout the world. 

Heads of environmental-sanitation research programmes investigate 
and report on basic and applied public—health engineering problems； 
review and appraise similar activities conducted, by others； foster 
research throughout the worlds and develop new methods, techniques and 
procedures to implement development work in the field• Working through 
established channels, they plan, carry out and report on experimental 
field investigations, apply research findings to operational situations, 
and give advice and guidance to pertinent research activities carried. 
out by others. 

Specialists at this level plan, guide, co-ordinate and advise on 
staff, research or operational public-health engineering programme 
activities, which present highly specialized or unusually difficult 
problems• 

Incumbents serve as secretaries to or advise expert committees and 
study groups on matters within the field of public-health engineering 
and environmental sanitation. They are the Organization^ authorities 



within their fields and they represent WHO. at international and 
national meetings and conferences. They keep informed of current 

.trends and developments on subjects within their specialty； exchange 
• professional information with associates throughout the world； foster 
progress； and collect and evaluate technical public-health engineering 
information. They also report on subjects within speciality'for pub-
lication in the WHO Bulletin and other professional journals. 

Perform related work as necessary. 

KNOWLEDGE, ABILITIES AND OTHER QUALIFICATIONS 

Authoritative knowledge of the principles, literature, standard 
practices, methods and techniques within the field of environmental 
sanitation and a fundamental knowledge of these in the broad fields 
of public-health engineering. 

Authoritative knowledge of the objectives, policies, regulations, 
procedures and precedents governing the development and administration 

environmental-sanitation operational or research programmes of 
the Organization, . 

Considerable knowledge of the needs, special problems and existing 
facilitxes of various parts of the world with respect to specialized 
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Knowledge to the usefulness and limitations of the work. 
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Leadership and the ability to stimulate group action. 
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Incumbents of posts at this level carry out limited staff or 
operational nursing duties for assigned public-health or medical 
programmes and projects of the Organization. 

DISTINGUISHING FEATURES OF THE WCRK 

Incumbents usually work with and assist a higher-level public 
Health Nurse or professional staff member in carrying out specialized 
nursing aspects of a staff or operational programme or project. They 
investigate specific nursing facilities, requirements and problems； 
advise governments and others by correspondence on assigned professional 
matters; participate in meetings and conferences within the specialized 
nursing field, and perform a variety of similar duties commensurate 
with their level. 

Incumbents assigned to a project are responsible for its nursing 
• aspects. They co-ordinate and integrate their activities with overall 
‘ project activities. 

The incumbent may be responsible for assuming leadership of a 
nursing project that is very limited in scope or nature. 

Work is carried out in accordance with detailed policies, plans 
and procedures established by superiors, The writing of reports on the 
work is usually carried out independently. Superiors review work in 
progress and completed assignments for conformance to plans and 
instructions. 

Incumbents perform related work as necessary. 

KNOWLEDGE， ABILITIES AND OTHER QUALIFICATIONS 

Knowledge of the principles, literature, standard practices, methods 
and techniques within the field of public-health nursing and some 
knowledge of its relationship to the broad fields of public health and 
medical science. 

Knowledge of the objectives, policies, regulations, procedures and 
\ precedents governing the development and administration of public-health 

nursing programmes of the Organization. 
Considerable knowledge of the public-health nursing problems and 

requirements of various parts of the world. 
Knowledge of one or both of the warking languages of the Organization* 
Knowledge of the usefulness and limitations of the work. 
Ability to apply the above knowledge to the work; to negotiate 

effectively, give advice, be resourceful and gain co-operation and support； 
to work well with other members of a staff representing different nations;' 
to participate in an international public-health-nursing programme, ‘' 

State or equivalent registration as a nurse, preferably with 
graduation from a university of recognized standing, with a diploma or 
certificate in public-health nursing and some experience in the public-
health-nursing field. 



Incumbents of posts at this level carry out responsible specialized 
staff and operational nursing duties, on assigned nursing phases of public-
health or medical programmes and projects of the Organization. 

DISTINGUISHING FEATURES OF WORK 

Incumbents assigned to operational programmes plan and develop 
specialized nursing phases of programmes or complete nursing projects and 
obtain approval of these; review the technical nursing aspects of 
programmes and projects proposed by others and recommend their approval 
or modification; advise governments and others on assigned professional 
nursing matters and problems: investigate nursing facilitiesл problems, 
standards, and requirements; represent their programmes at meetings and 
conferences, and co-ordinate and integrate their activities with other 
phases of the programmes orf as necessary, with other activities. 

Incumbents assigned to important projects work with project leaders 
I in planning and carrying out the nursing aspects of the project activi-

ties # They may serve as general assistants to project leaders. 
At this level are found posts of nursing project leaders in charge 

of the "general run" type of nursing survey^ demonstration, training or 
related project. Duties and responsibilities of incumbents are similar 
to those described at the next higher level, except that the assigned 
projects do not involve the problems or nursing specializations of pro-
ject leaders in the higher class. 

Incumbents assigned to staff programmes provide advice and guidance 
on assigned phases of public-hearth nursing and serve in a liaison 
capacity between lorld Health Organization programmes or projects and 
related activities of other international organizations* 

All Public Health Nurses in this class carry out their activities 
within the framework of administrative and technical policies, plans and 
procedures, and instructions of programme superiorsл Accomplishments 
and other activities are reviewed for technical and administrative con-
siderations. Matters deviating from established procedures or precedent 
are referred to superiors for solution» 

) Incumbents perform related work as necessary� 

KN(WLEDGE, ABILITIES AND OTHER QUALIFICATIONS 

Good knowledge of the principles， literature, standard practices, 
methods and techniques of public health riursing and a fundamental know-
ledge of the subject in its relationships to the broad fields of public 
health and medical science0 

Good knowledge of the objectives, policies, regulations, procedures 
and precedents governing the development and administration of the public-
health-nursing aspects of public-health and medical—service programmes 
of the Organization. 

Knowledge oí the public-health—nursing requirements, problems, 
standards and facilities of various parts of the world0 

Excellent knowledge of úne of the Organization's working languages 
and a good knowledge of the other. 

Knowledge of the usefulness and limitations of the work. 
Ability to apply the above knowledge to the work; to participate in 

an international public-health-nursing programme; to present plans and 
recommendations effectively; to analyse and evaluate the importance of 



waslng programmes and operations; to negotiate effectively, be 
resourceful and gain ©o-operation and support; to work well with, and 
advise, other members of a staff representing different nations, to 
plan, direct and evaluate the work of others. 

leadership, originality and judgment. 

Education equivalent to graduation from a university of recognized 
standing, with state registration or its equivalent in nursing and a 
postgraduate diploma or certificate in public-health nursing and some 
progressively responsible experience in the field of public-health 
nursing» 



Incumbents of posts at this level serve as heads of specialized 
nursing programmes; as regional advisers on comprehensive nursing 
programmes; as leaders of important nursing projects; or as nursing 
specialists on staff, operational or educational programme activities 
iwhiph present difficult or specialized problems. At this level also 
are found posts of deputy heads of comprehensive public-health-nursing 
programmes described at the next higher level. 

DISTINGUISHING FEATURES OF TORK 

Deputy programme heads share with their supervisors responsibility 
for planning y guiding, directing and co-ordinating all phases of a 
comprehensive public-health-nursing programme. They serve as programme 
head in the absence of the supervisor• 

Regional advisers plan, direct, guide and co-ordinate specialized 
regional public-health-nursing programmes within the total field of 
public health. Such programmes include advisory, training, demonstrative 
and related services. Within the nursing field the inciimbents plan, 
initiate and obtain approval for programmes and projects; direct these; 
guide and evaluate the work of assigned staff and co-ordinate and 
integrate their activities with related programmes of the region and 
Organization and with those of other public or private organizations and 
groups. They investigate facilities^ needs and problems of countries 
within the region, and collect and evaluate information on matters within 
the nursing field. They serve as regional authorities on public-health 
nursing; represent the Organization at professional meetings and 
conferences within the region or as assigned; advise governments, project 
leaders and others on professional nursing matters and problems; promote 
progress in the nursing field and exchange information with professional 
associates throughout t ha world. 

Nursing project leaders plan and carry out project operations; co-
ordinate and integrate activities with related ones and report on 
findings, with recommendations and accomplishments• In addition they 
establish and maintain co-operative working relationships with national 
or local authorities on joint activities. 

Nursing programme heads at this level carry out duties and 
responsibilities similar to those described for programme heads at the 
next higher level, except that the programmes are not so comprehensive, 
specialized or difficult. 

Incumbents of other posts in this class plan, guide, co-ordinate 
or advise on nursing staff or operational nursing-^programme activities 
urtiich present difficult or specialized problems• 

Guidance for all Public Health Nurses at this level includes the 
4 general policies and objectives of the World Health Assembly and the 
Executive Board as well as technical nursing policies and plans drawn up 
by expert committees and study groups« These are complemented by 
administrative and technical policies, plans, procedures and the inter— 
prêtâtions of superiors in the Secretariat, and also by trends and 
'developments in the nursing field. 

Plans and accomplishments are usually discussed with and approved 
by superiors• Both technical and administrative supervision is received 
to ensure conformance to established programme policies and objectives^ 
Superiors review and approve reports of accomplishments and provide 
guidance on problems. 

Incumbents perform related work as necessary. 



KNOTIILEDGE, ABILITIES AND OTHER QUALIFICATIONS 

Thorough knowledge of the principles, literature, standard 
practices, methods and techniques of public-health nursing and a 
fundamental knowledge of the subject in the broad field of public 
health and medical science• 

Thorough knowledge of the objectives> policies, regulations, 
procedures and precedents governing the development and administration 
of public-health-nursing programmes. 

Very good knowledge of the nursing needs, special problems and 
facilities of various parts of the world. 

Excellent knowledge of one of the Organization's working languages 
and a good knowledge of the other. 

Knowledge of the usefulness and limitations of the work. 
Ability to apply the above knowledge to the work; to initiate, plan, 

direct and guide an international public-health-nursing programme； to 
present plans and recommendations convincingly, analyse and evaluate the 
effectiveness of operations, visualize the effects of new policies, 
technical developments and administrative action on the nursing programme, 
and recognize and evaluate the importance of problems; to negotiate 
effectively, give advice, be resourceful and gain co-operation and 
support； to work W3ll with, and advise, other members of a staff 
representing different nations; to plan, direct and evaluate the work 
of others. 

Leadership and the ability to stimulate group action. 

Education equivalent to graduation from a university of recognized 
standing, with state registration or its equivalent and a postgraduate 
diploma or certificate in public-health nursing; considerable progressive-
ly important experience in public-health nursing of a supervisory, 
administrative, educational and advisory nature. 



A Public Health Nurse at this level serves as the head of the 
comprehensive public health nursing programme at Headquarters 

DISTINGUISHING FEATURES OF WORK 

A Public Health Nurse in charge of the Headquarters programme 
plans, directs, guides and co-ordinates the nursing aspects of inter-
national health programmes which include advisory, demonstration, 
training and related services. She plans, justifies and administers 
the programme； originates and promotes projects; reviews and approves 
the technical phases of projects proposed by regional offices, and 
co-ordinates programme activities with related programmes of the 
Organization or of other pertinent public or private organizations, 
groups or individuals. Incumbents advise or serve as secretaries to 
expert committees or study groups and as the Secretariat1 s authority in 
the public-health-nursing field. They represent the Organization at 
international and national meetings and conferences; advise governments, 
regional offices and others on professional matters and problems5 conduct 
surveys of facilities and conditions throughout the world； develop 
service and training standards; and foster progress in the specialized 
field. 

They plan, assign and review the work of the programme staff and 
advise staff on problems, and appraise the nursing phases of field pro-
jects and programmes through the review of reports or by inspection. 

Guidance for the public health nurse at this level includes general 
policy and plans issued by the World Health Assembly and the Executive 
Board as well as technical policies and plans drawn up by expert committees 
and study groups. These are complemented by administrative policies,plans 
procedures and the interpretations of superiors in the Secretariat and 
also by trends and developments in public-health nursings 

Plans and accomplishments are usually discussed with and approved 
by superiors. Review generally is for administrative considerations such 
as relationship to the overall programme, Superiors are informed of 
section activities "through reports and conferences. Incumbents keep in-
formed of current trends and developments on subjects mthin their speci-
ality; exchange professional information with associates throughout the 
world; collect and evaluate technical information, and report on subjects 
within the specialty for publication in the WHO Bulletin and other 
professional journals. _ _ 

They perform related work as necessary. 

KNOWLEDGE, ABILITIES AND OTHER QUALIFICATIONS 

Authoritative knowledge of the principles, literature, standard 
practices, methods and techniques within the field of public-health 
nursing and a fundamental knowledge of the subject in the broad fields of 
public-health and medical science. 

Authoritative knowledge of the objectives, policies, regulations, 
procedures and precedents governing the development and administration 
of public-health and medical-service programmes of the Organization. 



Considerable knowledge of the needs, special problems and existing 
facilities of various parts of the world with respect to public-health 
nursing. 

Excellent knowledge of one of the Organization1s working languages 
and a good knowledge of the other. 

Knowledge of the usefulness and limitations of the work. 
Ability to apply the above knowledge to the workj to initiate, plan, 

direct and guide an international public-health and medical-service pro-
gramme in a specialized field; to present plans and reconimendations 
convincingly^ analyse and evaluate the effectiveness of operations and 
visualize the effects of new policies, technical developments and adminis-
trative actions on programme} to negotiate effectively, give advice, be 
resourceful and gain co-operation and support； to work well with, and 
advise other members of a staff representing different nations; to plan, 
direct and evaluate the work of others* 

Leadership and the ability to stimulate group actioru 

Education equivalent to graduation from a university of recognized 
standing, with state or equivalent registration as a nurse, and post-
graduate work in public-health nursing with progressively important 
experience of a supervisory, administrative, educational and advisory 
nature• 
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Incuiribenis of posts at this Isvel perform specialized sanitation 
work in those phases of pnblio->health cr medical programmes and pro-
jects involving the application of sanitary measures for the p: even-
tion and control of diseases caused by environmental factorŝ . 

DISTINGUISHING FEATURES OF WORK 

The incumbents usually work mth and assist higher-level staff 
members in performing specialized sanitation aspects of an operation-
al programme or project， Incumbents make routine investigations or 
inspections of environmental-sanitation facilities； reqtdrements and 
problems; demonstrate^ instruct and participate in specialized aspects 
of programmes dealing with the control of health hazards due to water 
supply; waste and sewage disposal; food handling; insects� vermin 
or rodents and other factorsj and participate in meetings and confer-
ences -within specialized fields, 

Incmbents assigned to a project are responsible for its environ-
mental-sanitation aspects« They co-ordinate and integrate their ac-
tivities with overall project activibies» 

Incumbents may be responsible for assuming leadership cf a spec-
ialized sanitation project that is very limited in scope or nature^ 
The work is carried out in accordance "with detailed policies} plans 
and procedures established by superiors^ The writing of reports on 
the work is usually carried out independently о Superiors review the 
work in progress and upon completion for conformance to plans and in-
structions « 

Inctimbents perform related work as neoessaiye 

KNOWLEDGE, ABILITIES AND OTHER QUALIFICATIONS 

Knowledge of the basic principles and practice of sanitation^ 
Good knowledge of the policies^ objectives> regulations and pro-

cedures governing the operation of sanitary-engineering programmes. 
Knowledge of the chemistry and bacteriology of water， sewage and 

liquid waste-
Knowledge of the relationship of environmental conditions to the 

spread of disease and the promotion of healths 
"Where necessary^ general knowled疾 of the methods of controlling 

insects，£TQd knowledge of the life cycles) habit s ̂ s easonal develop-
ment and distribution of insects； good knowledge cf machines and hand— 
spraying ecjiipraent and automotive vehicles. 

Knowledge of one of the Orgam.zatîonïs working languages^ 
Knowledge of the usefulness and limitaЫопз

 r

.t the work^ 
Ability to apply the above knowied^ to the to participate 

in the sanitation aspects cf public-health and medical programmes or 
projects? to negotiate effective give advice夕 be resourceful and 
gain co-operation and support j to prepare reports s to work well "with 
other members of a staff representing different nations� 

Education equivalent to graduation from a secondary school with 
recognized diplomas l-i the fiold of sanitary engineering, and where 
necessary a diploma or certificate in tropical hygiene aad with some 
experience In sanitation wor'ki. 



Incumbents of posts at this level perform responsible operational 
sanitation ттогк on assigned environmentaL-sânitation phases of publio-
health or medical programmes and projects of the Organization, 

DISTINGUISHING FEATURES OF WORK 

Employees assigned to operational programmes plan and develop 
specialized environmental-sanitation phases of programmes or complete 
sanitation projects and obtain approval of the same; review the work 
and advise lower-level sanitarians regarding their workj investigate 
environmental sanitation facilities, problems, standards and require-
ments; represent their programmes at meetings and conferences and co-
ordinate and integrate their activities vdth other phases of the pro-
gramme or as necessary mth other activities» 

Incumbents assigned to important projects work with project 
leaders in planning and car lying out the environmental-sanitation as-
pects of the project activities. At this level are found posts of 
environmental-sanitation project leaders in charger of surveys, de-
monstrations, training or related projects involving the control of 
health hazards in the handling of foods waste and. sewage disposal; 
water supply; insect, vermin or rodent infestation. Duties and 
responsibilities of incumbents are similar to those described in the 
next higher level except that the assigned projects do not Involve 
the problems of sanitation specdalization of project leaders in the 
higher class, 

A�.i Public Ksalth Sanitarians in this class cariy out their ac-
tivities within the framework of administrative and technical pol« 
icies, plans, procedures and instructions of programme superiors» 
Accomplishments and other activities are reviewed for technical and 
administration considerations- Matters deviating from established 
procedures or precedent are referred to superiorè for solution. 

Imnbents perform related work as necessary^ 

KN08№EDGE, ABILITIES AND OTHER QUALIFICATIONS 

Good knowledge of the general principle s and practice of 
sanitation. 

Good knowledge of the chemistry and bacteriology of water, 
sewa麥 and liquid waste® ‘ 

Good knowledge of the relationship of environmental conditions 
to the spread of disease and the promotion of health. 

TOiere necessary, a good general knowledge of the methods con-
trolling insects. 

Where necessary, a good knowledge of the life cycles, habits, 
seasonal development and distribution of insects. ‘' ‘ 

Good knowledge of the policies； objectives, regulationx and 
procedures governing the operation of sanitary «"engineering programmes. 

"Where necessaiy, good knowledge of machine and hand-spraying 
equipment and automotive vehicles� 

Knowledge of one of the Organization's working languages. 
Knowledge of the usefulness ane llndtations of the worke 
Ability to apply the above knowledge to the workj to partici-

pate in the sanitation aspects of publio-health and medical pro-
grammes or projectsj to negotiate effectively^ give advice) be re-
source fid. and gain co-operation and support j to work well with other 
members of a staff representing different nations. 

Education equivalent to graduation from a secondary school with 
recognized diplomas in the field of sanitary engineering, and where 
necessaiy a diploma or certificate in tropical hygiene, with at least 

.̂•̂ r-̂ ri-po- in hn^lth ^nd s?m.tati-n vrcrk. 



PUBLIC HEALTH SANITARIAN III 

Incumbents of posts at this level serve as heads of specialized 
technical sanitation programmes at Headquarters• 

QgTINGUISHING FEATI3RES OF WORK 

Public Health Sanitarians in charge of a Headquarters programme 
plan, diredt, guide and co-ordinate specific technical sanitation or 
insecticide aspects of international health programmes* which include 
advisoryf demonstration, training and related services. They plan, 
justify and aàninister the programme； originate and promote projects j 
review and approve the technical phases of proposed projects and co-
ordinate and integrate programme activities with related programmes of 
the Organization, or of other pertinent public or private organizations, 
groups or individuals• Advise, or serve as secretaries of, expert com-
mittees or stu^y groups and as the Secretariat's authority in sanitation» 
They represent the Organization at international and national meetings 
and conféréneesj advise governments， regional offices and others an 
sanitation matters and problemsj conduct surveys of facilities and 
conditionsi develop service and training standards and foster progress 
in the field of sanitation. 

Incumbents plan, assign and review the work of the programme staff 
and advise on staff problems» They appraise the technical phases of 
field projects and programmes through the review of reports or by-
inspection. 

Guidance for all Public Health Sanitarians at this level includes 
general policy and plans issued by the World Health Assembly and the 
Executive Board as well as technical policies and plans drawn up by ex-
pert committees and stu<3y groups• These are complemented ly adminis-
trative policies, plans and procedures and interpretations of superiors 
in the Secretariat, as well as by trends and developments in the field 
of public-health sanitation» 

Plans and accomplishment s are usually discussed with and approved 
ty superiors# Review generally is for administrative considerations 
such as relationship to the overall programme- Superiors are informed 
of activities through reports and conferences. Incumbents keep in -
îoxmed of current trends and developments in the field of public-health 
eanitationj exchange technical information with associates throughout 
the world and evaluate such information in its relationship to Organiza-
tion programmes and report on subjects within the field of public-heáLth 
sanitation for publication in the WHO Bulletin and other professional 
；journals* ^ 

They perform related work as necessary. 

KNOWIEDCE# ABILITIES AND OTHER QUALIFICATIONS 

Extensive knowledge of the general principles and pra^ice of sanitation. 
Extensive knowledge of the relationship of environmental conditions 

to the spread of disease and the promotion of healths 
A good knowledge of chemistry and bacteriology of water, sewage and 

liquid waste # 
"Where necessary, an extensive knowledge of the methols of controll-

ing insect 6 
Where necessary, an extensive knowledge of the life cycles, habits, 

seasonal development and distribution of insects. 
Extensive knowl'ed^ of the policies, objectives, regulations and 

procedures governing the operation of sanitary-engineering pro grammes• 
Tffhere necessaiy, an extensive knowledge of machine and hand-spraying 

equipment and automotive vehicle s • 



Good knowledge of one of the Organization's working languages 
and working knowledge of the other» .. 

KnowLed^ of the usefulness and limitations of the workc 
Ability to apply the above knowledge to the workj to part ici-. 

pate in the sanitation aspects of public-health arid medical’programmes 
or projects； to negotiate effectively, give advice, be resourceful 
and gain co-operation and' support； to work well mth-i and. advise, 
other members cf a staff representing different nations�. . . '.::•‘ 

. ‘ :：’ .. 
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Education equivalent to graduation frqm a secondary school with' 
,recognized diplomas in the field of sanitaiy engineering, and, ‘ iwhere: 
.necessaryj a diploma or certificate in tropical hygiene, idth con~ 

¡•- • siderable progressively important experience 1д the field of 
sanitation. , 



PURCHASING OFFICER 

This is administrative and supervisoiy work in the purchase of 
all suppliesj equipment and material required by the World Health 
Organization This is the senior post in the Procurement Service Unit, 

DISTINGUISHING FEATURES OF WORK . 

The Chief of the Office of Conferences and General Services pro-
vides general administrative supervision of the purchasing service 
and in addition approves all purchases other than stationeiy and minor 
office equipment» Final decisions on major purchases are reserved for 
the Director of Actainistration and Finance, The Purchasing Officer, 
with the approval of the Chief of the Office of Conferences and General 
Services, has the responsibility for all operations involving purchases 
under the value of 5,000 Swiss francs and, on his O T O I authority, under 
the value' of 500 Sisiss francs, and directs operations involving larger 
purchases» 

Writes specifications used as a basis for tenders for all supplies 
other than medical required by the Organization, Consults with the 
Medical Supply Officer concerning specifications for tenders for medical 
supplies, obtains tenders, negotiates purchase and arranges shipments 
and insurance of medical supplies. 

Secures specifications from the various departments' where special 
conditions require variation of the usual specification. 

Supervises the collection and storing of samples submitted with 
tenders. 

Dire •"-•г the distribution of proposals for tenders. 
Selects the lowest and best tenders. 
Supervises the preparation of purchase orders. 
Negotiates execution of payments， adjustments and termination of 

contracts» 
Supervises the checking of invoices against requisitions and pur-

ohase orders» 
Supervises the checking of supplies for conformity with specifica-

tions. 
Co-operates yith the United Nations procurement officers on common 

purchases, policy towards dealers and standardization of supplies; and 
in connexion with supplies provided by United Nations. 

Supervises stora疾 of supplies and maintenance of stocks, 
Maüi;ii3 an inventory of WHO property. • 
Supervises movement of medical eqxdpment. 
Performs relevant work as necessary. 

KN01LEDCE, ABILITIES ANj OTHER QUALIFIGATIORS 

Extensive knowledge of purchasing methods and procedure, including 
the technique of specification writing. 

Knowledge of international buying of supplies. 
Good knowledge of purchase regulations and procedure. 
Good knowledge of the application of elementary book-keeping 

methods in the keeping of procurement records,‘ 
Good knowledge of world shipping conditions» 
Very good knowledge of one of the Organization's working lan-

guages and good knowledge of the other, 
Knowledge of the usefulness and limitations of the work. 
Ability to apply the above knowledge to the -work; . to obtain and 

interpret market prices and trends on an international scale and apply 
such interpretations to procurement problems; to establish and ma:tn-
tain favourable public relations; to work well with, and advise, 
members of a staff representing different nations. 

Graduation from a secondary school, preferably -with training in 
business administration, and varied experience in purchasing operations 



ŒNERAL —•• i • 

Incumbents of posts at this level perform routine and repetitive 
work in operation of a switchboard carrying a heavy traffic load and 
primarily involving responsibility for accuracy in placing and ans” 
•wering calls, and for remembering names and locations of personnel 
In the department Work includes the keeping of sLmple clerical 
records^ and may include incidental general rsceptionlst work» 

DISTINGUISHING FEATURES OF WORK 

Answer all incoming local and long<-distance telephone calls, 
and make proper connexion to person requested® 

Place local and long-distqnce outgoing calls. 
Answer routine non-technical questions, and refer other qaes 

tions to proper person. 
ТШеге switchboard is in the front office, receive, announce, 

and direct callers and give routine non-technical information. 
Keep records of long-distance calls and perform other simple 

clerical vrork� 
Place all inter-office calls. 
Perform related work as necessaryt 

KNOWLEDGE, ABILITIES AND OTHER QUALIFICATIONS 

KnoraLedge of the operation of a switchboard. 
Knowledge of one of the Organization's working languages. 
Knowledge of the usefiiLness and limitations of the vrork. 
Ability to apply the above knowledge to the workj to operate 

a large switchboard under heavy-load conditions calmly and effic-
iently; to remember accurately; within a reasonable amount of 
training time; the names and locations of personnel in the depart-
ment, and to understand essential departmental operations; to 
answer calls or questions at a reception desk in a well-modulated 
and pleasant voice and with grammatical correctness and suitable 
choice of wordsj to keep simple clerical records accurately j to 
work well with other members of a staff representing different 
nations. 

Graduation from a secondary school vdth one year of office 
experience, including at least six monthsî experience or equiva-
lent training in the operation of a switchboard. 



Incumbents of posts at this level carry out limited staff 
and operational duties of a scientific nature for assigned public 
health, medical or scientific prograimnes and projects of the 
Organization. 

DISTINGUISHING FEATURES OF WORK 

Incumbents usually work with and assist a higher-level 
professional staff member in carrying out specialized scientific 
phases of a staff or operational programme or project, They 
investigate specific scientific facilities, requirements and 
problems; advise national governments and others by correspondence 
on assigned professional matters} participate in meetings and 
conferences within specialized fieldj and perform a variety of 
similar duties commensurate with their level. 

Incumbents assigned to projects are usually responsible for 
a specific scientific phase of the project. They co-ordinate their 
activities with overall project activities and perform or interpret 
standard laboratory or field tests.» 

v»ork is carried out in accordance with detailed policies, plans 
and procedures established by superiors. The writing of reports on 
the work usually is carried out independently. Superiors review work 
in progress and completed assignments for conformance to plans and 
instructions. 

Incumbents perform related work as necessary. 

КШЖЕРОЕ, ABILITIES AND OTHER QUALIFICATIONS 

Knowledge of the principles, literature, standard practices, 
methods and techniques within the specialized scientific field and 
some knowledge of its relationship to the broad fields of public 
health and medical science. 

Knowledge of the objectives, policies, regulations, procedures 
and precedents governing the development and administration of 
public-health, medical-service and scientific programmes in the 
Organization, 

Considerable knowledge of the requirements and special problems 
of various parts of the world with respect to the specialized 
scientific field. 

Knowledge of one of the Organization's working languages. 
Knowledge of the usefulness and limitations of the work. 
Ability to apply the above knowledge to the v/orkj to 

negotiate effectively, give advice, be resourceful and gain 
co-operation and support; to work well with other members of a 
staff representing different nations； to participate in an internation-
al public-health medical—service or scientific programme. 

Education equivalent to graduation from a university of 
recognized standing with a Master of Science degree and preferably 
a Doctor of Science degree in the specialized scientific field, 
and some experience in the scientific field. 



SCIENTIST ( ) II 

GENERAL 

Incumbents of posts at this level carry out responsible 
specialized staff and operational duties on assigned scientific 
phases cf public health, medical or scientific programmes and 
projects of the Organization. 

DISTINGUISHING FEATURbb OF WORK 

Incmrabents assigned to operational programmes plan and 
develop specialized scientific phases of programmes or complete 
scientific projects, and obtain approval of same; review the 
technical phases of programmes and projects proposed by others 
and recommend their approval or modification; advise national 
governments and others on assigned professional scientific 
matters and problems j investigate facilities, problems, standards, 
requirements and other matters in the spécialized field; represent 
their programmes at meetings and conferences, and co-ordinate 
their activities with other phases of the programmes or as 
necessary with other activities, .‘• 

Incumbents assigned to important projects work with 
project leaders in planning and carrying out project activities. 
They may be responsible for specialized project activities of a 
scientific nature or they may serve as general assistants to 
project leaders-

At this level are found posts of project leaders in charge 
of the "general run" type of scientific survey , demonstration, 
training or related project. Duties and responsibilities of 
incumbents are similar to those described in the next higher 
level, except that assigned projects do not involve the 
problems or scientific specializations of project leaders in 
the higher class. 

Incumbents assigned to staff programmes provide advice and 
guidance oh assigned scientific phases of general health 
matters; serve in a liaison capacity between World Health 
Organization programmes or projects and related activities of 
other international organizations. 

All Health Programme Scientists in this class carry out 
their activities within the framework of administrative and 
technical policies, plans, procedures and instructions of 
programme superiors. Accomplishments and other activities are 

reviewed for technical and administrative considerations. 
Matters, deviating from established procedures or precedent are 
referred to superiors for solution. 

Incumbents perform related work as necessary. 

liNDvJLEDGE, ABILITIES AND OTffijLQ^jfígj^ígjjg 

Good knowledge of the principles, literature, standard 
practices, methods and techniques within the specialized 
scientific field and a fundamental knowledge of these in their 
relationships to the broad fields of public health and medical 
science. 



‘Good knowledge of the objectives, policies and regulations, 
procedures and precedents governing the development and 
administration of the scientific phases of public health and 
medical service programmes in the Organization. 

Some knowledge of the requirements, problems, standards and 
facilities of various parts of the world with respect to field .of 
specialization. 

Knowledge of the usefulness and limitations of the work. 
Excellent knowledge of one cf the Organization's working 

languages and a good knowledge of the other. 
Ability to apply the above knowledge to the work; to parti-

cipate in an international scientific programme in a specialized 
field; to present plans and recommendations effectively and 
analyse and evaluate ths true importance of operations; to 
negotiate effectively, be resourceful and gain co-operation and 
support} to work well with staff representing different nations; 
to plan, direct and evaluate the work of others. 

Leadership, originality and judgment. 

Education equivalent to graduation from a university of 
recognized standing with a degree equivalent to that of a Doctor 
of Science in the specialized field and with some progressively 
responsible experience in the field of specialization. 



GENERAL 
вттштт^ттттвт» 

Incumbents of posts at this level serve as heads of 
specialized scientific programmesj as regional advisers on 
comprehensive scientific programmes; as leaders of important 
scientific projects, or as scientific specialists on staff or 
operational programme activities which present difficult or 
specialized problems. At this level also are found posts of 
deputy heads of comprehensive, specialized scientific programmes 
described at the next higher level. 

DISTINGUISHING .FÊ TUHbS OF УЮЖ 

Deputy programme heads' share with their supervisors responsibility 
f o r Planning, guiding, directing and co-ordinating all phases of a * 
comprehensive, specialized scientific programme. . They serve as 
programme head in the absence of the supervisor. 

Regional advisers plan, direct, guide and co-ordinate specialized 
regional scientific programmes within the total field of public health. 
Such programmes include advisory, demonstration, training and 
related services. i/Vithin the specialized scientific field the 
incumbents plan, initiate and obtain approval for programmes and 
projects) direct these) guide and evaluate the work of assigned 
staff and co-ordinate and integrate their activities with related 
programmes of the region and Orgaaiization and vdth those of other 
public or private organizations and groups. They investigate 
facilities, needs and problems of countries within the region, and 
collect and evaluate information on matters within their scientific 
specialty. They serve as regional authorities in their scientific 
field; represent the Organization at professional meetings and 
conferences within the region or as assigned; advise national 
governments, project leaders and others on professional matters and 
problemsí promote progress in the field and exchange information 
with professional associates throughout the world. 

Project leaders plan and carry out project operations; co-ordinate 
activities vdth related ones; and report cn findings and 
accomplishments with recommendations. In addition they establish 
and maintain co-operative working relationships with national or 
local authorities on joint activities. 

Programme heads at this level carry out duties and 
responsibilities similar to those described for programme heads 
at the next higher level except that the programmes are not so 
comprehensive, specialized or difficult. 一 

Incumbents of other posts in this class plan, guide, co-ordinate 
or advise on staff, ,,research or operational programme activities 
which present difficult or specialized problems. 

Guidance for all Health Programme Scientists at this level 
includes the general policies ancl objectives of the world Health 
Assembly and the Executive Board as well as technical policies and 
plans drawn up by expert committees and study groups. These are 
complemented by administrative and technical policies, plans, 
procedures and interpretations of superiors in the Secretariat, as 
well as trends and developments in field of specialization. 



Plans and accomplishments are usually discussed with and 
approved by superiors. Both technical and administrative 
supervision is received to determine conformance to established 
programme policies and objectives. Superiors review and approve 
reports of accomplishments and provide guidance on problems. 

Incumbents perform related work as necessary. 

КЮШЕШЕ, ABILITIES AND OTHER QUALIFICATIONb 

Thorough knowledge of the principles, literature, standard 
practices, methods and techniques within specialized scientific 
staff or operational field and a fundamental knowledge of these 
in the broad fields of public health and medical science. 

Thorough knowledge of the objectives, policies, regulations, 
procedures and precedents governing the‘development and 
administration of scientific programmes. 

Considerable knowledge of the needs, special problems and 
facilities of various parts of the world with respect to field of 
specialization. 

Knowledge of the usefulness and limitations of the work* 
Excellent knowledge of one of the Organization's working 

languages and a good knowledge of the other. 
Ability to apply the above knowledge to the workj to initiate, 

plan, direct and guide an international scientific prograimne in 
a specialized field) to present plans and recommendations 
convincingly, analyse and evaluate the effectiveness of operations, 
visualize the effects of new policies, technical developments and 
administrative actions on programme, and recognize and evaluate 
the importance of problemsj to negotiate effectively, to give 
advice, be resourceful and gain co-operation and support; to work 
well with staff representing different nations; to plan, direct 
and evaluate the work of others. 

Leadership and the ability to stiim^ate group action. 
Originality.and judgment. 

Education equivalent to graduation from a university of 
recognized standing with a degree equivalent to that of a Doctor 
of ¿cience in the specialized scientific fieldj considerable 
progressively important experience in the specialization of a 
supervisory, administrative, educational and advisory nature. 



InCTimbents of posts at this level serve as heads of 

comprehensive specialized scientific programmes at Headquarters 
or as specialists responsible for planning, guiding, co-ordinating 
and advising on staff, educational, technical or operational 
programme activities which present highly specialized or 
unusually difficult problems. 

DISTINGUISHING FEATURES OF WORK 
идиммв—И1 ^lill I П • - 一 — M l 丨_丨 I 11 

Health Programme Scientists in charge of a Headquarters 
programme plan,"direct, guide and co-ordinate specific scientific 
aspects of international health programmes which include advisory, 
demonstration, training and related services. They plan, 
justify and administer the programme; originate and promote 
projects; review and approve the technical phases of projects 
proposed by regional offices; and co-ordinate programme 
activities with related programmes of the Organization or of 
other pertinent public or private organizations, groups or 
individuals* 

The incumbents advise, or serve as secretaries to Expert 
Committees or study groups^ and are the Secretariat's authorities 
in the specialized scientific field. They represent the 
Organization at international and national meetings and 
conferences: advise national governments, regional offices and 
others on professional matters and problems; conduct surveys 
of facilities and conditions throughout the world; develop 
service and training standardsj and foster progress in the 
specialized field». 
' Incumbents . plan， assign and review the work of the programe 
staff and advise cn staff problems,. They appraise the technical 
scientific phases of field projects and programmes through the 
review of reports or by inspection. 

The few posts at this level in which the incumbents are not 
in charge of programmes require individual consideration because 
of the uniqueness of their specialities.- ' Incumbents are 
responsible for planning, guiding, co-ordinating and advising 
on staff or technical scientific programme activities which present 
highly specialized or unusually difficult problems in the 
specialized scientific fields 

Guidance for all Health Programme Scientists at this level 
includes general policy and plans issued by the World Health 
Assembly and the Executive Board as well as technical policies 
and plans drawn up by Expert committees and study groups. 
These are complemented by administrative policies, plans, procedures 
and interpretations of superiors in the Secretariat as well аз 
by trends and developments in the specialized scientific field» 

Plans and accomplishments are usually discussed with and 
approved by superiors. Review generally is for administrative 
considerations such as relationship to the overall programme, 
Superiors a;^ informed of ssction activities through reports and 
conferences� Incumbents keep informed of current trends and 
developments on subjects within their specialty; exchange 
professional information with associates throughout the world; 
col]ect and evaluate technical information j and report on 
subjects within the specialty for publication in the WHO 



Bulletin and other professional journals. 
xhey perform related work as necessary# 

KNOVtLEDGE, ABILITIES AND OTHER QUALIFICATIONS 

Authoritative knowledge of the principles, literature, 
standard practices, methods and techniques within the specialized 
scientific field and a fundamental knowledge of that field 
in its relationship to the broad fields of public health and 
medical science. 

Authoritative knowledge of the objectives, policies, 
regulations, procedures and precedents governing the development 
and administration of public-health and medical-service pro grammes 
in the Organization. 

Considerable knowledge of the needs, special problems and 
existing facilities of various parts of the world with respect 
to the specialized scientific field. 

Knowledge of the usefulness and limitations of the work. 
Excellent knowledge of one of the Organization's working 

languages and a good knowledge of the other. 
Ability to apply the above knowledge to the workj to 

initiate, plan, direct and guide specific scientific phases of 
a public-health and medical-service programme; to present plans 
and recommendations convincingly, analyse and evalúate the 
effectiveness of operations and visualize the effects of new 
policies, technical developments and administrative actions on 
programme; to negotiate effectively, give advice, be resourceful 
and gain co-operation and support; to work well with staff 
representing different nationsj to plan, direct and evaluate 
the work of others. 

Leadership and the ability to stimulate group action. 

Education equivalent to graduation from a university of 
recognized standing with a degree equivalent to that of a Doctor 
of Science in the specialized scientific field; considerable 
progressively important experience in the specialization of a 
supervisory, administrative, educational and advisory nature. 



This is responsible work as secretary to a director or officers 
of equivalent rank in the World Health Organization. 

DISTINGUISHING FEATURES OF WORK 

Employees in posts in this class act as secretaries to directors 
or officers of equivalent rank in the Organization where work carries 
considerable responsibility and involves assisting the official in 
a variety of matters such as relieving him of administrative details 
and contactsj making minor administrative decisions on problems' 
referred by subordinates, and transferring instructions from the 
official to various members of the staff. Employees at this level 
compose important letters requiring a broad knowledge of the work of 
the official and which may be reviewed only casually before release f 
A Secretary I reads reports and summarizes information to facilitate 
review by and conserve the time of the superiorc Assignments may-
involve the préparation of comprehensive reports necessitating the 
search of files and records or the examination of complex statistical 
or other reports to determine completeness； propriety, correctness 
and adequacy. Assignments to employees of this class may involve 
th, verbatim recording and transcription or the preparation of 
précis of the proceedings of meetings e 

Incumbents perform related work as necessary. 

KNOVTLEDŒ, ABILITIES AND OTHER QUALIFICATIONS 

Thorough knowledge of modern office practice and procedures. 
Thorough knowledge of correct usageí spelling and punctuation 

in the language or languages in which the work is performed. 
Good knowledge of the Organizationj the office subject-matter, 

procedures, rules and regulations. 
Good knowledge of one of the working languages and working 

knowledge of the other, 
Knowledge of the usefulness and limitations of the work. 
Ability to apply the above knowledge. 
Ability to perform a variety of clerical operations. 
Tact and courtesy in making personal and telephone contacts• 
Ability to discriminate between those callers who should see the 

superior and those who should be referred to others； to determine 
which mail should be brought to the superior's attention; to plan, 
organize and supervise the work of clerical and stenographic 
employees； to work well with other members of a staff representing 
different nations. 

Initiative) versatility and a good memory� 

Education equivalent to completion of a secondary-school 
education supplemented by commercial-school training and considerable 
experience in supervisory clerical or responsible stenographic work. 



GE№iRAL 

Incumbents of posts at this level perform secretarial duties 
for the Director-General, Assistant Director-General and the Director 
of Administration and Finance of the World Health Organization. 

DISTINGUISHING FEATURES OF WORK 

Posts in this class are distinguished from those in other 
stenographic or secretarial classes by such factors as the 
following; 

Secretaries at this level are required to 
deal adequately with the visits, telephone calls and requests 

of very important individuals, securing information as to their 
needs and when necessary tactfully directing them to other officials 
qualified to deal with their problems； 

review incoming correspondence and exercise considerable 
judgment in its proper disposition, as it may be of a highly-
confidential nature affecting high-level policy; 

prepare and review outgoing correspondence and documents； 
with varying degrees of guidance and direction, obtain 

information, compiling it in the form of charts, tabulations or 
memoranda； secure information from organization officials in order 
to prepare reports or correspondence on specific technical subjects； 

read, select, digestj mark or otherwise bring to the attention 
of officials material relating to or affecting some or all phases 
of policy or a programme； 

read reports to draw attention to items affecting policy or 
presenting problems which require immediate action, where error on the 
secretary's part or failure to recognize the importance of items would 
impair effective action; 

set up and maintain confidential files and records, and write 
minutes or summaries of conferences or•telephone conversations; 

perform related work as necessary. 

KNOWLEDGE, ABILITIES AND OTHER QUALIFICATIONS 

Good knowledge of WHO policy, programme procedures and operations 
rules and regulations. 

Thorough knowledge of modern office practice and procedures. 
Good knowledge of one of the Organization's working languages 

and working knowledge of the other. 
Knowledge of the usefulness and limitations of the work. 
Ability to apply the above knowledge to the work. 
Ability to carry out a wide variety of clerical office operations 
Discretion and judgment in giving out information, in view of 

the confidential nature of the work, and in dealing with visitors. 
Ability to work well vdth other members of a staff representing 

different nations. 
Tact and courtesy in making personal and telephone contacts. 
Should be alert, observant and meticulously careful in 

correspondence. 

Education equivalent to secondary school graduation, preferably 
university graduation, and previous experience as a secretary. 



CSMERAL 

Incumbents of posts at this level serve as full assistants 
to one of the less difficult administrative services at fead-
quarters or serve as head of a specialized administrative 
service at Ifeadquarters, 

DISTINGUISHING REATURES OF WORK 

Work is carried out in accordance with the Organization's 
general policies and regulations related to specialized services, 
supplemented by procedures and instructions issued by supervisors. 

Both technical and administrativo supervision is received. 
Supervisor reviews and approves reports of accomplishments, 

inspects work as necessary and provides guidance on problems. 
Special Service Officers at this lsvol establish routines and 

procedures for carrying out their functions; appraise existing 
practices and recommend their revision as necessary^ interpret 
pertinent regulations and procedures; provide specialized adminis-
trative services to the Organization as requestodj advise officials 
on matters within their field and, if necessary, integrate work 
with similar activities in regional offices or other international 
organizations» 

Perform related work as necessary. 

KNOWLEDGE, ABILITIES AND OTHER QUALIFICATIONS 

Good knowledge of the specialized administrative service field 
and related aspects of work. 

Good knowledge of the governing rules, policies and regulations 
oí" ТШО and other international organizations. 

Knowledge of the usefulness and limitations of the work. 
Excellent knowledge of one of the Organization's working 

languages and good command of the other. “ 
Ability to apply the above knowledge to the work; to plan and 

supervise work at the incumbent’s level; to work well with personnel 
representing different geographical groups and characteristics and 
to plan and supervise their work. Frequent higher-level contacts 
as well as outside relationships make discretion and courtesy a pre-
raqiiisite of this post. 

Education equivalent to graduation from secondary school or 
college, with some experience in specialized field. 



Incumbents of posts at this level aro in charge of one of the 
less varied, difficult or complex special administrative services of 
the Organization, or thsy serve as full assistants to Administrative 
Service Officers 工II. 

DISTINGUISHING FHluTURSS OF WORK 

Employees at this level in charge of a service perform similar 
duties to Administrative Service Officers at tho next higher level, 
except that the service does not include as many varied procedures and 
regulations and the work is less technical. 

Employess serving as full assistants to Administrative Services 
Officers III share with their supervisors the responsibility for 
planning, supervising and co-ordinating assigned activities. They 
review and act upon difficult cases referred by lower-level staff; 
they personally make arrangements for large or important service 
requests. Other duties are similar to those performed by their 
supervisor. 

Work is carried out in accordance with ths general policies, 
procedures and regulations governing the assigned special servicas 
as well as general procedures and instructions issued by administrative 
supervisors. Topically, supervisors review and draft reports of 
accomplishments, advise on problems and co-ordinate the work with 
related work in the Organization. . 

Incumbents at this level are responsible for supervising the 
work of administrative and clerical assistants. Thsy assign work, 
review it for conformance to established procedures and provide 
assistance on problems. 

Porform related work as necessary. 

KNQYtLaDGS, ABILITIES AND OTHER QUALIFICATIONS 

Thorough knowledge of the specialized administrative-service 
field and related aspects of work. 

Thorough knowledge of the pertinent policies, rules and regulations 
of WHO. 一 

Excellent knowledge of one of the Organization» s working languages. 
Knowledge of the usefulness and limitations of the work. 
Ability to apply the above knowledge to the work; to plan, supervise 

and carry out a special-service programme in an international health 
organization; to establish and maintain good working relationships with 
personnel from many nations; to plan and supervise the work of others, 

Education equivalent to graduation from secondary school. Experience 
in the specialized field, including supsrvisoiy experience. 



SPECIAL SERVICES OFFICER III 

GENERAL 

Inc-ambents of posts at this level plan, supervise and co-ordinate 
one of the more varied, difficult or complex administrative-services 
activities of the Organization. 

DISTINGUISHING FEATURES OF 1DRK 

Special Service Officers at this level are distinguished from those 
at lower levels by the greater complexity o^ variety of their duties, 
Work is more technical and is governed by a greater number of varied 
procedures and regulations. In addition, duties may involve difficult 
problems of integration and co-ordination with other programmes of the 
Organization. 

At this level incumbents are delegated responsibility by an adminis-
trative supervisor for planning, supervising алс! co-ordinating all phases 

a.specialized administrative service at headquarters. They plan and 
justify requirements； adapt basic policies and procedures to the vrork; 
establish and issue supplementary policies and procedures, and co-ordinate 
and integrate their activities with those special services in the various 
programmes at Headquarters. They interpret pertinent policies and 
regulations to officials of the Organization； establish procedures, 
develop and instal routines for carrying out services and prepare records 
and reports of services rendered. 

As necessary, they co-ordinate their activities with related special 
service activities in regional and field offices of the Organisation. 

Work is carried out in accordance with the general policies, pro-
cédures and regulations governing the assigned special service, as well 
as general procedures and instructions issued by administrative 
supervisor, Administrative control is received from supervisor, тйю 
reviews and approves reports and accomplishments and provides guidance 
on problems. 

At this level incumbents are responsible for planning and supervising 
the work of lower-level administrative services and clerical assistants. 
lhey 助时轵 work, review it in progress and upon completion for con-
foiraance to established procedures, and advise staff on problems. 

Perforai related work as necessary. 

KNOWLEDGE, ABILITIES AND OTHER QUALIFICATIONS 

Considerable knowledge of the specialized administrativc-setrice 
field and related aspects of work. 

Considerable knowledge of the pertinent policies, rules and regu-
lations of 1HQ. 6 

Excellent knowledge of one of the Organization!s working languages. 
Knowledge of the usefulness and limitations of the work. 
Ability to apply the above knowledge to the work； to plan, supervise 

and carry out a special-service programe in an international health 
organizaron； to work well with members of a staff representing different 
nations； to plan and supervise the work of others. 

Education equivalent to graduation from secondaiy school. 
Considerable experience in the specialized field, including 

supervisory experience. 



STATISTICIAN I 

Incumbents of posts at this level perfonn technical work involving 
the gathering, analysis and reporting of statistical data of a repetitive 
and relatively simple nature. 

DISTINGUISHING FEATURES OF WORK 

The simpler statistical methods are applied and the use of theoretical 
statistics is seldom necessary at this level• Employees often work 
independently, but receive general instructions on problems to be met and on 
procedures and policies to follow from statisticians of higher level, who 
also check the form and, to a lesser extent, the accuracy of the work performed. 
Ençloyees may assign and review the work of clerical employees performing 
routine tasks. 

Incumbents edit raw data for accuracy,completeness,and comparability; 
determine form and method of tabulating raw data, and apply the simpler 

statistical methods to the analysis of tabulated data? 
prepare in final or rough draft form reports, generally of a repetitive 

nature, including summary tables, graphs and charts, and e^lanatory text 
based upon the tabulated data and analyses; 

prepare under supervision questionnaires and other forms to be used in 
gathering and reporting raw data; 

may supervise clerical staff in any of the steps involved in the 
compilation of data; 

perform related work as necessary. 

KNOWLEDGE， ABÎLITIES AND OTHER QUALIFICATIONS • 

Working knowledge of the simpler mathematical and statistical methods 
and ability to apply them to the analysis and evaluation of health and 
epidemiological data. 

Working knowledge of sources of statistical information, methods of 
securing such information, and research techniques. 

Knowledge of tabulating machines and office equipment used in perforaing 
statistical operations. 

Good knowledge of one of the Organization^ working languages. 
Knowledge of the usefulness and limitations of the work. 
Ability to apply the above knowledge to the work} to analyse and 

interpret statistical data and to present analyses and conclusions of 
statistical data with clarity and accuracy both in written and graphic form; 
to work well with other members of a staff representing different nations. 

Education equivalent to graduation from a university of recognized 
standing, with course work in statistics and mathematics and three years1" 
experience in the analysis and presentation of statistical information» 



Incumbents of posts at this level perfоm supervisory or research work 
involving the development of graphical forms of presentation of coirrplex 
statistical data and the analysis and development of specific statistical 
problemse 

DISTINGUISHING FEilTURSS OF WORK 

Employees at this level work independently, but receive general 
instructions on problems to be met and on procedures and policies to follow 
from superiors, who check the form and, to a lesser extent, the accuracy of 
the work performedс 

The incumbents plan and conduct research activities related to the 
development of graphical fonns of presentation of statistical data5 

introduce and revise statistical reporting forms and procedures? 
analyse statistical data and develop modifications or adaptations of 

methods to solve particular problems where appropriate background or collateral 
data is lacking; 

may represent the World Health Organization at meetings concerned with 
statistics； 

may perform occasional work of a mathematical and statistical nature for 
various sections of the Organization; 

may supervise lower-level statisticians or clerical staff engaged in 
statistical work; 

perform related work as necessary. 

KNOWLEDGE, ABILITIES AND OTHER QUALIFICATIONS 

Extensive knowledge of mathematical and statistical theories and methods 
in the field of public-health statistics; of sources of statistical 
information, methods of securing such information and research techniques; 
of the media and the use of graphical presentation. 

Working knowledge of tabulating machines and office and drafting 
equipment useful in performing statistical operations. 

Very good knowledge of one of the Organization's working languages. 
Knowledge of the usefulness and limitations of the work. 
Ability to apply the above knowledge ； to work well "with other members of 

a staff representing different nations; to analyse factual information and 
recognize significant factors, relationships and trendsÎ to prepare technical 
reports and make graphical presentations on problems investigated. 

Skill in the application of statistical theory and methods in the 
analysis of specific problems. 

Ability to maintain satisfactory working relationships with officials and 
employees� 

Education equivalent to graduation from a university of recognized 
standing, with specialization in statistics and five years' experience in the 
analysis and presentation of statistical information. 



This is important technical "work involving responsibility for 
co-ordinating the gathering, analysis and reporting of statistical data. 

DISTINGUISHING FEATURES OF WOEK 

Policy determinations in this field are made by the Chief of Section, 
who gives general supervision to the work and instructs on policies and 
procedures to be followed. The finished reports are reviewed for form and 
content and to a lesser extent for the accuracy of the work performed* 

Ths Statistical Supervisor is responsible for a unit engaged in 
reporting statistical data. The work includes the planning of reporting 
forms and procedures, the directing of subordinates in editing, tabulating 
and analysing raw data and in supervising the preparation of reports 
presenting the data with explanatory texts and charts. At this level the 
employee is ejected tot 

introduce and revise statistical reporting forms; 
devise procedures for the processing of raw statistical data; 
supervise staff in editing, tabulating, analysing and reporting 

statistical data} 
consult with Chief and Organization officials on desirable reporting 

procedures and statistical studies; 
prepare, or review and edit, reports of statistical studies| 
supervise the filing of statistical data or other material, the 

mailing and distribution of materials and the requisitioning of office 
equipment; 

prepare reports; 
perform related work as necessary. 

KNOWLEDGE, ABILITIES AND OTHER QUALIFICATIONS 

Extensive knowledge of the more simple mathematical and statistical 
methods and a working knowledge of the more complicated statistical methods» 

Extensive knowledge of the sources of statistical information and methods 
of securing such information. 

Working knowledge of the media and use of graphic presentation. 
Working knowledge of tabulating machines and office equipment useful 

in perfomiing statistical operations. 
Very good knowledge of one of the Organization1s working languages and 

working knowledge of the other. 
Knowledge of the usefulness and limitations of the work. 
Ability to the above knowledge； to plan and outline statistical 

procedures necessary in the compilation of data; to supervise a group of 
employees engaged in statistical and clerical activities ; to analyse and 
interpret statistical data and present analyses and conclusions with clarity 
and precision in written and graphic form; to work well with, and advise, 
other members of a staff representing different nations• 

Education equivalent to graduation from a university of recognized 
standing with specialization in statistics and at least five years1 
experience in the analysis and presentation of statistical dataо 



Incumbents of posts at this level are in charge of the operation and 
managemar:,tof a storeroom containing office equipment and office and medical 
s implies. 

DISTINGUISHING FEATURES OF WORK 

Incumbents receive general instructions on procedures to be followed, 
but must apply proper storekeeping methods to work problems and record-
keeping� Occasional review of the employees' work is made by insp…tion 
of records and stock oondition. 

Storekeepers participate in, or supervise, the packing or wrapping 
of goods to be shipped} 

make transportation arrangements and prepare shipping documents; 
check quantity and quality of stores received to see that they conform 

to specifications; 
assist with, or prepare for proper authorization, requisitions for 

stock replacement; 
make emergency purchases on minor items when authorized; 
develop efficient stores methods in the allocation of proper bins 

or other storage; 
maintain or supervise the maintenance of proper records incident to 

inventories 5 
supervise stores clerks and labourers； 
perform related work as necessary 

KNOWLEDGE, ABILITIES .AND OTHER QUALIFICATIONS 

Knowledge of storeroom methods and procedures, inventory record-keeping 
and proper controls.，transportation agencies and shipment methods, purchase 
and requisition procedures. “ 

Knowledge of one of the Organization's working languages. 
Knowledge of the usefulness and limitations of the work. 
Ability to apply the above knowledge to the work; to determine quality 

of goods against specifications； to assign work to others, instruct them and 
check their work; to perform mamal labour such as the lifting of heavy 
weights; to work well with other members of a staff representing different 
nations. 

Education equivalent to graduation from a secondary school, with two 
years i experience in the keeping of stores and stores records. 



Inombents of posts at this level perform manual and elemen-
tary clerical work in the receiving, storing, shipping and care of 
office and medical supplies and related items• 

DISTINGUISHING FEATURES OF TORK 

Storekeepers in charge make specific work assignments, but 
employees make minor decision on work methods# 

Incumbents receive， unpack and store goods or supplies in 
proper storage spacesj 

issue supplies from storeroom on approved requisition; 
assemble， pack and transport， or arrange for transporting, 

stored goods or materials} 
takeP or assist in taking, physical inventoiy of stock as 

required; 
keep simple receiving and shipping recordsj 
perform related work as necessary• 

KNOWLEDGE, ABILITIES AND OTHER QUALIFICATIONS 

KnoTii edge of storeroom methods and procedures, of transporta-
tion agencies and shipment methods^ of one of the Organization's 
тоrking languages, and of the usefulness and limitations of the 
•workc 

Working кпотй-edge of the maintenance of medical and office 
equipment and supplies.» 

Ability to apply the above knowledge to the workj to under-
stand and follow oral and witten instructions? to perform man-
ual labour^ such as lifting heavy weights； to work "well with a 
staff representing different nations; to keep storeroom in clean 
and orderly condition* 

Education equivalent to ei^it years of school» 



This is editorial work of a more routine nature in the editing 
of manuscripts• 

DISTINGUISHING FEATURES OF WORK 

Supervision received at this level consists of assignme.nts of 
work, together with instructions covering new or unusual jobs, but 
in the performance of the nomal duties of the post the employee 
completes the work without close supervision• Problems of 
editorial detail not covered by standard procedure are resolved 
by reference to assistant editor• 

Sub-editors 
edit manuscript to ensure correct spelling, punctuation, 

capitalizationь abbreviations, use of numerals, compounding and 
division of words, sentence structure, and adherence to established 
style； 

rewrite material to ensure clarity^ consistent style, good 
English or French usage^ and avoidance of obviously repetitive or 
irrelevant statements (Such changes are subject to review and 
approval)； 

closely correlate English and French texts； 
verify footnotes and other textual references, pagination, 

and chapter and section headings； and check quoted passages4 
(Verification of factual statements for which no reference is 
given is not expected at this level unless sources are indicated 
by assistant editor)； 

ensure that charts, diagrams, or tables are properly presented, 
consistent with the text and, suitably placed； 

compile indexes requiring major and minor subdivisions, but 
not requiring lengthy original analysis of the material； 

proofread galley or page proofs to ensure word-for-word 
conformity "with edited manuscript, and also to correct printers1 
errors such as failure to follow editorial markings^ faulty 
spacing, inverted, transposed or broken type, or the use of the 
wrong style and size of type; 

prepare summaries or abstracts of a relatively simple naturej 
perform related work as necessary. 

KNOWLEDGE, ABILITIES AND OTHER QUALIFICATIONS 

Good working knowledge of editing and proofreading. 
Thorough knowledge of the prescribed standards of punctuation, 

spelling, capitalization and abbreviation^ and of the use of headings 
and footnotes. 

Good working knowledge of accepted rules of sentence structure9 
and usage of correct English or French• 

Knowledge of standard printers1 symbols. Familiarity with 
the established format and presentation of WHO publications• 

Knowledge of indexing technique• 
Knowledge of the usefulness and limitations of the work. 



Ability to apply the above knowledge to the work. 
Alertness in the examination of manuscript or proofs for 

the detection of errors and inconsistencies. 
Ability to work well with other members of a. staff representing 

different nations. " 

Education equivalent to graduation from a university of 
recognized standing, preferably vdth some editorial experience. 

Incumbents of this class having education equivalent to 
graduation from a .university of recognized standing,vith 
specialization in science and with sufficient scientific background 
to enable them to undertaken sub，editorial work on technical or 
scientific subjects, are to be granted an amount equal to two 
steps within the grade in addition to the pay of the class. 



TECHNICAL ASSISTANT I 

Incumbents of posts at this level serve as assistants to professional 
staff members of the Organization. They are responsible for collecting 
data on various technical subjects from easily available secondary sources, 
for summarizing and presenting such data, and for making simple analyses of 
them, 

DISTINGUISHING FEATURES OF ЖЕК 

Technical Assistants at this level usually perform many duties "which 
are partly clerical in nature, but which serve as a means of acquainting them 
with the sixbjectMiiatter of the various specialized fields of public health. 
The posts are distinguished from clerical posts in that sufficient knowledge 
of elementary public-health research methods and techniques (the location, 
evaluation and factual analysis of data) is required for the selection of 
pertinent material and its preliminary organization and analysis« 

Instructions are detailed if assignments involve essentially new 
procedure or methods• Fewer instructions and less guidance are given with 
continuing or repetitive assignments, and when an acceptable work pattern has 
been developed. Analysis or interpretation is usually restricted to -well-
defined problems and is preliminary in charactere Such work is closely 
reviewed for validity of conclusions. 

The following duties are typical of those performed. 
Incumbents search secondary source material and locate data pertinent 

to a particular topic; assemble and digest the factual material and present it 
in tabular^ narrative or graphic form; draw conclusions and make recommenda-
tions relative to the validity and significance of the data. 

They maintain detailed files and records of current information on 
assigned subjects; obtain such information by reading professional periodic 
cals, journals and other material; abstract, brief and index such material; 
go through files and assemble data on subjects in response to requests from 
professional staff; prepare reports on the completeness and usefulness of 
data collected^ 

As instructed^ they write to organizations or persons to obtain reference 
materials^ publications or information on certain subjects. 

They assemble material for meetings and conferences of expert committees 
or other groups; attend such meetings and assist professional staff by obtain-» 
ing reference material, compiling readily available statistics, taking notes 
of proceedings, etc. 

They edit reports^ articles, manuscripts or other material prepared by 
professional staff for consistency with official style manualд for clarity and 
for conformance with established policy; verify references; compile biblio-
graphies and prepare tables, charts, maps, etc. 

Technical Assistants are usually able to work in several languages, 
As. a result，they are called upon to translate correspondence^ articles or 
reports from or into these languages• 

Perform related work as necessary^ -

KNOWLEDGE，ABILITIES AND OTHER QÜAIJFICATIOWS 
—шш n^M-w ' PJI.J1 тлшлу^тм il ̂ тшгмзпв/чш итяте^чгтятлшмш ̂^̂ --jí̂ »-»̂ »* _ 丨 тл 

Knowledge of elementary research methods and techniques used in the field 
of public health, including some knowledge of elementary sbatistios. 

Knowledge of available sources of reference materials. 
Knowledge of one of the Organization's official languages• 
Knowledge of the usefulness and limitations of the work# 
Ability to apply the above knowledge to the work; to follow written 

instructions of a technical nature and to plan work т/dthin limits set by 
these instructions; to evaluate sources of information and select pertinent 
data; to make preliminary analyses of findings, noting significant factors 
and trends; to work yjbII with members of a staff representing different nations• 

Education equivalent to graduation from an approved college or university. 
Some experience in elementary research or reference work in the field of 
public health. 



GENERAL 
тття^ттшштвтт 

Incumbents of posts at this level assist professional staff 
members of a specialized public-health, medical-service or scientific 
research programme by collecting and analysing information on various 
subjects pertaining to the programme. 

DISTINGUISHING FEATURES OF WORK 

Technical Assistants at this level are distinguished from ТозЬ-
nical Assistant at lower levels by a less detailed type of supervision and 
by the nature of their assignments, which usually involve planning the 
details, determining sources of information and solving the problem rather 
than merely assembling data and making a preliminary analysis. Incumbents 
are also ejected to have a good knowledge of sources of information and 
a general understanding of the programme to which the work is related. 
In addition, the incumbents usually spend full time on analytical and 
reference duties. 

Incumbents plan work details on the basis of general instructions 
from supervisors； consult with superiors on problems that arise when 
the work is in progress； call attention to additional factors which 
should be considered； and discuss findings with them. Completed work 
is reviewed for compliance with instructions, completeness and validity 
of conclusions. The incumbents are ordinarily responsible for the 
accuracy of details. 

As necessary they plan and supervise the work of clerical assistants• 
Technical Assistants perform as typical duties the following： 
They collect data on a specialized topic in assigned field from 

sources available in the Organization or from correspondence with outside 
sources； digest and analyse such material into narrative, graphic or 
tabular form with responsibility for determining the form of presentation； 
analyse materials, noting significant factors and trends, and prepare 
footnotes explaining peculiarities of the data. 

They establish and build up office files of pertinent and basic 
material on various subjects； assemble material for such files from 
professional literature^ research reports or from correspondence； summarize 
periodically. Review recent literature in the field and call attention 
of professional staff to materials in their fields of interest； brief 
such materials for their use； recommend the acquisition of new books or 
periodicals» 

ТЬзу collect and assemble primary data on assigned subjects by 
corresponding with professional personnel in other international 
organizations， governments or other public or private groups； develop 
questionnaires for obtaining such'materials； plan and carry out methods 
of analysing information received. 

They assemble materials for meetings and conferences of expert 
committees and study groups； attend such meetings and assist professional 
staff by explaining peculiarities of data collected^ and compiling and 
analysing statistics on special subjects under consideration. 

They edit reports, articles and manuscripts prepared within the 
programme, veriiy references, compile bibliographies and prepare charts, 
footnotes and graphs. 



Terhnl勹sJ. A-ssis+/ants are usually able to work in several languages； 
as a result they are called upon to translate correspondence, articles or 
reports from, or into these languages. 

They perform related work as necessary. 

KNOWLEDGE, ABILITIES AND OTHER QUALIFICATIONS 

Good working knowledge of general or special public-health research -
methods and techniques, including elementary statistics. 

Good knowledge of source materials in the specialized field. 
Excellent knowledge of one of the Organization's official languages 

and a good working knowledge of the other. A knowledge of other languages 
is desirable. 

Knowledge of the usefulness and limitations of the work. 
Ability to apply the above knowledge to the work； to analyse factually 

information and to discern trends and factors influencing trends in the data 
and their significance； to write clearly and logically； to plan assign-
ments within outlining procedures and objectives； to determine and locate 
sources of material and decide upon their usefulness and reliability； 
to work in close co-operation with other workers as a member of a group or 
as an assistant. 

Education equivalent to graduation from a college or university of 
recognized standing. Progressive experience in the analytical or 
reference aspects of public-health work or other appropriate setting. 



TECHNICAL OFFICER^ SANITARÏ CONVENTIONS AND QUARANTIM： SECTION 

GENERAL 

An employee in a post of this class performs speoialized tecb-
nical work involving the compilation and maintenance of a variety 
of information concerning the current incidence of pestilential dis-
eases throughout the "world, quarantine measures taken and quarantine 
and immunization requirements imposed. The employee assists in the 
preparation of information for publication in the Weekly Epidemio-
logical Record and supplementsa 

DISTINGUISHING FEATURES OE THRK 

The work is performed Independently, instructions generally-
being confined to outlines of policies and procedures to be fol-
lowed, The form of the work is checked and to a lesser extent 
its accuracy^ 

Typical of work at this level ares 
the compilation and maintenance of records on ports accept-

ing international quarantine messages by radioj inoculation-
vaccination-certificate requirements of all countriesj quarantine 
measuresj harbours qualified to deliver certificates; disinfec-
tion and elimination of infection in harbours； and other sanitary 
convention and quarantine information; 

assistance in the preparation of information for publication 
in the Weekly Epidemiological Record; 

preparation of the French text of the Record; 
maintenance and preparation of information that msy later be 

used in the preparation of sanitary legislation^ regulations and 
rule s« 

The incumbent performs related work as necessary^ 

KNOWLEDGE， ABILITIES AND OTHER QUALIFICATIONS 

Thorough knowledge of the policies^ regulations and practices 
governing sanitary conventions or regulations” 

Veiy gpod knowledge of the principles, standard practice} 
methods and techniques in the field of epidemiology. 

Good knowledge of general and political geography« 
Go�d knowledge of editorial ̂ techniques .and jnethodsc. . n 
\ezv gccd krowledge of one of ъпе Organization's working languages 

and kii' wicdge cf the :、ther。 •‘ 
Ka Tvledge of the usefulness and limitations of the ж)гк6 
Ibility to çjply the above knowledge to the work; to compile 

and maintain complicated records; to appraise and analyse material; 
to maintain effective and harmonious relationships with others; to 
work well with, and advise，members of a staff representing differ-
ent nations-

Education equivalent to graduation from a university of re cog-» 
nized standing, preferably with specialization in the field of 
political or economic geography and some experience in the field of 
quarantine and sanitary regulation^ 



GENEBAL . 

Incumbents of posts at this level perform specialized duties irtiioh 
consist essentially in translating material of a less difficult nature 
into one of the working languages from the other, or from or into other 
languages. 

DISTINGUISHING FEATURES OF WORK 

Close siç»ervision over posts in this class is exercised by higher-level 
translators, who make assignments on the basis of incumbent‘s language and 
subject-matter knowledge. The work is reviewed while in progress arri upon 
completion for accuracy of fact and for accuracy and literary style of the 
translation. 

Incumbents translate in a fluent, clear and lucid style less difficult 
material from one working language to the other, or from or into other 
languages. The translations must reflect the same implications and fine 
shades of meaning as the original. 

KNOWLEDGE, ABILITIES AND OTHER QUALIFICATIONS 

Intimate knowledge of English and French and some knowledge of one or 
more additional languages. 

Knowledge of the usefulness and limitations of the work. 
Ability to apply the above knowledge to the work; to write one of 

the working languages lucidly and fluently； to work well with other members 
of a staff representing different nations. 

Education equivalent to graduation from a university of recognized 
standing, preferably with specialization in science and one year's experience 
as a translator. 



This class includes posts the duties of which are to translate a 
variety of technical material requiring the application of a good working 
knowledge of specialized subject-matter into one of the working languages 
from the other, or from or into other languages. 

DISTINGUISHING FEATURES OF TORK 

Supervision over posts in this class is exercised by a translator of 
higher level, who makes assignments on the basis of incumbent1 s language 
and subject-matter knowledge. The work is reviewed for accuracy of facts 
and foinaccuracy and literary style of the translation. 

Incumbents translate in a fluent, clear and lucid style a variety of 
technical material from one working language to the other, or from or into 
other languages. The translations must reflect the same implications and 
fine shades of meaning as the original. 

Perform related work as necessary» 

KNOWLEDGE, ABILITIES AND OTOER QUALIFICATIONS 

Intimate knowledge of English and French and some knowledge of one or 
more additional languages• 

Specialized subject-matter knowledge in the medical or public-health 
field. 

Knowledge of the usefulness and limitations of the work. 
Ability to apply the above knowledge to the work; to write one of 

the working languages lucidly and fluently; to work well with, and advise, 
other members of a staff representing different nations. 

Education equivalent to graduation from a university of recognized 
standing, probably with specialization in science; three years1 experience 
as a translator. 

For one post: Plus one step, for which he will be available at least 
10 weeks during the year for serving as an interpreter• 



GENERAL 

This is responsible linguistic work in reviewing translations of official 
documents, legislation, correspondence and medical and scientific material 
for publication, into French from English and other languages. The 
translator at this level may be required to undertake difficult translations. 
In the absence of the Head of the Translation Section, he is required to undere-
take the administration of the section. 

DISTINGUISHING FEATORES OF WORK 

The work is subject to general review by the Head of the Translation 
Section. 

Incumbents review material translated into one working language from 

the other, and from other languages, for accuracy and quality. 

These reviews are generally final and the translations are ready for 
reproduction or other action. 

If the translations are made by a translator at this level the 
finished translation must read as naturally as the original and must adhere 
faithfully and exactly to the thought and intent of the original. 

Incumbents perform related work as necessaiy. 

KNO^XEDGE, ABILITIES AND OTHEE QUALIFICATIONS 

Intimate knowledge of English and French and some knowledge of one or 
more additional languages• 

Considerable knowledge of medical and related scientific terminology. 
Considerable knowledge of the policies and administrative regulations 

governing WHO publications. 
Knowledge of the usefulness and limitations of the work. 
Ability to apply the above knowledge to the work, to supervise the 

work of others3 and to work well with, and .advise, members of a staff 
representing different nations. 

Education equivalent to graduation from a university of recognized 
standing, preferably with specialization in science； considerable e^>erience 
in the field of translation. 



HEAD OF TRANSLATION SECTION 

This is difficult and responsible linguistic work in administering the 
translation services of the World Health Organization. This service is 
required to translate from and into English and French, as well as other 
languages, official documents of great importance, legislation, correspondence 
and a great volume of medical and scientific material for publication. In 
addition, the Head Translator may be required to provide interpreting services 
for committees, boards and conferences• 

DISTINGUISHING FEATURES OF WOSK 

Supervision is received from the Director of Editorial and fieference 
Services in regard to administration and general policy» Priorities are 
detennined on consultation with the Director, v/ho may obtain direction or 
advise at higher-level policy meetings. 

Administers a translation service responsible for translating official 
documents, legislative, correspondence and medical and scientific material 
for publication from and into English and French, as well as other languages» 

Establishes and maintains standards for finished work in accordance with 
types of material and purposes for which translated. 

Is responsible for providing interpreting staff for committees, boards 
and conferences. 

Performs related work as necessary. 

KNOWLEDGE, ABILITIES AND OTHER QUALIFICATIONS 

Intimate knowledge of English and French and a good working knowledge 
of one or more additional languages. 

A good general knowledge of medical and related scientific terminology• 
Knowledge of the usefulness and limitations of the work. 
Thorough knowledge of the policies and administrative regulations 

governing WHO publications. 
Knowledge of the rules and procedures involved in the conduct of 

international committees, boards and conferences. 
Ability to apply the above knowledge to the work, to work with others 

effectively, to give counsel, and to plan and organize the work of a 
translating section. 

Education equivalent to graduation from a university of recognized 
standing, preferably with specialization in science} considerable experience 
in the field of translation. 



Incumbents of posts at this level perform the technical and artistic 
vrork involved in the drawing and painting of maps, graphs, charts and other 
illustrative material under close supervision and euidance. The material 
to be illustrated and methods of presentations are determined by others. 
This is the junior post in the Presentation Service Unit. 

LISTINGUISHING FEATURES ^F WuRK 

Execute pen-and-ink and colour illustrations of maps, graphs, charts 
and other material under direct supervision, vdth specific instructions as 
to the medium to be ençloyed, and with details of layout алс! design. 

The illustration is reviewed durinr preparation tn determine conformity 
with instructions and upon completion for accuracy and execution. " 
Employees have little or no discretion as to material to be illustrated 
or methods of presentation. 

Work at this level includes the tracinp of maps, inkinp of drawings, 
shading in pen and ink, application of mechanical stipples and the *' 
execution of illustrations. 

Incumbents perform related work as necessary. 

KNCWbEEGE, ABILITIES ÁNL OTHER QUALIFICATIONS 

Knowledge of art and reproductive methods. 
Kiowledge of one of the Organization's workinp languapes. 
Knowledge of the usefulness and limitations of the work. 
Ability to apply the above knowledge to the work； to execute 

illustrations in black-and-white and colour; to assist in the execution 
of exhibits and displays； to work well with members of a staff representing 
different nations. 

Originality is a prerequisite of this post. 

Education equivalent to secondary school graduation with additional 
traininc in graphic art, and preferably one year's experience in the field 
of commercial or graphic art. " 



GENERAL — — — • i 

Incumbents of posts at this level perform the technical and artistic 
work involved in the drawing and painting of a wide variety of maps, graphs, 
charts and other illustrative material, including exhibits and displays, 
T^ey receive general supervision as to priority of assignments and treatment 
of subject-matter, mth limited technical artistic guidance. In the absence 
� f the supervisor, an incumbent may be required to plan and direct the work 
of the Presentation Service Unit. 

DISTINGUISHING FEATURES OF WORK 

In consultation mth head of ñ-esentation Service Unit, determine basic 
layouts, designs, media and lettering to be used on an assignment. 

Prepare sketches and draw or paint finished illustrations in black-and-
v»hite and colour. • 

Execute exhibits and displays, including photo montages. 
May be required to supervise junior employees. 
Perform related work as necessary. 

gNOWLEDŒ., ABILITIES AND OTHER QUALIFICATIONS 

Thorough knowledge of art and reproduction methods. 
Go�á knowledge of public-health terminology. 

Knowledge of public health sufficient to interpret very complicated copy 
and to detect inconsistencies in detail. 

Considerable knowledge of political geography. 
Good knowledge of.one of the Organization's working languages and fair 

knowledge of the other. 
•Knowledge of the usefulness and limitations of the work. 
Ability to apply the above knowledge to the work; to participate with 

supervisor in planning projects and determining presentation methods; to 
illustrations for direct reproduction at sane or reduced scale in 

black-and-white or colour； to design and construct exhibits and displays： to 
work well mth members of a staff representing different nations and to give 
counse丄• w 

Originality is a prerequisite for this post. 

Education equivalent to secondary school graduation with additional 
training in graphic art and three years' experience in the commercial art 
field. 



Incumbents of posts at this level perform the technical and 
artistic work involved in planning and directing the operations 
of a small presentation service unit, and preparing a wide variety 
of maps, graphs, charts and other illustrative material including 
exhibits and displays» This is the senior post in the presenta-
tion service. 

DISTINGUISHING FEAT 1RES OF TORK 

Incumbents are subject to general administrative supervision 
and to general directions as to the functions of the service, Ъи4 
have considerable discretion In the cfevelopment and execution of 
assignments, 

,Confer directly with departments requesting presentation ser-
vice in order to determine budgetary and production limitations on 
treatment of subject^natter. 

Supervise other employees engaged in preparing illustrative 
material, determine priority of assignments, assign work, and ad-
vise as to basic l^rout, design, media and techniques^ 

Determine graphic techniques and equipment to be used. 
Participate in the preparation of basic layouts and designs 

and execute finished illustrations, photo montages, exhibits and 
display s -

Perform related work as necessary. 

KN01LEDGE, ABILITIES AND OTHER QUALIFICATIONS 

Thorough knowledge of art aid reproductive methods-
Good knowledge of publio4iealth terminologr, 
KnovtLedge of public health sufficient to interpret very com-

plicated copy and detect inconsistencies In detail. 
Excellent knoiedge of one of the Organization» s тоrking lan” 

guages and fair knowledge of the other. 
Knowledge of the usefulness and limitations of the work. 
Considerable knowLedge of political geography 
Ability to apply the above knowledge to the тюгк} to prepare 

and execute illustrations for direct reproduction at same or re-
duced scale in black-̂ and-white or colouri to plan and build ex-
hibits and displays. 

Ability to supervise and to work well' with other meni- • 
bers of a staff representing different nations and to advise thenu 

Originality is a prerequisite for this post* 

Education equivalent to secondary school graduation, prefer 
ably with additional training in graphic art,'and at least five 
yearsî experience in the commercial art field. 
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1. The Means and Measures of Efficiency of Operations and the 

Extent to which these are in actual Practice 

"What are the standards established for administrative and 

profe s si onal personnel, both at Headquarters and at Regional Offices? 

See question (4) - "Procedures for Selection and Appoihtment". 

2, An Appraisal of potential organizational changes resulting from 

changes in high level personnel 

A substantive answer to this question is most difficult to 

provide. The information presented in this report concerning the 

organizational structure proposed for 1950 reveals the purpose and 

extent of these changes and their justification. 

The structure developed in October 1948 was in the nature of a 

scaffold based on the personnel then on the staff, or considered 

available, for getting on vdth the programme as then conceived. It 

should also be remembered that the staffing pattern was not clear at 

that time because of the absence of a proper position classification 

system. ïhere were certain high level posts unfilled5 some still 

remain unfilled. The influence of changes in organization as a result 

of changes in high level personnel during 1949 was no doubt considerable. 

Under the, circumstances of a developing programme and by reason of 

what these individuals had to offer in training and experience, no 

other result could be expected and no other rcsult was desirable. 

Organizational structure is a functional concept* It does not 

exist for itself; it exists to serve for the efficient attainment ^ 

of clearly envisaged goal-s. Within broad limits .goals may be 

set but the mçans of achievement in a dynamic society are constantly-

changing and methodology alters at a somewhat slower pace, The 

structure of institutions is least susceptible to ohange because vested 

interests are disturbed. It may be said that the effectiveness of high 

level personnel is measured by their ability to adapt themselves to 

change and to pursue effectively established goals by new means. 



№锌re is always an implied .'danger .vshen changes -in high level 
• •• -'-

personnel occur. The same danger exists in. the early -stages, of growth 

in any new organization, or in modifications to the structure of old 

institutions. This danger is the so-called "Empire building". A 

strong desire to develop special fields of interest is a healthy and 
. , . . , - •； , , • 

nomal psychological phenomenon. The ability-to keep ' Ш х й т е rest 

Tfidthin due bounds shoxild be a primary consideration in the selection 

of staff. The task of keeping specialized interests in proper relation 

to the group as a whole is the Director-General's responsibility. 

This responsibility has been constantly in the forefront in making 

recent selections of high level personnel and in the deliberations 

having to do with the proposed reorganization. 

3. Means and Measures taken to assure that the "responsible" Officers 
' . ..

 1
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in the Secretariat are sufficiently familiar with the work of the 
different Departments or Offices 

The means and measures taken are generally of two kinds j aeetirigs, 

and literature and circvilars. 

‘ Meetings are organizational, departmental and divisional. 

Fortnightly organizational meetings, for senior staff (50 or 60) are 

held to hear and to discuss developments resulting from meetings of the 

Assembly, the Executive Board, Expert Committees and reports on projects 
. . . ： • - » ：• . •. . 

undertaken, or to review plans for action of common interest. Discussions 

in departmental staff meetings/ or in divisional meetings, typically 

convened in order to discuss matters of limited interest, usually also 

include observations about organizational developments, and discussions 

as necessary concerning the relationships of. the department or division 

to specific plans and developments elsewhere in the Organization. 

Literature and circular distribution by offices at headquarters and 

regions is comprehensive. These papers include: reports of major and 

specialized meetings; preparatory documentation for these meetings-, 

working papers relating to specific subjects or concerning in-process 



results of particular developments. The monthly progress report of 

the. Organization is distributed to regional and headquarters offices* 

-.Occasional assemblies are held for all staff members. Such 

meetings were convened just before the World Health Assembly in Rome 

and two have since been held, one to present the purpose and method 

of the classification survey and one to review the plans and procedure 

for 1951 programme and budget preparation-. 

It is recognized that each supervisor has the responsibility for 

assuring that his staff becomes as efficient as possible on the jotu 

The objective is for each staff шешЬег to know everything about his own 

job and its performance, and as much about related jobs as is necessary 

for him to perform his own work effectively. The Personnel Office is 

ready to provide technical advice on in-service training, but this does 

not relieve the s邵ervisor of primary responsibility. 

Within ^ach Division new staff are thoroughly briefed on appoint-

ment not only by senior members of the Division but by those of other 

organizational units in the Secretariat whose work is closely related. 

Close contact is maintained by correspondence with members in the field. 

Staff at both field and headquarters are encouraged and directed to 

observe first-hand the activities for which they are responsible or 

concerning which they should be informed. Attention, particularly in 
“ • . - • • • . ' 

the technical and professional offices, is called to new developments 
‘ ..... '. .-• 

in the respective fields through the supply of technical literature 

and documentation within WHO. In certain sections or Divisions the 

development of limited-scale newsletters is coritemplated. 
- •• '• ‘ ' ' ' • . , • 

A course has been arranged by the Personnel Office on "Principles, 

Methods and Problems of Supervision", which is given'within the regular 

office hours to all supervisors. Language courses in French and English 

will commence in January 1950. 

Depending upon the similarity of skills, it is the practice within 



sections or offices to train staff for jobs in addition to their 

regular assignments, in' order to provide a minimum of югк disruption 

in the event of annual and sick leave, but also to provide-the maximum 

intra and interoffice versatility. • —— 

Л working party within the Department of Operational Services and 

the Personnel Office is in the process of developing a positive training 

programme for personnel of field teams and other staff members' prior to 

work in the field or at headquarters. It is planned that all new' staff 

members should have an understanding‘of： 

(a) the full WHO operating programme in all its aspectsj 

(b) the financial and a^ninistrative machinery and procedures of 

WHO; 
• • • . .. , • 

(c) some general knowledge of the aspects of the social sciences, 
• . ‘ . . • ... 

e.g* sociology, social psychology and cultural anthropology, 

which are relevant to international health field work; 

(d) modern conceptions 'of heálth eduüation of the public 5 

(e) general background knowledge of .the specific country to 

Wiich they are going... 

..... ‘ ‘” •； 

Policy and Procedure Manual and Director-General1 s Circulars 
•• 1 1 ' • - - . • . . ' . • • . . . . . 

The Organization makes its administrative instructions and 
• . . . * . . ： ' 

informational notices known to the staff by means of a Policy and 

Procedure Manual and Director-General's Circulars. 

The Policy and Procedure Manual is the single unified source of 

reference for the rules, regulations, policies and procedures of the 

entire Organization. 

The Direptor-General's Circulars are bulletins containing general 

information or statements of policy or procedure that are applicable 

for a single occasion or a limited time. Some modifications in the 

purpose and scope of Director-General1 s Circulars are planned in order 
‘.••’ •* •‘ ： . . . .. , : 

‘ • • . . . . . , ” ： 

to relate them more precisely to Staff Rules and make other provision 



for those policies and procedures of more limited effect. 

Annual Meeting of Hegional Directors and Headquarters Staff 

The purposes to be served are generally to provide co-ordination 

and to ensure that overall policies and plans follow a pattern 

consistent with üiose laid down by the Assembly and the Board and that 

from year to year there be some uniformity in programme planning as 

between Regions. More specifically, sueh staff meetings will be 

devoted to, inter alia： 

(a) Planning 

( i ) Overall 

(ii ) Regional 

(b) Discussion of technical matters 

(c) Discussion of administrative policies and practices 

(d) General operating problems 

(e) Exchange of information as between Headquarters and Regional 

Offices and between Regional Offices. 

ïhe time and place of such meetings are not yet decided. Generally 

it is the opinion that the most useful time would be after the sessions 

of the Health Assembly but prior to September during which month 

Regional Committees will convene. 

4. The Procedures for Selection and Placement 

Clerical and Stenographic 

The few purely clerical posts on the staff are filled from the 

best available applications from local sources on file in the Personnel 

Office. 

Stenographic personnel in Grade 6 and below are recruited locally 

in Geneva if possible or in England in the case of most English 

stenographers because of the language problem. In either case the 

following selection procedures are followed. 

Advertisements are inserted in the national Press for 

stenographers, with detailed description of requirements. Applications 



are first screened in oraer to determine the standard of education and. 
i. .' ‘ , ‘ ! • ‘ . .. . . . . . -• 

.the nature of work "experience. Because of； the /•scientific nature of 
• . . ： . . . ' • . - . . - . . . . 

work in WHO, university matriculation or its equivalent is considered, 

necessary as an educational standard for stenographers.. On the score 

of work experience a record of at least two years satisfactory 

employment is considered essential.. If these selection factors appear 
• . • ; • " , 「 . ： •• • • 

reasonably adequate the applicant is requested to appear in Geneva or 

London for tests and interview. 

Tests have been standardized for dictation and copy typing. A 

very high degree of accuracy, in addition to the normal speed factor, 

is required. If the applicants pass these performance tests they are 

interviewed in order, to determine whether or not they have the personal 

qualities of stability and maturity which will permit them to make a 

satisfactory .adjustment, to Tfork in 1TH0 and living; conditions in Geneva. 

The performance tests aré. a.dministered in Geneva by the 

Supervisor of Stenographic Pool and in London these tests are 

administered by personnel from the British Government Treasury Office. 

In both ca-.es： the interviews are conducted by staff members of the 

Personnel Office of WHO. ‘ 

Before a group test is administered in London, applicants яге told 
‘ ‘ • • ‘ • 

• •—•••••——. 、 • 
what the nature of their work will be and what living'conditions and 

costs are in Geneva. " ' • 

Positions in Grade 7 to il 

These positions are chiefly of a higher clerical or lower 

administrative nature. When suqh a vacancy exists an authorized staff 

member of the section concerned notifies the Personnel Office that the 

post should be filled. The vacancy is then advertized within the United 

Nations and Specialized Agencies and to WHO Regional and field offices. 

T h i s advertisement includes a post description, statement of 

qualifications required and grade and salary. 



If the position is one which requires special qualifications and 

experience, for example in Editorial Services or âdministration and 

Finance, the Personnel Offi ce on request will correspond direct with 

institutions or agencies considered to have specialized contacts in 

this field. Advertisements are also inserted in professional and 

technical papers, particularly for the Editorial Services. 

Prior to the deadline for applications, as stated in the vacancy 

notice, the Personnel Office conducts a search of its files for all 

applications previously received which might be considered suitable 

for the present vacancy and adds these to the new applications. 

The Personnel Office reviews all applications and prepares a 

list of names with summarized qualifications which represents in its 

opinion the top-ranking candidates among the applications as measured 

against the specific requirements contained in the post description» 

.This summary list and the files are sent to the section having the 

vacancy. 

•When the section or office concerned has studied the applications 

a.request is made to the Personnel Office to convene an appointments . 

committee for the post under consideration. This committee consists of 

a staff member from the office in which the vacancy exists, a Personnel 

Office official and, in order to include a disinterested third party, 

a representative from another office or section. This committee selects 

the individual to fill the vacancy. 

The copnittee may decide to postpone filling the vacancy if no 

applicant appears to have the minimum qualifications for the post. 

Positions in Grade 12 and above 

: : . . T h e procedure for filling these posts is similar to that for 

Grades 7 to 11 with, thp following;exceptions: 

There is a permanent Appointments Committee consisting of the 

three Assistant Directors-General. 



2 ' it is considered feasible by the Director-General 

in terns of the time factor, and deemed desirable for reasons 

.of achieving wider geographical representation in senior posts, 

notices of vacancies including post descriptions, are sent tc all 

States which are Members of WHO. 

3 ' I n addition to the recruitment procedures described for the 

lower grades, the senior staff member concerned vdth a vacancy at 

Grade 12 and above, corresponds with professional personnel in 

his subject matter field in order to bring forward properly 

qualified candidates for the post. All such correspondence is 

cleared through the Personnel Office to ensure that no offer or 

promise of employment is made and that the description of the 

duties and the grading of the post, i f such is given, conform with 

the classification and grading system of the Secretariat. 

. As it is usually impossible for reasons of distance to 

interview candidates for senior posts in order to determine whether 

they are likely to work well with an international team, it is the 

regular practice to correspond with the references supplied by the 

applicant, and with other persons known to the Secretariat, to 

determine if the applicant has the personal qualities considered ^ 

necessary for the post. Specific questions are asked as to his 

ability to work with others? to hold orranizational goals above 

sectional or personal accomplishments; ta work under pressure in 

emergency, and to be able to adjust readily and easily to new 

situations. 

5 . T h e L e n g t h o f Contracts and the .criteria determining the Length 

of Contracts ‘ 

At the. time of. the transition from, the Interim Commission to the 

f 0 m a l Organization, staff members who were regarded as suitable staff 

for Ш0 and who had been employed by the Interim Commission for one year 

or more were offered five year contracts with a probationary period of 



six months. .. Those employed for less than one year were offered à 

contract for two years with a probationary period of one year, in 

the case of staff in grades 8 and over, and six month's in the case 

of staff in grades 7 and below. 

Since that time, "regular staff members" in distinction to 

consultants, members of field teams and temporary employees, are 

offered two year contracts with a probationary period of one year 
. . . . . . . ' . • 

or six months, depending on the grade level of their positions. 

On completion of two years' satisfactory ser-vice i.t is expected that 

contracts will be renewed for a five year period.；：.. . 

Permanent contracts beyond five years are not:.presently 

contemplated. Consideration now is being given to providing a 

five year contract in the first instance. 

* 

It the view of the Director-General that the length of the 

contract period is not of primary importance. Under the -Staff 

Rules contracts may be terminated for cause with due notice. There 

is therefore no greater real security under a five year contract 

: - , 、 

than under a two year contract. Of more importance are (a) the 

spirit in which the contracts are interpreted； (b) adequate 
• • • ‘‘ • 

： “ • • . 

provisions for appeals by staff members； (c) adequate selection 

methods； (d) adequate supervision including training； and (e) 

properly constructed and implemented classification and grading 

system. 

6, The Percentage of Turnover of Staff in each' Category with 

Examples of Reasons for Leaving or Termination 

The following table indicates the annual turnover for the 

organization as a whole for the period 1 November 1948 to 1 November 



Grade Mean total staff Number of Annual percentage 
Intervals for tho year Departures -turnover for each 

,group,and total 
'• 'staff 

Grade 16 and above 33 3 9.09 

Grades 12 to 15 73 7 9.59 

Grades8 to 11 53 4 ‘7.27 

Grade 7 and below 163 24 •‘ 14.72 

Total 322 38 • 11. SO 

The monthly turnover rate is just slightly less.than a low 

figure even considering that the organization was ̂ new and.in.its 

initial staffing period. 

While information is lacking from the files as to the.real 

reasons for a few of the departures, the following .tabulation of 

known causes appears representativo of the entire group j 

Grade 16 and above ….一 
J ' " J' ' '" ririr'nj “ ‘ ‘ ‘' * n ‘ 1 、,.-,. 

Resigned to return to national health administrations for 
personal reasons 2 

Returned to retirement from which he was called to assist 
in initiation of the Organization 1 

Grades 12 to 15 

Resigned to return tó national health administration for 
personal reasons 1 

Resigned for reasons of health 1 

Resigned because of Conditions in сountry where assigned; 
no other suitable assignment available . 1 

Released as surplus when activities to which assigned 
were completed) no other suitable assignment available' 2 

Released for unsatisfactory service . 1 
• •• * . . . . • » 

Grades 8 to Ц . . . . 一 . .… . . . . . . . : : . : : .： . . . 
• .• . . , ^ ̂  „ • - - - • 

Resigned to accept a better position 1 

Reloasod as surplus when activities to which assigned 
were с orapleted;� no other suitable. iassigMonts 
available 2 



Grade.7 and below 

or 
2 

1 

1 

6 

4 

Resigned to be married 

Resigned to return home for personal reasons 

Resigned - mot satisfied with promotional opportunities 

working conditions 
Resigned to accept a better position 

Resigned for reasons of health 

Released as surplus when activities to which assigned 

were completedj no other suitable assignment 

available 

Released for unsatisfactory service 

The above‘ figures represent only the regular or permanent 

staff and do not include a large number of parsons engaged as 
• . • ’ . 

consultants, conference staff, and othor temporary staff members 

engaged for short periods and released upon сompletion of their 

assignments. 
. . .• - ' ' ,. -. -： 

7. What is the estimated cost in 1951 of? 

(a) Staff (Salaries and iaiowances) 

(i) Headquarters ： … ’ 
• ‘ ‘ . 、 • . •. • • 

(ii) Regional Offices 

(iii) Field 
’ • . ； 'J ‘ ‘ •’ “ * 

. . . • • ‘ . ‘ ； •
 1

 • . . , . ‘ 、 ， ’ • 

(b) Travelling (excluding that covered in (c) below) 
* . 

(c) Meetings 

(i) Of Assembly 

(ii) Of Executive Board 

. (iii). Of Expert Committees 

The'answers to the above questions may be found in the Budget 
• » 

and therefore are not repeated herein. 

The cost of attendance of WHO observers at meetings of UN,.of 

other specialized agencies and professional groups was (from 1 January 

to 30 November 1949)多142,41. Sixty-one meetings were attended 

involving twenty-five members of the staff. 

The cost of attendance of the Regional Directors at the. 
« 

Assembly and the Fourth Session of the Executive Board in 1949 was 

03939.38. 



8. The Proportion of Staff, during.the last twelve months, receiving 

meritorious within-grade promotions 
• . j . • 

No member of the staff has as yet received such' a prbiaotion:-
« : -

� ’ ..... 
Before any such promotion can be considered, it will be necessary 

to establish adequate criteria whereby it will be possible to 

determine what constitutes meritorious service, as contrasted with 

service which may be reasonably expected of a normally well-

qualified staff member. 

It is only raasonablo to state that meritorious promotions, 

although not having been made, are probably justified in some 

instances. The time factor alone is responsible for there not 

being as yet any standards and criteria developed to serve as a 

basis for making appropriate decisions. 

9. Time devoted to Governing Body and Expert Committee Meetings 

The Standing Committee has asked. Í 

What estiftated percentage of the time of the staff, 
excluding clerical and typing staff, is devoted to 
preparation of documents for meetings of the Board 
and Assembly and Expert Committees? 

This is a very difficult question to answer satisfactorily for 
‘ ‘ ‘ • • • . 

several reasons. In the first instance no records have been kept 

nor could they be economically maintained, of the time spent ty 

officials on these duties. Moreover, documents prepared by the 

Secretariat for meetings are frequently adapted or incorporated 

bodily from studies or statements made originally for other purposes. 

The work сonnected with the Unification of Pharmacopoeias, for 

example, is at once both the： bulk of the agenda of ал. Expert. 

Committee and the source for the ultimate International pharmacopoeia. 

Similarly, documentation .for. both the Executive Board and the World 

Health Assembly concerning the permanent headquarters of WHO would 

have been otherwise necessary, had the Executive Board and the 

World Health Assembly meetings not been held. Generally s peaking, 



however, work in connexion with governing body meetings can be 

broadly estimated, i f perhaps narrowly defined. The preparation of 

the Annual Programme and Budget¿ for example, has been reflected in 

the estimates appearing below. The work connected with the pre-

paration of the Annual Report has not been included. 

Perhaps the most important variable is the stage of development 

of the Organization. Without any question 1948 and 1949 are years 

in which a higher percentage of time, individually and generally, 

would be spent in both preparation for and inthe actual attendanoe 

at meetings. This is particularly true for the top-level 
• 

administrative group, beginning with the Office of the Director-

General. To a lesser extent it is true for Departmental and 

Divieional Directors. 

The location of the meeting also influences the amount o.f 

time expended. Preparations for meetings held away from head-

quarters are not only more complicated with respect to the arrange-

ments, but also demand more intensive and comprehensive documontary 

preparation. 

The Conmittee has asked for the percentage of "documentary" time 

as related to meetings. It is respectfully suggested that this 

aspect, while extremely important, is but a part of the basic 

question^ namely, the amount of "incremental" time spent on behalf 

of meetings. Total incremental time may be divided into two parts : 

(a) preparation, and (b) participation. Preparation for meetings 

has twro components i (i) the production of documents, and (ii) the 

secretarial and "housekeeping" management of the meetings. 

Participation at maetings^ the other major part, includes： (i) 

attendance and availability^ and (ii) the responsibility of re-

porting and the write-up of proceedings. 



The figures which appear below are approximate averages, ,гге 

shown as a. range. Time spent for Expert Committee meetings includes 

that for Joint Agency (JHPC； with FAO, UMESCO， etc.) sessions. 

‘ ‘ . \ • '• r , . . . . ‘ .. 

There has not yet been enough experience with meetings of Regional 

Committces for a valid estimate to be made of the time involved； 

this aspect, therefore, is not explicitly taken into consideration. 

The estimates are believed to be generally typical for the 
i ........... 

headquarters staffi to a lesser extent they are felt to be applic-

able for staff at regional offices and in the field. 

驻 — 七 时 Percentage Range^of Time sgent for 

gg.ygr"ing Body^and ExpertGoutteeliëetlrî^ 

Preparation 

for meetings 

Senior staff : Section 

heads and higher grades 

Executive Board (2 sessions) 4-6% 

World Health Assembly 4 - 6% 

Expert Committees 7 

Participation 

at meetings Total 

T o t a l 15 -22% 

Other medical and 

administrative officers 

Executive Board (2 sessions) 4 -

World Health Assembly 4-6% 

” i 
.Expert Commifc-beés 

2 - 3% 

5 - Ъ% 

3 - 4% 

10 - 13% 

6 - 9 多 

9 -12% 

10-14% 

25 -35% 

Total 

Clerical, secretarial 

and_typing (incl. Pool) 
»'• -• - I I iiiJm. 

1-9% 

15-21% 

1-2% 

--1% 

4 - 6% 

5 - 9% 

5-8% 

4-7% 

1 1 - 1 5 多 

20 -30% 

Executive- Board (2 sessions) 2 --3% 1-2% 3 - 5% 

World. Health Assembly 2 --3% 3 - 4% 5 - 1% 

Ejqxjrt Committees 4 _ • 5% 3-3% 7 一 

3i 
T o t a l 8 -И窝 7 - 9% 15 _20寫 

î i g h f f i g u r e s are Generally applicable for 1948 and 1949. A〔、 

Z r l T Z , ? + b \ t h e S r c e ? t a s e 0 f t i m e f o r t h e 虹 識 t i V e Board and tho 
t � Г т Ь 1 У S h ° U l d that for Expert Conmtteos should remain the s�me or may increase. . 



The. Communications and Records System (Registry) 

Realizing the importance of coramunications and records to 

efficient administration, the Director-General engaged a Records 

Management Consultant to study and advise on the operations of 

the Organization's communications and records systems. 

The survey was conducted during March and April 1949 and a 

reorganization of the registry, and the installation of other 

suggested improvements, based upon the Consultant's report, has 

been started. This uniform system will be applied to Regional 

and Field offices. 

Because of the cost of reproducing the report of this sur狗y 

‘it is not included in this report. Copies are available in thu 

Department of Administration and Finance for study by the Standing 

Committee. 


